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ABSTRACT 

This thesis offers a feminist-poststructuralist analysis of the role and function of verbal abuse in the 

constitution of adolescent masculinities and femininities in boys and girls in Year 9 in a range of 

secondary schools in metropolitan Adelaide, South Australia. Research methods included a survey and 

discourse analysis of the transcripts of 17 focus groups and 32 interviews.  This study found that verbal 

abuse was a cultural technique used by adolescents within a regime of discursively-constructed gendered 

practices to draw attention to, enact, mark, punish, police or enforce stereotypical, hetero-normative 

gender boundaries.  It was not just the words that were damaging in the way they were used to 

subordinate and marginalise boys and girls who did not conform to the dominant ideals of masculinity 

and femininity, but also the discourses that turned insults, taunts or ‘put downs’ into particular types of 

statements with associated assumptions about the ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ forms of masculinity, 

femininity and sexuality that they exposed. Bystanders were made aware that they were also potential 

targets of abuse if they transgressed the gender boundaries. Girls and boys constituted and enacted their 

gender in opposition to each other within a regime of normalising practices in which there were 

consistent, identifiable markers of ideal masculinity and femininity.  Some markers were broad-based, 

others were specific to a particular school. Most markers were visible, materialistic and embodied - such 

as body size, physical attractiveness and clothing - and gained the attention of others. Some were invisible 

and difficult to detect, such as homosexuality. Verbal abuse targeted these markers and made visible who 

was ‘in’ and who was ‘othered’ and where people belonged in a discursively-constructed peer group 

hierarchy.  For example, boys deemed effeminate, homosexual or studious were abused and subordinated, 

largely by other boys.  Girls who displayed masculine characteristics either gained status by emulating 

males’ physical violence or were abused, particularly if they were in the hierarchy’s lower levels. High 

status girls, however, were still subject to the male gaze. Boys were instrumental in establishing and 

maintaining the gender norms, particularly those boys who were positioned as hegemonic. One marker of 

this status was verbal abuse of other boys and girls, particularly boys deemed to be effeminate or ‘gay’ 

and girls who did not measure up to their ‘normative’ standards. However, girls resorted to more verbal 

abuse than boys and abused other girls, in particular girls who did not measure up to the patriarchal 

norms, thereby contributing to their own oppression.  

This study suggests that verbal abuse is an integral part of the mosaic of violence that is enacted to 

enforce male hegemony in schools. Therefore, all forms of abuse should be treated seriously. Schools 

have a moral responsibility to empower adolescents to deconstruct the dominant discourses on gender that 

contribute to abusive behaviours, and to reconstruct a wider range of options in their gender 

performances. Suggestions are made for intervention and further research. 
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PREFACE 

In 1997, a year before I enrolled in the PhD, I applied for, and received a University of South Australia 

Faculty grant as the Chief Researcher to research Year 9 adolescents’ experiences of conflict in a mixed 

range of secondary schools in metropolitan Adelaide.  During 1997, with the approval of the University of 

South Australia’s Human Research Ethics Committee and the South Australian Department of Education 

and Children’s Services Research Council, I conducted seventeen focus groups in seven schools (with 

colleagues as observers). In 1997 and 1998 I constructed and implemented a survey with Year 9 students 

in a further seven secondary schools.  Dr Kenneth Rigby assisted as an observer in the focus groups and 

with the construction of the survey questionnaire. He used SPSS for Windows software to collate the 

quantitative survey data. I have included some of the relevant survey and focus group data in this thesis, 

with permission from The University of Melbourne’s Department of Psychology, School of Behavioural 

Science Postgraduate Research Committee. In order to triangulate the data from the individual interviews 

conducted specifically for this thesis, I have used a different perspective to analyse relevant qualitative 

data gathered from this earlier research.   
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C h a p t e r  1  

VERBAL ABUSE AND THE MOSAIC OF GENDERED 
VIOLENCE 

Sticks and stones will break my bones 
But names will never hurt me. 

When I’m dead and in my grave, 
Think of the names you called me1 

(Turner, 1969, p.76). 
 
 

… talk and text not only may hurt you, they also may hurt you more effectively, 
more systematically, and more permanently … {than} … “sticks and stones” 

(Smitherman-Donaldson & Dijk, 1988, p.11). 
 

1.1  My journey to  the thesis  topic 

I am a social work academic by profession. In this thesis, however, I have not made many direct 

references to social work theory or practice – even though this thesis draws from a range of disciplines 

that inform these, including gender studies, sociology, psychology, philosophy and linguistics.  It brings 

together literature on interpersonal violence, identity, gender, discourse and language to study the role of 

verbal abuse in the construction of adolescent gendered identities in schools.  It is critical of positivist 

approaches to research, instead taking a feminist-poststructuralist approach to the study of subjectivity, 

gender and power.  Feminist-poststructuralists emphasise the importance of self-reflexivity and the need 

to make the researcher visible in the research account.  Therefore I shall use the first person and begin by 

locating myself in the research process, introducing my reasons for choosing the topic of verbal abuse and 

the construction of gender, and explaining why I located this research study in schools. 

This thesis topic grew out of a range of studies of interpersonal violence that I have undertaken since 1996 

as Director of the Conflict Management Research Group at the University of South Australia, and as the 

program director of multidisciplinary postgraduate programs in conflict management and human service 

research. I will begin with an overview of the related research projects I completed just prior to, and 

during writing this thesis so the reader can see my rationale for choosing this particular topic, and also to 

identify the ways in which this topic is linked to, but different from the focus of my other projects. 

Firstly, in 1996 the Gothenburg University’s Peace and Development Research Unit invited me to 

participate in the development of the International Drama and Conflict (DRACON) Project, involving the 

study of educational drama as a strategy to enhance the conflict handling skills of 13 to 15-year-old 

adolescents in secondary schools. This is an ongoing, comparative study involving a multidisciplinary 

group of academic researchers from Australia, Sweden and Malaysia.  In 1997, I applied for, and received 

                                                 
1 Melbourne, c. 1940.  The first two lines are universally used and date pre-1920. 
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a University of South Australia Faculty grant as the Chief Researcher to research Year 9 adolescents’ 

experiences of conflict in a mixed range of secondary schools in metropolitan Adelaide, with support 

from a colleague Dr Ken Rigby, who had conducted previous research on bullying in schools. During 

1997, I conducted and audio-taped seventeen focus groups in seven schools (with colleagues as 

observers). In 1997 and 1998 I constructed and implemented a survey with Year 9 students in a further 

seven secondary schools (Bagshaw, 1998a, 1998b). Dr Rigby assisted as an observer in the focus groups 

and with construction of the survey questionnaire. He also used SPSS software to collate and analyse the 

survey’s quantitative data. Thus, our combined research report on the survey data has a distinctly 

positivist orientation (Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001). The majority of the adolescents in the focus groups and 

the survey for this study reported that verbal abuse was a serious problem in their peer groups at school, 

and the qualitative and quantitative data indicated that this abuse may be linked to social constructions of 

gender. I decided that this required further exploration from a feminist perspective, hence the choice of 

the topic and research methodology for this thesis.   

Some of the data gathered from this earlier study have been re-analysed for this thesis, with agreement 

from Melbourne University’s Postgraduate Research Committee.  I was dissatisfied with my earlier 

analysis of the focus group transcriptions and decided to revisit this data from a feminist-poststructuralist 

perspective to complement the data from the further set of 32 individual interviews undertaken in 2001 

and 2002 specifically for this thesis.  The specific data obtained from the 14 schools in the earlier study 

had not been analysed on a school-by-school basis. Therefore I collated and analysed the qualitative 

material from the survey, incorporated my analysis of the findings into this thesis and analysed the 

specific information gathered previously from the two schools involved in the individual interviews  – 

Mitchell High (where I conducted focus groups in 1997) and Newland High (where I conducted a survey 

in 1998).  Inclusion of the focus group and survey data provided a way of triangulating the data gathered 

from the individual interviews.  

Secondly, in 1998, another social work academic (Donna Chung) and I received funding from the 

Commonwealth Office of the Status of Women’s (OSW) national Partnerships Against Domestic 

Violence (PADV) initiative and the South Australian Department for Human Services (DHS) to research 

the needs of women, young people and men experiencing domestic violence in South Australia. We used 

a feminist-poststructuralist approach and our research report was published nationally (Bagshaw, Chung, 

Couch, Lilburn, & Wadham, 2000). The majority of participants were women who described themselves 

as victims of domestic violence. Most identified verbal abuse as the most common, pervasive and 

debilitating form of abuse.  The vast majority (89%) of 120 callers in a phone-in reported that they 

experienced verbal abuse on a daily basis.  They identified the effects of persistent verbal ‘put-downs’ as 

having serious, long-lasting effects on their self-esteem and competence. Verbal, psychological and 

emotional abuses occurred daily and therefore were far more devastating and long-lasting in impact than 

some physical forms.   The verbal attacks’ focus fell into clear themes within well-defined social 

constructions of femininity, focusing on denigrating the women’s intelligence, sexuality, body image and 

capacity as a sexual partner, parent and/or a wife.  For example, partners commonly referred to women as 

‘stupid’ and often labelled them ‘fat’, ‘ugly’, ‘sluts’, ‘whores’ or sexually ‘frigid’.  The women 
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complained that society did not identify verbal abuse as a serious form of abuse. Thus it was not often or 

readily identified or named as ‘violence’ by victims or others in their network.  The women also reported 

that service providers and other members of the community did not treat verbal abuse as seriously as 

physical violence. These findings provided a second impetus for the selection of the topic for this study. 

Thirdly, in 1999 the OSW in Canberra asked me to conduct a research consultancy on ‘The Incidence and 

Effects of Domestic Violence in Relation to Men and Women as Victims’. They were concerned because 

a national survey report had been published that suggested men and women were equally violent (Heady, 

Scott, & de Vaus, 1999), and they wanted to provide an informed response to the media and government. 

In conducting this study, which was also the assignment for one of the subjects undertaken for this thesis, 

I reviewed all of the available research on men’s and women’s violence in domestic relationships, 

culminating in a national report and a publication in a feminist journal highlighting the gender politics of 

research in relation to men’s and women’s violence (Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a, 2000b).  This report and 

article highlighted the importance of using a feminist approach to research in the area of gendered 

violence and demonstrated how different research methodologies can lead to very different research 

outcomes, as summarised in Table 1.1. My findings also demonstrated how ‘gender-neutral’ or ‘family 

systems’ researchers have ignored the issues of patriarchy and power in interpersonal and family 

relationships – issues central to feminist research.  The literature review increased my concerns about my 

prior analyses of the focus group and survey data gathered in the earlier study of conflicts in schools, as 

these analyses had not addressed the issues of gender and power in adolescent conflicts in schools to my 

satisfaction. 

Table 1.1: A comparison of two commonly-used research paradigms for 
investigating violence in interpersonal relationships (Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a)* 

 
* Bagshaw 
 

 
Family Systems Research 
 

 
Feminist Research 
 

1.  Theoretical  
perspectives 

Typically uses positivist or systems 
theories. Research focuses on individual 
psychopathology, resource theory, 
exchange/control theory.  
The commonly used Conflict Tactics Scale 
(CTS) is atheoretical – it is an empiricist 
approach that counts the frequency of 
abuse but does not theorise about the 
nature, motive, aetiology or effects of 
interpersonal violence.  

Uses feminist theories.  
Research is theory-driven and 
identifies violence as a tactic of 
entitlement and power that is 
deeply gendered. 

2.  Definition/conception 
of violence 

Defined by perpetrator acts. All assaults 
and aggressive acts defined as violence 
regardless of consequence for the victim. 

Defined by injurious 
consequences for the victims. 
Domestic violence includes a 
wide range of controlling 
behaviours that produce fear 
and intimidation. 
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3.  Research methodology Quantitative analysis of surveys 
involving responses to self-
completed questionnaires, personal 
interviews and telephone interviews 
using the Conflict Tactics Scale 
(CTS).  Emphasis on determining 
prevalence of specified behaviours 
in a defined period. 

Qualitative research preferred, 
sometimes in combination with 
quantitative research. Attention paid 
to contextual factors, all forms of 
violence, degree of severity, the 
effect of violence on the victims and 
the different motivations of men and 
women in perpetrating violence. 

4.  Research focus or 
emphasis 

Focus on ‘conflicts of interest’ and 
conflict resolution tactics involving 
verbal and physical aggression. 

Focus on all forms of control and 
intimidation – physical, sexual, 
psychological, emotional, social and 
economic. 

5.  Emphasis on gender  Gender-neutral. Gender and patriarchy central to the 
understanding of violence. 

6.  Data source Random national surveys of the 
general community.   Look at the 
continuum of violence, including 
less severe forms. 

Data collection from battered women 
in shelters, criminal and divorce 
courts, law enforcement agencies, 
national crime and criminal 
victimisation surveys, hospitals and 
other public agencies.  

7.  Terminology used to 
describe the violence 

Spousal abuse, family violence, 
couple violence, mutual combat, 
‘battered wife syndrome’, ‘battered 
husband syndrome’.  

Wife beating, wife battery, wife 
abuse, battered women, violence 
against women, ‘patriarchal 
terrorism’. 

8.  Explanation/causes of 
violence 

Violence-prone culture, stress on 
families such as unemployment, 
privatised nature of the family. 
Men’s violence instrumental, 
women’s violence expressive 
(reflecting gender stereotypes). 

Violence rooted in patriarchal ideas 
of male ownership of their female 
partners.  Private/public split - 
inadequate state protection from a 
hostile home environment.  Women 
are usually violent in self-defence. 

9. Assumptions about the 
motivation/intent of the 
perpetrator 

Less purposive pattern of violence 
erupting from particular conflicts 
rather than from a general intent to 
control one’s partner. 

Patterns and acts of violence 
embedded in the larger context of 
control tactics.  Overall intent to 
control and intimidate one’s partner. 

10. Relationship between 
researcher and 
researched 

Assumes an objective, value-free 
stance. Treats research participants 
as objects of knowledge. 

Emphasis on collaborative research, 
exposing the values of the 
researcher. Recognises that research 
cannot be value-free. 

11. Assumptions about 
symmetry/asymmetry 
of power in relation to 
gender 

Assumes a symmetrical power 
relationship between men and 
women. 
 

Assumes asymmetrical power 
relationships, with men having more 
access to power than women at a 
personal and structural level. 

12. Reported effect of the 
violence on victims 

Women and men not generally 
afraid of their partner. Where they 
are, many more women are afraid 
and intimidated than men. 

Female victims report high levels of 
fear and intimidation, often on a 
daily basis. 

13. Escalation of violence 
in relationships 

Surveys do not address escalation. 
Focus on one year only. 

Patterns of violence develop and 
escalate over time. 

14. Conclusions drawn 
from studies 

Men and women are equally violent 
in couple relationships. 

The vast majority of perpetrators of 
violence are men and the vast 
majority of victims of violence are 
women. 

16. Researchers – 
examples only 

(Campbell, 1993; Gelles, 1979; 
Heady et al., 1999; Straus, 1997; 
Straus, 1993; Straus, Gelles, & 
Steinmetz, 1980). 

(Cook & Bessant, 1997; Dobash & 
Dobash, 1998; Dobash & Dobash, 
1990; Halson, 1991; Hanmer & 
Maynard, 1987; Ho & Venus, 1995; 
Kelly, Burton, & Regan, 1996; 
Saunders, 1988; Yllo & Bograd, 
1990). 
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Finally, I have been involved recently in some important initiatives that have focused my attention on the 

need to tackle the issue of domestic violence through early intervention and prevention strategies in 

schools, in particular strategies that focus on the gendered nature of violence in interpersonal relationships 

and on the power of discourse in constituting gender.  From 1997 to 2000 I served as a member on the 

Commonwealth Government’s National Council for the Prevention of Child Abuse and presented papers 

at national conferences and seminars on the effects on children of witnessing domestic violence, based on 

our domestic violence study findings and other researchers’ findings (Bagshaw & Chung, 2000c, 2001). 

In 2001, I received another grant from PADV and the South Australian Crime Prevention Unit, Attorney-

General’s Department to evaluate programs developed by the Jannawi Family Centre in Sydney for work 

with children affected by domestic violence (Bagshaw, Campbell, & Jelinek, 2002).  These programs 

were informed by a feminist-poststructuralist theoretical perspective, and involved the use of puppets and 

associated workbooks with children who had witnessed domestic violence. The rationale for these 

programs focused on the links between violence and gender construction, and the need for early 

intervention and prevention strategies to prevent recurrent generational ‘cycles of violence’ (Burke, 1994, 

1999).  

Schools offer an ideal site for access to young people for the purpose of research, as all young people are 

required by law to attend. However, in undertaking the research specific to this thesis (the one-to-one 

interviews), I was more concerned with exploring the discursive effects of verbal abuse on gender 

construction than with the school as a social institution, although the influence of the institution on 

constituting students’ gendered identities could not be ignored.  However, as I did not intend to examine 

the differences between the different types of schools in different locations, or between the different 

education sectors in South Australia, I chose to conduct the main study in two similar co-educational State 

schools in a similar location and within a two-year period (2001 and 2002).  

1.2  Overview of  the area studied 

In this thesis I will explore discursive or language-based practices that contribute to the social 

construction of particular forms of gendered subjectivities in adolescents in South Australian schools.  

This will involve an examination of the binary constructs of male/female, masculine/feminine in 

adolescence in metropolitan Adelaide schools and the particular cultural meanings attached to these 

constructs, and the role and function of verbal abuse in developing or maintaining these constructs and 

negotiating power relations.  

This thesis is grounded in the stories that young adolescents have told about their lives in relation to 

experiences of verbal abuse in a particular location at a particular point in history. In other studies, 

adolescent voices often are not included in descriptions or definitions of violence.  This study’s data 

provides valuable insights into how verbal abuse was experienced from the perspectives of 1) those who 

perpetrated the abuse, 2) those who were subjected to it and 3) those who observed, and how the accounts 

of these experiences related to the dominant discourses on masculinity and femininity available to the 
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adolescents in the schools involved. Each discourse can be seen as a discursive field within which exists a 

further set of discourses.  The links between verbal abuse, the ways the discourses positioned the 

adolescents as males and females, and the ways the adolescents responded to those positions were 

examined. 

Mills believes that reports of violence in Australian schools are often exaggerated (Mills, 2001).  

However, there is considerable evidence to suggest that there is an increase in serious behaviour problems 

with which teachers are having to deal in Australian schools and to indicate that hindering others, racial 

abuse, sexual and sex-based harassment, verbal abuse, physical aggression and physical assault are 

relatively common (Adey, Oswald, & Johnson, 1991; Australian Education Council, 1991; Collins, 

Batten, Ainley, & Getty, 1996; Deschamp, 1992; House of Representatives Standing Committee on 

Employment Education and Training, 1994; Martin, 1994; Milligan, 1992; Standing Committee on Social 

Policy, 1991). The Australian Government’s Sticks and Stones Report on Violence in Australian Schools 

(House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training, 1994) stated 

that gender-based harassment was:  

... one of the biggest unrecognized aspects of violence in schools … and was largely 
unrecognized as a violent act (ibid, p.7). … Surveys indicated that violence based on 
gender, together with bullying, were the most systematic and constant forms of 
violence within schools.  In the majority of cases men and boys were the perpetrators of 
violence based on gender and girls, women and boys their victims (ibid, p.14).  

The Sticks and Stones report identified the ‘enormous impact’ violence has on students, with school 

suspensions increasing rapidly.  Australian studies and media reports have also suggested that destructive 

conflict is occurring in schools between students and students, and students and staff, and can be caused 

by, and/or involve parents or other ‘outside’ forces not directly connected to the school (House of 

Representatives Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training, 1994).  

There is a lack of longitudinal data about the nature of conflict in Australian schools to indicate whether 

or not aggressive forms of conflict are increasing, but there has been mounting concern with the issue in 

recent years in the Australian media, in particular over the period in which I have been working on this 

thesis, as evidenced by media reports about violence and bullying in schools in the daily Adelaide paper, 

The Advertiser (Education Reporter, 2000; Heggen, 2001a; Hein, 2000; Mc Donald, 2001; McNamara, 

2001; Reporter unknown, 2001b; Simos, 2001, 2003; Stone & Heggen, 2001; Zuzolo, 2002).  In 1999, 

one mother was charged with assault for trying to stop her son, aged 12, from being beaten up by another 

12-year-old male student who had a long history of verbally and physically abusing other students at 

school (Haran, 1999). In the same year, one South Australian school Principal was so concerned about 

abusive language in his school that he prepared a “swear word hit list” and introduced penalties ranging 

from cautions to 10-week expulsions from school. He stated that some teachers were traumatised by the 

students’ abusive language and sought counselling (Madigan, 1999). One reporter argued that trying to 

curb abusive language was futile, as radio, television and films are “awash with words that were once 

regarded as taboo” and “profanity is regarded as cool” by young people.  A number of professionals that 

he interviewed, however, argued that “bad language goes hand in hand with aggression” (Ballantine, 
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1999, p.10).  In 2001, the South Australian Education Department reported that 12,500 students were 

suspended from State public schools in term 3 in the year 2000, for reasons including threatened or 

perpetrated violence (N=826) and threats to the safety of others (N=282), but there was no gender 

breakdown reported on these figures.  The survey also found that middle high school students aged 13 to 

15 (the age of the subjects of my study) were “the biggest culprits” (Hancock, 2001, p.11). In 2002 a 

report of the findings of a large Australian study into a “no-dobbing” code among students in schools with 

regard to bullying indicated that 10% of school children claimed that bullying worsened after they 

reported abuse. Some suggestions included using teachers and senior students as “third eyes”, keeping 

records of bullying and instilling an attitude in students that reporting is not dobbing (DiGirolamo, 2002).   

A prominent Victorian newspaper, The Age, has also reported numerous incidents of violence in 

secondary schools in Victoria, including a number of stories of families legally suing schools for damages 

caused by bullying.  More recent reports have included girls’ bullying of girls. In 2000, the families of 

two girls who were verbally abused in a Melbourne Catholic secondary school sued the school for 

breaching duty of care (Edmunds, 2000). In 2003 there were accounts of girls’ verbal bullying of girls in 

Victorian schools, with a report of three families suing secondary schools, two co-ed State schools and 

one private girls’ school “for failing to protect their daughters from severe girl bullying” of a verbal 

nature.  The verbal abuse included calling the girls “sluts” and “whispering that the girl in the size 14 

uniform was fat and pathetic”. The victims were isolated and a group of girls dominated, often using 

indirect and covert aggression such as “rumours, insults and exclusion”, emails and text messages. One 

girl became suicidal and was unable to complete her education (Griffin, 2002, p.5).  In 2003 there were 

claims that one “energetic, successful and loving” Year 9 Victorian girl took her life after a school camp. 

Her classmates stated that “they believed bullying from a few girls at the school had tormented Aimee and 

contributed to her taking her life” (Rindfleisch, 2003, p.19).  

In 2001 a young man from Ballarat was awarded $60,000 after years of physical and verbal abuse he had 

suffered as a student in another Catholic secondary school (Reporter unknown, 2001a).  There have been 

reports that at least a dozen schools across the nation have introduced surveillance cameras to catch 

bullies in schoolyards, corridors and classrooms, due to fear of litigation, however these only capture 

physical forms of harassment. The Australian Council of State School Organisations’ President reported 

that “the most severe form of harassment often involves repeated verbal taunts and ostracisation” that 

cameras do not pick up (DiGirolamo, 2001, p.14).   

In 2001 a primary school student (aged 11) in a South Australian school threatened to kill a boy (aged 9) 

as he held a flick knife to his throat in the playground. This was the culmination of a year-long reign of 

terror against the 9-year-old, who would hide in toilet blocks and behind garbage bins to escape his 

tormentors.  He was bullied verbally and physically every day by up to eleven boys.  The attacker was 

given a two-day suspension that upset the mother enough to write to the Education Minister and the 

Education Department, and to contact the media. It seems, however, that parents in South Australia have 

not yet begun the inevitable step of taking legal action against schools. In 2003 a boy was jailed in 

Brisbane for killing the ringleader of a gang (who were also his friends) who bashed and verbally abused 

him at school because he was a “gentle, placid, sook” (Reporter unknown, 2001a, p.9).  
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In 2003 it was reported that a University of Minnesota (US) study of nearly 5000 overweight adolescents 

had found a strong association between the teasing from peers and rates of depression, low body 

satisfaction, low self-esteem and eating disorders. Thirty percent of girls and 29% of boys were teased by 

their peers. Suicidal ideation and attempts associated with weight-based teasing were three times higher 

than for those not teased. More girls were depressed (36%) than boys (19%). In Australia it is estimated 

that one in four children is overweight or obese (Helen Tobler Agencies, 2003). 

Links have been made in some media reports between violence in Australian schools and violence in 

schools in the United States, such as the Columbine High School murders. There have been many debates 

about the extent to which ‘US-style popular culture’, which influences young people in Australia heavily, 

has become toxic. Violent video and internet games are available freely, and violence and abusive words 

are prevalent in children’s television shows. South Park, for example, is a very popular television series in 

which cartoon kids frequently yell abuse at each other and laugh about murder.  However, Stewart 

reported that the common links between the Columbine massacre and the five other fatal shootings in the 

United States in the prior 18 months was “alienation and rejection and the desire to revenge it” (Stewart, 

1999, p.24).  The Columbine murderers had allegedly been bullied and teased through their early years at 

high school (Savage, 1999).   

Most newspaper reports have not linked verbal abuse or violence directly with the social construction of 

gender, however one front page article reported on the Relationship Violence – No Way! Project that 

surveyed 412 men aged between 13 and 26 living in Adelaide’s Southern suburbs.  The survey found that 

56% of young men believe it is acceptable to “put down, threaten or push around” their partners – female 

or male – in a range of situations (Friedman, 1999, p.7).  Friedman, the project manager, blamed society 

for promoting violence and abuse as a way for young men to prove their masculinity and social status 

(Monk, 1998). 

There have also been increasing numbers of newspaper articles about parents’ abusive behaviour in 

schools, linked to a phenomenon called the ‘obsessive parent syndrome’, with parents intimidating 

teachers, students and other parents in schools verbally. Some schools and teachers have been forced to 

lay charges against parents and have taken out restraining orders (Heggen, 2001b, p.1 & 2). In 2001, the 

problem of verbal abuse from parents was so great that the Australian Sports Commission released a new 

code of conduct aimed at abusive parents at junior sports competitions (Beikoff & Hudson, 2001).  In 

2003, many reports have appeared in the South Australian media suggesting that the State’s public school 

system is ‘under attack’, with more than 500 victims of harassment in the previous year.  At least 385 

South Australian teachers had been subjected to verbal taunts and assaults in the prior 12 months while 

352 suffered psychological injury at the hands of uncontrollable students, hostile parents and work-related 

incidents. The South Australian Education Department has recently introduced $50 ‘on-the-spot’ fines to 

try to curb threatening and abusive behaviour in schools (Editorial, 2003, p.76).   
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In the 2002 financial year there was a 20% increase in psychological and physical violence in South 

Australian State schools, forcing workers’ compensation claims to reach a record $19 million. In 

response, in October 2003, the South Australian Government announced that it proposed to introduce new 

legislation to punish violent behaviour in schools, including all forms of assault and trespass at teachers’ 

homes.  Violent attacks on teachers will carry penalties of up to 25 years in jail under these proposed new 

laws (Heggen, 2003). David West2, a secondary school teacher and University of South Australia PhD 

student, has recently analysed the South Australian Education Department’s Occupational Health and 

Safety reports from teachers in South Australian schools. His preliminary findings (which have been 

shared with the media by the Department) indicate clearly that the majority of teachers report verbal abuse 

and harassment from students (mainly male) as the predominant reasons for filing reports (West, PhD 

thesis in progress).  

In the last decade a number of Australian feminist-poststructuralist researchers have conducted 

ethnographic studies of masculinities in schools and have provided evidence to support the contention that 

hegemonic masculine discourses are contributing to aggressive behaviours (Collins, 1999; Collins et al., 

1996; Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway, 

Willis, Blackmore, & Rennie, 1997; Mills, 2001). There is also evidence that teachers sometimes 

perpetrate sexual harassment (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment Education 

and Training, 1994), or collude with it by labelling girls as being responsible in some way for sexual 

harassment against them (Milligan, 1992; Morgan, Maddock, Hunt, & Joy, 1988) or by normalising boys’ 

aggressive behaviour (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Milligan, 1992). The Sticks and Stones report stated that: 

Aggressive play by boys towards girls was often described as ‘typical’ or ‘boys being 
boys’ behaviour. It was even encouraged.  It was the acceptance of this behaviour as 
normal which was most damaging in the school environment.  It was this use by boys 
of aggression to gain power and dominate which was intimidating and threatening to 
girls and undermined their whole experience of school (House of Representatives 
Standing Committee on Employment Education and Training, 1994, p.14). 

In a more recent report on violence in Australian schools, Collins et al. found that boys were the main 

perpetrators of sex-based harassment of  girls and other boys, which they described as a form of hetero-

normative ‘boundary policing’ with homophobic overtones (Collins, 1999; Collins et al., 1996). They 

described what they called the ‘gender game’ in the schools they studied and concluded that: 

... harassing behaviour by girls is often a way of taking part in a game against 
‘outsiders’ controlled by dominant boys. Boys are usually the serious harassers of 
members of both sexes (Collins et al., 1996, p.162). 

Until recently, bullying was the only aspect of school-based conflict that had been researched in a 

detailed, systematic way in Australia (Rigby, 1996a, 1996b; Rigby, 1997, 1998b; Rigby, Cox, & Black, 

1997; Rigby & Slee, 1991). This research has been mainly positivist and a number of authors have 

criticised it recently for not linking bullying with gender, other than to highlight gender differences 

(Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Mills, 2001). The link between bullying behaviours and social or discursive 

                                                 
2 I am the Principal Supervisor for David West’s PhD Thesis. 
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constructions of gender is barely mentioned in much of the bullying literature, although some links have 

been made more recently between gender and sexual bullying (Duncan, 1999; Rigby, 2002). 

The two schools involved in the main study for this thesis are State schools from the Northern area of 

Adelaide, an area that Pat Thomson has called the ‘rust belt’ (Thomson, 2002). In an earlier South 

Australian study, Adey, Johnson and Oswald found that over 48% of teachers in disadvantaged schools 

such as these reported “serious” or “very serious” discipline problems compared with 16% in other 

schools, with 56% of schools in the Northern area of Adelaide fitting this category (Adey et al., 1991, 

p.2). They also reported that verbal abuse and physical aggression between students in the schoolyard was 

high (ibid, p.13). Teachers reported that they did not know what to do about the problem. In our recent 

survey of Year 9 adolescents in South Australian schools (n=632), we found that less than 50% of 14-

year-olds believed that teachers at their schools acted in a helpful way in resolving conflicts (Rigby & 

Bagshaw, 2003).  

1 .3  Defining adolescence 

In Western cultures, the concept of adolescence as a specific life stage that is separate from childhood and 

adulthood emerged toward the end of the 19th century (Griffin, 1993). Adolescents contrast themselves to 

adults and adopt characteristic modes of clothing, hairstyles, speech and behaviour, and “defiance of adult 

rules become more flagrant, especially in boys’ groups” (Harris, 1995, p.471). Developmental theorists 

marked puberty as a pivotal time for identity formation, a key task in the transition to adulthood (Erikson, 

1968), but until recently they ignored the impact of culture, gender and discourse on subject formation.   

Various researchers have critically reviewed the field of socialisation research and found that socialisation 

takes place in the peer groups of childhood and adolescence outside the home. They argued that 

membership of a peer group (small or large) is central to the development of identity at this stage, with 

membership of an ‘in-group’ being valued more highly than membership of an ‘out-group’ (Harris, 1995; 

McWhirter, McWhirter, McWhirter, & McWhirter, 1998).  Researchers have noted that group norms are 

often enforced by ridiculing those who do not conform (Adler, Kless, & Adler, 1992; Maccoby & Jacklin, 

1987) and young people are very responsive to peer group comments as measures of their self worth and 

self-esteem (McWhirter et al., 1998).  Within each group of adolescents there are differences in social 

status involving both dominance (social power) and popularity, which are correlated but not identical. 

Those who are rejected by their peers, or victimised, are low on the dominance hierarchy and are at 

greater risk of psychopathological problems as adults (Harris, 1995). 

McWhirter et al. argued that a peer ‘cluster’ can be more influential than a peer ‘group’ in adolescence. A 

peer cluster is defined as “a small subset of a peer group that influences the values, attitudes and beliefs of 

each member”. Peer cluster theory suggests that deviant peer cluster groups “normalise, support, and 

encourage a wide range of deviant behaviours” (McWhirter et al., 1998, p.76). Peer pressure implies the 

heavy influence of a group on an individual who usually has limited ability to resist it.  The idea of a peer 

cluster is a much more dynamic concept.  Every member of the peer cluster is seen as an active participant  
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in developing the cluster’s normative behaviour.  Therefore the cluster can be seen as an interactive whole 

(ibid).  Developmental and group work theorists have not acknowledged the power of discourses on 

masculinity and femininity in the development of these norms, and have tended to essentialise and 

individualise the concept of identity. Traditional psychological and psychoanalytic theories have been 

unable to account for the role of social relations in identity formation. Social identity theories have 

focused on the links between needs theories and inter-group relations (Bloom, 1990). Using this lens, it is 

understood that an individual seeks to preserve a positive and coherent self-image through group 

membership and social categorisation, with consequent negative images, stereotyping and discrimination 

against ‘out-groups’ (Jabri, 1996).  However, the concept of self-as-entity or essence is not challenged. 

The term ‘adolescence’ as used in this thesis does not just refer to a particular stage in the human life 

cycle but is understood as “a way of categorising people which is both socially constructed and socially 

produced” (Stoppard, 2000, p.115). It refers to a socially-constructed and culturally-produced period in 

the life span at a particular point in history and in a particular location.  There are various discourses 

around the notion of adolescence, many of which reflect the standpoint of adult researchers (Griffin, 

1993).  Images of adolescence are often gendered, for example sexual promiscuity is seen as problematic 

in adolescent girls and not in adolescent boys (Stoppard, 2000). Nolen-Hoeksema and Girgus describe a 

process called “gender intensification”. This occurs during adolescence, where the socialisation pressures 

become increasingly differentiated by gender, with boys and girls adopting characteristics appropriate to 

their gender, and with adolescents experiencing increased pressure from peers, parents and other adults to 

conform to a restrictive and narrowly defined gender role (Nolen-Hoeksema & Girgus, 1994). 

Researchers have found stressors that occur during puberty, such as bodily changes leading to body 

dissatisfaction, the increased risk of sexual abuse and gender intensification contribute to depression in 

adolescent girls (Stoppard, 2000, p.120).  

The traditional view of adolescence as a period of chronic emotional instability has received little 

empirical support (Coleman & Hendry, 1999), although the physical changes that occur during 

adolescence can produce a sense of vulnerability and concern about whether or not one is ‘normal’.  

Duncan highlighted that during adolescence there is a constant denigration of those who are seen as 

‘sexual misfits’ because of ineptitude at relating to the opposite sex, or because of a real or supposed 

homosexual orientation, and a high degree of offensive language between boys and girls, with boys as the 

main offenders (Duncan, 1999).  

In this study I was concerned to hear adolescents’ stories from their own standpoint.  I wanted to identify 

how dominant discourses shaped the identity positions available to young male and female adolescents, 

and how verbal abuse was linked to the dominant discourses on masculinity and femininity available to 

them at school, where they spend the majority of their time. Other feminist researchers have suggested 

that discourses on gender specify the proper behaviours, attitudes and appearances for adolescent boys 

and girls in their particular cultural locations, using verbal abuse as an instrument (Eder, Evans, & Parke, 

1995; Kenway et al., 1997; Lees, 1986, 1997).  Cultural representations of young men and women in the 

media also reflect idealised images or dominant discourses about what it means to be a young male or 

female in a particular socio-cultural context, in a particular historical period.  
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1.4  Def ining ident ity and subject iv ity  

Theories about the nature of identity are situated on a continuum between individual and social 

ontological perspectives, and vary between and within disciplines over time.  Potter and Wetherell stress 

that different methods of conceptualising identity are not neutral but have vital consequences for the 

positioning of people in society and thus have political implications (Potter & Wetherell, 1989, p.104). 

Some linguistic practices and self-constructions flourish in particular historical periods or particular 

societies because they serve important social functions or maintain a particular kind of society.  

1.4.1 Traditional psychological/sociological assumptions about identity 

The conception of the ‘self’ or ‘identity’ has been a controversial area within social psychology, with 

earlier debates between the humanistic and behaviourist approaches about whether it was possible to 

study something with “such confusing and diverse manifestation” or “so private and hidden” (Potter & 

Wetherell, 1989, p.95). The key assumptions behind traditional, Western psychological theories or models 

of identity are essentialist and individualistic, such as those that focus on human needs (Burton, 1990; 

Maslow, 1943). The self is conceived as a discrete, separate entity that can be described definitively as 

authentic and ‘true’:   

It is taken for granted that this self, the object to be discovered, is the centre of 
experience, an initiator of action, a coherent whole, separate from other distinct selves 
… a unitary entity, a relatively autonomous agent in the world and thus … the origin 
point of experience (Potter & Wetherell, 1989, p.101). 

The classical Freudian psychoanalytic perspective of identity focused on the development of the self’s 

complex nature. However, Foucault and others have highlighted how psychoanalytic practice became a 

normalising technique to adjust people to a particular gender order (Foucault, 1988). Masculinity was 

seen to be an essential, empirical fact, built on overreactions to femininity, with the making of masculinity 

connected to the subordination of women.  Jung later distinguished two gender archetypes - the masculine 

‘persona’ and the feminine ‘anima’ - and treated the masculine-feminine binary as a universal structure of 

the psyche (Connell, 1995, p.11). 

In the late 1960s, psychoanalyst Eric Erikson developed the concept of ‘gender identity’. He argued that 

the staged establishment of the ego-identity was crucial to emotional development, and a stable identity 

was essential to the individual’s survival and well-being (Erikson, 1968).  Developmental theorists 

promote the idea that an individual must differentiate the self from others in order to develop a separate 

identity (Carter & McGoldrick, 1989; Payne, 1997; Piaget & Inhelder, 1969), an idea that is essentially 

Western.  This conception of identity focuses on the need for individuals to have an internal locus of 

control and sense of security (Maslow, 1943), whereas in collectivist cultures one’s sense of self is 

controlled externally, and includes the extended family and community (Okum, Fried, & Okum, 1999).  

In the 1970s, influenced by the trends in semiology and poststructuralism, social constructivists attacked 

the fundamental propositions about the self-as-entity and focused on the social construction of self 

(Gergen, 1977; Harre', 1977). Henriques et al. explained how the values of individualism, which were 

also enshrined in child-centred progressive education and the interpersonal approach of social work, 
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became the norm under the influence of humanism (Henriques, Hooloway, Rurwin, Venn, & Walkerdine, 

1998).  They explored the difficulties psychology faced in attempting to bridge the individual-society 

divide and concluded that the “dualistic framework in which psychology is caught makes it impossible to 

theorize the individual in a radically social way” and “leaves the idea of an unmediated biology 

unchallenged” (Henriques et al., 1998, p.21). Political critiques of the assumptions underpinning the 

knowledge privileged by psychology and social work have highlighted how fundamental individualism 

has marred the ability to understand changing subjects in relation to transformation of a society (Payne, 

1997). Cognitive theory, role theory and socialisation theory have all tried to provide solutions to the 

relationship between the individual and the social, but they are all dualistic in conception, with the 

paradigm being one of interaction between the two separate entities – individual and society. Social 

psychology’s symbolic interactionism recognised the importance of meaning in social relations, which 

was taken up by socio-cognitive theorists such as Gergen and Harre. However, the psychological and the 

social were still not put together in a coherent theory.  Cognitivism, for example, posits:  

... a unitary individual or a rational intentional being as the point of origin, reducing 
the social to intersubjective and assuming that the individual and society are 
commensurate as theoretical notions (Henriques et al., 1998, p.24).   
 

Cognitivism locates responsibility for violence with the individual (perpetrator and victim) by theorising 

its cause in terms of the individual’s defects or inadequacies, or in the lack of information available to the 

individual.  Similarly, functional sociology (and the social sciences generally) “on the one hand assumes a 

unitary social domain, and on the other hand leaves unproblematized the content and take-up of those 

attitudes” (Henriques et al., 1998, p.23). Henriques et al. explained that humanistic philosophy (which 

was central to the social sciences), with its defence of human freedom, was at the basis of the problem: 

The humanist position tends to see the individual as the agent of all social 
phenomena and productions, including knowledge.  The specific notion of the 
individual contained in this outlook is one of a unitary, essentially non-contradictory 
and above all rational entity. It is the Cartesian subject in modern form; a notion of 
the subject which has been central to the whole of western philosophy founded on 
the principle of the cogito (Henriques et al., 1998, p.93).  
 

In sociology, functionalists, structuralists and Marxists also adopted the notion of the individual as an 

agent of change. Individually-oriented, psychoanalytic, psychological and sociological theories all 

conceived of a stable, unitary identity constructed from the ‘inside out’. They did not acknowledge the 

gendered, cultural, historical and contextual ways in which identities are constructed and reconstructed, 

and the multiple and changing ways that identity can be expressed in different locations of time and space 

(Connell, 1995; McHoul & Grace, 1993). Nor did they address the historical and social contexts that 

generate, legitimate and reproduce certain modes of discourse and privilege or marginalise certain 

categories of identity or subjectivity. They also ignored the performative function of language (Butler, 

1990b; Yeatman, 1993).  
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1.4.2 Poststructuralist assumptions about identity or subjectivity 

Michel Foucault, along with other theorists labelled as ‘postructuralists’, challenged the individualistic 

view of identity or ‘the subject’. Foucault problematised the question of individual-society dualism in his 

approach to histories of knowledge production (genealogy), with both the individual and society regarded 

as the effects of knowledge production rather than predetermined objects of the human sciences 

(Foucault, 1988). His genealogical approach sought to work out why an object (such as ‘the child’) is 

constructed and anchored to normalising practices (social practices such as schooling). For example, the 

child emerged as an object of scientific enquiry and a target of a number of normalising practices that 

shaped or constructed the child’s subjectivity (Henriques et al., 1998). This view is in opposition to 

developmental psychology’s assumption that the child is an individual entity with self-directed thought 

processes.  

In deconstructing developmental psychology, Henriques et al. traced the history of why certain theories 

became privileged as knowledge.  One influence was the increasing interest of the State in the production 

of certain kinds of subjects and the growth of State intervention in education, psychiatry, social work, 

child-rearing, health, criminality and work (Henriques et al., 1998, p.102). State schools and schooling 

practices developed the apparatuses, including systems of classification and examination, to mould or 

normalise children, and thereby the population, in particular ways.  

This thesis will draw on the writings of poststructuralist authors who argue that identity or subjectivity is 

constructed socially and discursively through historically situated discourses (Connell, 1995; Foucault, 

1988; Giddens, 1990; Jabri, 1996; Weedon, 1987b). They assert that the ‘self’ (or ‘identity’ or 

‘subjectivity’) should be read “as a ‘positioned’ entity, constructed through and constitutive of patterned 

and regularised social systems” (Jabri, 1996, p.120) and/or discursive institutional practices. 

Poststructuralists argue that there is “not ‘one’ self waiting to be discovered or uncovered but a multitude 

of selves found in the different kinds of linguistic practices articulated now, in the past, historically and 

cross-culturally” (Potter & Wetherell, 1989, p.102). From this perspective, therefore, identity or 

subjectivity is multiple and varied, constructed from the ‘outside in’ rather than from the ‘inside out’.   

Poststructuralists reject strict binary opposites or dualisms such as man-woman, and argue that males and 

females may be located in multiple discourses or take up contradictory roles within a variety of public and 

private spaces. Indeed, Foucault contends that transformation involves refusing ‘what we are’, rather than 

discovering what we are (Foucault, 1982, p.785). Thus, social identity can be understood as being formed 

through competing discourses that make positions available to individuals, which can be either accepted 

or rejected, implying that individuals have some agency.  

1.4.3 Feminist-poststructuralist views of identity 

I adopted a poststructuralist feminist view of subjectivity for this thesis because, as a feminist, I have been 

concerned for many years about the tendency within modernist feminisms to subscribe to the humanist 

notion of an ‘essential’ self that is fixed and unchanging. I wanted to explore in more depth the new 

paradigms of social criticism that contend that modernist feminisms did not adequately address the 

intersection of gender with class, race, ethnicity and sexuality (Fraser & Nicholson, 1990).  
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Poststructuralist feminist theories are more reflexive and attend to differences between women, both 

within and across historical periods and cultures.  They question the fixing of an individualised and 

essentialised self and see all experience as having no ‘inherent’ meaning - rather, meaning is given to 

experience via language (Fraser & Nicholson, 1990; Weedon, 1987b).  Poststructuralism offers a critical 

theory, which is contextualised historically and can account for diversity and differences between women, 

and between women and men.  Discourse analysis is valued as an approach to research because discourse 

is seen as central in the constitution of subjectivity. Masculine and feminine identities and everyday 

gender practices are assumed to be “constituted in discourse”, not fixed but changing constantly (Connell, 

1995, p.5).  

Poststructuralist feminism is one of many different ‘feminisms’.  Weedon’s definition of feminism 

highlights the common ground:  

Feminism is a politics. It is a politics directed at changing existing power relations 
between men and women in society. These power relations structure all areas of life, 
the family, education and welfare, the worlds of work and politics, culture and leisure. 
They determine who does what and for whom, what we are and what we might become 
(Weedon, 1987b, p.1). 

Kenway and Willis’ definition of identity will be used for this thesis when exploring the constitution of 

male and female students’ identities in schools: 

An individual’s identity then, is the on-going result of the discourses that have shaped 
his/her history and which shape her/his world and the moment; it is constituted and 
reconstituted daily (Kenway & Willis, 1993, p.3). 

When exploring the constitution of girl’s identities, Kenway and Willis highlighted the complex, 

ambiguous way in which meaning about gender is constructed: 

 … girls’ identities are shifting and fragmented, multiple and contradictory, displaced 
and positioned as they are across the various discourses which historically and currently 
constitute their lives in and out of school. Those in school are associated with the 
school’s cultures and subcultures; with various curricula and pedagogies, with the 
authority structures amongst and between staff and students, friendship groups and so 
on.  Those out of school will include the discourses of the family and the local 
community and those associated with the student’s ethnic/racial/class culture.  This will 
also possibly include the discourses of the youth culture industry (fashion, music, 
popular literature, such as magazines, books, television, films for girls) which ‘teach’ 
girls how to regard and ornament their bodies and how to achieve pleasure, power and 
satisfaction through consumption, fantasy and romance (Kenway & Willis, 1993, p.3). 

1.5 The poli t ics  of  gender 

The public politics of gender and sexuality first became visible with the women’s suffrage movement and 

the early gay liberation movement. These highlighted the conflict of interests and inequities embedded in 

gender relations in a context of patriarchy or hegemonic masculinity (Connell, 1995). 
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Femininity (plural: femininities) is commonly defined in dictionaries as:  

1. The quality or condition of being feminine. 2. A characteristic or trait traditionally 
held to be female. 3. Women considered as a group. 4. Effeminacy (The American 
Heritage, 2000, p.1).  

Likewise, masculinity (plural: masculinities) is defined as:  

1. The quality or condition of being masculine. 2. Something traditionally considered to 
be characteristic of a male (The American Heritage, 2000, p.1).   

Some dictionaries add qualities such as “weak; gentle” to the definition of femininity, and “strong; 

manly” to the definition of masculinity (Macquarie Library, 1981, pp.655 & 1074).   

The concept of gender relates to “a set of classes, such as masculine, feminine and neuter” (Macquarie 

Library, 1981, p.742), or to the particular qualities of males and females, masculinity and femininity that 

emerge from culture (Connell, 1995). Sex, on the other hand, refers to the particular male and female 

characteristics arising from biological attributes (Epstein, 1988), or to men collectively or women 

collectively (Macquarie Library, 1981, p.1578). The terms ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ are sometimes used 

interchangeably, however interpretations of these terms shape our perceptions of issues arising from 

gender relations. For example, Broverman et al. (1970) demonstrated how professionals equated 

‘normality’ with maleness.  Feminine traits were seen as ‘expressive’, evidenced by the expression of 

warm emotions, concern for others’ feelings and needs, and a lack of competitive striving or 

aggressiveness. Masculine traits were seen as ‘instrumental’, evidenced by competitive striving, self-

assertion, lack of interest in relationships and feelings, and an independent stance toward others. 

Broverman et al. illustrated that mental health professionals defined women as ‘in poor mental health’ if 

they were well adjusted to their female gender role, and ‘deviant’ if they ranked high in mental health 

measures, which were male (Broverman, Broverman, & Clarkson, 1970).   

From a feminist-postructuralist perspective, gender relations structure different conceptions of 

masculinities and femininities both socially and historically. Drawing from Foucault’s ideas, Connell 

defined gender (masculinity and femininity) as a “social pattern” with the structures of gender relations 

being formed and transformed over time – a “product of history and a producer of history” (Connell, 

1995, p.81) – and as “configurations of practice within a system of gender relations” (ibid, p.84). He 

explained that from an essentialist or positivist perspective, masculinity and femininity are treated in a 

physical sense as social norms with essentialist definitions. “Masculinity is, in effect, defined as not-

femininity” (Connell, 1995, p.70). However, these normative definitions do not take into account 

similarities across these categories and differences within each category, such as those defined by class, 

race, ability and sexuality.   

Connell used the term ‘gender order’ to describe gender relations at a broad, structural level, and ‘gender 

regime’ to highlight that these broad patterns may follow a similar logic but take on a different shape at 

the local level.  The gender order in most Western societies is patriarchal and has repressive consequences 

for  males and females. The male-female dualism is organised hierarchically, constituting females as the 
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negative ‘other’ of males and shaping the discourses (Connell, 1987). Connell believed that we should 

focus on the processes and relationships through which men and women conduct their gendered lives.  He 

saw the “making and remaking” of masculinities and femininities as political, “affecting the balance of 

interest in society and the direction of social change” (Connell, 1995, p.44).   

1.6  Hegemony and hegemonic masculinity  

In this thesis I will examine the concept of male hegemony as it relates to the making of masculinities and 

femininities in schools.  Dictionary definitions of the term ‘hegemony’ link it to leadership, predominance 

and the influence of one group over another or others (Macquarie Library, 1981; The American Heritage, 

2000). Foucault’s concept of ‘power-knowledge’ highlighted how major worldviews are based on the 

interests and experiences of major social groups (Foucault, 1980a). Connell’s description of hegemony 

refers to the correspondence between powerful or exemplary individuals or institutions and the cultural 

ideal, which leads to successful claims to authority: 

The concept of hegemony … refers to the cultural dynamic by which a group claims 
and sustains a leading position in social life.  At any given time, one form of 
masculinity rather than others is culturally exalted.  Hegemonic masculinity can be 
defined as the configuration of gender practice which embodies the currently accepted 
answer to the problem of the legitimacy of patriarchy, which guarantees (or is taken to 
guarantee) the dominant position of men and subordination of women (Connell, 1995, 
p.77). 

Hegemonic masculinities (there are more than one) refer to the dominant masculinities in a hierarchy of 

possible masculinities. Connell suggests that in Australia hegemonic masculinity is generally 

characterised by individuality, competitiveness, career orientation, suppression of emotions, rationality 

and homophobia. Mills added that there are elements common to all forms of hegemonic masculinity 

relating to “a man’s strength (physical, intellectual, of character and/or of willpower), rationality and 

supremacy over those (constructed as) ‘inferior’ to him” (Mills, 2001, p.21).   

Whilst hegemonic masculinity is seen as the legitimated or normalised subject position for males in 

Australian society, Connell and others argued that ‘emphasised femininity’ is the legitimated subject 

position for females, both positions serving to construct the existing ‘gender order’ (Connell, 1987, 1995; 

Matthews, 1984; Mills, 2001). Connell defined the gender order as “a historically constructed pattern of 

power relations between men and women and definitions of femininity and masculinity” (Connell, 1987, 

p.98). He defined masculinity, and femininity by implication, as being:  

... simultaneously a place in gender relations, the practices through which men and 
women engage that place in gender, and the effects of these practices in bodily 
experience, personality and culture. … Gender is a way in which social practice is 
ordered.  …  Gender is social practice which constantly refers to bodies and what 
bodies do, it is not social practice reduced to the body (Connell, 1995, p.71). 

He highlighted that we all engage in constructing a world of gender relations, but choices are always 

made in concrete social circumstances that are not easily controlled and which enhance, limit or constrain 

possibilities. Neither men nor women perform a consistent or coherent form of masculinity or femininity. 
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They may perform differently in different contexts. Connell acknowledged that factors such as ethnicity, 

race, class, age, sexuality and ability influence idealised forms of masculine and feminine behaviours.  In 

this thesis I will examine this idea in relation to verbal abuse and the role it plays in the construction of 

masculinities and femininities.  Hence the next section will introduce the concepts of aggression and 

gendered violence.  

1.7  Gendered violence in interpersonal relat ionships 

1.7.1 Defining aggression 

Aggression is commonly defined as “intentional physical or psychological injury to another person” 

(Goldstein, 2002, p.169). Caprara and Pastorelli defined the way aggression differs from other exchanges: 

What turns any possible exchange into aggression is the attribution of the 
characteristics of an attack, one that is both intentional and inappropriate (Caprara & 
Pastorelli, 1989, p.122).   

They argued that “aggression is always a phenomenon which develops along a sequence of interpersonal 

exchanges and in a social context” (Caprara & Pastorelli, 1989, p.122).  Goldstein pointed out that as a 

society we have ignored the manifestations of what he calls “low-level aggressions ... such as cursing, 

threats, insults, incivilities, vandalism, bullying, and harassment” that inevitably and rapidly escalate into 

“intractable high-level aggressions” (Goldstein, 2002, p.170).  However, many subjective factors need to 

be considered in determining what is a ‘low’ or a ‘high’ level of aggression, such as the perspective of the 

perpetrator, target and the bystanders, the frequency or repetitiveness of the insults, the degree of 

wrongfulness or harmfulness (or seriousness) and so forth. Goldstein also contended that individuals will 

experience the same aggressive act quite differently and has found that the victims usually rate such 

actions as more serious than the perpetrators.  None-the-less he made a judgement that will be challenged 

by this study’s findings: 

Insults, threats, teasing and even many forms of bullying, harassment and verbal abuse 
are often merely unpleasant, annoying or aversive – and not seriously injurious 
(Goldstein, 2002, p.170). 

Individuals or groups can perpetrate aggressive acts toward other individuals or groups.  The concept of 

de-individuation accounts for individuals’ increased tendency to be aggressive when in a group 

(Festinger, Pepitome, & Newcombe, 1952).  Various studies have found that when in a group, individuals 

experience diminished self-awareness and self-regulation, lessened inner restraint, diffusion of personal 

responsibility, more anonymity, heightened modelling and contagion influences, and therefore a 

heightened freedom to engage in aggressive and other deviant behaviours (Goldstein, 2002).  Audience 

effects and the qualities of the setting or context are also important considerations in determining the 

likelihood of aggression and its escalation, such as the location in the school or the qualities of the school 

neighbourhood.  Goldstein has found aggression in schools is more likely to occur in the playground and 

hallways between classes than in the classroom and other venues (Goldstein & Conoley, 1997). 
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Studies of aggression amongst children have focused on different criteria, for example: 

1. Perpetrators’ behaviour (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995).  

2. Responses of children who report having been victimised in different ways by peers (Mynard & 

Joseph, 2000). 

3. Different age groups involved, varying from young pre-school children (Kochenderfer & Ladd, 

1996) to secondary school students (Rigby, 1997). 

4. Negative and oppressive treatment involving power imbalances (Farrington, 1993; Olweus, 1991a, 

1993; Rigby, 1996a). 

5. Interactions where there is no evident power imbalance (Paquette & Underwood, 1999). 

6. Participant roles and bystander effects (Salmivalli, 1998). 

7. Gender differences in the effects (Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001). 

 

Until recently research on aggression included very few female subjects and did not make the links 

between aggression and the constitution of gender. It focused mainly on direct, observable aggressive 

behaviours that were most visible in boys (Simmons, 2002).  Definitions of ‘direct’ aggression usually 

include physical or verbal face-to-face confrontations, or a combination of the two.  In 1992 a group of 

Norwegian researchers published an unprecedented study of girls’ aggression, indicating that girls may 

express anger in unconventional ways because of cultural rules against girls engaging in overt aggression 

(Bjoerkqvist & Niemela, 1992). Since then, researchers have built upon these findings and identified 

subcategories of aggressive behaviour such as relational, indirect and social aggression, which are closely 

related and focus on the goal or function of the aggressive act (Bjoerkqvist, 1994). However, there have 

been differences in the way ‘indirect’ aggression has been defined. In their study of girl’s aggression, 

Bjoerkqvist et al. defined ‘relational’ aggression as acts that “harm others through damage (or the threat of 

damage) to relationships or feelings of acceptance, friendship, or group inclusion” (Bjoerkqvist, 

Lagerspetz, & Kaukiainen, 1992, p.117). 

 

In her book, Odd Girl Out: The Hidden Culture of Aggression in Girls, Simmons described ‘indirect’ 

aggression as covert behaviour in which the perpetrator disguises the intent to hurt in various ways, such 

as by using others as vehicles or by spreading rumours; and ‘social’ aggression as being aggression that 

“is intended to damage self-esteem or social status within the group”. She collectively defined relational, 

indirect and social aggression as “alternative aggressions” (Simmons, 2002, p.21). Other studies vary in 

the way in which they categorise aggression.  Galen and Underwood distinguished between physical and 

social aggression (Galen & Underwood, 1997). Crick and Grotpeter have also reframed social aggression 

as ‘relational aggression’ (Crick & Grotpeter, 1995).  There is general agreement that some aggression 

can be described as ‘physical’, such as hitting, pushing or shoving another person deliberately with the 

intention of hurting or harming in some way (Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001). Not all researchers include the 

category of ‘verbal’ aggression in their definitions, however Mynard and Joseph’s comprehensive 

categorisation of different types of aggressive behaviour includes physical victimisation, verbal 

victimisation, social manipulation and attacks on property (Mynard & Joseph, 2000).  
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Rigby has noted that it is generally agreed that non-physical forms of aggression, such as verbal abuse, 

are experienced more commonly than physical forms among school children, especially as students 

become older (Rigby, 1996a).  Studies that have focused on gender differences, including those 

undertaken by the author with Rigby, have found that the relative frequencies of kinds of aggression 

appear to be influenced by the victim’s gender. With a few exceptions, it is generally agreed that boys are 

more likely than girls to experience more direct, physical aggression from their peers, while girls 

exprience more indirect, social or relational aggression (Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001). 

Theories of aggression define it as a social act. However, most definitions focus on individual-social or 

person-environment binaries (Goldstein, 1994).  Goldstein focused mainly on physical aggression and 

highlighted how psychoanalytic, constitutional and personality theories focus on the perpetrator, assuming 

that antisocial behaviour develops from something within the perpetrator.  Goldstein’s theory is built upon 

Bandura’s interactionist social learning theory of aggression (Bandura, 1973), which attempts to give 

equal weight to internal and external behaviour determinants.  Goldstein examined those characteristics of 

the physical and social environment that might play a significant role in what he calls the “person-

environment duet leading to aggression” (Goldstein, 1994, p.9).   

A major flaw in the arguments of Goldstein and other interactionist, cognitivist and structuralist theorists 

is the assertion that individual persons or collectives are responsible for the aggression.  As well as 

blaming the perpetrator they also argue that victims of aggression help to precipitate or contribute to (not 

cause nor be responsible for) their own victimisation. This ignores the issue of power.  Feminist scholars 

have challenged structuralist and masculinist research methodologies, theories and discourses in the field 

of victimology that have focused on the need for the victim to change, thereby implying that victims 

precipitate their own victimisation. This ignores or distorts gendered analyses of violence (Kelly, 1987; 

Smart, 1989; Stanko, 1985), with the effect of ignoring those responsible for the violence and leaving the 

violence unchallenged (McCarthy, 1997).   

1.7.2 Defining bullying 

Aggression is sometimes defined as bullying. Bullying involves aggressive acts and is variously defined 

as behaviour involving: unprovoked and repeated negative verbal or physical actions of one or more 

persons; a desire or intention to hurt another; an imbalance of power and/or an unjust use of power; and 

evident enjoyment by the aggressor and a sense of being oppressed on the part of the victim (Olweus, 

1991a, 1993; Rigby, 1996a; Rigby, 2002). Bullying is relational behaviour involving an abuse of power 

and is a means by which individuals and groups enforce hierarchical relations. Olweus distinguishes 

between direct (face-to-face) bullying exemplified by open physical attacks and the use of threats and 

intimidating gestures, and indirect bullying exemplified by social exclusion and isolation, scapegoating, 

spreading rumours and other verbal maltreatments (Olweus, 1993). In South Australia, one child in six 

has reported being bullied at least once a week (Slee & Rigby, 1994). Adolescents who engage in bullying 

others at school have also been found to participate more often in anti-social behaviour outside the school 

(Rigby et al., 1997).   
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Despite the interest in the area of adolescent conflicts, there has been little systematic inquiry in Australia 

about the nature of verbal bullying in schools and the impact of verbal abuse on adolescents, although the 

literature on bullying in schools has been notable in linking verbal abuse to intentional harm amongst 

school children (Olweus, 1991a; Rigby, 1998b). In spite of increasing evidence that non-physical modes 

of treatment are more common and often more damaging to the well being of children in schools, there is 

still a tendency for schools to be far more concerned about and responsive to physical abuse, violence and 

aggression.  There have now been numerous studies, some longitudinal in nature, of the effects of 

aggressive behaviour on victims, especially in studies of bullying behaviour, with results indicating 

hurtful effects on both the mental and/or physical health of male and female children and adolescents 

(Rigby, 1998b, 2002; Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001).  Links have also been made between bullying at school, 

domestic violence and dating violence in South Australia, with recommendations that the issue of 

gendered violence should be addressed in schools (Bagshaw et al., 2000; Rigby, Whish, & Black, 1994).  

1.7.3 Violence and masculinity  

Violence is a masculine enterprise and hegemonic forms of masculinity are associated with violence.  

Mills suggested that the hegemonic or normalised form of “masculinity has been violenced and violence 

masculinized” (Mills, 2001, p.19). Over the past two decades, research into domestic violence in Australia 

and elsewhere has highlighted the general predominance and prevalence of male violence against women 

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1996; Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a, 2000c; Cook & Bessant, 1997; Dobash, 

Dobash, Daly, & Wilson, 1992; Straton, 1994; Yllo & Bograd, 1990).  Furthermore, feminist researchers 

have also described a broader social context of male dominance or hegemony within which this male 

violence occurs. For example, Egger reported that males in Australia commit about 91% of homicides, 

90% of assaults, nearly all sexual assaults, and nearly all armed and violent robberies (Egger, 1995). 

Connell has discussed the many pressures in today’s society for young Australian men to be ‘masculine’ 

in the normative sense. These pressures manifest differently in different locations and contexts, influenced 

by class, age, race/ethnicity, sexuality and socio-economic status. He has identified the expectations of the 

masculine body and mind to be tough, confident, knowledgeable and in control (Connell, 1995).  His 

concept of hegemonic masculinity is based on the dominance of males over females, and over 

subordinated and marginalised males. This dominance is partly achieved by violence or the threat of 

violence. 

Domestic violence literature and research provides strong evidence to suggest that the majority of 

violence in intimate heterosexual relationships is perpetrated by males toward females, with a relatively 

small percentage involving female violence toward men (Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a). An extensive 

review of the domestic violence research literature also highlighted women’s tendency to downplay 

men’s violence and men’s tendency to exaggerate women’s violence (ibid).  Male physical violence is 

often described as ‘normal’ behaviour and Jenkins has highlighted men’s tactical diminishment of their 

responsibility for their part in the violent relationship (Jenkins, 1990). As recently as December 2004, The 

Australian newspaper reported that key Liberal politicians in the Commonwealth Government withheld a 

domestic violence advertisement that portrayed men “in situations of escalating verbal violence and 

intimidation, which under the law is assault between men and women”. The advertisement – No respect, 
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no relationship – was developed by the Commonwealth’s Office of the Status of Women, but at least two 

politicians thought verbal abuse was “not really violence”, despite research evidence to the contrary. A 

few days later the national Democrats’ leader played out a scenario in Parliament similar to that depicted 

in the advertisement. He was reported to be “verbally violent” to a female colleague, then “manhandled” 

her, leading to censure from his colleagues and the press. He and others later blamed alcohol and ill-

health for his behaviour (Wallace, 2003, p.3).  

The effects on males of the cultural imperative to be ‘macho’, ‘tough’ and ‘in control’ are wide-ranging 

and complicated, and will be explored in this thesis.   

1.7.4 Violence against women 

Richardson and May highlight the notion that the meaning of the term ‘violence’ is socially-constructed 

and interpretations are mediated through notions of culpability and victimisation, the characteristics of the 

victim and the particular social context (Richardson & May, 1999).  In Australia the term ‘violence 

against women’ is often favoured when talking about violence in intimate relationships.  It was clear from 

my earlier review of the domestic violence literature that within the current research literature females are 

more likely to be victims of domestic violence and males are more likely to be perpetrators in 

heterosexual relationships. However, there is also violence in same-sex relationships, indicating that the 

issue is related to power (Archer, Wadham, Newburn, & Stanko, 1994; Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a; 

Dobash et al., 1992)3.  In most definitions of domestic violence, the issues of power and control are 

central.  The most commonly acknowledged forms are physical and sexual violence, verbal threats and 

intimidation, emotional, psychological and social abuse, and economic deprivation. 

Cook and Bessant noted that many forms of violence that are well established practices in Australian 

society have not been named as ‘violence’ in either historical accounts or definitions of violence:  

 … institutional violence against women, … low-key aggressive and intimidating daily 
behaviours toward women, bullying and harassment done by other women as well as 
men and found in mainstream public and private settings … . The often subtle and 
pervasive nature of such behaviours, the ways such behaviours are made invisible, 
obfuscated, or in many instances encouraged by custom, language, and law, mean that 
recognising and naming “violence” as violence and then responding to it accordingly is 
a difficult task (Cook & Bessant, 1997, pp.11 & 12). 

They also noted that large-scale acts of violence excluding women from positions of power have infringed 

on women’s rights to privacy or subjected them to the coercive power of the State. For example, 

institutional and governmental acts of violence against Aboriginal Australians throughout the history of 

colonisation have been excluded from definitions of violence.  The important point that they make is: 

What gets named as violence is important for developing strategies to eradicate it 
(Cook & Bessant, 1997, p.13). 

                                                 
3  Within the field of domestic violence in Australia, ‘people who use violence’ and ‘people who are subjected to 

violence’ are often defined as ‘perpetrators’ and as ‘victims’ respectively.  This distinction has developed within a 
historical context in which women have had to struggle for their needs to be met within the male dominated 
systems.   
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In a recent study of masculinities, Connell found that when men are violent towards women they “usually 

feel they are entirely justified, that they are exercising a right” (Connell, 1995, p.43). He pointed out that 

violence is important to gender politics among men and is used as a means of drawing boundaries and 

making exclusions, for example heterosexual violence against gay men. He believed that patriarchal 

definitions of masculinity and femininity form the basis of this violence and noted that physical attacks on 

women are commonly accompanied by verbal abuse, which renders women who accept the abuser’s 

definitions “incompetent and helpless” (ibid).   

I pointed out at the beginning of this chapter that much research in the field of domestic violence can be 

defined as ‘gender-neutral’, leading to very different findings to those of research conducted by feminist 

researchers (Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a).  Feminist analyses of violence focus on the gendered social 

contexts within which violence occurs, such as in the family, schools and broader society. Feminists 

assume that any contest between men’s and women’s ‘truths’ will be affected by a patriarchal context 

within which men’s rights and entitlements are given pre-eminence. For example, feminist researchers 

suggest that male hegemony impacts on the experiences of male and female students in secondary schools 

in Australia (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway et al., 1997). A recent study 

of girls, boys and feminism in Victorian schools highlighted the inadequate responses to verbal 

harassment experienced by girls. Teachers and students often ‘normalised’ boys’ harassment of girls and 

other boys, and also “infantilised girls as being in need of protection” (Kenway et al., 1997, p.xi). 

1.8  Verbal  conf l ict  and verbal  abuse 

From a ‘conflict talk’ perspective, Garvey and Shantz defined verbal conflict as the “explicit expression 

of mutual opposition by a minimum of two speakers” (Garvey & Shantz, 1995, p.94).  They noted that 

adults in different speech communities value and elaborate various types and styles of conflict, for 

example confrontational insult exchanges, and that these types of conflicts in turn influence children’s 

verbal behaviour.  The authors identified and labelled different kinds of verbal conflicts in children’s 

relationships.  They categorised verbal conflicts as:  

• serious and not serious;  

• rough-and-tumble, which can include hostile talk or verbalisation’s such as “insults, threats and 

contentious remarks” (ibid, p.100);  

• teasing, which can be serious and hurtful, or playful and good natured;  

• ritual conflicts, including ritual insult exchanges, known as ‘sledging’ amongst young males in 

South Australia and which Davies notes are usually performed in the presence of an audience 

(Davies, 1982); and finally 

• mitigated and aggravated, designating the basic interactive dimension of speech.  

Garvey and Schantz cited research that indicates a tendency for conflict talk between children to escalate. 

They suggest that playful, ritualised, or pretend conflicts may provide opportunities for practice and 
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consolidation of children’s adversarial discourse skills.  However, the authors did not explore the 

contextual variables, the participants’ relative status or relationships, or the relationship between verbal 

conflict, verbal abuse, power and gender. The definition of verbal abuse that will be adopted for this thesis 

is more complex, taking the issues of intent, power and effect into account. 

1.8.1 The intentional use of language as a weapon 

Of significance to this thesis is Smitherman-Donaldson et al.’s statement that: 

... talk and text not only may hurt you, they also may hurt you more effectively, more 
systematically, and more permanently … {than} … “sticks and stones” (Smitherman-
Donaldson & Dijk, 1988, p.11).  

In reviewing the social psychology research literature in 1998, Graumann found that there has been very 

little research interest in the intentional use of language as a weapon (Graumann, 1998). Graumann 

explored the links between aggression, social discrimination and “words by which we hurt others”.  He 

defined aggression as “intentional harmdoing” and viewed “harm” as synonymous with “whatever 

reduces the (physical or mental) health of a person, the value of a person’s or a group’s (physical or 

mental) properties, rights, or reputation” (ibid, p.43).  

Graumann noted that in the field of intergroup behaviour little attention has been paid to the fact that a 

large part of group behaviour is verbal – “either ingroup talk about outgroups, or talk about ingroup-

outgroup relations, or discourse across the border between ingroup and outgroup” (ibid, p.42).  Taking a 

social constructionist perspective, he believes it is important to understand the “social vulnerability” of a 

person in order to fully understand how words can do harm – “social” referring to “the values, norms and 

rules of a given society” (ibid, p.43).  He cited studies of justifications for verbal aggression that have 

indicated that the discriminator’s loyalty to his or her ‘ingroup’ is usually more important than any 

general rules that may have been offended by the verbal abuse. ‘Shame’ and ‘shaming’ therefore play an 

important role in verbal abuse and the construction of gender, and will be explored in this study. 

Graumann observed that: 

... language provides a rich vocabulary for inflicting harm on others by attacking or 
questioning another person’s character, dignity and integrity, or for provocative acts 
such as annoying, (sexual) harassment, bullying, mobbing, and bossing; language use is 
essential in the social construction of aggression; and aggression itself is largely 
performed or enacted in words, with aggressive discourse often going hand in hand 
with other aggressive activities (Graumann, 1998, p.43). 

Graumann highlighted how the concepts of ‘moral exclusion’, ‘dehumanisation’ and ‘delegitimation’ 

have relied on verbal discrimination.  For example, humiliating and dehumanising language has been used 

extensively in propoganda during times of war, such as the Nazi anti-semitic propoganda.  He defined 

social discrimination as:  

... treating others to their disadvantage on a categorical basis i.e. in terms of their 
(attributed) group or category membership which implies the disregard of their 
individual properties or merits (ibid, p.48).   
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He listed major social categories to include gender, race, class, ethnic or national origin, religious or 

professional affiliation and linked social discrimination to social injustice, inequity and intolerance. 

Furthermore, in reviewing the social psychology literature, Graumann found considerable research on 

stereotyping, less about prejudice and nothing that referred to verbal discrimination. 

Graumann’s conceptualisation of social discrimination relies on individuals:  

• separating or distancing from others or typifying others by accentuating differences between, and 

similarities within classes, categories or groups;  

• debasing/degrading others by putting distance between “them” and “us” in an evaluative and moral 

sense, and drawing a line of separation between themselves and others, establishing or reinforcing 

the other as inferior; and  

• stereotyping and fixating others in the sense of rendering their ‘traits’ or ‘type’ as constant.  

He noted that social and verbal discrimination can be direct, semi-direct or indirect, explicit, inferred or 

implicit. It relies on encoding and decoding in discriminatory discourse so that language intended to harm 

others may not achieve the desired goals, and conversely people can feel hurt by acts of discrimination of 

which the originator is unaware.  

In summary, Graumann viewed verbal discrimination as a multi-faceted phenomenon that can be ordered 

and investigated on the basis of form, context and communication. He did not address how verbal abuse 

relates to the social construction of gender, but his conceptualisation of the problem is useful. 

More recently, Kinney’s review of the research literature and his study of verbal aggression linked this 

aggression to distress in the form of negative effect:  

The ability to communicate hurt by assaulting the self-concept of others may serve 
similar purposes as physical attacks in that verbal attacks also can damage. However, 
verbal aggression can be implemented in much “more subtle” and complex ways than 
physical aggression. …  Our language skills are powerful, and the way we use language 
to meet our needs and desires is an important component of our survival. …When 
language is used as a weapon, it has the potential by attacking their self-concepts. … A 
healthy self-concept parallels a healthy physical body in terms of importance for 
survival. Attacks marshalled against the self-concept can be as potentially damaging as 
physical attacks are on the body (Kinney, 1994, p.213).  

In his study, Kinney developed an inductively-derived typology of verbal aggression and examined its 

association with distress. Drawing from a range of other studies and his own research, he found evidence 

to suggest that the wounds of verbal violence are no less severe than those of physical violence, but they 

are not as clearly observable and are less understood.  He found that a wide range of researchers 

consistently reported verbal aggression as being threatening and concluded that verbal attacks produce 

distress that is harmful to physical and psychological health, and to the self-esteem of the individuals 

targeted.  The effects can include physical, emotional and psychological reactions, and relational and 

behavioural consequences. He also noted that “the social context can create an environment ripe for 
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verbal abuse” (Kinney, 1994, p.187). However, his research and typology focused mainly on individuals 

as the key agents and did not examine how the abuse related to discourse and the constitution of gender. 

When asked to report remembered aggressive messages, the university students in Kinney’s study all 

generated messages that could be construed as an attack on self-concept. These messages were all 

classified hierarchically into three domains, each defining the broad areas of the self – one’s group 

memberships, personal attributes and relational aspects:  

Individuals perceive themselves and others as types of people through the process of 
categorisation … The process of categorisation influences aggressive message 
production by giving aggressors the necessary descriptive terms (i.e., targets) to aim a 
verbal attack, whereas the message dimensions of disposition and force allow 
aggressors to construct and deliver a verbal attack (Kinney, 1994, p.202).  

The recipients’ perception of the disposition, form and force of the act will determine whether or not it is 

aggressive and/or harmful.  He concluded, for example, that harsh messages that attack an enduring 

aspect of a person are more harmful than calm attempts to control transient characteristics. Physical 

threats may be perceived as more hostile than criticisms but there will be individual differences. Although 

his typology is individualistic, modernist and structuralist in its orientation, aspects were useful for the 

definition of verbal abuse adopted for this thesis. 

1.8.2 Defining ‘verbal abuse’  

Aggression, violence and abuse have been theorised and categorised in many different ways4, as has the 

concept of power, but most acknowledge that the issue of power is central.  Violence and abuse are 

normative, evaluative, descriptive concepts that have been used historically to identify an action, or 

describe behaviour or an event (Cook & Bessant, 1997).   

So far it has been explained that some forms or modes of violence are readily named and discussed, in 

particular physical violence.  Violence is commonly associated with physical assault, war or crime. 

However, other forms of violence such as verbal, emotional, economic and social, and some forms of 

sexual, institutional or systemic violence can be covert, subtle and pervasive, and are difficult to redress if 

not named.  Kelly’s concept of a ‘continuum’ of violence is useful but limited. Although it implies a 

linear relationship between different forms of violence, her concept of a continuum is not linear. She 

defines a continuum as “a basic common character underlying many different events and as a continuous 

series of elements or events that pass into one another” (Kelly, 1987, p.48), a range of possible 

experiences including physical, sexual, verbal and emotional abuses of power at individual, group and 

structural levels. She argues that creating a hierarchy of abuse based on seriousness is inappropriate, as all 

forms of violence are serious and have effects. She draws the links between the “more common, 

everyday” behaviour and “extremes” (ibid, p.51), with common forms such as verbal coercion, the threat 

of violence and sexual harassment more likely to be defined as acceptable or ‘normal’ behaviour.  She 

                                                 
4   Includes domestic/institutional/state, covert/covert, contained/systemic, private/public, physical/sexual/ 

emotional/psychological/verbal/social/economic, direct/indirect, relational/individual, harassment/stalking/bullying, 
incarceration/subjugation/intimidation/oppression etc. 
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notes that women often cope with these common forms of sexual violence by “ignoring them, not 

defining them as abusive at the time and, very commonly, forgetting them” (ibid, page 53).  

I prefer the use words such as ‘mosaic’ or ‘kaleidoscope’ to encapsulate the relationship between the 

various forms of violence, of which verbal abuse is an integral part.  ‘Kaleidoscope’ is defined as 

“continually changing, in colour,  pattern and relationship” and “extremely complex; admitting of many 

and varied interpretations” (Macquarie Library, 1981, page 964).  ‘Mosaic’ is defined as “composed as 

diverse elements combined” (ibid, p.1133) and the pattern can sometimes only be seen when one views 

the mosaic from a distance. It is my thesis that verbal abuse is an integral part of a complex, shifting,  

kaleidoscope or mosaic of violence, with various elements or forms of abuse that cannot be separated or 

treated more or less seriously than other elements.  From this perspective, verbal abuse is linked 

intricately with other forms of abuse such as social, relational, sexual, psychological, physical and 

economic. 

In this study, verbal abuse is defined broadly to include intentional, non-consensual, aggressive, insulting 

or stigmatising language used interpersonally by individuals or groups to discriminate, stereotype, 

categorise and hurt, harm or exclude other individuals or groups in a particular context, namely the 

school.  The absence of consent is crucial – for example, ‘sledging’, which commonly occurs between 

young Australian males, involves verbal abuse that is consensual, non-threatening and usually reciprocal. 

The full range of language that this study’s participants perceive and/or experience as abusive will be 

considered as verbal abuse, in particular verbal abuse that serves to shape, normalise, police and/or 

construct adolescent masculine and feminine subjectivities.  

This thesis will explore how verbal abuse is linked to a dominant discourse on gender, such as that which 

privileges male, white, Western, Anglo-Celtic heterosexuality, and how the abuse is used as an instrument 

of power to define adolescent gendered identities or subjectivities. Concepts such as gendered, 

homophobic and racist abuse will be used to refer to verbal abuse that is patterned by differences of 

gender, sexuality and race, usually following patterns of racial, sexual or gendered privilege and 

subjugation (Mason, 2002).  Homophobia serves to mark social boundaries, defining what is ‘real’ or 

‘normal’ masculinity or femininity, and what is rejected:   

In homophobic ideology the boundary between straight and gay is blurred with the 
boundary between masculine and feminine, gay men being imagined as feminized men 
and lesbians as masculinized women (Connell, 1995, p.40). 

 
In common with Graumann and Jabri, Mason noted that verbal abuses are often motivated by prejudice, 

bias or even hatred towards certain groups of people (Graumann, 1998; Jabri, 1996) and are “all shaped 

by hierarchical constructions of difference” (Mason, 2002, p.8). Verbal abuse can be seen as both a 

practice that inflicts harm on individual subjects and a way of looking at these subjects. The 

understanding central to this thesis is that verbal abuse has “the capacity … to shape the way that we see, 

and thereby come to know, certain things” (Mason, 2002, p.11).   
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1.9  Overview of  the study 

I decided to use a feminist-poststructuralist approach in this study as it offers a historically contextualised 

critical theory and acknowledges the power of language or discourse to constitute gendered subjectivities. 

This approach has been used to explore and analyse the role of verbal abuse in the construction of 

masculinities and femininities in Year 9 in a range of secondary schools in metropolitan Adelaide, South 

Australia.  

 

1.9.1 Aim of the study and research methods 

The aim of this study is to explore how verbal abuse involving 13 to 15-year-old adolescent males and 

females in secondary schools in metropolitan Adelaide is related to the subjective positions they choose as 

culturally-gendered human beings, and how these choices contribute to and/or are influenced by male 

hegemony. 

Research methods included 17 focus groups in 7 schools, a survey conducted in a further 7 schools 

(private, State and Catholic, coeducational and single-sex) from a prior study conducted in 1997 and 

1998, and individual interviews with 32 adolescent males and females from two similar State schools in 

the Northern suburbs of metropolitan Adelaide, conducted in 2001 and 2002.  This allowed for 

triangulation of the data.  A qualitative feminist-poststructuralist and Foucauldian approach was used to 

analyse the discourses reflected in the focus group and individual interview transcripts.   

1.9.2 Tentative hypotheses 

In qualitative studies the researcher is guided initially by hypotheses but either shifts or discards them as 

the data are collected and organised (Marshall & Rossman, 1995; Strauss, 1987). Qualitative research 

scholars tend to use in-depth interviews as theory-building rather than hypothesis-testing modes of 

research (Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell, & Alexander, 1995, p.75).  

This study adopted a postmodernist view that language is a dynamic medium that both represents and 

actively constitutes reality. Having completed two large research studies, one on domestic violence and 

the other on conflict in schools, I wanted to explore how dominant discourses are reflected in the 

experiences of verbal abuse that young people recount, in particular those relating to gender and sexuality, 

and to understand how verbal abuse is linked to discourse, subjectivity and power. The following 

preliminary hypotheses were developed from the background study and literature review, but were 

suspended whilst interviewing the informants and analysing the data. A self-reflexive process was used to 

ensure that conclusions drawn from the research rested primarily on the informants’ views, attitudes and 

definitions. 

1. Verbal abuses between adolescents at school are culturally-based practices that contribute to male 

hegemony and to the perpetuation of narrow subjective options with regard to positions adolescent 

males and females take as gendered human beings. 

2. Adolescents are vulnerable to verbal abuse from their peers in secondary schools whether or not they 

behave in ways that accommodate, resist or challenge the collective or shared meaning of the 

categories of male and female, and masculine and feminine. 
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1.9.3 Research questions 

The following research questions or themes were addressed in the one-to-one interviews from the 

standpoint of the adolescents involved in the study and were used as a guide for the discourse analysis of 

the transcripts of the one-to-one interviews and focus groups: 

1. What are the dominant gender-based discourses in the everyday world of Year 9 adolescents in the 

schools studied? In particular, how do young male and female adolescents in the study identify and 

articulate ‘masculinities’ and ‘femininities’?  

2. What are the participants’ perceptions and experiences of verbal abuse between their peers at school 

in relation to gender?   

3. In what ways does this verbal abuse enforce or reinforce gender stereotypes, norms and traditional 

social expectations of femininity and masculinity? 

4. How does verbal abuse influence the individual choices that young male and female adolescents 

make in relation to positioning themselves in a particular way as ‘masculine’ and/or ‘feminine’?  In 

particular, what is the nature of the impact of discursive constructions of masculinity and femininity 

on the lives and choices of the adolescents in the study? 

5. How do the discursive processes of victimisation locate in particular individuals and categorise and 

construct them as victims or victimisers? 

1.10 Overview of  the chapters  

Chapter One has provided a rationale for my choice of topic for this thesis and an introduction to the 

research literature on aggression, bullying and violence in Australian schools. I have compared traditional 

psychological and sociological assumptions about the nature of identity with the poststructuralist 

assumptions about identity or subjectivity that I have adopted for this thesis. I chose the feminist-

poststructuralist view of identity as it de-essentialises the self and recognises the power of discourse in the 

constitution of subjectivities, which are not fixed but are multiple, varied and bound contextually, 

culturally and historically.  I have outlined different theories of aggression and bullying, many of which 

have ignored the links between aggression, bullying and gender in schools.  I have argued that there is 

very little research focused specifically on the links between verbal abuse and the constitution of 

masculinities and femininities in adolescence, a period in the life cycle when gendered subjectivities are  

‘formed’, ‘normed’ and ‘performed’ in different ways, depending on the historical, cultural and social 

context.  I have outlined the aim of the study, the research questions and the methodology, whilst 

highlighting that in feminist-poststructuralist research the hypotheses and theoretical questions arise from 

the data.  

Chapter Two lays the theoretical foundations for the study and critically analyses the tensions between 

feminism, poststructuralism and the ideas of Michel Foucault.  Feminist-poststructuralism and 

Foucauldian theory are the two schools of thought used consistently throughout the thesis.  The literature 

on gender, power and language is reviewed and analysed, and the Foucauldian and feminist-

poststructuralist schools of thought are explained and critiqued as they later inform the data analysis.   
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Chapter Three introduces the poststructuralist literature on the school as a site for gender construction and 

discusses the dividing practices and governance in schools. It also provides a more comprehensive review 

of the research literature in relation to the issue of verbal abuse and the construction of masculinity and 

femininity in Australian secondary schools. This chapter explores ways of conceptualising the 

relationship between regimes of difference and the enactment and experience of verbal abuse, which can 

be seen as an example of ‘border work’ or ‘category maintenance work’ with regard to normalising 

discourses on gender in schools. The concept of verbal abuse as an instrument of power is developed, 

with links to the concepts of shame and shaming.  

Chapter Four describes the particular methodological approach used for the study, in particular a 

qualitative, feminist-poststructuralist, Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis.   The importance of 

self-reflexivity in research with adolescents is highlighted, accompanied by a reflection on my own 

adolescent experiences of verbal abuse in schools in the 1950s, in order to make myself visible in the 

research process.  Levels and components of discourse are explored, as well as the nature of hegemonic 

discourse.  The stages of discourse analysis that were followed in this study are outlined. 

Chapter Five explains the research methods used for this study and the special factors considered when 

conducting the focus groups, survey and interviews with the adolescent participants. Careful preparation 

was necessary to lay an ethical foundation for the research, including the need for informed consent for 

participation. Gaining access to adolescents in schools involved sensitive negotiations with School 

Principals and Year 9 staff, and the need to be flexible in relation to ways of engaging the participants.  

Two different data sets were used for this research, using mixed methods.  One data set from the focus 

groups and a survey was gathered prior to beginning my PhD, with the necessary consent of the various 

ethics committees, parents and participants. These data were reanalysed from a feminist-poststructuralist 

perspective in order to triangulate the data gathered from the second data set, namely transcripts of 

individual interviews conducted for this thesis in 2001 and 2002.  A computer-assisted method of 

discourse analysis (NVivo) was used to sort and analyse the focus group and interview data, along with 

the use of self-reflexive methods to ensure that my biases were transparent and the adolescents’ voices 

were not distorted or filtered out. 

Chapters Six to Nine offer a detailed description and analysis of the research data, and a discussion of the 

findings in relation to other research, on a chapter-by-chapter basis.  Fictitious names have been used for 

the schools and the research participants to preserve confidentiality. Chapter Six explores the discourse on 

gender difference and power, which was dominant in the focus groups and the interviews with the 

adolescents in the schools studied. The general findings from the focus groups and the survey are 

presented as background information for the more detailed discourse analysis of the focus group and 

interview transcripts.  Chapter Seven examines the data that directly addressed the issue of verbal abuse in 

schools – the level of seriousness of the abuse, who abuses whom, the harmfulness of verbal abuse and 

the links to gender and power.  The participants’ views of bystander involvements and effects are 

considered.  Chapter Eight identifies the dominant markers of, and dominant discourses on masculinities 

in the schools studied and the links to verbal abuse. Similarly, Chapter Nine identifies the dominant 

markers of, and dominant discourses on femininities and the links to verbal abuse.    
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Chapter Ten offers some reflections on the research process and findings, beginning with the reflections 

of a counsellor from each of the two secondary schools involved in the second stage of the research.  I 

then reflect on the theory, the methods, the generalisability of the findings and consistency with others’ 

findings.  Implications for further research and intervention are discussed.  
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C h a p t e r  2  

LANGUAGE, GENDER AND POWER 

2.1 The social  construct ion of  gender in adolescence 

Early attempts to create a social science of masculinity and femininity developed from the late 19th-

century debates about sex differences. These centred on the concept of sex roles, which were seen as the 

products of social learning or socialisation.  Contemporary psychologists and sociologists, however, have 

criticised social psychology research for its narrow focus on ‘difference’, which tends to stereotype males 

and females and ‘obscures the main point about gender’ (Henriques et al., 1998; Wetherall, 1986). 

Connell pointed out that there are now copious examples of sex difference research that consistently 

demonstrate that the differences between males and females are small, relative to other characteristics: 

Sex differences, on almost every psychological trait measured, are either nonexistent or 
fairly small.  Certainly they are much smaller than the differences in social situations 
that are commonly justified by the belief in psychological difference – such as unequal 
incomes, unequal responsibilities in childcare and drastic differences and access to 
social power (Connell, 1995, p.21). 

In the 1950s, functionalist sociologist Talcott Parsons and his colleagues popularised sex role theory. 

They related sex roles to family function. The ‘instrumental’ roles such as disciplinarian and breadwinner 

were associated with masculinity while the ‘expressive’ roles such as child-rearer and nurturer were 

associated with femininity (Parsons, 1964; Parsons & Bales, 1955).  Key social agencies or institutions 

such as the family and the school were seen as agents of learning and change in relation to socialisation, 

and there was little critical or political analysis of power relations or the effects of sex role norms on 

individuals:  

To put it formally, functionalist theory assumed great concordance among social 
institutions, sex role norms and actual personalities (Connell, 1995, p.23). 

In the 1970s, radical sociologists and feminists criticised the functional sociologists for ignoring issues of 

power and control in the family and other male-dominated institutions, although they still adhered to 

dualistic thinking.  Feminists viewed the female sex role as oppressive, subjugating and subordinating 

girls and women, making them vulnerable to abuse. Sex role theory, however, still saw the male and 

female sex roles as complementary, and definitions of male and female identities were linked closely to 

sex role (Lips, 1994). Professionals assumed that conformity to sex role norms was linked to 

psychological health and adjustment (Pleck, 1981).  

Until the 1980s, sociological research on youth rarely included girls and was devoid of an analysis of 

gender relations. The emphasis was on class difference, with little discussion of gender dominance and 
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subordination, or the construction of masculine and feminine subjectivities. Psychological studies of 

adolescent girls tended to regard non-conformity to traditional sex roles as ‘deviance’ (Lees, 1997). 

Connell critiqued role theory on the grounds that it is “logically vague”, “exaggerates the degree to which 

people’s social behaviour is prescribed” and “underplays social inequality and power”:  

In sex role theory, action (the role enactment) is linked to a structure defined by 
biological differences, the dichotomy of male and female - not to a structure defined by 
social relations.  This leads to categoricalism, the reduction of gender to two 
homogeneous categories, betrayed by the persistent blurring of sex differences with sex 
roles. Sex roles are defined as reciprocal; polarization is a necessary part of the concept.  
This leads to a misperception of social reality, exaggerating differences between men 
and women, while obscuring the structures of race, class and sexuality. … People 
contesting power (for instance, using a stigmatised identity to assert solidarity and 
mobilize resistance, as Gay Liberation did) simply cannot be represented in the role 
categories of ‘norm’ and ‘deviance’ (Connell, 1995, p.26). 

Radical feminists are also critical of explanations that infer that the differences between men’s and 

women’s position in society are due to their sex roles, and they play down the issue of imbalances of 

power and control between the sexes, which are often central to violence and abuse.  

Until recently, much of the psychological research in the area of adolescence, gender and conflict has 

involved the dichotomous practice of searching for individual or group differences between young males 

and young females (Canary & Dindia, 1998; Gray & Feldman, 1997; Grieve, 1994; Hurrelmann & 

Hamilton, 1996; Lott & Maluso, 1995; Rys & Bear, 1997; Sagrestano, Heavey, & Christensen, 1998).  In 

particular, researchers in the area of bullying have tended to focus on gender differences in attitudes, 

feelings, behaviours and effects rather than systematically exploring the links between bullying and the 

social construction of gender (Rigby, 1997, 1998b; Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001; Rigby et al., 1997; Rigby & 

Slee, 1991).  

Sex-difference approaches to adolescent research view gender as dualistic. They essentialise the binary or 

dualistic categories of male/female, boy/girl. Sex-difference research is typically positivist and explores 

possible statistical correlations between behaviours, attitudes or personality traits, or studies whether 

parents or teachers interact differently with girls and boys.  Wetherall and other poststructuralist feminists 

argue that it is more useful to examine how the masculinity/femininity labels work to define situations, 

the power to have those labels accepted and how particular versions of sexual identity are adopted, than to 

identify the labels’ fixed properties (Wetherall, 1986). Healy warned against fixed categories, as they 

occlude the complex subjectivities and histories that exist within them (Healy, 1999). Essentialising 

categories demands the suppression of difference, ignores similarities between the categories and the 

complexities of gender, and portrays differences and similarities between male and female categories as 

relatively fixed and unproblematic. They also tend to focus more on individuals than on social relations, 

thereby “strip[ping] human conduct from the contexts in which it is given meaning” (Thorne, 1990, 

p.102).  

Until relatively recently, feminist-poststructuralist scholars have been more aware of multiplicities and 

dualisms in thinking about adults than in thinking about children and young people (Thorne 1990).  They 
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have ignored age differences and paid scarce attention to the adult/child dualism. From a poststructuralist 

perspective, adolescents can be seen as subjects who variously adopt resistant or compliant behaviours, 

depending on from where and how they perceive personal advantage, survival and control to be derived 

(Weedon 1987).  

Wetherall suggested that ‘masculinity’ and ‘femininity’ are ideological practices, used habitually to 

categorise children. Actions and self-descriptions become ‘genderised’ then ‘universalised’. When 

examined closely, femininity and masculinity can be reduced to a set of codes to produce categorical 

difference. She pointed out, however, that gender is more complex: 

 … {g}ender ... is not a matter of consistent unitary single identities, ‘male’ and 
‘female’, but develops from contradictory and frequently fragmentary pieces of 
discourse, repertoires, and accounting systems available to individuals to make sense of 
their position, and which historically and contingently have come to be marked as 
feminine or masculine responses (Wetherall, 1986 pp.77-78). 

 
In the last 15 years, new approaches to masculinity and femininity recognise that they are not just 

individual phenomena, but extend into organised social relations such as the family, and are subjected to 

historical and cultural forces such as those outlined in Connell’s social theory of gender. Connell stressed 

that masculinity and femininity are situational, relational concepts that change over time in response to 

political, economic and social influences: 

‘Masculinity’ does not exist except in contrast with ‘femininity’ … No masculinity 
arises except in a system of gender relations (Connell, 1995, pp.68 & 71).  

Kaplan noted that in our patriarchal culture, puberty serves to distinguish girls from boys, with access to 

public discourse reserved for men (Kaplan, 1998). Masculinities and femininities are constructed as 

adolescents negotiate the practices of everyday life in different sites – at home, at school, in recreational 

clubs, sport and other activities.   

In Lacan’s view, language embodies the patriarchal laws of the culture (Lacan, 1977).  It is through 

language that the child acquires the necessary abstractions to situate him/herself in relation to others, to 

develop a consciousness of self, to learn the social taboos and to speak to others about the meanings of 

experience.  Linguists such as McConnell-Ginet also noted that conceptual systems and meanings that 

children embrace will reproduce those in the community to a considerable extent.  Children identify 

themselves, and are identified by others as girls or boys. Tied to this is a process that typically leads them 

to acquire roughly the same linguistic communication practices that prevail among their same-sex peers: 

... linguistic communication, as one kind of social interaction, is embedded in more 
general political structures that children are, in some sense, being prepared to 
reproduce (McConnell-Ginet, 1998, p.204).  

Everyday practices between peers in schools can be complex – diverse, oppositional or contradictory, 

which makes gender construction a difficult task.  In adolescence there may be some security in choosing 

to conform to the dominant or “culturally exalted” image of what it means to be a ‘man’ or a ‘woman’ 
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(Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998, p.51). However, this in turn heightens the fear of rejection or failure and 

increases defensive responses such as “misogynistic, homophobic and self-destructive behaviours” (ibid, 

p.52).   

Feminist-poststructuralists have critiqued the dualistic gender order and assert the need for a more flexible 

understanding of gender. They do not see the constitution of femininity and masculinity as fixed or 

appropriated, but as multiple, complex, fluid and dynamic. Depicting men and women as homogenous 

heterosexual groups, with an essence or set of personality characteristics and values that are ‘naturally’ 

male or ‘naturally’ female, denies the differences between individuals and the similar attributes common 

to all human beings regardless of gender. Constructions of masculinity and femininity have evolved 

historically and vary from one society or culture to another, positioning women and men differently 

depending on factors such as sexuality, race, class, ability, age and location. In their studies of masculinity 

and femininity in schools, a number of feminist-poststructuralist researchers have adopted Foucault’s 

proposition that language (as discourse) is connected intrinsically to the development of identity (Connell, 

1993; Connell, 1995; Connell, Ashenden, Kessler, & Dowsett, 1982; Davies, 1982, 1989b; Davies, 1990, 

1993; Davies, 1994; Fine, 1988; Gilbert, 1993; Gilbert, 1994; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & 

Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway & Willis, 1993; Kenway et al., 1997; Lees, 1986, 1997; McRobbie, 1982, 

1991; Mills, 2001; Skeggs, 1991; Walker, Colvin, & Ramsey, 1995; Walker, 1988; Walkerdine, 1990, 

1993). 

2.2 Feminist  l inguist ic  research 

Feminist activity over the past 25 years has sensitised many people to the non-neutral or sexist nature of 

language, reflecting notions of what is ‘normal or deviant’, ‘masculine or feminine’, ‘central or 

peripheral’. Cameron notes that scholarship on women and language has addressed two main topics: 1) 

how women and men speak and write; and 2) how women and men are spoken of in speech and writing 

(Cameron, 1998a). Feminist scholars themselves have disagreements about the origins, nature and 

significance of gendered speaking styles.  Cameron outlined explanatory frameworks commonly used by 

feminist linguists, including those labelled as ‘deficit’, ‘dominance’, ‘difference’, ‘anti-essentialist’ and 

‘post modernist’ in orientation (Cameron, 1998b, pp.14-15). 

When exploring the linguistic concept of language as a signifying practice, modern structural linguistics 

individualise the language-thought dichotomy and argue that words determine thought. Language is laden 

with social values. It both carries and shapes ideas (Whorf, 1976). Kaplan believes that language is the 

most important of all forms of human communication and that it is through the acquisition of language 

that we become social beings (Kaplan, 1998).  Modernist feminist linguistic scholars recognise that 

language influences our attitudes and behaviour, and can be used to promote sexist stereotypes and 

reinforce harmful or hurtful ones. McConnell-Ginet noted that women are frequently the victims of male 

oppression in both communication and interpretation in discourse, for example they are frequently 
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interrupted or their contributions are ignored5 (McConnell-Ginet, 1998). Cameron noted that many 

languages have an underlying pattern whereby ‘male’ is positive and ‘female’ is negative – a social 

construction which is often taken for granted as reality.  She argued that:  

... the sexism of language must constantly re-enact and reinforce the commonsense 
‘normality’ of sexist assumptions. … To challenge someone who hurls sexist abuse at 
you is one thing, but who has the gall, or the time, to challenge an interlocutor every 
few words in the course of a perfectly ordinary conversation? (Cameron, 1998a, p.11). 

In examining the connotations of language, Doyle noted that feminine terms are often negative or 

derogatory, whereas parallel masculine terms are often positive or non-judgemental (for example slut and 

legend, master and mistress, ladies’ man and man-eater).  Doyle also noted that many negative terms for 

women have no masculine counterpart (for example slut or nymphomaniac) and even when counterparts 

exist they are seldom used (Doyle, 1998, pp.149-154).  

Poststructuralist thinking attempts to go beyond the linguistic concept of language by asserting that those 

practices that constitute our everyday lives are produced and reproduced as an integral part of the 

production of signs and signifying systems (Henriques et al., 1998). Symbols or representations of our 

‘reality’ are circumscribed by the limitations of language.  Black and Coward adopted this view, asserting 

that: 

... language has a material existence.  It defines our possibilities and limitations, it 
constitutes our subjectivities (Black & Coward, 1998, p.114).  

Black and Coward noted that male attributes can disappear into a non-gendered subject, whereas women 

are defined precisely as ‘specifically feminine’, and frequently as sexual categories such as “whore, slag, 

mother, virgin, housewife” (Black & Coward, 1998, p.116).  

Dominant discourses such as those around domestic violence and sexual harassment allow men and boys 

to deny the effect of their gendered subjectivity on women and constrain them from taking responsibility 

for their actions (Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a).  In her analysis of the Sun’s reporting of crimes of sexual 

violence, Clark noted omissions and commissions in language that subtly shifted the blame from the 

perpetrator to the victim.  Details were given about the victim that labelled her as wife, unmarried mum, 

mother of two or prostitute, while the attacker (male) was often excused or made invisible, except where 

the victim was mother and children, girl or old woman (Clark, 1998, p.185).  She concluded that: 

Naming is a powerful ideological tool.  It is also an accurate pointer to the ideology of 
the namer (Clark, 1998, p.184). 

 

                                                 
5  McConnell-Ginet (1998) also noted that insults are often words which under certain conditions and over time have 

developed shifts in meaning.  The word hussy for example was once a synonym for housewife.  It seems plausible 
that at some stage certain members of the speech community considered sexual wantonness as a salient 
characteristic of the housewife, and as long as the negative stereotype was widely known, even hearers who did not 
accept the label gradually understood the term as an insult.   
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Drawing from poststructuralist ideas, Black and Coward argued that in a society structured along a series 

of unequal divisions, a number of groups have power in relation to other groups (whites, men, managers), 

and the forms of domination and subordination are not always identical.  They defined language as “a 

system of rules … and representations, considered independently of its users and uses in context” (Black 

& Coward, 1998, p.104) and saw the relationship between what is said and who said it as crucial.  Taking 

a poststructuralist or anti-essentialist view, they argued that feminist analyses should not focus on 

language or linguistic systems, but on discourses, which they defined as: 

 … the production and interpretations of sets of related utterances … which effect and 
sustain the different categorizations and positions of women and men (Black & 
Coward, 1998, p.111).   

Coates suggested that women and men use language in order to be, and perceived to be gendered, and that 

people perform gender differently in different contexts (Coates, 1998).  

There is general agreement between feminist linguistic scholars that language is a powerful device for 

labelling and categorising, and they stress that there are strong links between language, culture and 

identity.  However, although feminist anti-essentialists and poststructuralist linguists are opposed to 

labelling, political and social action rely on the labelling of socially salient differences between people, 

such as those based on gender, race/ethnicity, sexuality and (dis)ability.  This poses a dilemma, 

particularly in relation to women’s rights, which will be explored later in this chapter. On the one hand 

political actions are formulated and validated on the basis that those who are traditionally defined as 

‘other’ make claims on the basis of a shared identity and location, for example ‘lesbian women’, 

‘Aboriginal women’ ‘women with (dis)abilities’ etc. On the other hand, a variety of perspectives exists 

within these categories.  

Using a feminist-poststructuralist lens, Black and Coward focused on the way language is used to 

communicate in particular contexts and locate sexism in the way meaning is constructed in particular 

discourses.  From their perspective, critical discourse analysis exposes sexist assumptions in 

communication and sexist meanings that are viewed as legitimate and normal in dominant discourses.  

For example, they noted that the statement ‘you think like a woman’ can be construed as an insult, 

especially if directed to a man, based on a widely held belief in our culture that women think illogically.  

‘You think like a man’ could hardly be viewed as an insult, regardless of what one thinks privately (Black 

& Coward, 1998). They explained the conditions that allow men to assume a non-gendered subjectivity 

while women are always defined and categorised, highlighting that “there is a discourse available to men 

which allows them to represent themselves as people, humanity, mankind.  This discourse, by its very 

existence, excludes and marginalizes women by making women the sex. … They need never see 

themselves or their maleness as a problem” (ibid, p.118).  

These postmodernist ideas, in particular those of feminist-poststructuralists, will be explored in this 

chapter in relation to language, gender and power, and will be linked to Michel Foucault’s ideas. It was in 

the early 1970s that Foucault reconceived language as discourse – the producer of meaning, not the 
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reflector of reality (Foucault, 1972). For Foucault, the notion of discourse ceased to be the province of 

formal linguistics alone:  

It was reconceived as a social and political entity, the means by which what we know 
of the world can be created (rather than simply represented) (McHoul & Grace, 1993, 
p.13).  

Foucault’s ‘critical’ approach to language, discourse and discourse analysis differed from the traditional 

linguistic approaches that considered language or discourse in terms of text, socio-linguistics or the 

ethnography of communication, linked more closely to structuralism.  

2.3  Postmodernism and poststructuralism 

Postmodernism is not a singular, unambiguous enterprise but is embedded in a variety of theoretical and 

political orientations. Penna and O’Brien believe that the term ‘post’ can be understood in at least two 

senses. Firstly: 

...we are living in a world of flux and transition; the old is crumbling and fading yet 
the new is still indistinct and ambiguous;  

and secondly, ‘post’ can also refer to a world in which the old and the new co-exist: 

Here the present has many contents, many different political, cultural and economic 
experiences, many conflicting and unstable social and institutional alliances, many 
levels of personal and collective action (Penna & O'Brien, 1996, p.40).  

Thus postmodernism can be used as a term to describe the chaotic and confusing cultural, social and 

political changes that are occurring in Western society. It can be seen as a reaction to modernism. A 

modernist culture, built over the last few centuries around forms of rationality, self-discipline and 

bourgeois values is succumbing to the effects of rapid technological and economic change.  The weakness 

of modernist thinking was the search for unitary definitions and the reduction under one label of complex 

thought clusters.  Scientific discourse in modernism, for example, has been about ‘things’ and ‘facts’, 

with the ‘objective’ researcher located outside the phenomena being studied so that they can comment 

authoritatively (Game, 1991).  However, there is now a realisation that the grand or meta-theories of 

modernity (such as Marxism) do not adequately explain the human condition.  New cultural forms are 

emerging, challenging traditional values and ways of thinking. 

Postmodernists question the so-called ‘neutrality’ of social science research and professional practice. 

Lincoln and Denzin, for example, identify one of the key debates in postmodernist qualitative research as 

being around issues of legitimation, representation and validity.  The positivist model of science, rejected 

by poststructuralists, makes claim to a rationalist, value-free knowledge of ‘the facts’ or notions of 

‘absolute truth’. Poststructuralists assert that interpretive social science unmasks the notion of “validity-

as-authority”, which means that values and politics, not objective epistemology, govern the research 

(Lincoln & Denzin, 1994, p.579).   
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Poststructuralism is concerned with changes in discourse and cultural meaning, with two of the most 

influential figures being Derrida and Foucault, who proposed two very different types of analyses. 

Poststructuralists are concerned about relations of domination and submission located within cultural 

processes, the different origins and sites of power whose interests are served by the exercise of power, and 

how concepts of normality are fashioned and subjectivities are positioned in a range of different historical 

locations (Penna & O'Brien, 1996).   

Jessup and Rogerson located poststructuralism as the theoretical stream within postmodernism.  They 

believe it has grown out of the ideas and practices of postmodernism, “but deals with the implications of 

language as the producer of the social and cultural world” (Jessup & Rogerson, 1999). Most of the 

postmodernist literature is influenced heavily by poststructuralism, which brings into focus the cultural 

dimensions of politics and the political dimensions of culture. Poststructuralists see positivist research as 

having reproduced a colonising discourse of the ‘other’ without acknowledging that representations of 

‘self’ and ‘other’ are always situated politically.  Fine pointed out that ‘self’ and ‘other’ are “knottily 

entangled” and positivist paradigms obscure the nature of the dominant-subordinate, imperialistic 

relationships between social science researchers and the researched under a veil of ‘neutrality’ or 

‘objectivity’ (Fine, 1994, p.72).   

2 .4  Discourse,  power and subject iv ity– the inf luence of  Michel Foucault  

From Foucault’s perspective, discourse analysis should not examine how language is gendered (Spender, 

1980), but should examine how access to forms of language and ways of using it have become ‘normal’ 

and dominant through complex historical processes. He highlighted that in any given historical period we 

can only speak or think about a given social practice (for example madness or sexuality) in certain 

specific ways.  From Foucault’s perspective, a discourse can be described broadly as “any regulated 

system of statements …” (Henriques et al., 1998, p.105). It is whatever constrains or enables writing, 

speaking and thinking within such specific historical limits. Thus, Foucault saw discourse analysis as a 

powerful strategy for change. 

2.4.1 Identity or subjectivity 

Foucault’s ideas are reflected in poststructuralism, although he did not label his ideas as postmodernist or 

poststructuralist6 (Epstein, 1995). Poststructuralists assert that people’s lives and identities are shaped by 

the meaning they give to their experiences, which is shaped in turn by the dominant, normalising 

discourses (language and cultural practices) in society and their historical position in the social structures. 

Foucault suggested that shared ideas about reality are social constructions or products of social discourses 

that both emerge out of, and shape social processes.   

2.4.2 Power 

Foucault’s conception of discourse is indispensable for an understanding of the role of ‘power’ in the 

production of knowledge or ‘truth’ – including self-knowledge. From Foucault’s perspective, discourses 

                                                 
6 Structuralism asserts that any system is made up of a set of oppositional categories embedded in language. 
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always function in relation to power relations. Events happen according to certain constraints, rules or 

conditions of possibility, which are also defined by specific historical conditions (McHoul & Grace, 

1993).  

Foucault conceived of power as a relationship not a property. It does not act directly on people but works 

through subjects’ actions: 

It is a total structure of actions brought to bear upon possible actions; it incites, it 
induces, it seduces, it makes easier or more difficult; in the extreme it constrains or 
forbids absolutely; it is nevertheless always a way of acting upon an acting subject or 
acting subjects (Foucault, 1982, p.789). 

Drawing on Foucault’s concept of power, Henriques et al. stress that the success of normalising 

discourses depends on power relations and the subject’s willing compliance:  

Power is invested in discourse; equally, discursive practices produce, maintain or play 
out power relations. But power is not one-sided or monolithic, even when we can and 
do speak of dominance, subjugation or oppression. Power is always exercised in 
relation to a resistance, though a question is left about the equality of forces (Henriques 
et al., 1998, p.115). 

 
In many Western societies today, positivists and others still see ‘truth’ as the product of science or 

scientific methods.  Foucault challenged the conditions necessary for the production of these truths, 

especially in the social sciences where the ‘knowledges’ are less stable and more difficult to control than 

in the physical sciences.  He emphasised that these conditions are linked to power: 

We are subjected to the production of truth through power and we cannot exercise 
power except through the production of truth (Foucault, 1980a, p.93). 

Most analyses of power portray it as negative and repressive, but Foucault stressed the productive nature 

of power in modern times (Foucault, 1977a). He did not see power as individual or group domination 

over others, which is often how it is conceived in schools and other institutions.  Rather, he believed that 

power is exercised more subtly: 

Power must be analysed as something which circulates, or rather as something that 
only functions in the form of a chain. Power is employed and exercised through a net-
like organisation. … individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of 
application (Foucault, 1980a, p.98).  

Foucault saw power as positive and productive, operating through discourses in which knowledge, 

meaning and truth, as well as human subjectivity are produced and perpetuated. He was particularly 

interested in how certain kinds of subjects were produced as effects of discursive and power relations. He 

argued that ‘power/knowledge’ subjects people to normalising ‘truths’ that shape their lives and realities, 

for example a ‘healthy’ body or personality, or a ‘normal’ or ‘functional’ family.   

Foucault paid particular attention to “subjugated or marginal knowledges”, especially those that diverged 

from established categories (Foucault, 1980a, p.82). He documented how ‘official knowledges’ 

(particularly those of the social sciences) work as instruments of normalisation, continually attempting to 
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manoeuvre people into ‘correct’, ‘normal’ and ‘functional’ ways of thinking and acting by specifying 

what is able to be talked about, by whom and in what contexts. He focused his work on what he saw as 

the greatest threat – the mixing of social science and social practices developed around subjectivity 

(Rabinow, 1984).   

Foucault’s idea that not all social discourses are equal is particularly significant. He acknowledged that 

language and procedures that harness social science knowledge all involve some form of unequal 

relationship. One person makes normalising judgements about another person’s levels of functioning (for 

example deviancy), based on the knowledge possessed by the former. Foucault identified the crucial role 

of discourse in producing and sustaining hegemonic power, and emphasised the challenges contained 

within marginalised or unrecognised discourses. Dominant stories and ‘truths’ are inevitably framed by 

the socially-constructed, dominant cultural ‘knowledges’ priveleged by people in power and tend to 

silence, marginalise and subjugate disempowered people’s voices. Hartman, a social work academic, 

stresses that social workers can never discount the power of language (as discourse) to inflict irreparable 

harm:  

...indeed, we, along with the people who are oppressed must continue to challenge the 
dominant discourses that attempts to marginalize groups on the basis of such 
categories as color, sex, age or sexual orientation (Hartman, 1991, p.276).   

From a postmodernist perspective, words carry intentionality and can serve to harass, disparage and 

marginalise people from relatively powerless groups such as women and children, people from culturally 

and linguistically diverse backgrounds, Aboriginal people, people with disabilities, lesbians and gay men.  

The dominant discourses in our society have tended to be ageist, racist, sexist and homophobic. 

Throughout recorded history, legal and social science professionals have used such discourses to justify 

categorising people as ‘(un)deserving’, ‘(ab)normal’, ‘(dys)functional’, ‘(in)competent’, ‘(mal)adjusted’, 

‘subversive’, ‘delinquent’ or ‘deviant’. Poststructuralists seek to understand how power and ideology 

work through systems of discourse, and how words and their meanings play a part in shaping 

performances of race, class and gender.   

2.4.3 Power/knowledge and the gendered subject 

Foucault believed the political struggles associated with the formation of what he called ‘subjectivities’ or 

‘identities’ constitute the most important issues of our time.  He believed that knowledge is power (he 

writes ‘power/knowledge’ as one word) and saw one’s identity or sense-of-self (which he called 

‘subjectivity’) as being constructed through discourse, language or discursive practices (Foucault, 1972, 

1980a). In relation to gender, Foucault stressed that norms of masculine and feminine consciousness are 

situated historically – “both male and female bodies are enmeshed in the configuration of our historical 

traditions” (McHoul & Grace, 1993, p.75).  He also noted that power techniques in relation to gender 

change over time and recognised that a complex array of social, political, economic and cultural 

mechanisms contribute to the construction of young men and women as particular kinds of subjects, for 

example as ‘victims’ or ‘victimisers’.  
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In summary, Foucault’s work challenged structuralist understandings of natural order, fixed truth, 

knowledge, identity and the operations of power. Foucault saw power/knowledge produced at any point in 

history as contributing to the production of ‘subjects’ or subjective identity in three main ways: 

1. Through scientific discourses that objectify and label people as normal or deviant.                                 

Foucault highlighted how institutions have been established to normalise or correct those who deviate 

(schools, hospitals, prisons, law courts, welfare institutions, workplaces etc.) and how entrenched 

categories such as ‘insane’ or ‘criminal’ impose defining social, cultural and judicial codes that 

constrain subjective choices whilst maintaining the status quo.  In postmodernist terms, the categories 

of victim or victimiser, for example, are constructed through what he called ‘rituals of truth’ that are 

used to legitimise, control or police people’s behaviour, while at the same time providing a measure 

to identify normality, deviancy or levels of adjustment.  He examined the methods, practices and 

techniques by which official or dominant discourses go about this process of normalisation, and 

highlighted that what counts as ‘truth’ is always an effect of specific kinds of institutional and 

interpersonal practices (McHoul & Grace, 1993, p.17).   

 

2. Through dividing practices or dualisms where people are either divided within or from others – 

mad/insane, sick/healthy, male/female etc.  

I have noted that much modernist research on gender, for example, focuses on the differences 

between males and females. Postmodernism rejects strict binary opposites, arguing instead that 

women and men take up multiple, contradictory roles within a variety of public and private spaces.  

Foucault views subjective positions as fluid, contradictory and dynamic.  The poststructural reading 

of subjectivity as a multiplicity (based on class, gender, age, ability etc.) with no necessarily fixed or 

essential identity allows for a range of options and promotes the notion of multiple selves. Yeatman 

argues that identity construction is achieved within a dominant theoretical enterprise that 

marginalises and oppresses by denying various groups a voice.  The recognition that an individual 

exists through different identities and in multiple contexts is at the heart of what she describes as ‘the 

politics of difference’ (Yeatman, 1994). 

 

3. Through self-regulation – placing ‘governmentality’ within ourselves – aided by processes such as 

confession, teaching and counselling.  

Foucault identified how the nature of social control has changed since the 17th century, becoming 

increasingly individualised and covert. He analysed how professionals’ discursive practices produce 

power through knowledge systems and disciplinary processes that recruit people into maintaining 

their own subjugation.  Professional practices can be viewed as subversive processes that further 

subjugate individuals or groups who deviate from prevailing societal norms or contribute to the 

marginalisation of individuals and groups in society.  

 

Foucault highlighted how the social sciences have a normative function in social relations. They are 

discourses and practices that help positively to construct the various apparatuses and institutions that form 
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society. Schooling, the regulation of sexuality and social work interventions in the family, for example, 

have been produced in specific historical circumstances, sharing some conditions of possibility and not 

others.  There are mutual possibilities but they are not predestined, as functionalists suggest.  “Truth is at 

once a material, discursive, political and subjective question” (Henriques et al., 1998, p.114). 

Foucault stressed the constantly changing character of social and power relations but has been critiqued 

for his ‘discourse determinism’ with its implication that individuals are passive in the subjectification 

process. There have also been objections to the relativist nature of discourses and the idealism of the 

assumption that “the real only exists insofar as there is a discourse which describes it” (Henriques et al., 

1998, p.110).  However, Foucault argued that discourses are contradictory, indeterminate and non-

uniform processes involving struggle and resistance, so their effects are not always predictable (McHoul 

& Grace, 1993).  

2.5  Structurat ionist  theory 

In common with Foucault, Giddens’ political and social structurationist theory (Giddens, 1984) views 

human conduct, social discourse and institutional continuities as mutually constitutive:  

Thought and knowledge are a product of discourses, social experiences, and institutions 
while society is a product of language, social determination and human practices (Jabri, 
1996, p.24). 

Giddens also assumed that interpersonal behaviour and group phenomena cannot be understood on the 

basis of essentialist premises about individual or psychological data.  Human actions are located within 

ideological and cultural settings, or institutional contexts. The relationship between human action, social 

structure and structured social relations is at the heart of his theory.    

Individualist approaches to the study of identity have epistemological orientations based on individual 

intentions and frames of reference. In contrast, structuralist approaches see social structures and objective 

conditions as conditioning or determining the actions of human agents and their outcomes. However, both 

approaches ignore the relationship between the individual and society. Giddens’ structuration theory 

offers a framework for understanding human action that incorporates both agency and structure, seeing 

them as mutually constitutive entities – “social practice ordered across time and space” (Giddens, 1984, 

p.2).  Language, meaning, perceptions and societal institutions are all implicated.  Structuration theory is 

concerned with: 

... conditions governing the continuity or transformation of structures, and therefore the 
reproduction of systems … {which in turn are} reproduced relations between actors or 
collectivities, organised as regular social practices (Giddens, 1984, p.66). 

Giddens viewed human beings as ‘knowledgeable agents’, familiar with the rules of social life, and 

‘positioned’ and ‘situated’ in time and space. His model suggests that actors have motives that underlie 

their conduct and are capable of rationalising their actions. However, actions can have both intended and 

unintended consequences, such as legitimising certain forms of behaviour.   
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With reference to Gidden’s structuration theory, Jabri attempted to locate violence in the relationship 

between self and society, and its institutionalisation as a human practice.  She offered an ontological 

investigation of the constitution of self and society, or action and social structure, and the place of conflict 

within this constitution.  Jabri assumed that violent human conflict is not inherent or ‘natural’ to the 

human condition but is a social phenomenon emerging through, and constitutive of social practices 

through time and across space. Patterns and continuities of human conduct over time become 

institutionalised in discursive social or institutional systems such as schools. Violence is thereby rendered 

an institutional form of conduct that is seen largely as inevitable and at times acceptable (Jabri, 1996). 

From this perspective, verbal abuse used by adolescents as an institutionalised practice in schools can be 

seen as a manifestation of longer-term processes linked to discursive institutional practices.  This will be 

addressed more fully in Chapter Three. 

Jabri believed that all social conflict can be defined constitutively in terms of inclusion and exclusion.  It 

is a product of social interaction, with violent conflict fuelled by the institutionalisation of difference. In 

particular, when looking at violent conflict such as war, affiliation and identity come to be defined in 

terms of exclusionist social boundaries. The discourse of conflict aims at the construction of a mythology 

based on inclusion and exclusion, with outsiders defined as the ‘others’ and constructed as the ‘deserving 

enemy’:  

To be a dissenting voice is to be an outsider, who is often branded as a traitor to the 
cause, and, therefore, deserving of sacrifice on the mythical alter of solidarity … social 
boundaries become sharpened through a discursive focus on features, both symbolic 
and material, which divide communities to the extent that the desire for destruction of 
the enemy is perceived to be the only legitimate and honourable course to follow (Jabri, 
1996, p.5).   

Jabri argued that once a relationship is defined by violence and destruction of the enemy, the game rules 

change and previously unacceptable or ‘taboo’ behaviours become legitimate. For example the very 

existence of international conventions can be interpreted as “humanity’s acknowledgement of war as an 

unavoidable aspect of social interaction” (ibid, p.6). She argues that the moral boundary between violent 

conflict and non-violent conflict is defined by the acceptance, legitimacy or justifications conferred on 

violence as a form of human behaviour. Any blurring of these boundaries breaks down certainties and 

forms a counter discourse.  

Giddens believed that social structure is partly defined in terms of:  

... rules of life techniques or generalisable procedures applied in the 
enactment/reproduction of social practices (Giddens, 1984, p.21). 

The structuration of social systems means studying the modes in which such systems, 
grounded in the activities of situated actors who draw upon rules and resources in the 
diversity of action contexts, are produced and reproduced in interaction (ibid. p.25). 
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2.6  Violence and power 

Some feminists theorise a repressive model of power, seeing men’s violence against women principally as 

an expression of patriarchal power (Hester, Kelly, & Radford, 1996). They are sceptical of 

poststructuralist and Foucauldian ways of conceptualising power. However, Mason highlighted an 

important nexus between these two schools of thought, drawing from feminist-poststructuralist theory and 

Foucauldian theory for her research. Both schools theorise violence as an instrument of power and view 

power as an oppressive behaviour that is usually shaped by hierarchical constructions of difference, such 

as those of gender, sexuality and race. However, Foucault also highlighted the productive nature of 

violence and abuse in that it can contribute to the constitution of particular subject positions, which 

Mason sees as valuable:  

I suggest that we might think of instrumentality as a question of knowledge, of the 
capacity of violence to shape the ways that we see, and thereby come to know, certain 
things.  In other words, violence is more than a practice that acts upon individual 
subjects to inflict harm and injury. It is, metaphorically speaking, also a way of looking 
at these subjects (Mason, 2002, p.11).   

Mason highlighted that the act of violence is a “spectacle … a metaphorical lens through which we see, 

and come to know, certain things” (Mason, 2002, p.134).  She stressed, however, that violence can never 

determine the ways in which we take up and experience these positions.  In other words, it can determine 

what we are (the category), but not who we are (the experience).  

Giddens had a different concept of power. He saw it as related to resources and as a central component of 

all social systems. He defined ‘allocative’ power as control over material facilities (production, 

reproduction and outcomes) and ‘authoritative’ power as control over individuals’ activities. He believed 

the rules of social life have two aspects – ‘signification’ or interpretation of meaning, and ‘legitimation’ or 

the norms and sanctions governing social interaction (formal and informal). Normative sanctions and 

dominant modes of discourse imply structures of ‘domination’ or asymmetries of power. The production 

of dominant modes of discourse and generalised norms is dependent on access to resources.  ‘Hidden’ 

forms of power allow certain discourses and self-definitions, while rendering others invisible or beyond 

contestation, although contestation of structures of domination is always possible. According to Giddens, 

structures of signification, legitimation and domination are implicated in the reproduction of social 

systems (Giddens, 1984). 

2.7 Feminist-poststructural ism 

Many of Foucault’s and Giddens’ ideas are reflected in feminist-postructuralism. In relation to gender, 

poststructuralists offer a critical analysis of the nature of ‘power’ and ‘truth’, and of the notion of 

masculinity and femininity as fixed essential categories. They reject strict binary opposites such as 

male/female and argue that young women and young men may be located in multiple discourses or take 

up contradictory roles within a variety of public and private spaces.  Post structuralism becomes feminist:  
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 … firstly when matters of femaleness and maleness and the differences and 
dominations between and within them are made a central feature of the analysis and, 
secondly’ when analysis implies a challenge of some sort to any inequitable 
relationships of power which involve gender or sexuality (Kenway et al., 1997, p.16). 

In disputing that there is only one version of masculinity and femininity, feminist-poststructuralists focus 

on how people ‘do’ or ‘perform’ gender, implying that gender is “not a thing but a process, and one which 

is never finished” (Cameron, 1998a, p.16). They also acknowledge the differences between women from 

different cultures or classes, including differences between women within a specific group.  They 

highlight that an array of social, political, economic and cultural mechanisms contribute to the 

construction of people as particular kinds of subjects. Gender victimisation can operate in two main ways: 

1. ‘systemically’ through social institutions, in particular juridicial, educational and welfare systems; 

and 

2. ‘directly’ through interpersonal interaction (Brennan, 1995). 

 
Thus the social world is viewed as a complex set of political relations, reproduced and contested within 

networks of power and requiring political action for marginalised groups to reappropriate both knowledge 

and power. 

As explained previously, feminist-poststructuralism differs from other feminist approaches in that it 

opposes notions of meta-theories, identity as essence, or one fixed ‘truth’. Categories such as social class, 

race and ethnicity are seen as multiple, sometimes ambiguous and varying by situation.  The intersection 

of gender with these and other categories produces sites with complex dominant-subordinate relations. 

Social identity can be understood as being formed through competing discourses that make positions 

available to individuals. Davies, for example, in her study of primary school children’s gendered 

behaviour, found that: 

Their choices stemmed from their access to particular discourses and their positioning 
within categories made real through these discourses (Davies, 1993, p.27).  

When these positions are taken up, the world is seen from that standpoint (Davies & Harre, 1990; Smith, 

1987). 

2.8  Crit iques of  postmodernism and poststructural ism  

2.8.1 Limitations 

Postmodernism and poststructuralism have created a paradigm shift in assumptions about the nature of 

knowledge, ‘truth’ and reality, which a number of its critics find unpalatable. Ife, Jameson and Giddens 

highlighted that it has become fashionable at a time of unprecedented change and in a political climate 

dominated by neo-liberalist, individualist and economic rationalist ideologies (Giddens, 1990; Ife, 1999; 

Jameson, 1984). Jameson saw poststructuralism as a cultural expression of extreme alienation – a theory 

or expression of advanced capitalism in which every aspect and sphere of life has come under the sway of 

commodity relations with no basis for critique or resistance. Ife noted that a postmodernist world is 

characterised by a lack of predictability and permanency, and constant redefinitions of ‘reality’. It is 
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exemplified by deconstruction and reconstruction of meaning. He also claimed that postmodernists 

concentrate on theorising and have little to say about practice. Ife argued that it is no coincidence that 

postmodernism has become popular at this stage of capitalism, as it has effectively silenced opposition to 

the dominant neo-conservative ideologies and provided a convenient framework: 

... very convenient for those who wish to pursue an ideology of greed, selfishness, 
increased inequality and denial of human rights in the interests of free markets and 
private profit (Ife, 1999, p.215). 

However, Penna and O’Brien (1996) believed that neo-liberalism is symptomatic of wider political-

economic and cultural shifts in the organisation and regulation of social life, with many of the political 

themes (freedom, choice and expressive individualism) being core elements of alternative paradigms. 

Barbara Epstein also believed that poststructuralism undermined social analysis at a time when the Right 

was gaining power and opposition to it was barely visible, “replacing concern for social change with 

concern for intellectual and aesthetic sophistication” (Epstein, 1995, p.84).  She stated that if theory is to 

be useful as a basis for social change, it needs to provide some guide to the analysis of social reality, 

based on empirical study and within a moral framework for projecting a vision of a better society. Her 

assertion that the poststructuralist’s suspicion of claims of ‘value’ or ‘truth’ makes it difficult to develop 

humane sets of moral or ethical codes is significant, as is her belief that the quest for anti-essentialism is 

unattainable and risks destroying language itself as a vehicle for communication.  She questioned the 

poststructuralist belief that humanness is constructed within a particular social order, and believed that it 

ignores and even naturalises the concept of alienation that is promoted by capitalism: 

... if there is no human nature outside of social construction, no needs or capacities 
other than those constructed by a particular discourse, then there is no basis for social 
criticism and no reason for protest and rebellion (Epstein, 1995, p.114). 

Foucault’s conception of identity or the subject divides feminist critics of his politics.  On the one hand, 

feminists such as Sawicki have asserted that Foucault’s approach to identity is especially appropriate for 

one of the major issues facing contemporary feminism, namely the global differences between women 

(Sawicki, 1996). On the other, however, Sawicki summarised what she saw as two major deficits in 

Foucault’s work: 

... his rejection of modern foundationalist epistemologies (and their humanist 
philosophies of the subject), and the related question of the adequacy of his politics of 
resistance (Sawicki, 1996, p.164). 

 
Questions of identity and difference, diversity and conflict among women are important to the current 

feminist debates about language.  The anti-essentialist approach challenges the idea that there can be a 

coherent feminist analysis of persistent phenomena such as sexual harassment. Some feminists see this as 

problematic (Cameron, 1998a). Anti-essentialists, on the other hand, have highlighted that white, middle-

class, heterosexual women are not the same as some others, and have raised consciousness that the 

politics of language and labelling are not just about gender – other characteristics such as race/ethnicity, 

class and (dis)ability are also important.  Although feminist-poststructuralists are opposed to labelling, 
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others point out that political and social action relies on the labelling of socially salient differences 

between people.  This poses a dilemma, in particular in relation to women’s rights. Hekman asserted that 

Foucault’s deconstruction of the concept of ‘woman’ as a stable subject problematises feminist politics, as 

the woman ‘disappears’, making it hard to seek liberation of women (Hekman, 1996).  As mentioned 

previously, on the one hand, political actions are formulated and validated on the basis that those who are 

traditionally defined as ‘other’ make claims on the basis of a shared identity and location, while on the 

other hand a variety of perspectives exists within these categories.  

The strongest, most persuasive critiques of poststructuralism have come from those concerned about 

universalist versus relativist notions of human rights (Brodribb, 1992; Ife, 1999; Jeffreys, 1993). Core 

feminist and social work concepts such as ‘human rights’ and ‘social justice’ are seen to be incompatible 

with postmodernist concepts such as ‘cultural relativism’.  Relativist arguments, based on scepticism of 

universal principles or truths, are seen to have eroded the idea that human rights are fundamental to all 

people regardless of gender, culture, nationality and race by promoting the view that human rights apply 

differently in different cultures and locations.  Thus, some see poststructuralism as incompatible with 

political and social activism (Ife, 1997).  

Feminist critics are also concerned about Foucault’s treatment of power, which has infiltrated 

postmodernist feminist thinking. Hartsock claimed that “systematically unequal power relations 

ultimately vanish from Foucault’s work” (Hartsock, 1990, p.168). She was suspicious of Foucault’s 

theories, seeing them as those of a coloniser (a privileged white male), coming into favour at a time when 

marginalised groups were finding a voice. Allen asserted that although Foucault’s theory of power is 

useful on a micro-level of analysis, it is not useful for the macro, structural analysis that feminism requires 

(Allen, 1996).  

Jeffreys agreed that the postmodernist emphasis on language has led to de-politicisation of feminist theory 

and practice.  She pointed out that postmodernist theories about language emanated from the arts (literary, 

cultural and film studies) rather than from the social sciences, elevating the importance of language above 

other political concerns.  Whilst recognising the importance of language, she was concerned that it had 

been elevated above other important factors such as material power relations – economic constraints, male 

violence and the institution of heterosexuality.  She was also concerned that the power relations of male 

supremacy would be rendered invisible by removing the focus on binary oppositions such as 

masculinity/femininity, (Jeffreys, 1993).   

In summary, Foucault’s work as deficient from the perspective of some modernist political theorists, in 

that he fails to define universalist, normative standards. His critics contend that without standards one can 

only describe, not prescribe. The idea that human rights are relative, and are applied differently in 

different cultures and locations, is appealing if one wants to be culturally sensitive, but it can also be used 

to justify or ignore the oppression and abuse of people within minority groups, such as women and 

children. 
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2.8.2 Strengths  

In spite of the criticisms outlined in the previous section, many prominent social scientists argue that 

humanism and the social justice discourses have been grounded in discourses of dominant and oppressive 

groups (Western, male, middle-class). Therefore they welcome the challenges posed by the postmodernist 

critique (Leonard, 1997). Pease and Fook add that a major strength of the postmodernist perspective is 

that it “offers a new way of thinking about thinking” (Pease & Fook, 1999, p.228), making observations 

about our process of deriving explanations rather than positing one underlying causal explanation for 

phenomena.   

Ife (1999) also valued some of the contributions of postmodernist thinking, such as valuing difference.  

He noted that social justice principles can often be realised in the valuing of difference and proposed that 

a focus on processes rather than outcomes may partly resolve the tension. He suggested a compromise by 

allowing for a relativity of needs within a strong framework of universal rights: 

This universalism in a discourse of human rights can be counterbalanced by a 
relativism in the discourse of human needs.  Statements of need imply an 
underpinning of rights, but it is in statements of need that those rights are 
contextualised within particular cultures and environments (Ife, 1999, p.218). 

The postmodernist assumption that a person’s world, or reality, consists of a web of meanings, created 

and sustained linguistically, is of central value to this thesis. The postmodernist view of the self, or 

subjectivity, as an interpretive social construct that occurs through discursive relations with others is an 

important idea.  This view implies firstly that researchers need to be careful in their interpretations and the 

meanings they ascribe to a person’s identity.  Essentialism can contribute to researchers’ categorising and 

labelling subjects and their problems in a way that impedes opportunities for the subject’s voice to be 

heard, and reifies and reinforces the researcher’s power/knowledge. Secondly, traits such as those linked 

to ethnicity, age, sexuality or gender should not be assigned automatically to a person’s self-image, as the 

person may not accept these factors as important.  From a postmodernist perspective, it is the research 

subjects who supply the interpretive context for determining the meanings of events, and the nature of a 

presenting problem, intervention and treatment, which requires the researcher to take a reflexive approach 

to practice and research (Gergen & Gergen, 1991; Jones, 1992; Steier, 1991).  

In research we are provided with an opportunity to understand the stories and themes that have shaped a 

person’s life and the degree to which the normalising power of dominant discourses has included, 

excluded or marginalised people.  We will be in a better position to empower our clients if we focus on 

the influence of these discourses and the meaningful areas of people’s lives.  Separating the person from 

the problem, and encouraging the person to provide an account of the problem’s effects on their lives and 

their interactions with others, leaves people free to explore alternative and preferred knowledges of who 

they might be (White, 1989). 

Postmodernist thinkers such as Harding and Haraway stressed that knowledge is ‘socially situated’. 

Therefore research and practice that begin from the standpoint of a particular marginalised group create a 

less partial/distorted view of social relations and strengthen the objectivity of understanding (Haraway, 
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1988; Harding, 1991). Standpoint theorists emphasise that when people take up subjective positions, their 

world is seen from the standpoint of that position (Davies & Harre, 1990; Smith, 1987).  

Contemporary Western social scientists, including social workers, value the principles of self-

determination, empowerment, acceptance of diversity and difference, and of working collaboratively with 

clients (Bagshaw, 1995). However, whilst all of these can be seen as compatible with postmodernist ideas, 

they are often based on modernist, humanist perspectives and understandings of the self and relationships. 

Postmodernist ideas enable the researcher to ask new questions and see new things about the nature of 

social relations in a time of rapid and unprecedented social change, in particular from the perspective of 

those who are marginalised or disempowered.   

2.9  Chapter summary 

This chapter has investigated the place of language, discourse and power in gendered violence from a 

feminist-poststructuralist perspective, and outlined some of the strengths and weaknesses of 

postmodernist and poststructuralist ideas. Some aspects of postmodernist thinking are important to this 

thesis – in particular the recognition of the power of language, or discourse, to reflect and shape people’s 

identities or subjectivities.  Postmodernism rejects dualistic thinking, notions of ‘neutrality’, ‘objectivity’ 

and mega-theories or overarching ‘truths’. Instead it celebrates diversity and difference.  However, 

Bauman highlights the difficulties we face in a postmodern world that make it imperative to consider 

issues of social justice in social policy, theoretical analyses, research and practice: 

The postmodern perspective offers more wisdom; the postmodern setting makes 
acting on that wisdom more difficult.  This is, roughly, why the postmodern time is 
experienced as living through crisis.  What the postmodern mind is aware of is that 
there are problems in human and social life with no good solutions ... (Bauman, 1993, 
p.245). 

The next chapter examines gendered adolescent subjectivities and schools as institutional sites for gender 

construction. 
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C h a p t e r  3  

SCHOOLS AND GENDERED ADOLESCENT SUBJECTIVITIES 

3.1 The school as a s ite  for gender construction  

This thesis does not set out to focus in particular on the comparisons between, or variations within schools 

as a site for the construction of gender in adolescence, hence two similar schools were chosen for the in-

depth interviews with Year 9 students.  However, to establish a context for the study, it is important to 

explore the role that school governance and practices play in the constitution of adolescent identities or 

subjectivities.  

The first two chapters have established that in theorising identity, poststructuralist theorists have replaced 

the notion of individuality, self or identity with the notion of ‘subject’. Weedon notes that the individual is 

not a fixed end-product of social construction but is constituted and reconstituted through the various 

discursive practices in which they participate (Weedon, 1987a). Structuration theorists view subjectivity 

as socially-constructed within constructed boundaries of regularised institutions and social systems such 

as schools (Giddens, 1984). Foucault described the school as a disciplinary institution with forms of 

governance that are influential in the production of certain kinds of gendered subjects (Foucault, 1977a). 

Feminist-poststructuralists also view schools as important institutional settings for the reproduction of 

gender relations (Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway & Willis, 1993; Kenway et al., 1997).  

Since the Enlightenment, educational institutions such as schools have been important to the 

establishment of a credentialed society and have been the primary institutional experience of most young 

people in modern society. Most children spend more waking hours of every day at school than in any 

other setting (Jamrozik & Sweeney, 1996).  In examining schools as a site for gender construction, Davies 

points out that masculinity and femininity both condition, and arise from, social processes and a society’s 

inherent, structural properties. In relation to discursive practices in schools, she argues that: 

... discursive practices are not just an external constraint (or potentiation), they also 
provide the conceptual framework, the psychic patterns, the emotions through which 
each individual takes themselves up as male or female and through which they 
privately experience themselves in relation to the social world (Davies, 1989a, p.235). 

Children learn to position themselves correctly as male or female through discursive practices in societal 

institutions in order to have a recognisable identity within the existing social and gender order (Davies, 

1989a). In referring to school and classroom practices, Davies warns that there are many “beliefs, 

narratives, images and metaphors that are not immediately recognisable as constituting inequitable 

practice” (Davies, 1989a, p.232).   
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In a comprehensive study of Victorian secondary schools during the 1990s, Kenway and Willis found that 

gender reform in schools is usually subordinated to dominant discursive fields associated with excellence, 

efficiency and effectiveness. They commented on the complex nature of the politics of discourse in 

schools: 

Social institutions such as schools, cultural products such as curriculum texts, and 
interpersonal processes such as pedogogy (teaching and learning) are made up of many 
different and often contradictory discourses and discursive fields. Some of these are 
dominant, some subordinate, some peacefully coexisting, some struggling for 
ascendancy. Schools can be seen to consist of fragile settlements between discursive 
fields and such settlements can be recognised as always uncertain; always open to 
challenge and change through the struggle over meaning or what is sometimes called 
the politics of discourse… (Kenway & Willis, 1993, p.2). 

When examining the politics of gender reform, Kenway et al. noted the uneasy relationship between 

gender reform (or justice) and corporate managerialism, economic rationalism, and the negative effects of 

downsizing policies, programs and personnel in schools.  In relation to gender reform, teachers 

overemphasised the power of discipline and policy and underemphasised the power of education. Kenway 

et al argued that a crucial aspect for successful gender reform is knowledge - “teachers’ knowledge about 

the social construction of knowledge, skill and merit” and “knowledge about their own gendered 

identities” (Kenway et al., 1997, p.202).  They found that the most successful schools were those that 

were open to new ideas, “encouraged and celebrated difference and the entitlements of all students”, and 

had teachers who “recognised the importance of changing their practices and themselves”  (ibid, p.209). 

Successful schools recognised the importance of peer relations to adolescents, and provided opportunities 

for students to exercise their agency and autonomy in responsible ways.  The schools that were not 

successful at gender reform were “insular and actively subscribed to traditional and hierarchical versions 

of power and of masculinity … and operated at the level of hyper-rationality, discipline and control” (ibid, 

pp.208 & 209).   

3.2  Dividing pract ices and governance in schools  

Foucault highlighted the central function that professionals play as points of organisation and distribution 

of power and control, and the power of language (or discourse) to reflect and shape the world. Foucault’s 

concept of power is linked closely to knowledge and refers to the relationship between categories of 

thought and categories of experience. He demonstrated how systems of definition and codification are 

often developed within hierarchical and socially exclusive institutions, such as schools, whose agents 

have vested interests in codifying methods for normalising deviance and constructing identity.  He also 

pointed out that codification systems are political and lead to norms, deviations, patterns, understanding 

and action, and define ‘appropriate’ learning, behaviour and knowledge production (Foucault, 1970, 

1977a, 1980a; McHoul & Grace, 1993).  Increased monitoring and standardisation of the professions 

through education, training, professional development and supervision privilege or legitimise certain 

types of knowledge, techniques and perspectives while excluding or marginalising others. 

Poststructuralists critique professional discourses of ‘success’ or ‘failure’ in institutions such as schools, 

as these can be seen as ‘normalising’ discourses, linked closely to power and knowledge (McHoul & 
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Grace, 1993). Positivist researchers report that, when children either are unsuccessful at school or do not 

fit in, they develop poor self-esteem and problem behaviour more frequently than others. Some also see 

poor self-esteem as an important risk factor for ‘problem’ behaviour at school (Dryfoos, 1990; Hawkins, 

Catalano, & Miller, 1992). This perspective views problem behaviour at school as a precursor to more 

severe antisocial behaviour. It has been noted that many students who are at risk of school failure know 

that “somehow they are different from - less acceptable and less accepted than - other students” 

(McWhirter et al., 1998, p.65). Behaviours such as acting out in class and fighting or arguing with peers 

have been linked to school failure (Walker et al., 1995). On the other hand, those who experience success 

and successful relationships at school have been found to experience a sense of self-efficacy. It has been 

advocated, therefore, that assessment and practices in schools provide young people with important, 

ongoing information about themselves and their self-worth (Ellis & Sowers, 2001).   

Foucault highlighted how educational sites such as schools are subject to discourse yet also control access 

to various kinds of discourse (Ball, 1990).  Foucault’s notion of dividing practices is central to the 

organisational processes used in schools, such as entry criteria, tests, examinations, profiling and 

streaming, the creation of separate curricula, and the creation of advanced and remedial groups.  In these 

processes certain groups of students are labelled, stigmatised and normalised.  Knowledge and practices 

drawn from the educational sciences (psychology, pedagogics and sociology) “provide modes of 

classification, control, and containment, often paradoxically linked to humanitarian rhetoric or reform and 

progress” (Ball, 1990, p.4).  For example, the ‘problem of working class underachievement’ in the 1960s 

and 1970s pathologised and labelled working class students, and led to classifications and justifications of 

difference, linked to special programs based on class. 

In his book Discipline and Punish, Foucault traced the shift from ‘the spectacle of punishment’, where 

discipline was enacted on a person’s body, to disciplined, more covert institutional forms of punishment 

(Foucault, 1977a).  He specifically mentioned the school and the classroom as apparatuses that function to 

define power relations in contemporary everyday life:  

Every educational system is a political means of maintaining or modifying the 
appropriateness of discourses with the knowledge and power they bring with them 
(Foucault, 1971, p.46). 

 
Ball, the editor of the book Foucault and education: Discipline and knowledge, drew on Foucault’s ideas 

to explore the significance of schools as a key site for the implementation of normalisation and 

subjectification processes: 

In the nineteenth century they emerged as particular organizations of space and persons 
experienced by virtually all people, at one and the same time totalizing the power of the 
state and producing and specifying particular individualities.  This is Foucault’s 
political ‘double bind’ (Ball, 1990, p.5). 

However, in the same book, Marshall argued that Foucault’s notion of the subject is ambiguous, as the 

subject is both an active, knowing agent and an object being acted upon: 
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... it means both being tied to someone else by control and dependence, and being tied 
to one’s own identity by a conscience or self knowledge … In terms of discourse we 
can say that the subject both speaks and is spoken of …(Marshall, 1990, p.14). 

Marshall explained how Foucault’s notion of modern power has emerged in the name of governance. 

Foucault explored the shift in relations between the sovereign and individuals from Machiavelli’s time, 

noting that governance shifted from violent and imposed power towards a theme of self-governance, 

initially via the family. The emergence of economic theory and capitalism meant that population and its 

welfare became a central theme of governance to ensure political obedience and a docile, productive 

workforce (Foucault, 1977a; Marshall, 1990).  Post 1800, the school became one of many institutions 

established to shape people’s abilities and knowledge about themselves. Other so-called ‘caring’ 

institutions included the prison, hospital, asylum, military and workplace. Foucault noted the close 

relationship between the way these various institutions were constructed and referred to them as 

‘disciplinary institutions’, often run on military lines (Foucault, 1977a).  

Foucault drew attention to the way techniques were introduced in schools and other institutions to 

normalise the person by using rational procedures, with discipline proceeding in four major ways: 

1. Spatial distribution of individuals in certain ways so they ‘knows one’s place’, for example by 

enclosure, partitioning certain groups from others and by ranking. 

2. Control of activities of bodies, cultivating a certain type of body on the basis of knowledge 

considered to be ‘true’, for example with a daily timetable; marching; correlating bodily positions 

and gestures, such as good handwriting; by articulating movements of the body with an object such 

as a rifle.   

3. Organisation of segments or stages of training, codified in terms of hierarchy. 

4. General co-ordination of all elementary parts.  Disciplinary institutions are ever-alert to the 

government of all the composite parts and the investigation of certain tactical manoeuvres.  Tactics 

within institutions are generally part of a more general political strategy (McHoul & Grace, 1993, 

pp.69-70). 

 

In schools, professionals such as teachers and counsellors develop and refine knowledge deemed to be 

‘true’, which is used via ‘legitimate’ discourses and practices to shape or normalise individuals’ attitudes, 

behaviours and self-knowledge:  

Disciplinary institutions organize physical space and time with activities that have been 
developed over time to change people’s behaviour along a number of parameters.  Here 
the examination plays a critical role, for it determines not only whether a person is 
governable – that is, likely to lead a docile, useful, and practical life – but also because 
it identifies to the individual the ‘true self, whereby (s)he becomes classified as an 
object in various ways for others and is tied to the ‘true’ self as a subjected or 
politically dominated being. … This true self is a person with certain beliefs about 
him/her self.  These descriptions in part permit the individual to be dominated through 
these classifications as hyperactive, homosexual, autonomous rational being, and so on.  
But in Foucault’s thought these true selves are but fictions or constructions as there is 
no real man (Marshall, 1990, pp.15-16). 
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Schools can be seen, therefore, as important sites where techniques and strategies of modern power and 

notions of subjectivity are developed and refined. 

Schools have their own unique cultures, similar to other social organisations. Many factors have been 

identified that define this culture, including student involvement, teacher factors, community support and 

leadership.  On the one hand, organisational cultures establish sets of rules, expectations and norms for 

members as well as informal understandings of the way things are done.  On the other hand, 

organisational cultures contribute to identity through shared values, beliefs, rituals and ceremonies.  In 

schools the culture can be divided into a student culture and a teacher or staff culture, sometimes called 

“climates” (McWhirter et al., 1998, p.65).  

3.3  Aggression and violence as  inst itut ionalised pract ices  in  schools  

Jabri saw violence or abuse in schools as a manifestation of longer-term processes linked to discursive 

institutional practices. In her exploration of discourses on violence, she noted that: 

... the relationship between the individual and the state/community is situated in identity 
constructed along exclusionist lines and perpetuated through discursive and 
institutional structures which legitimate violent human conflict (Jabri, 1996, p.158). 

Drawing from Giddens’ structuration theory, Jabri located violence in the relationship between self and 

society, and its institutionalisation, as a human practice. She argued that violent conflict can only be 

understood within a wider understanding of human action, and noted that discursive practices and 

structural domination systems have homogenising and conforming tendencies. 

 Giddens partly defined social structure in terms of rules of life – “techniques or generalisable procedures 

applied in the enactment/reproduction of social practices” (Giddens, 1984, p.21). “The structuration of 

social systems means studying the modes in which such systems, grounded in the activities of situated 

actors who draw upon rules and resources in the diversity of action contexts, are produced and reproduced 

in interaction” (ibid, p.25). 

When reviewing research about the school as a meso-level site for aggression, Goldstein found that most 

student aggression in schools in the United States is directed towards other students. This is also 

confirmed in various Australian studies (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Employment 

Education and Training, 1994). In looking at causes and correlates of aggression in schools, Goldstein 

noted that the nature of leadership and governance in the school correlates with levels of violence and 

aggression.  He found that schools with lower levels of student aggression are associated with firm, fair, 

consistent leadership styles and schools with high levels of aggression are associated with high levels of 

arbitrary leadership and severe discipline.  He also found that the larger, more derelict and more crowded 

the school, the more likely aggression is to occur, possibly because these issues affect governance and 

morale. Levels of aggression have also been linked to behaviours in the broader community (Goldstein, 

2002; Thomson, 2002). Goldstein’s finding that levels of violence in schools are generally under reported 

is significant (Goldstein, 1994).  
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3.3.1 Bullying and sex-based harassment in Australian schools 

Gilbert and Gilbert (1998, p.191) described violence in the Australian schools they studied as being both 

“discriminating” and “indiscriminate”, and distinguished between bullying and sex-based harassment as 

follows: 

Bullying is a repeated singling after of particular victims, while sex-based harassment 
targets girls and boys who are classed as targets of a hegemonic gender regime (Gilbert 
& Gilbert, 1998, p.191). 

They noted that much bullying research and writing has been devoid of any clear focus on the role of 

bullying in the construction of gender in schools. In particular, they criticised bullying researchers for 

ignoring gender as an important factor in the bullying system (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998).  They found in 

their study of boys and schooling that much of boys’ negative bullying behaviour was seen as ‘normal’. 

They challenged this discourse, urging bulling theorists and researchers to explore the links between 

masculinity, bullying and sex-based harassment: 

When some children are excluded from activities because of their sex or because they 
are seen as ‘wimps’, or when students are embarrassed by the flaunting of sexist or 
homophobic comments in classroom jokes, or when conscientious students are 
ridiculed as weak conformists, are these actions to be seen as bullying? (Gilbert & 
Gilbert, 1998, p.185). 

There is now considerable evidence in the literature to refute the myths that bullying is caused by anxiety, 

insecurity, poor self-esteem, frustration for failing schoolwork, or compensation for social failure. 

Members of a group can learn that bullying generates power and can be rewarding (Rigby, 2002).  

Research suggests that most bullies are socially competent and secure – they tend to have “a more 

positive attitude to violence, tend to be impulsive, and have a strong need for power and dominance over 

others” (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998).  

Many contemporary Australian authors argue that much of boys’ bullying and harassing behaviour can be 

explained by a dominant masculinist ideology that values physical power, dominance, control and the 

belief that it is weak and feminine to be gentle or compassionate.  In other words, bullying is not gender 

neutral (Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway et al., 1997; 

Mills, 2001).  This is supported by a parliamentary report on youth violence in New South Wales, where 

numerous submissions identified the following key dominant messages traditionally given to boys about 

masculinity: 

• the importance of dominance and control in being a successful man; 

• the justification of violence to achieve such control; 

• the attribution of responsibility for violence to other sources, such as alcohol or women; 

• the rejection and disparaging of the feminine both in terms of women and any feminine qualities 

within men; and 
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• the rejection and suppression of any homosexual expression (Standing Committee on Social 

Issues, 1995,  pp.189-190).  

Gilbert and Gilbert described the ‘threatening atmosphere’ in schools that forces boys to conform.  One of 

the boys they interviewed, after speaking about another student who was bullied because his behaviour 

was ‘different’, explained the effect:  

It’s better to be the same as everybody else so you’re not really going to make so much 
of yourself so people know you’re there but they don’t always know you’re there, like 
mix in (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998, p.191). 

Kenway et al.’s study of sex-based harassment in a range of Australian schools found that verbal and 

physical harassment occurred daily and was sexist rather than sexual in nature, mainly involving 

derogatory references to girls as a whole, or groups of girls.  It was mostly directed at girls by boys, and to 

a lesser extent at ‘weaker’ boys. There was some evidence of girls harassing other girls and some boys, 

but the incidence of male bullying of males was high (Kenway et al., 1997, p.103).  The harassment was 

based on sex-based inequality in power relationships and was more prevalent in schools dominated by 

hegemonic masculinity. The derogatory terms used were directed at labelling forms of femininity as 

deviant – for example, a boy being called a ‘sissy’ or a ‘girl’, or a girl being called a ‘slut’. Being ‘a girl’ 

or ‘a girlish boy’ made students more vulnerable.  They gave examples of girls going to extraordinary 

lengths to avoid harassment, including changing classes, truanting or leaving school, and found that others 

observing the harassment were intimidated or constrained by the potential to be harassed themselves:   

Thus sex-based harassment acts as a form of social control which has educational and 
occupational, and hence social and material, effects on all girls and women, including 
those who have not experienced it personally (ibid, p.103).  

In spite of the relative prevalence of reports and research publications on the issue, Kenway et al. were 

surprised to find that few teachers interviewed saw sex-based harassment as a gender issue for their 

school. “There is almost a compulsion in many schools not to see it and not to say it” (ibid, p.104).  They 

noted the various teacher responses to the problem: it is not seen; ignored; denied; seen to be “blown up 

out of all proportion”; individualised; pathologised; or seen as “normal”, for example as “an adolescent 

mating dance” (ibid, p.108). Teachers explained boys’ aggressively sexist behaviours as a “normal” 

problem of adolescence, or due to space or other structural issues in the school. The researchers identified 

a dominant discourse:  

... which naturalises sexist behaviours as a combination of ‘just mucking about’ and 
‘teasing’, a normal part of girl-boy relationships and a natural result of boys’ sexual 
awakening at a period of social immaturity (ibid, p.105). 

However, some teachers varied their responses according to the situation and the perpetrators’ position, 

regarding sex-based harassment as ‘aberrant’ for certain social groupings such as the working class, 

unemployed, single parents and ethnic minorities.  It was clear that girls were distressed and confused by 

sexist behaviour and were often implicated or blamed for ‘over-reacting’ or ‘leading boys on’. Boys saw 

harassment as a way of drawing attention to their macho masculinity and some ‘popular’ girls were 
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complicit.  The data suggested that as boys got older the harassment became more subtle and 

sophisticated, with many girls reporting “it gets ‘more verbal’ and more damaging” (ibid, p.109).  

Teachers and parents saw boys’ sexist, aggressive, macho behaviour as conforming to expectations of 

normal masculinity – ‘boys being boys’ – absolving boys from responsibility and demanding that girls 

take responsibility for dealing with it. Often these responses placed girls in a triple-bind. Others 

positioned them as weak and powerless in the face of sex-based harassment, they had to take 

responsibility to report and substantiate the offences, yet if they did report the offence their peer group 

saw them as ‘whingers’, ‘dobbers’ or ‘not cool’. The researchers also noted that if girls stepped out of 

their passive role and reciprocated or participated in harassment, teachers positioned them as ‘bad’. Boys 

who exhibited subordinate forms of masculinity were also targets, but were often ignored by feminist 

discourses in schools. 

3.3.2 Male hegemony, gender regimes and discursive practices in schools 

Foucault was particularly interested in the way that hegemonic or global forms of power, such as 

patriarchy, rely on practices that exist in the micro-levels of society, such as in the school and/or the 

classroom (Foucault, 1980a).  He noted that modern power systems are decentred and localised rather 

than hierarchical and centralised.  He traced the history of apparatuses and institutions through which 

these practices were developed (such as the Panopticon and the confessional) and how these systems 

actually recruited people into willingly collaborating in the disciplining, policing and subjugation of their 

own lives (Foucault, 1988). He noted that this collaboration is rarely conscious but operates in relation to 

norms that are seen as truths in the dominant culture.   

Foucault believed that professional disciplines such as social work, teaching and law are imbued with 

authority and are seen as having the monopoly on a neutral, objective, rational account of the ‘truth’. 

Without professionals’ critical reflection and recognition of the moral and ethical implications of these 

practices, these ‘truths’ can serve to specify or prescribe normal or correct ways of being (often in the 

guise of ‘neutrality’) and are therefore insidious and effective in moulding people’s lives (McHoul & 

Grace, 1993).  White and Hare-Mustin also suggested that in dominant Western culture, men are more 

likely to be the ‘instruments’ of the normalising gaze and women are more likely to be the subjects (Hare-

Mustin, 1990; White, 1989).  

Connell highlighted how gender is constructed in interaction and discusses the “politics of norms” 

(Connell, 1995, p.35). He argued that institutions such as workplaces and schools “are substantively, not 

just metaphorically, gendered” (ibid, p.73).  In exploring the construction of masculinity, Connell noted 

that the institutions of sport, school and the workplace are all marked by hierarchical and competitive 

structures.  He reviewed a range of research that highlights how different masculinities are produced in 

the same cultural institutional settings, as well as between class or race settings, and argued that these 

different kinds of masculinity are subject to gender politics and constructed through “alliance, dominance 

and subordination” (ibid, p.37) practices or relations.  He noted that school authorities can serve as a foil 

against which the boys construct an “oppositional masculinity” (ibid, p.38).  His review of school-specific 

studies highlighted those that vividly demonstrated patterns of hegemonic masculinity, for example those 
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associated with sporting prowess. He observed that: “Those who reject the hegemonic pattern have to 

fight or negotiate their way out” (ibid, p.37).  

Similarly, Mills argued that schools are one of Western society’s major institutions where the 

“masculinization of what is valorized in each of {the signifiers of masculinity} are re/produced” (Mills, 

2001, p.22). He identified the signifiers of masculinity as being sport, work, alcohol, power over women 

and power over men, all associating maleness with coercive power.  He noted that boys’ sports tend to be 

more prestigious than girls’ sports and “tend to be those which glorify the strong, tough, aggressive, 

competitive, and hence violent, boy” (ibid). He argued that students learn about gendered life in schools 

from the way in which gendered roles in schools are distributed and valued amongst staff, and the way in 

which ‘masculinised’ and ‘feminised’ subjects and occupations are prioritised and valued. Mills also 

noted that alcohol is often associated with masculinised violence and that power over women:  

 … shapes relationships between male and female students; male and female staff; and 
male students and female staff. This power can range from male students’ often 
unthinking domination of class space and school space down to conscious acts of 
intimidation and sexual threats against female students and teachers … which are often 
carried out (Mills, 2001, pp.22-23). 

In today’s world, one would assume that other drugs are possibly as influential as alcohol. 

Although there are multiple masculinities and femininities available to adolescents, most of the recent 

Australian research studies confirm Connell’s and Mills’ views that the dominant discourses in schools 

tend to be around hegemonic forms of masculinities (Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & 

Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway et al., 1997).  Mills highlighted how power over men is glorified and 

exemplified by a “clear hierarchy of masculinities” that male students typically establish, prove and/or 

contest in secondary schools through demonstrations of physical strength, prowess in sport and 

schoolyard fights, and through heterosexual displays such as boasting about and demonstrating sexual 

prowess, ‘poofter bashing’ and appropriate verbal displays (Mills, 2001, p.23). Other studies have been 

concerned with the ways that girls are positioned in schools and the role of language practices in the 

construction of femininity (Kenway & Willis, 1993; Kenway et al., 1997; Lees, 1997), stressing that 

gender ideologies are not always internalised passively but are negotiated and resisted actively (Gilbert & 

Taylor, 1991). Some earlier Australian studies have demonstrated differences based on class (Thomas, 

1980).  

Gilbert and Taylor noted that at the secondary school level the official curriculum uses gender as a 

segregating factor (most obviously in single-sex schools and single-sex classes). Traditional subject 

choices may also be encouraged.  Dominant gender ideologies are transmitted overtly and covertly in 

many different ways, for example through teacher preferences and behaviour, selection of resource 

materials, classroom interaction and the representation of gender in school texts (Gilbert & Taylor, 1991).  

Connell et al. and Collins argued that each school has a ‘gender regime’ or dominant ideologies that 

variously construct, order and arbitrate between different kinds of masculinity and femininity, and that the 

school culture creates oppositional, compliant or accommodating individuals and youth subcultures 
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(Collins, 1999; Connell et al., 1982). Feminist researchers such as Walkerdine and Gilbert warned that 

schooling’s powerful institutional practices, including teachers’ language practices and dominant 

pedagogical approaches, insert children into a gendered social order (Gilbert, 1993; Walkerdine, 1990). 

Lees noted that adult identities are developed in the school and “serve to legitimate male domination and 

possessiveness, and a particular form of femininity which is geared to the production of conformity to 

patriarchal society” (Lees, 1997, p.1). Mac an Ghaill (1994) and Kenway et al. suggested that schools are 

masculinising institutions and cultures, with very few teachers acknowledging the schools’ complicitness 

in sex-based harassment and bulling. Thus it often goes unchallenged:  

Indeed both students and teachers commonly tap into dominant discourses of 
masculinity which justify the denigratory treatment of girls and women as normal and 
natural (Kenway et al., 1997, p.128). 

Fletcher’s book, Masculinity Goes to School, posited that schooling encourages certain types of 

‘maleness’ (Fletcher, 1994).  He believed that the masculinist, materialist culture of schooling is deficient 

in that it leads to boys depending on sport, fighting skills, superiority over females and job status for their 

self-esteem.  Gilbert and Gilbert also exposed the ‘boys will be boys’ myth in schools, where teachers and 

others see particular activities and attributes as ‘naturally male’, and agreed with Fletcher and Connell 

(1995) that “narrow readings of masculinity and femininity impact on the construction of students’ lives, 

expectations and relationships” in a deficient way (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998, p.24). They defined three key 

themes of hegemonic masculinity – differentiating and privileging masculinity over femininity, the body 

as the key signifier of how men understand themselves as gendered, and the performative nature of 

masculinity, for example through organised sport.   

Most Australian secondary schools and the broader society valorise organised, sexually segregated, male 

sports and contribute to images of ‘manhood’ being defined narrowly as “tough, competitive and 

dominant”, with strong links to aggression and violence among both the players and the spectators 

(Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998, p.64). In Australia, sport and other media encourage individualistic competition 

that is potentially damaging to relationships. Putdowns of women in the sporting arena range from the 

derogatory use of language, where calling a man ‘wimp’, ‘wuss’, ‘weakling’ or ‘girl’ means the same 

thing, to the crude and even brutal references to women and sex in the shower room songs (Gilbert & 

Gilbert, 1998, p.65). 

The Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) carried out a Gender and School Education 

study in 1995 and 1996 (Collins et al., 1996). Data was obtained from teachers and 10,000 students, half 

from Year 6 and half from Year 10 in more than 400 schools across Australia. Findings supported earlier, 

small-scale studies pointing to high levels of sex-based harassment and discrimination in schools, with an 

approximately equal number of respondents reporting sexual harassment of boys and of girls.  The study 

suggested that boys were the usual harassers, with a pattern whereby a small group of boys was harassed 

intensively and a wider group of girls harassed less intensively. The researchers found that about 30% of 

both girls and boys reported that verbal harassment by groups of the same sex happened often.   Verbal, 

sex-based bullying and harassment, in which a student’s sex is the reason for insults was the most 

common form of harassment, reported by more than 90% of students surveyed.  Victims of this verbal 
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harassment were as likely to be boys as girls, but in secondary school it was worse for boys.  The 

harassers tended to be boys: 

They use sex-based harassment as the dominance ‘game’ in a regime in which gender 
stereotypes are used as weapons. It also suggests boys and some, though fewer, girls 
play an active part inside this regime, accepting it as a framework and joining in the 
power game with the same sex-based harassment weapons (Collins et al., 1996, p.53). 

Collins coined the phrase “gender game” to refer to sex-based harassment as the ‘dominance’ game in a 

regime in schools in which gender stereotypes were used as weapons. This game affected students’ 

educational experience and choices, including whether or not they were properly masculine or feminine 

(Collins, 1999).  The important point made by Collins was that all children in the study were learning the 

dangers of being seen as different, which severely limited their options, and some school staff “turned a 

blind eye to herd nastiness which had to do with gender” (ibid, p.20).  She asserted that all students were 

victims in that they were unable to control the cultural logic at play, spent their time trying to understand 

the game’s rules (which kept changing weekly) and positioned themselves appropriately in order to 

survive. Most girls, for example, learned that appearance is important and that acceptance from boys is on 

boys’ terms, with over 90% of Year 10 girls worrying about their appearance and 30% worrying often 

(Collins, 1999, p.20).  Collins reported that the students in the study clearly believed they had to learn to 

play the gender game within which the masculine is dominant.   The constantly changing game dictated 

student choices in subject selections and even school attendance: 

The structure of the game is simple.  You are either a boy or a girl.  If you are a boy, 
you have to work out what that means in terms of how you should look, walk, talk and 
behave, how in fact to be ‘masculine’.  If you are a girl, you have to work out what that 
means in terms of how you should look, walk, talk and behave in order to be 
‘feminine’. ... Generally speaking, powerful boys control the game at any one site.  
They attempt to dictate, in a slowly changing flow of gamesmanship, what the rules 
will be and who and what will be declared to be masculine and feminine (Collins, 1999, 
p.18). 

Feminist-poststructuralists aim to dismantle binary oppositions and dualisms established by gender 

regimes and instead create spaces “through which fluid, unstable and uncertain aspects of identity can 

emerge” (Healy, 1999, p.122).   

3.3.3 Heterosexism, homophobia and misogyny 

A number of researchers have highlighted a presumption of heterosexuality, with a resultant homophobia 

that is normalised in school practices (Collins, 1999; Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995; Connell et al., 1982; 

Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway et al., 1997). Gilbert and Gilbert noted 

that schools are intensely sexual places where boys and girls learn about what it means to be a sexual 

male or female person (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998). In the aforementioned ACER study, homophobic verbal 

harassment was common. Fourty-four percent of boys reported that it happened often to males and 19% 

of girls reported that it happened often to females (Collins, 1999, p.19; Collins et al., 1996). 

Other feminist researchers interested in education have also noted the prevalence of heterosexism and 

misogyny in schools (Epstein, 1987, 1996, 1997; Lees, 1986, 1987, 1997; Mahony, 1985). Most have 
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been concerned about the effects of ‘macho’ norms on young males and females in Australian schools 

(Connell, 1987; Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; 

Kenway et al., 1997). Butler argues that gender relations cannot be understood fully without examining 

them in the context of compulsory heterosexuality or through the lens of heterosexism (Butler, 1990a).  

The term sexuality in this thesis refers to categories of sexual preference and identity, such as lesbian, 

gay, homosexual and heterosexual. Various feminists have noted that human relationships are ordered 

hierarchically according to gender and heterosexual demands, sometimes called the ‘heterosexual 

contract’ (Mason, 2002; Rubin, 1975; Wittig, 1992).  Mason cited surveys in the United States, Canada, 

Great Britain, Australia and New Zealand that suggest 70-80% of lesbians and gay men report 

experiencing verbal abuse in public on the basis of their sexuality; 30-40% report threats of violence; 20% 

of gay men report physical violence; and 10-12% of lesbians report physical violence (Mason, 2002, 

p.39). Mason recognised that ‘compulsory heterosexuality’ has been identified as a crucial ingredient in 

men’s violence towards women, but asserted that it is not often acknowledged as a crucial cultural context 

for violence directed towards lesbians and gay men. In her interviews with 75 lesbian women, Mason 

found that virtually every one had experienced abusive reactions to her sexuality, including: 

... verbal insults in the street; physical and verbal abuse by family members; property 
damage; aggressive and insulting behaviour by neighbours; sexual assault by ex-
partners; harassment and isolation at school; physical attacks by strangers; written 
insults and threats by work colleagues; and abusive mail (Mason, 2002, p.43). 

Verbal abuse featured prominently in these behaviours, mainly from men but also from women. Words 

such as ‘dirty lesso’, ‘dyke’, ‘butch’ and ‘man hater’ were used, not only to deride the women, but also to 

imply that their sexuality was inappropriately masculine, dirty, disorderly, aberrant, abnormal and worthy 

of scrutiny. The more a woman hid her sexuality the less abuse she received. The women who were most 

vulnerable were those who made few concessions to conventional codes of feminine appearance and 

demeanor. Mason concluded that lesbian sexuality or male homosexuality signify disorder in the gender 

regime and are not accommodated easily in the normative categories of femininity or masculinity. She 

also pointed out that the notion of intersectionality – the understanding that there are intersecting 

categories of identity and difference such as gender, class and race – allows us to move beyond 

essentialist accounts of abuse, and to recognise that the enactment and experience of abuse can be 

multiple, contradictory, shifting and intersecting. 

Weinberg first popularised the term ‘homophobia’ in the early-mid 1970s. He described it as an irrational 

fear of homosexuality (Weinberg, 1972), with the term ‘phobia’ implying that these attitudes are based on 

fear. The term ‘heterosexism’, which assumes that heterosexuality is superior to homosexuality, was 

coined in the late 1970s (Morin & Garfinkle, 1978). Herek defined it as:  

An ideological system that denies, denigrates, and stigmatizes any nonheterosexual 
form of behaviour, identity, relationship, or community (Herek, 1990, p.316). 
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Mason suggested that gendered, homophobic and racist violence “are all shaped by hierarchical 

constructions of difference” (Mason, 2002, p.8). She asserted that violence pervades the very discourses 

that construct the meaning of homosexuality. 

Epstein pointed out that the dominant Australian cultural image of the normative heterosexual white, 

middle class family is linked to heterosexism, homophobia and racism, and serves to construct particular 

forms of masculinity and femininity in Australian schools (Epstein, 1997). Epstein also argued strongly 

that the close relationship between homophobia and misogyny, played out by students and teachers in 

schools, is damaging to all concerned, including the broader society: 

… homophobia and misogyny are not merely linked but are so closely intertwined as to 
be inseparable: misogyny is homophobic and homophobia is misogynist. The dual 
Other to normative heterosexual masculinities in schools are girls/women and non-
macho boys/men.  It is against these that many, perhaps most, boys seek to define their 
identities. The psychic and social defences they build up against contamination are 
damaging to their Others …  to themselves …and to the wider society (Epstein, 1997, 
p.8).  

Her research indicates that schools are highly sexualised sites, and that the explicit homophobia and 

heterosexism found within them “derives from and feeds macho and misogynistic versions of 

masculinity” (Epstein, 1997, p.1). She argued that homophobia and heterosexism construct and police 

heterosexual masculinities and femininities in schools, with implications for young men and women who 

resist conventional ways of being male or female. Various instructions that teachers, peers and others give 

to young people that imply that they are not being a ‘real man’ or are not ‘ladylike’, reinforce compulsory 

heterosexuality and favour particular versions of masculinity and femininity (Epstein, 1996). Various 

Australian researchers have identified similar processes at work in Australian schools (Connell, 1987; 

Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway et al., 

1997). 

3.4  Verbal  abuse as ‘border work’ or ‘boundary maintenance’ work 

Adler and Adler described rumours and gossip between preadolescent children as ‘boundary 

maintenance’ (Adler & Adler, 1998).  Barth initially developed the concept of ‘border work’ to analyse 

ethnic relations (Barth, 1969), a concept that was later borrowed by Bronwyn Davies to describe her 

observations of gendered behaviour in primary schools (Davies, 1989b; Davies, 1990, 1993; Davies, 

1994).  In a 1982 study, Davies found that primary school children who did not achieve social 

competence, as defined by other children, were vulnerable to isolation and peer pressure through teasing 

(Davies, 1982). In 1989, Davies further developed the idea of border work as category maintenance work, 

“whereby children ensure that the categories of person, as they are coming to understand them, are 

maintained as meaningful categories in their own actions and the actions of those around them” (Davies, 

1993, p.18). Davies and her fellow researchers observed that primary school children’s positioning in 

social groups depended largely on their perceived category memberships, which were often 

conceptualised in terms of an oppositional binary pair, for example boy/girl or child/adult (Davies & 

Harre, 1990).   
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Barrie Thorne also used the idea of border work to conceptualise the way social relations maintain and 

strengthen children’s gender boundaries at school, with girls and boys expressing solidarity within their 

gender during antagonistic or playful activities (Thorne, 1990).  She noted that border work involving 

boys and girls in primary schools is asymmetric, citing studies that indicate boys invade girls’ games and 

space, and girls are more often defined as “polluting”, with boys “running the risk of contamination” 

(ibid, p.107). She cautioned against seeing “gender-marked moments” as expressions of core truths, 

however, highlighting the complexities of power and pointing out that many situations at school are 

organised along lines other than gender (ibid). She cited Fuller’s study of girls in a multi-racial school in 

England, which found that girls of different social classes and ethnicities had different ways of responding 

to boys’ efforts to control and devalue them, and did not always passively accept their devaluation by 

boys (Fuller, 1980).  Thorne’s main point was that children’s gender relations can only be understood 

fully if we study the full array of their interactions – together and apart – where gender is marked and 

unmarked, salient and irrelevant.  She believed that only then could we specify the behaviours that uphold 

or undermine the construction of gender as binary opposition. 

Various studies have suggested that when girls and/or boys frequently cross gender categories, borders or 

boundaries in primary schools they are labelled variously as a tomboy, sissy or bully.  Thorne, however, 

cautioned that the social processes or conditions that lead to these labels are complicated, for example in 

the later years of elementary school, “boys who frequently seek access to predominantly female groups 

and activities (sissies) are more often harassed and teased by both girls and boys. But girls who frequently 

play with boys (tomboys) are much less often stigmatised” (Thorne, 1990, p.110).  She questioned by 

what criteria a given pattern of interaction is seen as gender-linked:  

... there is wide variation in the organisation and symbolism of gender. Looking at 
social context shifts analysis from fixing abstract and binary differences to examining 
the social relations and contexts in which multiple differences are constructed, 
undermined and given meaning (ibid, p.112). 

Thorne agreed with other feminist-poststructuralist theorists that gender is ‘fluid’ and ‘situated’, having 

found in her research that adolescents locate themselves variously as gendered beings (ibid, p.105).  She 

believed that in research with adolescents it is important to capture the standpoints and experiences of 

girls and boys who adopt less popular or socially invisible positions as males or females.  She noted that 

ethnographers usually depict girls’ relations as more cooperative, but also cited Goodwin and Goodwin 

who have documented patterns of dispute and competition that are often said to be typical of boys, 

including ritual insults, in girls’ interactions with each other (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1988). In her study of 

students in elementary schools, she noted that the “teasers most frequently named either the most popular 

girl or the pariah as targets of a boy’s liking – the most and least probable and polluting targets of desire” 

(Thorne, 1990, p.110).   

Collins also used the concept of ‘border work’ in her report of the ACER study of gender in schools.  She 

described the bullies who perpetuated sexual harassment in the secondary schools surveyed as the “border 

guards” of a gender game.  She noted that these border guards were usually an elite group of boys who 

were “swaggeringly masculine”, but who sometimes recruited girls to assist: 
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 ... ‘chick’ assistants who sneer at scapegoated boys and who are also active in 
appraising and commenting on whether other girls are appropriately feminine (Collins, 
1999, p.19). 

This study and other associated research suggests that verbal abuse between adolescents in schools can be 

viewed as ‘category’ or ‘boundary’ maintenance work in relation to gender, or serves to police particular 

ways of performing gender (Collins, 1999; Davies, 1993; Thorne, 1990). It can be seen as a way of 

signalling that certain activities or behaviours are not viewed as ‘normal’ and disrupt the ‘obvious’ 

meaning attributed by a peer cluster to the various categories of male or female. Thus it contributes to 

certain constructions of femininity and the maintenance of male hegemony.  

Collins found that the ‘border guards’ in the schools she studied tended to be boys who surveyed all the 

girls and defined what it meant to be an acceptable ‘chick’.  The border guards also bullied particular 

boys: 

... casting them out and making examples of them as beings on the other side of the 
divide.  Those bullied are called ‘girls’, ‘poofters’ or ‘fags’ (on the basis of small 
physique or other supposedly ‘feminine’ attributes) or nerds (where schoolwork itself 
has been cast out as feminine) (Collins, 1999, p.19). 

 
However, in common with Thorne (1990), Connell et al. observed that the complexity of interactions 

between the various social divisions or categories of age, race, ethnicity, social class and religion can 

obscure the dynamics of relationships in secondary schools (Connell et al., 1982). Any one of these 

categories can be more salient than gender and can intersect, or interact with gender. Social class, for 

example, can affect a girl’s appearance and desirability.   

3.5  Shame,  shaming and verbal  abuse 

A number of researchers have suggested that the gender game in schools can be linked to experiences of 

shame and shaming (Collins et al., 1996; Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 

1997; Lees, 1997).  Collins noted that in many Australian schools children learn the rules of the game 

from the dominant group or “the border guards of masculinity” through “teasing, shaming, exclusion and 

worse” (Collins, 1999, p.19).  Therefore, in examining the relationship between verbal abuse and the 

social construction of gender in schools, it is useful to explore the role that shame and shaming play in 

this abuse – shame experienced by the abuser as well as by those who are abused.   

Verbal abuse can be either a means of shaming or a response to feelings of shame. Mason highlighted the 

productive nature of violence “by engendering feelings of shame, worthlessness and guilt” (Mason, 2002, 

p.121), thereby enforcing obedience and conformity to social norms. Violence can exert “a governing 

influence over those who experience it directly, and those who believe that they might” (ibid, p.122). 

Shame is experienced as an emotional response to the awareness that one has fallen short of other’s or 

one’s own expectations, leading to negative self-evaluation.  It is generally described as an unpleasant and 

painful emotion, and has been defined as the basic experience of “being seen, inappropriately, by the 

wrong people, in the wrong condition” (Dalzeill, 1999, p.7).  On the other hand, shamelessness “is the 
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characteristic of a person who can commit a serious moral transgression or flouts social convention and 

remain impervious to the disapprobation of others” (ibid, p.233).  

Lees noted how the importance of reputation and honour is emphasised in various ethnic, religious and 

cultural groups. For example, she found in her 1986 study in schools that: 

Reputation is a conservative force controlling everything in Asian communities, as 
male pride or izzat depends on it. A young woman’s family can be disgraced by 
imputations on her reputation.  Issues of identity, nationality, race, and religion 
(exacerbated by the rise of religious fundamentalism) intersect on Asian women’s 
rights to self-determination …religious customs operate in such a way to control female 
sexuality, in so far as most relations lay down moral codes relating to virginity and 
sexual behaviour (Lees, 1997, p.29). 

The ‘politics of reputation’ has been described in Australian studies of working-class adolescent girls 

from different cultural backgrounds. These studies have demonstrated how the notion of ‘honour’ 

organised the lives of young girls from some traditional cultures. Girls from traditional Greek families, for 

example, had to conform to acceptable forms of femininity, including sex within marriage (Bottomley, 

1979; Johnson & Tyler, 1984). 

In his book, Shame, Salman Rushdie illustrated powerfully the complex relationship between gender, 

shame and violence in intimate relationships in Pakistani culture.  He argued that shame and 

shamelessness form the basis for all violence: 

Between shame and shamelessness lies the axis on which we turn; meteorological 
conditions at both these poles are of the most extreme, ferocious type. Shamelessness, 
shame: the roots of violence (Rushdie, 1983, p.123-124). 

The word ‘shame’ is defined narrowly and negatively in English, “involving extreme emotional pain on 

the one hand, and social disgrace, on the other” (Scheff, 1997b, p.4). The variants on the English word 

shame are many and varied, including embarrassment, humiliation, low self-esteem and lack of self-

confidence. Shame is seen as an emotion to be avoided or ignored if possible. Scheff argued that self-

esteem (the degree to which one has positive feelings about oneself) rests upon the management of shame 

and guilt (Scheff & Retzinger, 1991). The emotion of shame, which is closely linked to group 

membership, can threaten the sense of self or identity, especially when one does not measure up to certain 

externally imposed standards or stereotypes.  

In line with poststructuralist thinking, Scheff argued that making a dualistic distinction between so-called 

guilt and shame cultures, as argued by authors such as Schneiderman, is misleading (Scheff, 1994; Scheff, 

1997b; Schneiderman, 1995). Binary and essentialist thinking ignores the variety of responses to shame in 

different locations within a culture. The politics of reputation in traditional collectivist cultures means that 

shame is acknowledged openly and is central to social control. In its extreme, shame is used as a 

justification for violence, such as in ‘honour’ killings. However, shame tends not to be spoken of openly 

in modern Western societies, so we tend not to be aware of its power in people’s lives. Scheff noted that 

whilst shame is still present in modern individualist cultures, it is often ignored, denied, disguised or 
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projected onto the outer world (Scheff, 1997b).  Parker notes that this conceals the importance of ‘social 

bonds’, which are especially important in relation to peer groups in adolescence: 

... because of the profound individualistic bias of our fundamental paradigms of 
thought, we conceive of ourselves as autonomous ... which conceals the importance of 
what Retzinger calls ‘social bonds’ in which we are all ineluctably enmeshed (Parker, 
1996, p.3). 

Retzinger argued that open expressions of shame are necessary in modern societies to keep social bonds 

healthily intact (Retzinger, 1991). Preoccupation with outward appearances, which is common to 

collectivist cultures, implies a shame dynamic with implications for ‘face-saving’ or ‘protection of face’.  

Brown and Levison asserted that all known cultures provide elaborate means for protecting face (Brown 

& Levinson, 1987). 

Benedict and Foucault suggested that the externalised or overt nature of social control in traditional 

societies (where one conforms to avoid public shame) has been replaced in modern industrialised 

societies by internalised or covert forms (where one conforms to avoid private guilt) (Benedict, 1946; 

Foucault, 1977a). Scheff supports Elias’ argument that increasing shame thresholds at the time of the 

break-up of rural communities, and the decreasing acknowledgment of shame, have had powerful 

consequences on levels of awareness and self-control in modern societies. Elias’ key finding is that the 

reality of human interdependence and shame are both denied and repressed in modern Western societies, 

with their cult of individualism and a high threshold for shame tolerance (Scheff, 1997b).   

Saving face is seen as avoiding shame, not only for oneself but for everyone else in the group. Sometimes 

saving face can cover for ‘masking shame’ – for example, refusing to admit error or failure, denying that 

something has happened or blaming someone else. The concept of saving face comes from a conflict-

avoidance paradigm. It favours civil responses to confrontations, or reflects a need to reconcile principles 

or honour with deeds or words (Fisher, Ury, & Patton, 1991).  It also involves ensuring that the other 

person’s ‘face’ is protected, such as in Australian schools where there are strong, informal codes that 

constrain students from ‘dobbing’ on their peers where abuse has occurred. 

Through a poststructuralist lens, shame and shaming can be seen as central to techniques of self-

surveillance, normalisation and subjectification that Foucault argues are used commonly and often 

covertly in modern society (Foucault, 1977a). The confessional, correctional services, family group 

conferencing, and some forms of teaching and counselling use shaming techniques to produce change in a 

desired direction (Bradshaw, 1988; Braithwaite, 1989; Braithwaite, 1993; Braithwaite, 1996).  Verbal 

abuse from one’s peers can also be viewed as a shaming technique, linked to boundary or category 

maintenance in terms of gender performance in a particular school. 

A number of researchers have linked unacknowledged shame with anger and violence (Lansky, 1987; 

Retzinger, 1991; Scheff, 1987). Scheff and Retzinger illuminated the risks of excessive social integration 

or ‘engulfment’ (the group is everything) and also the isolation of individuals in societies of ‘rampant 

individualism’, and suggested that protracted violence occurs under two basic conditions: 
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One, the parties to a conflict are alienated from each other and are in a state of shame; 
and two, their state of alienation and their shame go unacknowledged (Scheff & 
Retzinger, 1991, p.xviii).  

Their thesis is that the secrecy and denial surrounding the emotion of shame, and the threatened social 

bonds that cause and reflect the denial lead ultimately to destructive conflict. Their core idea is that shame 

that is acknowledged is painful but does not lead to disruption of social bonds and disruptive behaviour.  

Unacknowledged shame, however, generates threats to social bonds and self-control: 

To those completely trapped in spirals of unacknowledged shame, shame and anger, or 
guilt (I treat guilt as a shame-anger spiral directed at self), the endpoint may be 
madness, suicide or murder (Scheff, 1997a, p.147). 

 
Scheff’s belief that “viewing oneself from the point of view of a scornful other is the prototypic context 

for generating shame” (ibid, p.154) is significant to targets of verbal abuse. Scheff believed that the 

repression or denial of shame sets up recursive, never-ending loops or chain reactions of shame or 

shame/anger between and within interacting persons or groups in a triple spiral, represented in the 

sequence of honour, insult and revenge (Scheff, 1994). He argued that unacknowledged shame can lead to 

embarrassment and anger, and described the “feeling trap of shame-rage” or the “shame-rage spiral” – of 

being ashamed that you are angry, and angry with oneself or with another that you are ashamed (Scheff, 

1990, p.171). From Scheff’s perspective, low self-esteem implies that one is not proud of oneself, but 

ashamed, as self-esteem is “freedom from chronic shame”. Shame can lead to the actual or potential 

disintegration of self. This threat can be “more painful than the threat of losing one’s life” (Scheff, 1990, 

pp.168-169):   

Just as fear automatically signals a threat to the safety of our physical self (our bodies), 
so shame automatically signals a threat to our social self, the person we think we are 
and expect others to think that we are (Scheff, 1994, p.51). 

Bradshaw talked about ‘toxic shame’ and argued that toxically shamed individuals and groups commonly 

strike back in rage at those they perceive as oppressing them (Bradshaw, 1988).  Feelings of excessive 

shame have been found to be prominent in protracted conflict and violence (Johnston, Campbell, & Tall, 

1984). Recognition of the need to make shame visible has enabled new forms of social and political 

analyses that have implications for this study and may also offer clues as to how schools should approach 

and handle verbal abuse between students (Ahmed, Harris, Braithwaite, & Braithwaite, 2001). However, 

the shame theories explored so far have ignored the links between shame and gender.  

3.5.1 Shame, shaming and sex-based harassment 

Dominant individuals or groups in an institution such as a school often use shaming as a way of imposing 

and reinforcing gender-linked standards and requirements on those who do not conform. Informal 

sanctions (such as verbal abuse) and those codified formally by the institution or by law, which can be 

seen as forms of socially-constructed and sanctioned ‘truth’ or ‘reality’, are used to achieve this.  Studies 

in Australian schools have indicated that ‘real’ boys or ‘real’ girls have to look or act in a certain way, or 

conform to a particular socially-constructed image of masculinity or femininity imposed by the dominant 
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school culture or peer group, or risk being subjected to verbal abuse, ridicule and shame. Experiences of 

shame have been linked to discourses of ‘failed’ masculinities and femininities, such as to girls with 

inappropriate clothing, body size or ‘tarnished’ sexual reputations and to feminised boys:  

… no-one asked me to dance. I sat there smiling going stiff … I’d made a world of my 
own, a retreat, but at the dance it couldn’t save me. It was my body decked out in 
raspberry nylon and once I’d liked everything about it … But now, after the dance, it 
was something to be ashamed of. It didn’t seem that it was my body – I couldn’t get 
free of my failure. The shame had got inside me. Only boys counted and they didn’t 
want me and I was afraid (Hanrahan in Gilbert & Taylor, 1991, p.5). 

Shame plays a prominent role in the construction and maintenance of gender categories or boundaries, 

and gender relations in schools. The links between sexual reputation and the construction of Connell’s 

‘emphasised femininities’ and ‘hegemonic masculinities’ in adolescence will be explored in more depth in 

Chapters Eight and Nine.  In one Australian study, researchers found that sex-based harassment in 

secondary schools was largely verbal, with one Year 9 girl describing how “it makes you feel ashamed” 

(Kenway et al., 1997, p.101), and others commenting on how it affected their confidence and “ruined” 

their reputation (ibid, p.102).  

Scheff and Retzinger’s work has demonstrated that repressed or ‘bypassed’ shame can be seen as a cause 

of mental illness, interpersonal violence and family breakdown as well as larger socio-political forms of 

violence (Parker, 1996). At least one researcher has found that excessive shame is prominent in 

justifications of spousal abuse. Lansky found that the male and female perpetrators usually feel shamed 

by the victim’s manner, however subtle, and see their violence as a form of self-defence against a 

perceived or imagined attack on their masculine self, which is overly dependent (Lansky, 1987). Elias 

also linked the concepts of shame, male pride and privilege with violence against women: 

... gender inequality may be partly the product of men wanting power, but is probably 
also driven by a desire for prestige and status which involves a shame dynamic.  Those 
men who have authentic pride in themselves would not need women to be subordinate 
in status to them.  It is those men who have only false pride, whose actions are driven 
by attempts to avoid shame and inferiority, who propagate the domination of women 
(Scheff, 1997b, p.6). 

 
Eisikovits and Peled pointed out that violence becomes part of a victim’s everyday experience over time, 

and is “transformed in the actors’ minds into fear, guilt, and expectation, which ultimately create an 

ecology of terror”. When public suspicion of abuse arises, explanations and justifications are called for “to 

maintain a respectable social identity” or “at least to save face” (Eisikovits & Peled, 1990, pp.4-5).  

Research studies suggest that there is a tendency for males to exaggerate females’ behaviour when 

disclosing incidents of physical abuse. In one study, men found women’s violent behaviour “notable” or 

“remarkable” but not seriously threatening. On the other hand, women “discounted”, “underestimated”, 

“downplayed” or “normalised” their male partners’ violent behaviour by seeing it as “excusable” or 

“understandable”. Women with violent partners often assumed responsibility for a violent incident, 

blamed themselves for causing it and worried that their partner’s reaction to the incident could contribute 
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to further violence (Currie, 1998, p.107). Battered women have also used ‘neutralisation techniques’ to 

justify their continued involvement with their violent spouse, including:  

... denial of the assaulter’s responsibility, denial of the extent of injury, self-blame for 
the situation, denial of the possibility of leaving because of economic dependency, and 
appeal to moral commitment toward the partner and their children (Eisikovits & Peled, 
1990, p.5). 

 
Our South Australian domestic violence study found that being too ashamed to tell others about abuse 

served to maintain silence about abusive behaviour (Bagshaw et al., 2000). Mackinnon noted that even 

when abuse is disclosed, most societies are reluctant to interfere with ‘private’ behaviour, short of murder, 

that goes on behind closed doors (Mackinnon, 1998). Where abuse is reported or disclosed, professionals, 

including teachers, are less likely to interfere when it is verbal or psychological in nature than they are 

when it is physical. Scheff’s concept of the shame-rage cycle would suggest that the victim’s shame is 

bypassed or unacknowledged, contributing to, or reinforcing a negative self-image and low self-esteem. 

The perpetrator’s shame is also suppressed, ignored or bypassed, contributing to increased potential for 

conflict, rage and violence.  

Kenway and Fitzclarence’s research in schools has shown that emotions such as “confusion, uncertainty, 

fear, impotence, shame and rage”, linked closely to social constructions of masculinity, drive boys’ 

violence (Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997, p.119).  They have argued that these feelings arise from a 

masculine belief in men’s superiority, leading to a hostile contempt for women and a rejection of anything 

‘female’.  Scheff’s concept of the shame/rage spiral, which leads to violence, is reflected in their 

description of young males’ violent behaviour at school as swinging from “emotional repression on the 

one hand ... to extremes of rage and shame on the other” (Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997, p.121). The 

concept of shame, and its links to verbal abuse and the construction of gender in schools, will therefore be 

considered in the data analysis for this study. 

3.6  Chapter summary 

In this chapter I have argued that the educational system is a political means of maintaining or modifying 

dominant discourses and discursive practices. Schools are important sites where techniques and strategies 

of power and notions of gendered subjectivity are developed, refined and maintained. Schools are the 

primary institutional experience of most young people in modern society, and informal and formal 

practices in schools are central to the discursive constructions of masculinities and femininities.  A 

number of Australian research studies have found that sex-based bullying and sexual harassment is rife in 

Australian schools and has been linked to the encouragement of hegemonic forms of masculinity. For 

example, some teachers in some schools have normalised boys’ harassment of girls. Normalising gender 

discourses in schools, such as the discourse on ‘reputation’, have also been linked to young people’s self-

esteem and experiences of shame.  Gender reform in schools is necessary if gender-based practices that 

contribute to abuse and violence, shame or shamelessness are to be challenged and changed.   

The next chapter describes the methodology used in this study. 
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C h a p t e r  4  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Research with adolescents  

In this study I was required to interview young adolescents and represent their voices in the research 

account. A number of authors and researchers have commented on the fact that adults seldom listen to 

children as they are viewed as incompetent, as objects and as possessions (Alldred, 1998; Mason & 

Steadman, 1997; Melton, 1987).  Such attitudes to children have been attributed to the dominance of the 

‘adult ideological viewpoint’, a paradigm that has been central to positivist social science theories and 

research on children and is characterised by the formulation of general rules about child development 

(Speier, 1976). Rayner noted that children have been marginalised in social policy discourse in Australia 

by a general “refusal to take children seriously” (Rayner, 1991, p.37). 

Alldred (1998) stated that for the past 150 years, the study of children in the West has been largely the 

domain of psychologists who have treated children as passive objects of empirical study and constructed 

them as ‘developing beings’. This perspective has also been adopted by functionalist sociologists such as 

Parsons, who translated these ideas into theories of socialisation (Parsons, 1964; Parsons & Bales, 1955). 

Functionalism is a structural theory. Functionalists argue that individuals must obey society’s norms and 

values to have a healthy society; we are socialised into ‘normative behaviours’ that are the core of the 

social structure, and education plays a vital role in this.  Other social science disciplines, such as 

anthropology and education, have also depicted children as “incomplete beings or ‘becomings’ ... as 

society’s future, as learners – recipients of adult input, and objects of adult action and adult research” 

(Mason & Steadman, 1997, p.33). Mason and Steadman viewed the way in which children have been 

treated in our society as analogous to the way in which women have been treated in relation to men – as 

emotional, immature, dependent and incompetent beings in relation to mature, independent and 

competent adults (meaning males) (Mason & Steadman, 1997, p.35). 

The children’s rights discourse, which is gaining momentum in Western countries fuelled by the United 

Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (United Nations General Assembly, 1989), emphasises the 

importance of giving children an active voice and constructs children as independent subjects with distinct 

rights.  Alldred, however, highlighted the political and ethical dilemmas in representing the lives of 

children who are marginalised within, and by the domain of public knowledge:  

Children are {a} socially silenced group: their opinions are not heard in the public 
sphere and they wield little power as a social group.  Adults are generally more 
powerful relative to, and specifically over, children (Alldred, 1998, p.147). 
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She questioned the legitimacy of claims made by adult researchers about representing children’s voices in 

the public sphere and pointed out that ideas about children’s psychological development can allow them to 

be disqualified more easily as active research participants.  

During the last decade some Australian researchers have recognised childhood as a cultural construct, 

bounded by age, and have asserted children’s rights and autonomy as citizens in the “world of adult 

power” (Funder, 1996, p.2).  New poststructuralist paradigms have given priority to children’s 

“personhood” and their “lived experience” as human beings “possessed of individual agency, as competent 

social actors and interpreters of the world”, and with “complex, fractal and multi-subjective selves” (James 

& Prout, 1995, pp.90-95).  Marks viewed children as subjects who are “fragmented and constituted 

through language”, and their accounts as “often ambivalent, contradictory and changing” (Marks, 1996, 

p.115).  Therefore, attempting to listen to children, and to represent their views and experiences as an adult 

researcher requires acknowledging their relative powerlessness in our ‘adultist’ society, respecting them as 

autonomous individuals, an ability to join and empathise with them, and communication competence with 

them. It also requires reflexivity on the part of the researcher, making explicit the bases for interpretations, 

theoretical and otherwise.   

4.2  Ref lexivity  

Postmodernist qualitative researchers are concerned about the intimate relationship between the 

researcher, what is being studied and the situational constraints that shape the inquiry. Research is seen as 

a multicultural process, with the researcher speaking from a particular historical and biographical 

standpoint in relation to language, gender, social class, race and ethnicity: 

Every researcher speaks from within a distinct interpretive community, which 
configures in its special way, the multicultural, gendered components of the research 
act (Norman  Denzin & Yvonna Lincoln, 1994, p.11). 

This perspective requires the researcher to adopt the particular views of the ‘other’ being studied, which 

requires a wide range of interpretive and interconnected methods, and a continuous struggle with the 

ethics and politics of the research. 

The feminist-poststructuralist view that all knowledge is situated has implications for research and the 

researcher (Haraway, 1988). It recognises that political and ideological agendas influence our research, 

therefore representing or speaking for others is difficult, if not suspect. The researcher is implicated 

directly in the research process and outcomes, giving rise to the need for self-reflexivity (Gergen & 

Gergen, 1991; Ribbens, 1989; Steier, 1991).   

Reflexivity is generally assumed to mean “reflecting upon and understanding our own personal, political 

and intellectual autobiographies as researchers and making explicit where we are in relation to our research 

respondents” (Mauthner & Doucet, 1998, p.121). Reflexivity is required both within the interaction, and in 

the production and interpretation of the research account (Probyn, 1993). It is based on constructivist and 

poststructuralist approaches to inquiry – the idea that “worlds are constructed, or even autonomously 

invented, by ‘scientific’ inquirers who are simultaneously, participants in their worlds” (Steier, 1991, p.1).  
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It implies acceptance of the idea that knowledge is embedded in the constructing process.  Steier variously 

described reflexivity as: “turning-back of one’s experience upon oneself” (ibid, p.2); “being conscious of 

ourselves as we see ourselves” (ibid, p.5); “holding our own assumed research structures and logics as 

themselves researchable and not immutable, and by examining how we are part of our data” (ibid, p.7). 

In feminist-poststructuralist research, the influences of characteristics such as gender, race, class, age and 

sexuality on the research relationship, and issues of theory construction and epistemology are examined. 

Self-reflexivity recognises that our research analyses are culturally specific (Fraser & Nicholson, 1990) 

and involve the researcher “being explicit about the operation of power in the actual processes of 

researching and representing people” (Ribbens, 1989, p.162).   

Alldred stressed that reflexivity should involve “critical scrutiny ... that acknowledges that the analysis is 

an artefact, produced in a particular moment by a person occupying particular subject positions, and within 

the particular power relations described” (Alldred, 1998, p.147).  Therefore I have written this thesis from 

an active, subjective position, rather than the passive, objective position required in positivist research 

accounts.  I am conscious that my personal and professional experiences, beliefs, values and assumptions, 

personality, sex, class, age and so forth have shaped the way I approached the research task for this study. 

The particular extracts from the literature I selected or gave priority to, the questions I asked and the way 

that I asked them, the interpretations that I made, the way the research participants were selected and 

invited to participate, the information they were given, and the context, timing and location of the 

interview all situated knowledge in a particular way.  Each of the research participants’ personality, 

culture, health, experiences and perceptions also shaped the meaning given to questions and events, and 

influenced the knowledge that was produced (Haraway, 1988).  

Feminist-poststructuralists acknowledge that all knowledge is situated, which means, among other things, 

that the researcher is directly implicated in the knowledge that he or she produces in the research account 

(Haraway, 1988). Therefore, throughout the research process I paused to reflect on my own experiences in 

relation to the research topic and will now recount some of those reflections. 

4.2.1   Verbal abuse and gender in the 1950s 

Buried memories have surfaced whilst I have been conducting the research for this thesis. I can now 

remember clearly the taunts and insults directed at myself and my peers in the schools I attended in the 

1940s and ’50s. I grew up as the eldest of four children in a conservative, middle-class Anglo-Celtic 

family, on a farm in a remote rural area on the West Coast of South Australia.  My schooling began in a 

one-teacher school in the small local township about twenty miles from our farm, where the teacher 

himself was a large bully and the older children were allowed to mercilessly tease the younger ones. At a 

very young age, I developed the defensive habit of hiding in the scrub when the school bus arrived at our 

farm gate to collect me, and thereby missed many days of my first year at school, preferring to amuse 

myself in the bush or in the tall wheat crop until it was time to return home, rather than subject myself to 

the frightening new world of school.  Growing up in a small rural community was lonely at times and left 

me with few avenues of escape. 
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In my second year of primary school I traveled much longer distances on a crowded and slow school bus 

(90 minutes each way) to attend a new, large, State area school. In this school it was not uncommon for 

students to gang up against each other and hurl verbal abuse back and forth, both on the bus and in the 

schoolyard, with boys generally dominating and girls being very “catty” or “bitchy” to other girls.  I recall 

staying home from school for a significant period of time in Grade 5 because of a gang fight that 

developed, involving most of the girls and some boys in the school, because of what had started as a 

trivial argument between my so-called ‘best friend’ and myself. Verbal and relational abuses were the 

main forms of fighting between girls at school and much of it was indirect or relational. Every day was 

unpredictable and the abuses or exclusions were very hurtful to those targeted, often leading to long 

absences from school. Painful memories of those experiences still stay with me, although my experiences 

of abuse from peers were relatively minor in comparison with those of some other children in the school 

who were labelled as deviant, different or deficient in some way, usually because they were fat, ugly, poor 

or disabled. Warring gangs were also formed on the basis of geographical location, often identified by the 

particular bus on which people traveled to and from school. 

Race and ethnicity was not an issue as most families in the district were either of long-standing German or 

Anglo-Celtic origin, but there was a definite Catholic/Protestant divide in the community, which 

sometimes determined the group categories or boundaries at school. Mostly, however, the groups or 

cliques in the school were defined by gender, with males and females rarely mixing. 

From around Year 8, physical prowess was an issue for boys (based on competence at sport such as 

football) and physical attractiveness, clothing and body size for girls.  Traditional, stereotypical sex roles 

were aspired to, modelled on our parents’ behaviour, dress, and the popular magazines and movies of the 

day.  Adolescents wore adult clothes – teenage fashions had not been invented. In Year 8 boys studied 

woodwork and girls studied cooking and mothercraft. There was no television and Hollywood movies and 

magazines were scarce, so the local, rural, patriarchal culture strongly influenced our understanding of 

gendered ways of being. Movie stars such as Marilyn Monroe had an influence on our collective 

understandings of appropriate ways for girls to look and act, although actresses such as Katherine 

Hepburn offered an alternative role model for girls. However, even for Katherine Hepburn, having a 

boyfriend was essential to a girl’s identity. We assumed that everyone would ‘get married’ by their early 

20s and ‘live happily ever after’, and that the men would be the bread-winners and the women the 

nurturers and housekeepers.  Divorce was extremely rare in my community and was frowned upon. Those 

girls who did not marry by their early 20s were called ‘spinsters’ or ‘old maids with cats’ – a dreaded fate 

for most girls. Boys who did not marry were called ‘bachelors’, and those who were effeminate or living 

with their mother were called ‘mummy’s boys’ or ‘old women’.  Homosexuality was suppressed and 

barely acknowledged.  In males it was seen as an illness (to be cured), often with possessive or rejecting 

mothers cited as the cause. Lesbianism was not acknowledged or discussed. 

In Year 9 (the year that I have studied for this thesis) I was moved more than 500 miles from my family to 

board in a private all-girls secondary school in Adelaide, South Australia.  Here I was introduced to new 

levels of anguish and shame as a consequence of girls’ bitchiness. Part of my ‘initiation’ to the boarding 

school was to listen to extremely nasty insults and taunts targeted at me and the other new arrivals at 
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night, after lights were turned off, in the large dormitory where we all slept.  I spent many sleepless nights 

crying silently in my pillow during this ‘initiation’ period, which seemed to last forever. These memories 

are still very painful, even though the taunts were part of an initiation ritual and therefore not meant to be 

personal. After that experience I lost confidence in myself and in friendships with other girls for some 

time. 

During my four years as a boarder, I witnessed many girls in the boarding school who were less fortunate 

than me being called derogatory names or excluded from the ‘in-group’.  They were covertly but cruelly 

insulted, taunted and excluded because they were too studious, physically unattractive, dressed 

inappropriately, or were physically disfigured or disabled.  The abusive behaviour was often subtle and 

secretive and therefore was not noticed by teaching or other staff.  When it was apparent, staff or prefects 

did not treat it seriously or deal with it adequately. Girls who were prime targets of repetitive abuse more 

often than not left the school quietly and returned home, or moved to another school.  

Many of the case studies described by Rachel Simmons in her book Odd Girl Out: The hidden culture of 

aggression in girls are familiar to me.  She showed that the secret world of girls’ aggression can be just as 

harmful as boys’ aggression, but is much harder to recognise. She explained that girls are not encouraged 

to express their anger openly, so it goes underground (Simmons, 2002).  

During my adolescent years I was painfully thin (dress size 6 to 8). This was a period in history when 

girls aspired to be voluptuous and curvaceous like Marilyn Monroe. The very thin model called ‘Twiggy’ 

started a fashion of thinness in girls in the mid 1960s, but by then I was married and a dress size 12.  The 

nick-names and insults I received as an adolescent (often disguised as humour but none-the-less hurtful) 

targeted my size, which definitely did not fit the norm of the day. I was nick-named ‘skinny’ and ‘baggy’. 

My response was to gorge myself on chocolates and other fattening foods in an attempt to be ‘normal’ 

and attractive to boys, who we were allowed to meet on rare occasions at school dances. I also worried 

about other aspects of my appearance such as clothing and hairstyle, and held slavishly to fashionable 

ways of dressing in order to be acceptable to my new peers, while never feeling confident that I measured 

up to the ‘city girls’. It is interesting that body size and weight are still an issue for me, most of my female 

friends, and my daughter and her step-sister who are both in their early thirties.   

In the boarding school, lesbian sexual activity occurred after lights out between at least two couples that 

we were aware of, but it was not understood or openly discussed.  Girls were forbidden to hold hands or 

touch each other (we never understood why), and prefects ‘policed’ the dormitories at night with torches. 

Having ‘a crush’ on an older girl was common and involved deep, passionate but rarely sexual feelings.  

We were all a long way from home and starved of affection. On Saturday nights girls used to practise 

dancing formally with each other in the gymnasium and at times some girls used to ‘practise’ kissing each 

other, as if in a heterosexual relationship.  All of this was seen by my peers as ‘normal’ behaviour, even 

though forbidden, given our lack of access to boys.  Boys were allowed to visit on Sunday afternoons, 

under supervision, but again no touching was allowed.  All outgoing and incoming letters were read and 

censored.  
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Having a good sexual reputation was essential to a girl’s identity in the 1950s and was based on chastity 

before marriage.  Boys, however, were expected to be more sexually experienced than girls prior to 

marriage. Some girls in the boarding school, and some of the ‘day girls’, bragged about their sexual 

activities with boys, but they had a ‘bad’ reputation. They were classed as ‘cheap’ and not to be taken 

seriously by boys. Other girls gossiped about them and sometimes excluded them from their groups. They 

were labelled as ‘tarts’ or ‘sluts’. If a girl had sex with a boy, it was usually in the context of a 

monogamous and steady relationship, and kept secret to preserve her reputation. There was strong social 

pressure to marry once a relationship became sexual. Girls in my peer group who became pregnant ‘out of 

wedlock’ either went interstate quietly for an abortion or disappeared for a few months and had their baby 

adopted. This discourse on reputation was so dominant and pervasive for women in my generation, and 

the generations before, that my 85-year-old mother still cautions me to be careful of my reputation, and I 

still respond! 

In part because of my earlier experiences and because of a strong sense of social justice absorbed from the 

rural values of my family, I often ‘rescued’ girls who were ridiculed, labelled and/or excluded from 

groups at school, a pattern that my youngest son replicated in the 1970s. He regularly defended a younger 

Asian child who was extremely distressed by racist taunts and name-calling from his peers in the private 

all-boys school he attended. We both offered support to victims in the full knowledge that by supporting 

them we were putting our own reputations at stake and risked being targets ourselves. The usual practice 

was for most of our peers or bystanders either to join in with the abuse or to watch silently from the edges. 

It is interesting that I subsequently qualified as a social worker and my son as a doctor, both joining the 

‘helping professions’ who, as Foucault suggests, are instrumental in shaping subjectivities through the 

control of knowledge and the application of normalising technologies.  A sobering thought. 

4.2.2 Reflexivity in research with adolescents 

Ribbens points out that the researcher’s power operates on at least three levels in research with young 

people through:  

1. the hegemonic cultural perspective in the “adult-centrism” of the language we use – adults are 

culturally central in language and the representation of children is characterised by “otherness”;  

2. the subject positions we take up and are positioned within – “a conflation of adult/child and 

researcher/researched”; and  

3.  “our own unconscious projections and fantasies concerning children”, including those triggered by 

our own experiences (Ribbens & Edwards, 1998, p.162). 

The following reflexive questions were central in determining appropriate research methods for research 

with the adolescents in this study: 

1. How do I develop an understanding of how the specific context and the broader cultural discourses 

affect the ways that adolescents talk about their experiences and the ways in which I understand what 

they say?  
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2. How do I empower adolescents to tell their stories from their own subjective positions and how do I 

hear what they say through my own ‘adult-centric’ cultural constructions of adolescence?  

3. How do I, a white, Anglo-Celtic Australian, middle-class, heterosexual, female, feminist, social 

worker, teacher, researcher, mother and grandmother ensure that my values and the influences of my 

own lived experiences as an adolescent and adult are visible within the research process? 

 

Qualitative research interviews provide us with an opportunity to understand the stories and themes that 

have shaped a person’s life, and the degree to which the normalising power of dominant discourses have 

included, excluded, subordinated or marginalised people.  It is assumed that by focusing on the 

meaningful areas of people’s lives and the influence of these discourses we will be in a better position to 

empower research participants.  As an intervention, it is assumed that separating the person from the 

problem and encouraging them to provide an account of the problem’s effects on their lives and 

interactions with others will leave people free to explore alternative and preferred knowledges of who 

they might be (White, 1989). 

Contemporary Western social workers such as myself purport to value the principles of self-

determination, empowerment, acceptance of diversity and difference, and of working collaboratively with 

clients. However, whilst all of these can be seen as compatible with postmodernist ideas, which enable 

researchers to ask new questions and see things from the perspectives of marginalised, disempowered 

people, they are often based on modernist perspectives and understandings of the world.  As a reflexive, 

feminist-poststructuralist researcher I was mindful in my research with adolescents that I should: 

• accept that there are many ‘truths’ – there are no universal principles, meta-theories, meta-

narratives or an overarching truth; 

• resist expressions of normalising power wherever and whenever possible, and acknowledge that 

the celebration of difference takes precedence over normative goals; 

• strive to understand how power relationships both produce, and are produced by discourses, and 

identify dominant discourses and practices through discourse analysis, whilst not colluding with 

these discourses and their outcomes for individuals; 

• be interested in the lived experience of the adolescents in my study and discursive effects on their 

subjectivities; 

• place emphasis on allowing the adolescents to construct their own identity and meanings within 

the research process; 

• enhance my communication competence in the knowledge that the research subjects supply the 

interpretive framework that is necessary for the purposes of research; 

• use enabling and empowering research strategies whilst resisting the imposition of ‘top-down’ 

agendas; 
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• be inclusive – attempt to include all students who wish to be involved in the research, in particular 

previously excluded voices; 

• value the transformative power of the research process; 

• recognise and acknowledged tensions and value conflicts associated with the recognition of 

diverse values and difference;  

• avoid defining the research and my role as a researcher as ‘neutral’, and emphasise the importance 

of self-reflexivity whilst valuing the creative use of self; 

• allow for a relativity of needs within a framework of human rights – the discourse of ‘rights’ 

includes participants’ right to define their own situation and experience.   

4.3  Research methodology 

Sandra Harding described a research methodology as “a theory and analysis of how research does or 

should proceed”, and a research method as “a technique for (or way of proceeding in) gathering evidence” 

(Harding, 1987, pp.2-3).   

Denzin and Lincoln described qualitative research as a field of inquiry in its own right, cutting across 

disciplines, fields and subject matter.  It operates in a “complex historical field that crosscuts five 

historical moments. These five moments simultaneously operate in the present” (Norman  Denzin & 

Yvonna Lincoln, 1994, pp.1-2). 

1. The first stage or historical moment, which they call the traditional age (1900-1950), is associated 

with a ‘scientific’ or positivist paradigm that contends that there is a reality that can be captured, 

studied and understood.   

2. The modernist or golden age (1950-1970) introduced a variety of new interpretive, constructionist, 

qualitative perspectives, including structuralism and feminism.   

3. During the third stage, which they call the moment of blurred genres (1970-1986), qualitative 

research gained in stature and naturalistic, post-positivist and constructionist paradigms gained 

power.  

4. Denzin and Lincoln call the period from the mid-1980s to the present a crisis of representation. In 

this stage, researchers have struggled with how to locate themselves and their subjects into reflexive 

texts and have called into question issues of power, class, gender and race/ethnicity. They believe that 

a double crisis confronted qualitative researchers in the social sciences over time and remains today:  

the first being a crisis of representation – the assumption that qualitative researchers can directly 

capture and represent lived experience; the second being a legitimation crisis, which questions how 

postmodernist qualitative studies can be evaluated in terms of validity, generalisability and reliability.  

5. Finally, from 1990 to the present, postmodernism and poststructuralism have offered new 

perspectives, questioning any method, theory or paradigm claiming to have authoritative knowledge, 

or to be a meta-theory, grand narrative or totalising theory – in other words, questioning claims to 
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universal essential understandings or ‘truths’. Postmodernist qualitative researchers in the social 

sciences stress that reality is socially-constructed and can be viewed from multiple positions and 

multiple points in time. It can only be partially represented, thus they place emphasis on identifying 

and analysing values, processes and meanings. 

4.4  Postmodernist  qualitat ive research  

Postmodernist and poststructuralist traditions of thought are difficult to define as they cover a range of 

writers, emphases and approaches. They are not research methods in themselves but can be seen as 

“instruments of analyses” (Foucault, 1980a, p.62) that offer ways of thinking that shape the type of 

research and analyses undertaken.  

Postmodernist qualitative researchers privilege no single methodology over another and are not wedded to 

any specific theory or paradigm. They tend to be committed to naturalistic, interpretive, multi-method 

approaches to research, and an ongoing critique of the politics and methods of positivism, which they 

view as only one way of telling a story about our social world. More localised approaches to research, 

read in narrative terms from the perspective of the ‘other’ and located at a particular point in history, have 

replaced the positivist search for ‘grand narratives’. Whose voices are marginalised, not heard or not 

represented are of as much interest as those that are present.  The way that the research setting or context 

is constructed and shapes behaviour is also explored and analysed.  There are four major interpretive 

paradigms that structure qualitative research:  

 ... positivist and postposivitist, constructivist-interpretive, critical (Marxist, 
emancipatory), and feminist-poststructural. ... They all work within relativist ontologies 
(multiple constructed realities), interpretive epistemologies (the knower and the known 
interact and shape one another), and interpretive, naturalistic methods (Norman Denzin 
& Yvonna Lincoln, 1994, p.13). 

4.5 Feminist-postructural ist  research 

Since the 1960s there has been increasing dissatisfaction with positivist tenets and research 

methodologies. Feminist thinking has produced the most influential challenges to assumptions 

underpinning social and behavioural science (Fraser & Nicholson, 1990; Haraway, 1988; Harding, 1987; 

Hoff, 1996; Ribbens & Edwards, 1998; Weedon, 1987b; Worell, 1996; Yeatman, 1994). Some writers use 

the terms ‘postmodernism’ and ‘poststructuralism’ interchangeably but, whilst they are linked and share 

common assumptions, they tend to differ in focus and emphasis.  Poststructuralist approaches tend to 

focus on language as it conveys meanings and constructs understandings about, and representations of 

reality. Poststructuralist research interrogates language, meaning and subjectivity (Weedon, 1997).  

Feminist-poststructuralist researchers tend to put ‘gender’ rather than ‘sex’ in the centre of inquiry and 

acknowledge that ‘knowing’ and ‘being known’ are social constructions. They emphasise a “reflexive, 

multivoiced text that is grounded in the experiences of oppressed peoples”, rather than a social text that 

purports to represent the world of lived experience (Norman Denzin & Yvonna Lincoln, 1994, p.14).  

They also recognise the inevitable positional nature of all knowledge, refuting the positivist positioning of 

people as objects and the Cartesian split between mind and body.  
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Post-positivist research methodologies see people in the contexts in which they live. Positivist researchers 

widely understand contexts as “what is ‘already out there’, pre-existing any relevant language, rather than 

being in a relation of mutual constitutiveness with language” (Poynton & Lee, 2000, p.4).  

Poststructuralists, however, perceive knowledge and persons as constituted through language, thus the 

relation between language and contexts is two-way – language constitutes context as well as 

simultaneously being constituted by it.  Foucault, for example, conceived an interrelationship between 

institutions, discourses and subjects “such that individuals come to speak as particular kinds of subjects – 

to speak themselves into being – through speaking the discourses that enable the particular institution” 

(Poynton & Lee, 2000, p.5).  Donna Haraway’s conception of ‘situated knowledges’ encapsulates this 

idea (Haraway, 1988).   

Feminist standpoint theorists such as Dorothy Smith locate the researcher within the research and shift the 

emphasis toward exploring the unique, local, everyday aspects of the research subjects’ lives (Smith, 

1987). They argue that research should treat women’s everyday experiences as the ontological basis of 

feminist politics and feminist knowledge, and give voice to those who were previously silenced or 

marginalised (Hartsock, 1996; Smith, 1987). They uphold the idea that knowledge is ‘socially situated’, 

therefore research and practice that begins from the standpoint of a particular marginalised group creates a 

more impartial view of social relations and strengthens the objectivity of understanding (Haraway, 1988; 

Harding, 1991). Standpoint theorists emphasise that when people take up a subjective position, their 

world is seen from that position’s standpoint (Davies & Harre, 1990; Smith, 1987). Swigonski outlined 

some of the basic tenets of standpoint theory that are important in research with marginalised and/or 

disempowered individuals or groups (Swigonski, 1994, pp.390-392). Mason, however, questioned the 

individualistic, liberal-humanist assumption of standpoint epistemology that the reality of social life is a 

given, or a fact, and that women’s experience provides access to these facts, pointing out that the idea of a 

self-knowing, pre-discursive subject is now under challenge. Foucault’s hypothesis of disciplinary power 

is based on the notion of self-surveilling subjects being the bearers of power. Subjects internalise the 

processes of individualisation and normalisation, and assume responsibility for shaping their own 

behaviour and sense of self to conform with (or resist or contest) particular knowledge systems’ (e.g. 

psychiatry, social work, psychology or education) portrayal of ‘normality’: 

Disciplinary power does not just make subjects visible, it fundamentally determines if 
and how we are to see such subjects (Mason, 2002, p.21).   

Thus subjectivity is seen to be the product of particular knowledge systems, whereby categories or labels 

that fall outside the normative ideal at particular points in history and in particular locations devalue, 

marginalise and pathologise individuals, groups and communities, such as gays and lesbians. Categorising 

people as heterosexual or homosexual is a process of ‘normalisation’.    

Mason, however, emphasised the importance of the human subject’s agency as a factor in the constitution 

of subjectivity: 
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The thinking and acting subject draws upon certain discourses (usually those that 
dominate) to give intelligibility to the things she sees and feels. In this way, the 
meaning of a violent event is never fixed or essential but, rather, is actively constituted 
through the distinctions and differences of language and discourse.  These differences, 
however, are not confined to the realm of the discursive … the experiences available to 
us are as much a product of the specificities of the human body as they are of discourse; 
the subject may be formulated by discursive constituted identities but he or she can 
never be contained by, or reduced to, the terms of those identities (Mason, 2002, p.24).  

 
This gives rise to two important considerations for my research with adolescents. Firstly, the personal 

accounts of adolescents’ experiences of conflict and verbal abuse cannot be viewed as reflections of 

objective, essential or universal facts, truths or realities. Their realities or truths were experienced through 

particular fields of knowledge, in particular locations, at particular points of time.  It is the perceptions, 

understandings and meanings they give to events that provide the data for the research. Secondly, Mason 

argued that visibility is the medium that makes experience and events available for critique, but cautioned 

that “we become certain types of individuals according to the ways in which we are made visible within 

particular knowledge systems”. Therefore the research analysis must “look behind and beyond” the 

adolescents’ accounts of their experiences (Mason, 2002, p.33).  

The goal of this study’s semi-structured interviews and focus groups was to make visible the participants’ 

experiences of verbal abuse and the meanings given to those experiences in relation to their performances 

of masculinity and femininity. However, Mason noted that the intersection of meaning with experience is 

complex: “experience is both a cultural construct and an ongoing process out of which the subject is 

constructed as a particular type of individual and takes on a particular identity” (ibid, p.25).  What a 

subject experiences (sees and feels) “are deeply mediated forms of knowledge, interpretations of events 

that contribute to the ways in which we develop a sense of identity” (ibid, p.26). 

The research task, then, was to record and transcribe the participants’ accounts of their experience of 

verbal abuse, identify the cultural contexts and discourses that shaped their experiences, and analyse how 

these constituted the positions the research subjects adopted in relation to masculinity and femininity in 

particular schools. A Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis, informed by feminist-poststructuralist 

thinking, was used to achieve this. 

Although Mason acknowledged that feminist theory and Foucauldian theory appear to be incompatible 

when it comes to experiences of violence and abuse, she highlighted one important idea that they both 

share – that violence is an instrument of power: 

I suggest that we might think of instrumentality as a question of knowledge, of the 
capacity of violence to shape the ways that we see, and thereby come to know, certain 
things.  In other words, violence is more than a practice that acts upon individual 
subjects to inflict harm and injury.  It is, metaphorically speaking, also a way of looking 
at these subjects (Mason, 2002, p.11). 

Foucault used the visual and spatial metaphor of Bentham’s ‘panopticon’ to demonstrate the exercise of 

an insidious form of disciplinary power in relationships in modern Western societies (Foucault, 1972). 

The panopticon design, used in prisons, produced a sense that the guard in the central tower was 
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constantly watching each individual. The guard could see the prisoners, with the aid of back lighting, but 

the prisoners could not see the guard. Mason noted that: 

The key to the panoptic mechanism, for both Bentham and Foucault, is found in this 
nexus between knowledge and visuality, in the idea that to render something visible is 
to make it knowable in ways that matter (Mason, 2002, p.14).  

Foucault demonstrated how human subjects are rendered visible – become certain types of individuals, or 

recognise themselves and others – within historically specific systems or regimes of knowledge, which 

define what is ‘normal’ and facilitate the management and governance of populations (Foucault, 1977a). 

Interpretive or linguistic repertoires and contextual and linguistic patterns (Potter & Wetherell, 1989) 

sanction particular forms of knowledge and discourses in relation to gender. In turn, these contribute to 

the constitution of, and resistances to subjectivities and subject positions. 

4.6 Interviewing for research 

It is recognised that fixed format measures for collecting data in which the researcher decides on 

categories from which the respondents can choose can lead to biased or distorted results.  The primary 

focus in this research, therefore, was not quantifying the experience of verbal abuse, but gaining the 

adolescent participants’ perspectives on how verbal abuse related to subjective constructions of 

masculinity and femininity. Qualitative methods of focus groups and individual interviews were 

employed primarily to achieve this. However, some quantitative data from a survey instrument 

constructed from the focus group data and administered to secondary schools in South Australia in the 

earlier study will be presented in Chapter Six to enhance the qualitative data. 

4.6.1 Focus group interviews 

Focus groups can be an effective research technique for a range of purposes (Stewart & Shamdasini, 

1990). A number of focus groups were conducted in a wide range of secondary schools in the initial 

stages of this research and prior to enrolling in the thesis.  Focus groups involve the “explicit use of group 

interaction to produce data and insights that would be less accessible without the interaction found in a 

group” (Morgan, 1988, p.12). Advantages of using focus groups in preference to one-to-one interviews 

include: the ability to gather greater amounts of information in shorter and more efficient time spans 

(Kreuger, 1994); the ability to gain greater insights from observing the interaction between group 

members in relation to the research topic (Stewart & Shamdasani, 1990); and a group can be a catalyst for 

the creation of a greater range of thoughts, ideas and experiences (Vaughn, Schumm, & Sinagub, 1996).   

4.6.2 Individual interviews 

One-to-one interviews were chosen as the main research method for this thesis, using a semi-structured 

questionnaire as a guide. After conducting the focus groups and the survey in the earlier study I wanted to 

gain a better understanding of the informants’ individual perspectives or constructions of their lived 

experience and social realities, and the meanings attached to these experiences (Minichiello et al., 1995). 

An understanding of how verbal abuse is related to the constitution of adolescent, gendered identities in a 

particular location can only be known through trying to ascertain and understand the adolescents’ points 
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of view, interpretations and meanings. It was assumed that “the informant has an everyday, commonsense 

working knowledge of his or her own life history, the cultural milieu of which he or she is a part, and a 

sense of self identity” (Minichiello et al., 1995, p.73).  However, it was also assumed that each adolescent 

interviewed would operate within, and from an ethnographic context that would affect what he or she said 

to the researcher.  

Feminists are critical of the use of standardised interviewing practices that are based on unidirectional, 

hierarchical relationships between the researcher and the researched (Harvey, 1990; Oakley, 1991), 

therefore in-depth interviews that encourage subjectivity and intensive dialogue between the researcher 

and the researched as equals are generally preferred. Semi-structured or unstructured interviews are seen 

to be useful as they provide interviewees with the freedom to influence the discussion’s direction and 

content.  

Sarantakos indicated that conducting qualitative research interviews is difficult and requires “trust, 

collegiality and friendship” between the interviewer and interviewee, a high level of interviewer 

competence and the interviewee’s ability to verbalise views, opinions and ideas (Sarantakos, 1998, 

p.256).   Mishler noted that interviews involve the researcher and participant jointly constructing a 

discursive exchange (Mishler, 1986).  However, as mentioned earlier, Alldred cautioned that interviews 

between adults and children involve an unequal power relationship – the adult researcher is not only 

socially more powerful, but is also in a position to interpret as well as to represent: 

For adult-dominated culture, language is, ‘by definition’, reflective and productive of 
adult power, status and authority.  Since the whole frame of reference is adult-centered, 
it is difficult to see to what extent children could, as ethnographic subjects, present 
‘their own’ account of their worlds ... children’s interviews, because they entail the 
requirement to make sense to adults, might not necessarily be empowering occasions 
for children (Alldred, 1998, p.154). 

4.7  Discourse analysis  

Chapter One outlined the various ways in which traditional psychological and sociological theories have 

located rationality and responsibility in individuals’ minds.  Traditional, positivist, social science 

approaches to research have focused on binary categories within an individualistic frame in the search for 

a universal reality or truth. Discourse analysis, however, focuses on the ways that language (the way we 

talk about things) defines our realities and shapes our subjectivities. 

Discourse analysis is multidisciplinary. Its tools differ, depending on the discipline from which they are 

drawn.  The poststructuralist shift to discourse as defining identity or subjectivity has introduced debates 

in the social sciences that revolve around ontology (the nature of beings and things) and epistemology (the 

nature and source of knowledge), with political implications. Parker outlined two opposing ontological 

positions: materialism, in which discourse must be related to the material world, and scientific modes and 

methods of investigation; and idealism, which suggests that discourse is an independent, creative force 

and science is just another discourse (Parker, 1992). Idealism has given rise to discourse analysis as the 

preferred approach to analysis, in particular for researchers from the social sciences such as social work.  
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Discourse analysis within a Foucauldian and feminist-poststructuralist framework is the research 

approach used to analyse the student interview texts (individual and group) for this study. All approaches 

to research contain embedded assumptions. Discourse analysis is no exception.  The term ‘discourse’ is a 

slippery concept for several reasons. Firstly, people use it in different ways in different disciplines – some 

take the word for granted and do not define what they mean, some definitions are close to linguistics and 

semiotics, and others are political and linked with power (Cheek, 2000).  The term ‘discourse’, for 

example, can be located within an apolitical, structuralist linguistic framework where it is roughly 

synonymous with ‘text’. However, Foucault’s concept of discourse arose from within a philosophical 

school of European thought and refers to discourse as ‘a body of knowledge’ (McHoul & Grace, 1993).  

Labour, life and language were all significant sites for the forms of controlling populations that 

characterised modern governance systems. Control over which language counted or was given 

prominence in the emerging nation-states in 19th-century Europe was critical to the disappearance of 

older regional or local identities and the building of new, national identities (Lee & Poyton, 2000).  

Foucault saw discourse as being situated in relations between subjects within, and across institutions.  

Foucault’s conception that subjects are constituted through discourse suggests ways of exploring the 

operation of discourses in text that go well beyond purely grammatical or linguistic analyses.  His notion 

of discourse is not restricted to language but concerns the whole gamut of cultural practices that ‘speak’ to 

persons, but which they also 'speak, thus bringing themselves into being as particular kinds of persons or 

subjects (Poynton, 2000, p.34). Many feminists have drawn extensively from Foucault’s notion of 

discourse (Weedon, 1987b) and understandings of the body as text  (Butler, 1990b; Grosz, 1993).   

Lupton defined discourse as “a group of ideas or patterned way of thinking which can both be identified 

in textual and verbal communications and located in wider social structures” (Lupton, 1992, p.145).  

However, Coupland and Gwyn’s working definition of discourse offers more specificity: 

The term discourse in the broadly Foucauldian sense of one (or more) particular, 
internally coherent set(s) of values and orientations, which is/are held to be normative, 
persuasive, or simply unexceptional within specific groups or movements, which 
guides practical action, but which is configured around and through a finite set of 
claims, statements or accounts, amounting to a stance or (partial) world-view 
(Coupland & Gwyn, 2003, p.6). 

Parker noted that when discourse analysts read texts, they ask questions such as: “Why was this said, and 

not that? Why these words and where do the connotations of the words fit with different ways of talking 

about the world?” (Parker, 1992, p.4). The analyst interrogates texts to identify implicit assumptions. The 

advantage of discourse analysis is that it “reframes the object, the individual’s psychology, and allows us 

to treat it, not as truth, but as one ‘truth’ held in place by language and power” (ibid, p.22). Using a 

Foucauldian approach, Parker saw discourse analysis as being: 

... mainly concerned with the ways in which such ‘objects’ arose, and the functions they 
serve in language and social relations … To identify a discourse is to take a position, 
and the ability to step outside a discourse and to label it in a particular way is a function 
of both the accessing of dominant cultural meanings and the marginal (critical) position 
which the researcher takes (within or alongside another discourse or sub-culture or 
‘common sense’) (ibid, p.32). 
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Foucault (Foucault, 1971) saw a ‘discourse’ as a well-bounded area of knowledge and argued that it needs 

three things:  “to question our will to find truth; to restore to discourse its character as an event; and to 

abolish the sovereignty of the signifier” (Threadgold, 2000, p.48).   

Foucault and feminist-poststructuralist theorists such as Bordo and Grosz demonstrated how the body, 

and our knowledge of the body is constituted in specific cultural and historical circumstances, and in the 

context of particular power relations (Bordo, 1989; Grosz, 1993).  This happens in many different sites 

including schools, electronic and print media, sporting arenas and through institutional discourses.  

Poststructuralist theorists talk about ‘embodied subjectivity’, being careful not to separate the body from 

the mind, as the two are integral to the concept of self.  The body is therefore produced by, and exists in 

discourse, and questions can be asked about how language works to form certain subjectivities.  Wright, 

for example, was interested in the way schooling categorises and values certain kinds of bodies rather 

than others in physical education lessons (Wright, 2000). 

 It is important to note that the findings of discourse analysis apply equally to the social texts produced by 

discourse analysts, who are themselves constructing a particular version of the world, which becomes 

another discourse (Potter & Wetherell, 1989). Lee highlighted the lack of attention within the field of 

discourse analysis to the political relations between the analyst and the object domain of analysis, pointing 

out that the products of discourse analyses are themselves texts that can be subjected to further analysis 

(Lee & Poyton, 2000).   

4.7.1 Levels and components of discourse analysis 

There can be different levels of focus for discourse analysis – micro, meso and macro. The focus can be 

on school policies and practices, and/or on discourses in a specific peer group at school. In this study the 

focus is on the latter.  

Parker outlined seven necessary criteria for defining what a discourse is. In addition, he considered the 

role of institutions, power and ideology (Parker, 1992, pp.6-22). His criteria are summarised below, with 

the addition of points drawn from Foucault and other poststructuralists that were considered when 

analysing discourses in this study. 

1) A discourse is realised in texts 

Discourse is rendered ‘visible’ through the translation of texts, such as interviews, into written and spoken 

form. Parker described discourse as “language organised into sets of texts” and discourses as “systems of 

statements within and through those texts” (ibid, p.28). Potter and Wetherell found that researchers tend to 

read selectively when analysing texts, the danger being that they make selections that will “simply mirror 

his or her prior expectations  {or} … selectively reifies and/or ironizes the discourse” (Potter & 

Wetherell, 1989, p.42). Potter and Wetherell, and Parker emphasised the importance of examining the 

context: “discourse analysis needs to attend to the conditions which make the meaning of texts possible” 

(Parker, 1992, p.28).  
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2) A discourse is about objects 

Foucault defined discourse as: 

 … practices that systemically form the objects of which they speak … Discourses are 
not about objects, they constitute them and in the practice of doing so, conceal their 
own intervention (Foucault, 1977a, p.49). 

In this sense a discourse is something that produces something, such as a concept or an effect, rather than 

something that exists in, and of itself. Parker suggested that at least two layers of objectification are 

reflected in this statement. The first is the layer of ‘reality’ that a discourse brings into being. The second 

is the discourse itself (Parker, 1992).  McHoul and Grace argued that any discourse has a number of easily 

identifiable components: 

• objects – the things they study or produce; 

• operations – the methods and techniques or ways of treating these objects; 

• concepts – terms and ideas routinely found in the discipline and which may constitute its unique 

language; 

• theoretical options – those different assumptions, theories and hypotheses available within a 

discipline (McHoul & Grace, 1993, p.44). 

3) A discourse contains subjects 

It was argued in Chapters One and Two that meaning and human subjectivities or identities are produced 

through discourse, which also maintains and changes power relations. Through this lens, discourse 

constructs a sense of self, or a particular type of person, and can also be seen as a way of perceiving and 

articulating relationships. Foucault and feminist-poststructuralists use the term ‘subjectivity’ rather than 

‘identity’ to refer to “the conscious and unconscious thoughts of the individual, her sense of herself and 

her ways of understanding her relation to the world” (Weedon, 1997, p.2).  They see one’s identity as 

multiple, varying according to the discourses operating within specific contexts or discursive fields (a set 

of discourses which are systematically related). They are opposed to labelling or categorising, as 

entrenched categories impose defining social, cultural and juridical codes that constrain subjective choices 

while maintaining the status quo. The discourse analyst therefore needs to identify constraints that make it 

difficult for subjects to move to a more central subjective position (Weedon, 1987b)      . 

4) A discourse is a coherent system of meanings 

Foucault defined discourse as any regulated system of statements, and argued that formal and empirical 

approaches to discourse have tended to work on the side of enunciation, that is the techniques, structures, 

forms of ‘know-how’, and the ways and means by which concepts and meanings are spoken and written. 

McHoul and Grace explained that Foucault, however, focused more on the statement (enounced) – what 

can be said and thought.  He compared a ‘statement’ to a sentence or a speech act: 
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1. Statements do not just represent a state of affairs, they bring about effects. 

2. Statements should be parts of knowledge. They constrain and enable what we can know. 

3. A statement should be part of a technique or techniques for the production of human subjects and 

institutions. They are not just units of discourse. Statements can therefore be understood, not as fixed 

components, but only via the rules that govern their functioning – rules for what it is possible to 

know.  These statements and rules are not necessarily linguistic or material, but connect the two 

domains.  In order to analyse or describe discursive rules, we must always turn to specific, historical 

conditions. Events happen according to certain constraints, rules or conditions of possibility. This 

means that discourses, in Foucault’s sense, always function in relation to power relations (McHoul & 

Grace, 1993, pp.36-38).  

 

For Foucault, statements represent components of a discourse: 

Every statement is specified in this way: there is no statement in general, no free, 
neutral, independent statement; but a statement always belongs to a series or a whole, 
always plays a role among other statements, deriving support from them and 
distinguishing itself from them: it is always part of a network of statements, in which 
it has a role, however minimal it may be, to play (Foucault, 1972, p.99). 

Foucault’s archaeo-genealogical method of discourse analysis (Foucault, 1972) involved looking for 

statements of the knowledge regimes that fashion, as well as emanate from the way the research subjects 

position themselves, for example as males and females.  It was assumed at the outset of this study that it 

would be possible to identify a set of discourses on masculinity and femininity, which demarcate the 

boundaries within which adolescents negotiate what it means to be gendered. The analyst looks for a 

discursive structure through identifying patterns or systems of ideas, opinions, concepts, and ways of 

thinking and behaving, which are formed in a particular context at a particular time and produce particular 

effects:  

... words and actions only become statements within the context of other associated 
statements … discourse is both the ‘origin’ and the ‘effect’ of regularities and 
groupings of statements (Mason, 2002, p.31).   

Verbal abuse, for example, makes a statement about those it objectifies.  

In discourse analysis, the researcher looks for ‘interpretive repertoires’, or linguistic and contextual 

patterns or cues, for example the kinds of language regularly used, the assumptions underpinning the 

language, and the particular statement the language makes: 

The interpretative repertoire is basically a lexicon or register of terms and metaphors 
drawn upon to characterize and evaluate actions and events (Potter & Wetherell, 1989, 
p.138). 

‘Categories’ are the units of analysis drawn upon in discourse analysis. Potter and Wetherell saw 

categories as “the building blocks for the many versions of our social world” (ibid, p.137). They also 

pointed out, however, that in discourse analysis the traditional notion that categories play a role in biasing 
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perception needs to be replaced with the idea that they are actively constructed and drawn upon to 

accomplish certain goals: 

One of the benefits of the discourse approach to categorization is that it has directed 
attention away from the cognitive processes assumed to be operating under people’s 
skulls and on towards the detail of how categories are actually used (ibid, p.137) 

Dscourses “both facilitate and limit, enable and constrain what can be said (by whom, where, when)” 

(Parker, 1996, p.xiii).  Kendall and Wickham outlined the rules that need to be identified by the discourse 

analyst using a Foucauldian approach. These include: 

•  rules of the production of statements; 

•  rules that delimit the sayable; 

•  rules that create the spaces in which new statements can be made; 

•  rules that ensure that a practice is material and discursive at the same time (Kendall & Wickham, 

1999, p.42).  

5) A discourse refers to other discourses 

Mills points out that discourses “do not exist in a vacuum but are in constant conflict with other 

discourses and other social practices which inform them over questions of truth and authority” (Mills, 

1997, p.19). We need to understand and identify the interrelationship between different discourses, 

including the contradictions and the points where they overlap or constitute the ‘same’ objects in different 

ways.  Discourses limit what can be said but also open up possibilities for new statements, or they can 

draw from metaphors and analogies from other discourses.  Foucault was particularly interested in the 

dynamics by which one discourse becomes dominant.  A critical reflection on a discourse (reflexivity) 

will often involve the use of other discourses.   

6) A discourse reflects on its own way of speaking 

The discourse analyst looks for reference pointers to the contradictions in the discourse.  Parker stated the 

necessity to attend to the different layers of meaning, to bring in other texts to elaborate the discourse and 

to use others’ understandings to bring out implicit meanings and views that are rarely voiced. He also 

highlighted that reflecting on a term used to describe the discourse is important, as it involves moral and 

political choices on the researcher’s part (Parker, 1992).  

7) A discourse is historically located 

Foucault’s discourses are dynamic and changing, and their origins can be traced to certain key shifts in 

history. It is important, therefore, to look at how and when a particular discourse emerged and how it has 

changed over time.  
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8) Discourses support institutions 

Chapter Three examined how discourses are implicated in the structure of the school as an institution. 

Foucault viewed discourses as bodies of knowledge allied with the concept of ‘discipline’.  He 

distinguished between scholarly disciplines such as science, medicine and sociology, and disciplinary 

institutions of social control such as the prison, school, confessional and so forth.  He showed the 

historically specific relations between disciplines (defined as bodies of knowledge) and disciplinary 

practices (forms of social control and social possibility) (McHoul & Grace, 1993). 

In his earlier work, Foucault treated discourses and institutional practices as the same thing, referring to 

institutions as ‘discursive practices’ (Foucault, 1972). In his work on discipline and punishment, he also 

highlighted the ways that discipline and power are linked to the physical organisation of space and bodies, 

such as can be seen in schools (Foucault, 1977a). Parker suggested that radical analysts could start by 

identifying institutions that are reinforced, attacked or subverted when a discourse appears. 

9) Discourses reproduce power relations 

Power is a key element in most discussions about, and analyses of discourse. In Chapter Two I explored 

Foucault’s conception of discourse, which he saw as indispensable for understanding the role of ‘power’ 

in the production of knowledge, including self-knowledge.  In summary, Foucault did not conceive of 

power as a negative or repressive force, a possession or a violation of someone’s rights. Instead, he saw it 

as productive, making some forms of subjectivity and social relations possible while restricting others. 

Discourses have power and discourse analysis “unravels the conceptual elisions and confusions by which 

language enjoys its power” (Parker, 1992, p.28). An analyst, for example, could look at which categories 

of person gain or lose by a particular discourse and who would want to promote or dissolve a discourse. 

Weedon emphasised the importance of language and power to the notion of subjective identity:   

Once language is understood in terms of competing discourses, competing ways of 
giving meaning to the world, which imply differences in the organization of social 
power, then language becomes an important site for political struggle (Weedon, 1987b, 
p.24). … Forms of subjectivity which challenge the power of the dominant discourses 
at any particular time are carefully policed (ibid, p.91) … Social relations, which are 
always relations of power and powerlessness from different subject positions, will 
determine the range of forms of subjectivity immediately open to any individual on the 
basis of gender, class, race, age and cultural background.  Where other positions exist 
but are exclusive to a particular class, race or gender, the excluded individual will have 
to fight for access by transforming existing power relations (ibid, p.95). 

A Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis acknowledges that language is embedded in power 

relations and thus it is important to allow many versions of the truth to emerge in the collection and 

analysis of data, and to offer opportunities for many truths to be valued. Dominant discursive frames are 

linked with knowledge and power, and discursive work challenges dominant ideas and allows ‘othered 

knowledges’ to emerge:  

Meanings, as they occur in … text{s} are the product of dominant discourses that 
permeate those texts.  Not only do powerful discursive frameworks provide meaning 
for the text, they actually frame the text itself in the first place (Cheek & Rudge, 1994b, 
p.61).  
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Discourse analysts therefore need to identify the cultural, social, economic or political constraints that 

make it difficult for these subjects to move to a more central subjective position (Weedon, 1987b). 

(10) Discourses have ideological effects 

Parker suggested that discourses carry with them different prescriptions for social relations, linking 

discourse analysis to ideology: 

Discourse analysis is implicit ideology critique, because the position of the researcher is 
reflexive. When there is attention to the dynamics of discourse linked to social 
structures this reflexivity can be grounded so issues of ideology and value become 
explicit (Parker, 1992, p.40).   

This is contrary to Foucault’s position. He insisted that the term ‘ideology’ presupposes ‘truth’ and 

preferred to talk of ‘regimes of truth’ (Foucault, 1980a).  I agree with Parker’s argument, however, that 

the deleterious effect of shifting the focus from ideology to relativity is that discourse analysts ignore the 

discourses’ political positions and effects. This is not to say that all discourses are ideological.  Parker 

suggested that the final ‘radical’ steps in discourse analysis should involve showing how a discourse links 

with other discourses that sanction oppression, for example, by demonstrating how dominant groups’ 

narratives are used to justify actions, and how other discourses or knowledges are subjugated or silenced 

by these actions. This involves drawing on other theoretical and empirical work that uncovers the material 

basis of oppression, such as patriarchy.  He sees the “downside” of poststructuralism as being the fact that 

“it provokes an ‘exhorbitation of language’ at the expense of everything else, including politics” (Parker, 

1992, p.41).  

Fairclough viewed language and discourse both as a material form of ideology (representational) and 

invested by ideology (constitutive): 

... ideology has material effects, discourse contributes to the creation and constant 
recreation of relations, subjects ... and objects which populate the social world 
(Fairclough, 1995, p.73). 

He therefore cautioned discourse analysts to be vigilant:  

A critical discourse analysis must aim for constant vigilance about who is using its 
results for what, and about whether its critique of certain practices is not helping to 
naturalize other equally but differently ideological practices (ibid, p.83). 

Van Diijk also stressed that scholarly discourse analysis should be rigorous, systematic and explicit:  

“providing insights into structure, strategies or other properties of discourse that could not readily be 

given by naïve recipients” (Van Dijk, 1997, p.1). Texts not only represent reality but also reflect a certain 

version of reality, and play a part in the very construction and maintenance of that reality itself. 

4.7.2 Hegemonic discourse 

Chapter Two explained how feminist-poststructuralism sees male hegomony (patriarchy) and the 

subjugation of women as a result and function of discursively-constructed differences between men and 
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women (McHoul & Grace, 1993; Weedon, 1987b).  An array of social, political, economic and cultural 

mechanisms contribute to the construction of young men and women as particular kinds of subjects. 

Connell and Fairclough used the concept of hegemony as a framework for analysing ideology and 

discourse (Connell, 1995; Fairclough, 1995).  Fairclough saw hegemony as “about constructing alliances, 

and integrating rather than simply dominating subordinate classes, through concessions or through 

ideological means, to win their consent” (ibid, p.76). It is a process at the societal level, with discourse 

having a more local character. People tend to use discursive forms of struggle to deal with contradictions 

or ideological dilemmas involving a change in subject positions (such as in gender relations), while 

hegemonic processes influence discourse and change at a broader level. Fairclough illustrated this by 

describing what happens when attempts are made to democratise discourse to reduce the power asymmetry 

between people, such as between teachers and pupils. Overt forms of control in discourse are often 

transformed into covert forms, such as through indirect, relational or non-verbal communication. 

Counselling, for example, which looks like a “counter-hegemonic practice”, is increasingly used in 

institutions such as schools in preference to practices of an overtly disciplinary nature, but can have the 

same ideological effect.   

Fairclough and Foucault saw hegemony as constraining the potential of discourse in that it contributes to 

sustaining or undermining power relations (Foucault, 1972). Fairclough stressed that analysis of spoken or 

written texts should therefore be as detailed, explicit and systematic as possible, guided by theoretical 

concepts and using a coding system to analyse what is present or absent from the text’s content. He 

believed that in social science, research texts provide a major source of evidence for grounding claims 

about social structures, relations and processes, and agreed with Foucault that critical discourse analysis 

offers possibilities for empowerment and change (Fairclough, 1995).   

4.7.3 Stages of discourse analysis  

Potter and Wetherell stated that there is no method to discourse analysis in the way that we traditionally 

think of an experimental method or content analysis. A “broad theoretical framework”, “craft skills and 

tacit knowledge” are used instead (Potter & Wetherell, 1989, p.175). They divided the process of 

discourse analysis into ten stages (ibid, pp. 160-175), which in practice may merge together or be 

recycled:  

Discourse analysis involves fluid movement between the different stages, with coding, 
analysis, validation and writing each leading back to earlier phases (ibid, p.174). 

These stages are summarised here and will be addressed in the remaining chapters. 

Stage one: research questions 

The research questions that discourse analysts focus on are broadly related to construction and function. 

How is the discourse put together? What is gained from its construction? 
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Stage two: sample selection 

The crucial determinate of sample size is the research question.  Discourse analysis is a labour-intensive 

approach involving transcription and coding, and requiring the researcher to read large bodies of 

transcripts and documents. Small samples or relatively few interviews may be adequate for investigating 

some phenomena.  In most cases, practice will be governed by what is available. Generally there is no 

point at which sampling can be said to be complete. 

Stage three: collection of records and documents 

One of the benefits of working with naturalistic records and documents is that it minimises the influence 

of researcher bias. The researcher can also benefit from collecting documents from many sources, as this 

may provide a more complete, accurate picture than analysing data from only one source, such as from 

interview transcripts. Use of tape recorders is beneficial provided the recording is of sufficient quality to 

enable transcription and to survive repeated playing.  Ethical issues may need to be resolved, however, as 

full and informed permission should be obtained from all participants before taping and using any 

material. The main texts analysed for this thesis comprise transcriptions of taped interviews. 

Stage four: interviews 

Interviews have advantages over naturalistic records in that they allow the researcher room for active 

intervention and to deliberately question an entire sample of people on the same issues.  Interviews are 

used here for a different purpose than in traditional research, which looks for consistency in participants’ 

responses.  In discourse analysis, the researcher is also looking for regular patterns in language use, and 

focuses on how talk is constructed and what it achieves rather than whether or not it is an accurate 

description of the participant’s internal state.  

A detailed interview schedule is useful as an interview guide and for recording purposes. However, in 

order to identify the full range of accounting resources people use when constructing the meaning of their 

social world, and to reveal the function of these constructions, the researcher looks for variations in 

responses. The interview, therefore, tends to be more informal, open, interventionist and confrontational, 

using probes and follow-up questions to responses.  

The interview is seen as a conversational encounter with the researcher as an active participant. The 

researcher’s questions are as important as the answers.  They must be included in the analysis as they set 

some of the functional context for the answers. 

Stage five: transcription 

Transcriptions of audiotapes are time consuming but necessary for interview data. Transcription is a 

constructive activity and the use of a word processor allows editing. Time pauses and overlaps can be 

included.  Transcription is expensive but vital, as a researcher can read a transcript dozens of times. 
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Stage six: coding 

Coding is distinct from the analysis itself. The pragmatic goal is to sort an unwieldy body of text into 

manageable chunks, culling unnecessary material, yet being as inclusive as possible. The categories used 

are related crucially to the research questions. Sometimes the codes are clear and straightforward while at 

other times the categories or phenomena may not be clear until some analysis has taken place. 

Stage seven: analysis 

The remainder of this thesis focuses on the stages of validation and analysis of the interviews. Analysis 

requires a lot of careful reading and rereading of the transcripts.  The discourse analyst is concerned with 

the detail of passages of discourse, however fragmented and contradictory, and with what is actually said 

or written, not with interpretations.  Discourse analysts therefore critically interrogate their biases, 

presuppositions and unexamined techniques of sense-making. 

Parker (1992), and Potter and Wetherell (1989) agree that there is no analytic method to discourse 

analysis, but rather a broad theoretical framework focusing attention on the structural and functional 

dimensions of discourse, coupled with the analyst’s skill in identifying significant patterns of consistency 

and variation. Analysis is made up of two closely related phases. Firstly the analyst searches for patterns 

in the data in the form of both variability (differences in the content or form of accounts) and consistency 

(identification of features shared by accounts). Secondly the analyst forms hypotheses about the functions 

and consequences, or effects of people’s talk, and searches for linguistic evidence. 

Stage eight: validation 

The four main techniques for validation are (a) coherence, (b) participant’s orientation, (c) new problems, 

and (d) fruitfulness. 

(a) Coherence 

Discourse analysis should demonstrate how statements fit together to form a discourse, and the 

discourse’s functions and effects. Exceptions are relevant in that examples that lie outside the 

explanatory framework of a theory are often as important as those that lie within it.  If there were no 

special features that plausibly explain difference, however, coherence would be questioned. 

(b) Participants’ orientation. 

The phenomena of interest to discourse analysts have important consequences for people. Thus it is 

important to focus on participants’ orientation – what they see as consistent and different. 

(c) New problems 

One of the primary goals of discourse analysis is to clarify the linguistic resources used to make 

things happen.  These resources will not only solve problems, but will also create new problems of 

their own. 
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(d) Fruitfulness 

This refers to the scope of the analytic scheme to make sense of new kinds of discourse and to 

generate novel explanations.  Analyses are more respected if they can generate fresh solutions to 

problems in the field of research. 

Stage nine: the report 

The goal is to present the analysis and conclusions so that the reader can assess the analyst’s 

interpretations. A representative set of extracts from the data is needed with the interpretation. The entire 

reasoning process is documented in detail at different stages of the process, making it possible to check 

the analysis independently. The inclusion of relevant extracts from the transcripts in this thesis has made it 

much larger than one that relies on quantitative data, which can be organised more succinctly into tables. 

The discipline of making interpretations fully explicit helps to clarify analytic issues. The report’s focus is 

on the discourse itself – its construction, functions and effects. 

Stage ten: application 

The final stage, application, is often ignored in social science research. It will be addressed in the 

concluding chapter. Potter and Wetherell argued that researchers should pay more attention to the 

practical use of their work, highlighting the importance of raising people’s awareness of the many 

influences to which they are subjected in their daily lives: 

... the entirety of anyone’s understanding of the social world is mediated by discourse 
in the form of conversations, newspapers, novels, TV stories and so on (ibid, p.174) … 
One of the positive fruits of discourse analysis is to promote an informed critical 
attitude to discourse of this kind; to be more aware of its constructive nature and the 
close connection between the way textual versions of the world are put together and 
specific policies and evaluations are pushed (Potter & Wetherell, 1989, p.175). 

 

Having described the methodology, I will now explain the research methods used in this study. 
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C h a p t e r  5  

RESEARCH METHODS 

As outlined earlier, a multi-method, phased approach was used for this research and the outcomes of the 

different data collecting techniques were all textual in some way.  First, a comprehensive literature review 

was conducted to identify and assess relevant research in the topic area. I then reanalysed data from the 

background study of adolescents’ views and experiences of conflict in Adelaide metropolitan secondary 

schools that I conducted in 1997 and 1998. The main study then involved interviewing 32 students from 

Year 9 from two of the schools involved in the prior research - Mitchell High in 1997 and Newland High 

in 1998. One school counsellor was also interviewed from each of these schools and these, along with 

school policy documents and articles from the daily newspapers, also provided useful contextual 

information for the study. 

5.1 Ethical  considerations 

Ethics are central to maintaining the “integrity, honesty and legitimacy” of research practice (Tim, 1997, 

p.42). It is recognised that there is no such thing as ‘neutrality’ in social science qualitative research, since 

we can never function independently of our culture and belief systems. The feminist-poststructuralist 

perspective believes that values are culturally relative, therefore value judgements impinge on every stage 

of the research process (ibid, p.52). Tim stressed that this does not mean that ‘anything goes’ in 

conducting research.  Standards and discipline remain important, and values and assumptions on which 

research decisions are based should be open to scrutiny.  

Speaking about abuse is not easy for most people due to shame, self-blame, fear of reprisals, social stigma 

and the psychological impact of such experiences (Bagshaw, 2003a). It was important, therefore, that the 

young people involved in this research were provided with an opportunity to make informed, free 

comment about their experiences both of being verbally abused and abusing others. It was essential that 

the interviews took place in a confidential, collaborative environment where the participants could feel 

safe to discuss issues of abuse without fear of judgement, stigma or recrimination (Hoff, 1996).  Data 

were collected with the explicitly stated purpose of improving the lives of those adolescents who had 

experienced verbal abuse and avoiding objectifying the participants’ experiences (Franz & Stewart, 1994; 

Hoff, 1996; Ribbens & Edwards, 1997). The following feminist research principles were followed in all 

interviews: 

1. illuminate the experiences of those involved from their own frame of reference; 

2. assume that perpetrators of abuse are responsible for the abuse; 

3. avoid explicitly or implicitly blaming victims for, or implicating victims in the abuse; 

4. approach ‘victims’ as ‘survivors’ who have many adaptive capacities and strengths; 
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5. validate the experiences of victims – male and female (Bograd, 1996).  

 

Time was taken to ensure that participants understood the research purpose and the meanings of terms.  

Participants were assured of respect, confidentiality (within defined limits), anonymity, acceptance and 

understanding.  It was anticipated that concern about confidentiality may be issue, therefore reply-paid, 

addressed envelopes were provided as an optional way to return signed forms.  Contact details were also 

provided so that parents or students could approach me, my supervisor or the University’s research ethics 

officer for further information if they were unsure about giving consent. One parent telephoned me to 

clarify the nature of the research and what would be expected of her child. 

In South Australia, researchers whose studies will potentially expose child abuse are required to be aware 

of the Children’s Protection Act 1993 (University of South Australia Human Research Ethics Committee 

Guidelines, 2003). Prior to conducting focus groups and interviews I spelt out the limits to confidentiality 

and my ‘duty of care’ responsibilities. On two occasions I informed the Principals in the schools involved 

(in a general way, without disclosing any confidences) about my concerns for the mental health and 

welfare of two participants, as both disclosed in their interviews that they were entertaining suicidal 

thoughts. I also persuaded these students to see the school counsellor as soon as possible. 

Prior to conducting the focus group and survey research in 1997, and the individual interviews in 2001, 

research ethics proposals were approved by the University of South Australia’s Human Research Ethics 

Committee (HREC), the South Australian Department of Education and Children’s Services (DECS) 

Research Council, and the Catholic Education Department (focus groups only).  Research instruments and 

protocols were developed and approved to ensure that participation involved written, informed, voluntary 

consent from participants, and signed consent from their parents or caregivers (Appendix 1). Formal 

letters were written to the Principals of the schools involved. In the case of State schools I enclosed a 

supportive letter from the DECS Research Council. Designated staff in the schools ensured informed, 

consensual student participation.  

In accordance with the University of South Australia’s Human Research Ethics Committee guidelines 

(2003), information sheets provided to the parents and students with consent forms in advance of each 

study explained clearly the research purpose, the participants’ role, risks that may arise from their 

participation, and their option to withdraw from the research at any time (Appendix 1). I ensured that 

information was appropriate to the participants’ age and stage of development. Participants were informed 

that all written or transcribed material generated from the research would be anonymous, treated as 

confidential and stored securely.  Signed consent was obtained from the participants and their parents or 

caregivers.   

The students and counsellors involved in the research were not asked to provide personal details other 

than their first name and a contact phone number so that the interview analysis could be checked when 

necessary. The taped interviews were transcribed on a word processor, have been stored securely, and will 

be destroyed after seven years.  Fictitious names were used for the schools and the participants in the 
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research accounts to ensure anonymity and the Principals of the two key high schools were asked to 

screen the information provided about the schools.   

In accordance with David et al.’s argument that consent must be renegotiated over time in research with 

children (David, Edwards, & Alldred, 2001), I checked at the beginning of each group and individual 

interview that consent forms had been submitted, and again outlined the purpose and nature of the 

research and the limits to confidentiality, stressing that participation was voluntary and participants could 

withdraw at any stage.  They were invited to ask questions before, during and after interviews. 

David et al. claimed that the way research projects are introduced and the consent procedures rest upon 

and invoke social meanings. In research with children some of the constraints and difficulties imposed by 

gatekeepers (parents, caregivers and teachers) may well be linked to children’s marginal status in society 

(David et al., 2001). I set out to treat the adolescents as active agents, however there were many ethical 

constraints imposed on the research process, making it difficult to recruit the number and type of subjects 

proposed initially. The research ethics guidelines provided by the University and DECS described 

children under the legal age of consent (18 years) as ‘dependent’ and ‘vulnerable’, and the need for 

signed, informed parental or caregiver consent posed a barrier to participation for some.   

The process of distributing the information sheets and consent forms to potential participants was 

relatively straightforward. The teachers involved were cooperative and distributed the forms in their 

classrooms, providing a description of the research and encouraging students to participate. However, this 

also gave the teachers control over the way the research was portrayed and participant selection.  The 

process of arranging for students to take the forms home to their parents and bring them back on time was 

frustrating and time-consuming, in one school effectively delaying the interviews by more than 12 

months. Many students ‘lost’ their forms and even those replaced on request were not always returned on 

time. The response rate for the focus groups and individual interviews in all of the schools was much 

lower and slower than anticipated. 

Various researchers have noted that when conducting research in schools, there are layers of gatekeepers 

who exercise power over children in the process (David et al., 2001).  In order to gain access to the 

schools and students for this research it was essential to have the School Principal’s agreement, at least 

one central Year 9 teacher involved who was willing to assist with the research process, and the parent’s 

or caregiver’s signed, written consent for each student’s participation. There was a fine line between 

‘persuasion’ and ‘coercion’ in the way some of the teachers managed the brokering and referral process, 

over which I had no control.   

The relatively low student response rate may be seen as an indication that students in the schools involved 

did not feel under pressure to participate, were dissuaded from participating (boys in particular) because 

of a perception that the research was just another form of schoolwork (and therefore ‘sissy’), or protested 

because teachers were seen to be promoting the activity.  Parents withheld their consent or did not sign 

the forms for reasons that were unable to be ascertained. Sometimes parents did not even see the forms, as 

students forgot (or chose not) to pass them on, or parents may have been hesitant to have their child’s 
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attention distracted from schoolwork.  Some schools attract a number of researchers, which added to the 

problem.  

I did not appear in the classrooms prior to the research so I would not be seen as another teacher. At the 

start of each individual interview I ensured the students were aware that I was a postgraduate student and 

invited them to call me by my first name.  I also stressed that there were no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ answers to 

the questions, and that they were free to say, or not say whatever they wished. Participants were invited to 

withdraw from the process at any stage if they wished.  I stressed that I wanted them to share with me 

their personal perspectives of their own and others’ experiences in school, empowering the students by 

taking a naïve position. When asking them to describe a popular girl or boy, for example, I asked them to 

imagine that I had just arrived from Mars in a space-ship and when visiting the schoolyard would not 

have any idea of what to look for.  This encouraged students to provide specific, detailed information, 

with many of them standing and physically demonstrating attitudes, ways of walking and so forth.  

David et al. noted that few children in schools have had the experience of an adult wanting to learn from 

them and are generally not used to “being drawn out of the collective category of the pupil body as an 

individual other than in contexts of disapproval or reprimand” (David et al., 2001, p.363). Indeed, in 

Newland High, the Principal arranged for the administrative office staff to summons consenting students 

from their classrooms for the interviews.  Many of these students expressed relief when they found that 

the summons was for the purpose of research rather than a reprimand. Most also stated that they were 

relieved to get out of schoolwork (which may have been another motive for signing the consent form). 

Overall, in this research I applied the ethical principles established in my prior work as a feminist social 

worker and researcher.  These include a commitment to accepting and respecting individual difference 

and diversity, maintaining a non-coercive, non-judgemental, impartial stance, maintaining confidentiality 

(within legally prescribed limits), demonstrating empathy, and empowering participants through honest, 

open sharing of knowledge and information. Dobash and Dobash influenced my approach:   

It is unethical to use community groups in a predatory manner, as mere avenues to 
research subjects, or sources of information, to be used solely for professional ends and 
discarded once the research results are in.  Nor it is acceptable to behave in an arrogant 
or aloof manner by setting oneself up as the expert, denying the legitimacy of the 
knowledge and expertise that group members have gained through various forms of 
direct and continual experience with the problem (Dobash & Dobash, 1990, pp.69-70). 

 5 .2 Select ion of  schools  and part ic ipants for the research 

Gaining entry into schools in South Australia for the purpose of research is becoming increasingly 

difficult, due to the number of requests from researchers and the increased pressures on teaching staff due 

to declining resources.  I therefore decided to set up an Advisory Committee for the earlier research study, 

including key representatives of the three educational sectors in South Australia – State, Catholic and 

Independent. To gain entry to schools I firstly wrote a letter to each School Principal and then, by 

appointment, visited each school to explain the research purpose and process to the relevant staff. 
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The Principals, Year 9 coordinators and teachers, and school counsellors in participating schools 

supported the research. Assistance from teachers included distribution and collection of information 

sheets and consent forms to and from Year 9 students, reminding students who kept forgetting to return 

the forms (a frequent problem in schools), helping to administer the survey and allowing students to miss 

classes to attend the interview sessions.  Teachers commented regularly that they saw the research as 

important, as they were keenly aware that verbal abuse was a problem in their school – not just abuse 

occurring between students but also abuse directed at teachers on a daily basis. 

Selection of schools and participants for focus groups and the survey (questionnaire) 

The schools involved in the focus groups were selected by key administrators from the three education 

sectors in South Australia – State Government, Catholic and Independent – and included both co-

educational and single-sex schools.  The focus groups included at least four schools (two State and two 

non-government) known to have 50% or more students receiving government assistance7.  These were 

located in Adelaide metropolitan areas with high numbers of:  

• low income households;  
• young people as a percentage of the total population;  
• people born overseas (in particular South East Asia);  
• people who are unemployed or workers in trade occupations; and  
• one-parent families with dependent children (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1997). 

  
The other participating schools were non-government schools with students from mainly middle class 

families.  All schools had a mixture of students from culturally diverse backgrounds, including Asian and 

Aboriginal, however the different cultural groups were not always represented in the focus groups.   

Initially, students who had signed consent forms were to have been chosen at random by the teachers for 

participation in the focus groups, with an average of 10 - 12 students per group8. However, all students 

whose forms were signed were included, due to the lower than anticipated response rate. There was an 

attempt to reflect an equal balance of gender in the mixed-sex groups and across the single sex groups 

within each school, but this was not always possible.  Girls were more inclined to give informed consent 

to participate than boys in most of the schools, with the exception of the single-sex boy’s school. 

A further seven schools were selected for the survey using similar criteria to those used for the focus 

groups. A summary of the number and type of schools involved in the total study, the number and sex of 

the participants, and the methods used is presented in Table 5.1 following section 5.2.2. 

                                                 
7 Information obtained from interviews by Lisa Dolman (research assistant) with the school counsellors and Year nine 

co-ordinators. 
8 Parents and students were provided with information about the project and the methodology and were    required to 

sign a consent form before being allowed to participate. 
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Selection of schools and participants for the main study (individual interviews) 

In 2001 two schools were selected for the main study and fictitious names have been used - Mitchell High 

(School A) and Newland High (School B). These were chosen for the in-depth interview research using 

the following criteria:  

1. They were reasonably similar to each other. 

2. They were involved in the earlier background study – Mitchell High for the focus groups in 1997 and 

Newland High for the survey in 1998. 

3. They were located in the Northern suburbs of metropolitan Adelaide and drew their students from 

roughly similar lower socio-economic catchment areas. 

4. They were co-educational, State-funded schools9. 

5. They had a diverse cultural mix of students, including some Asian and some Aboriginal students. 

6. The Principals and Year 9 staff were willing to cooperate with the research. 

 

Description of the two schools involved in the main study 

Understanding the school context was essential when selecting the schools to be involved in the main 

study, as they needed to be reasonably similar. The two school Principals have checked the information 

provided about these schools for reasons of accuracy and anonymity. Both Mitchell High and Newland 

High had complex school communities, with students drawn from a variety of backgrounds, experiences 

and cultural heritages, and both were located in areas where there were higher than average numbers of: 

• low income households; 
• young people as a percentage of the total population; 
• people born overseas (in particular South East Asia); 
• people without qualifications and who are unemployed, or workers in trade occupations;  
• one parent families with dependent children; 
• Aboriginal Australians (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2001).  
 
The demographics of the areas had changed only slightly since the earlier study. Fifty-five percent or 

more students in each school received financial assistance from the government because of poverty10. 

Both schools had a multicultural mix of students, including students from Aboriginal backgrounds 

(Mitchell High 10% and Newland High 9% of total student population) and countries including Vietnam, 

Cambodia, Japan, Sierra Leone, Fiji, Lebanon, Iraq and Afghanistan (Mitchell High 37% and Newland 

High 15% of total student population). Anti-racism policies and programs had been well established in 

both schools for several years. Each school fostered activities that involved students voluntarily in visits 

to, or student exchanges with Asian countries, and offered opportunities for students to study foreign 

languages.  

                                                 
9 The annual school fees are around $180 dollars plus the cost of ID cards, books and stationary.  A means-tested 

school card is available to students whose families cannot pay and is around $170. 

 
10 Ibid. 
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The philosophy of both schools was to provide pathways of success for all students, with Newland High 

placing more emphasis on enterprise links and partnerships with the community in order to foster a sense 

of community responsibility.  

The stated core business of each school was to actively promote teaching and learning in a safe, supported 

environment. Both schools had a student behaviour management policy based on the philosophy that 

every student has a right to learn and gain the most from the education the schools could offer.   Both 

schools believed that: 

• students and staff have the right to a safe and caring learning environment based on mutual respect 

and commitment to student welfare; 

• students learn best when they experience success in all areas – intellectual, physical and social; 

• students are responsible for their own behaviour and the consequences of that behaviour; and 

• staff, students and parents share responsibility for the management of student behaviour (School 

Information Booklets and School Reports). 

Each school had a behaviour code that described behavioural expectations and the consequences for both 

responsible and irresponsible behaviour, and formalised harassment grievance procedures that they 

expected students to use when others harassed or hassled them.  All students and staff were informed of 

these procedures regularly.  In Mitchell High, Prefects were elected from Year 12 students every year and 

were expected to set a good example and provide service to the school. Newland High had a house 

system, designed to build school spirit and leadership opportunities. 

Activities in both schools were structured and regimented in a similar way to all South Australian State 

schools. They were open for four 10-week terms in a year, with breaks in-between. School lesson times 

were tightly scheduled from Monday to Friday.  Mitchell High had six sessions between 8.45 am and 3.20 

pm, with a 20-minute break for recess and 40 minutes for lunch. Newland High had three 100-minute 

lessons per day, with similar breaks for recess and lunch. No staff supervision was available outside those 

times. Yard assemblies were held for the whole school at the beginning of every day, and the start and end 

of each term. Year level assemblies were called regularly to pass on information to students in a year 

group. Seated assemblies occurred on official occasions. If students arrived at school late in the morning 

(after 9.00 am) they must ‘sign on’ and receive a late pass to take to their class. Lateness had to be 

accompanied with a note in the diary from the parent or caregiver, and students were given a detention if 

they arrived late for no valid reason. Once at the school, students were not allowed to leave the school 

grounds without expressed, signed permission.  

All classes were co-educational, with the exception of some physical education classes. Year 9 students 

were expected to do assigned homework every night for roughly 25 minutes for each of their four 

subjects. Assessments and reporting were continuous and senior students had exams in some subjects at 

the end of each semester.  Students received a written report in each subject at the end of each term.  
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There were 110 Year 9 students in Mitchell High in 2001 and 205 Year 9 students in Newland High in 

2002.  At the time of the interviews there was a male-female teacher ratio of roughly 50:50 in Mitchell 

High and 40:60 in Newland High.   

Each school had hierarchical staffing, with a Principal, Deputy Principal, Year Level Coordinators and 

teams of ‘care teachers’ (Newland High) or ‘home class teachers’ (Mitchell High) in each year, who were 

responsible for managing the welfare of roughly 15 and 27 students respectively.  Both schools were 

committed to the philosophy of Middle Schooling at Years 8 and 9, and care/home class teachers 

endeavoured to provide an additional level of pastoral care to ease students’ transition from primary to 

secondary schooling.  

In Mitchell High, each student was assigned to one of four home classes in Year 9 with a student-teacher 

ratio of roughly 1:27, with the home class teacher offering pastoral care and monitoring each student’s 

attendance and progress. In Newland High, every student was assigned to a care group offering a 

comprehensive pastoral care system of 200 minutes per week. The student-teacher ratio was roughly 1:16. 

Whilst Newland High is in a district with a low school retention rate (58.1% retention and 91.2% 

attendance), 86.9% of students who started Year 10 in 2000 finished in 2002, compared with a 74.5% 

retention rate around the State. Of those who started Year 8 at the school in 1998, 74.6% finished year 12 

in 2002, compared with a State average of 69.5%.  This was attributed to the school’s special pastoral care 

system, where one teacher monitored the attendance, retention and future pathways for the same group of 

students in their care group from Year 8 through to Year 12.  

Subject classes were arranged in year levels in both schools. In Year 9, students met their assigned teacher 

in their home class (Mitchell High) or care group (Newland High) each day for an attendance check and 

daily notices, and these care/home class teachers monitored each student’s overall welfare in their class.  

They also taught the class for at least one subject. In Mitchell High every home class elected two 

representatives to a year level council. Two of these were elected to the student executive of the Student 

Representative Council (SRC).  The SRC President was selected from the executive group.  Students, as 

well as the Principal and others in the schools, could take matters to the SRC.  SRC members wore a 

badge of office and represented students on various school committees, including the School Council.  

Many staff in both schools had been trained in methodologies that extended students with high intellectual 

potential. A number of students at all year levels were also on Negotiated Curriculum Programs (NCPs). 

Specialist teachers provided additional support to students with special needs, including those for whom 

English was a Second Language (ESL), supported by bi-lingual school services officers.  Both schools 

also had the services of Aboriginal Education Workers to support Aboriginal students.   

In each school, specialist counsellors (who were also trained teachers) were available to give expert 

information and care to students and parents on request.  Parents and/or students could make 

appointments with these counsellors before school and during school breaks.  One Year 9 counsellor from 

each school was interviewed for this study.   
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A LINK program operated to enable physically handicapped students to have full access to each school. 

These students were integrated into general teaching classes at all year levels, whilst at the same time 

receiving the specialist services and support they needed.   

Selection of students 

The initial technique decided upon to facilitate the selection of students for individual interviews was tried 

in Mitchell High in 2001, but was discarded for the selection of students from Newland High in 2002 as it 

did not produce the desired effect. Initially, Year 9 teachers at Mitchell High invited their students to write 

an essay about their experiences of verbal abuse or verbal harassment at school.  The Year 9 coordinator 

emailed the essays to me, with written consent from the students and their parents. I had proposed to 

review these essays and select 30 students to interview from two or three schools, with an even mix of 

males and females. Using this technique, I had hoped that the essays would generate a sample of students 

who had been targets of verbal abuse or who had been involved in the abuse of others. However, the 

student essays were not useful for the purpose of selection because: 

1. On reading the essays it appeared that they had been written as an academic exercise to please the 

teacher, as most of them disclosed very little about their personal experiences of abuse and all 

seemed to reflect a similar ‘anti-harassment’ discourse that the school was promoting. 

2. The selection process was time-consuming and demanding of the students’ and teachers’ time. 

3. The requirement for students to write an essay may have dissuaded some from agreeing to participate 

in the research, as the number of student volunteers was smaller than expected. 

4. More girls than boys agreed to write essays, possibly because the exercise was seen by some boys to 

be a ‘feminine’ activity. 

I decided to interview all students from both schools who voluntarily signed a consent form and whose 

parents or caregivers also provided signed consent. These students have all been given fictitious names in 

subsequent chapters. 

Schools as data collection contexts 

The constraints posed by the school setting were at times problematic, in particular when the focus groups 

or interviews went into a school break, such as lunch time. I was also concerned that I might be viewed by 

students in the school(s) as another ‘teacher’ or person in authority. Therefore I distanced myself from 

teachers and classrooms when students were around, taking pains to explain that I was a student 

conducting my own PhD research and highlighting that whatever students told me would benefit other 

students in schools.  

Students were given time off from classes for the interviews. In most instances students appreciated the 

opportunity to miss classes. In some instances I had the impression that students also appreciated having 

an opportunity to share their experiences with an interested adult in a small group or particularly in a one-

to-one situation.   

All focus group interviews were conducted in specially designated, private rooms in each school. The 

individual interviews were also conducted in a specially designated interview room, located near each 
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school’s administration centre. I became acutely aware of how school times are divided and regimented 

by buzzers and bells, in some cases restricting the possibility of exploring issues in depth. A couple of 

interviews were cut short to accommodate student needs, but the majority of students were happy to see 

the interview through to the end, at times voluntarily missing some of their leisure period.    

One interview was conducted in a student’s home at the request of the middle-school Principal.  This 

female student had stayed home from school for a number of weeks because of verbal harassment and 

threats she was experiencing from two other female students, one from Year 9 and one from Year 11. The 

interview was conducted in her bedroom with her parents and siblings in the room next door.  I also 

talked with the parents after the interview, responding to their concerns and offering suggestions, as they 

were concerned about their daughter’s welfare. This assisted the parents to put their daughter’s situation 

in perspective. 

5.2.1 Data set 1: Focus groups and the survey  

As explained in Chapter One, I made a decision to incorporate into this Doctoral study a fresh analysis of 

aspects of an earlier study conducted with Year 9 students in a range of Adelaide metropolitan schools 

between 1997 and 1999. These students had a lot to say about gender differences in relation to conflicts at 

school, and highlighted the frequency and hurtfulness of verbal abuse in such conflicts. However, the 

earlier study was approached from a modernist, positivist perspective (Bagshaw, 1998a, 1998b; Bagshaw 

& Halliday, 1999; Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001) and therefore did not specifically analyse the texts to identify 

discourses about masculinity and femininity, or the links between gender and verbal abuse. It was more 

broadly based and focused on student perceptions and experiences of conflicts in schools.  

The objectives for conducting the focus groups included: 

• gathering qualitative information about the topic of the research;  

• generating research hypotheses; 

• stimulating new ideas or concepts; 

• developing relevant items and themes for the survey; 

• developing appropriate language, terminology and questions for the survey. 

Subsequent interviews with a school counsellor or Year 9 coordinator from each of the schools enabled 

gathering of background information about the demographic characteristics of the student population, and 

the types and nature of disputes presenting to counsellors and/or teachers for assistance11.  

The group sessions were recorded using audio-tapes, which were transcribed. Where possible, one or two 

observers made detailed notes as a back-up.  

                                                 
11 Lisa Dolman, a fourth year social work field education student on placement, interviewed a counsellor or a Year 9 

coordinator in each of the schools involved and wrote a report. 
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The focus group transcripts were analysed, and categories and themes were identified for use as a guide 

for formulating the more structured questionnaire, which was implemented in a further seven schools 

across the three educational sectors. Organising the focus groups involved a variety of logistical decisions, 

such as where the groups should be held, at what time and for how long (Krueger, 1994). Sessions were 

held in each of the schools in a private room, at a time convenient to the students and the teachers, during 

normal school hours.  Each group ran for approximately 90 minutes with a short break in the middle to 

allow for drinks, food and energy regeneration. The focus of each session was on conflicts that occurred 

at school in Year 9 in 1997 (the year of the interviews), to increase the accuracy of recall.   

As facilitator, my primary role was to help each group member articulate their point of view in relation to 

each question and to assist the group to stay on task, although the questions were not adhered to rigidly.  I 

allowed for spontaneity and at times allowed the group to bypass questions or discuss items as they arose, 

occasionally probing more deeply into issues or allowing new items to emerge from the discussion as 

relevant.  

I began the focus groups with introductions, thanking the members for their participation, explaining the 

process and the roles of the facilitator and observer, and outlining the group’s purpose - to find out ‘your’ 

views about the conflicts ‘you’ have noticed at school this year and how they were handled. 

Confidentiality issues were explained carefully, including limits (my duty to report abuse and potential 

risks to safety and life), and I requested that confidences shared in the group not be repeated outside the 

room. Participants were encouraged through open-ended questions (Appendix 2) to share freely their 

thoughts, perceptions and ideas in relation to each question (Merton, Fiske, & Kendall, 1990). I was 

careful to ensure that participation was voluntary and that participants were not coerced into discussing 

any topic against their will (Vaughn, Schumm, & Sinagub, 1996).  

In an effort to build rapport, participants were asked initially to introduce themselves and share briefly one 

thing they enjoyed doing with the rest of the group. Ground rules for participation were developed and 

agreed to, including: 

• speak one at a time; 

• speak for yourself and not someone else; 

• do not interrupt when someone is talking; 

• listen when a person is speaking; 

• give all members of the group a chance to participate; 

• respect the ideas and opinions of others (even if you disagree); 

• treat each other with respect (for example, do not put each other down). 
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Participants were also invited to add rules and ask questions. They were asked to brainstorm words that 

denoted conflict. In all schools most of the words they generated were negative. They were then invited to 

respond to pictures of young people in conflict and to share their responses with the group.   

After this I used a structured list of questions (Appendix 2) as prompts, starting with more general 

questions about conflicts at school and gradually becoming more focused.  The overall findings were 

summarised at the end of each session and students were invited to correct the summary and add more 

comments. They were also provided with a reply-paid envelope and paper if they wished to send further 

comments to me at a later date (this did not happen). The same list of questions was used for each focus 

group.  The goal was to ascertain students’ perceptions about the following issues from their experiences 

in Year 9 at school:   

• the sources or causes of conflicts at school;  
• the nature of the conflicts;  
• the level of seriousness of the conflicts;  
• the frequency of the different types of conflict;  
• the bases and balance of power between the parties to the conflicts;  
• the fairness of conflict management approaches and outcomes;  
• the feelings generated by the conflict - type and intensity;  
• whether the conflicts were resolved and how;  
• the nature of the outcomes;  
• gender and cultural differences in the management of conflict; and  
• what could be done at school to improve the handling of conflict by students and others, such as 

teachers and school counsellors. 
 

An extensive, sophisticated content analysis of these focus group interviews was not undertaken in the 

earlier study, as the primary purpose was to use the information to construct a more focused, structured 

questionnaire.  In this recent study, however, the audio-tapes of each session were transcribed 

professionally and re-analysed from a feminist-poststructuralist perspective using systematic coding. I 

anticipated that this data would provide useful background information for the in-depth interviews 

conducted in 2001 and 2002 specifically for this thesis. Feminist-poststructuralism provided me with a 

different perspective, or lens, through which to re-examine this focus group data. I anticipated that a 

feminist-poststructuralist perspective, combined with a Foucauldian approach to discourse analysis, 

would produce new insights and understandings. Thus, I analysed the transcripts for statements and 

categories, patterns and themes relevant to the research questions.   

An advantage of transcription is that it “facilitates further analysis and offers a permanent record that can 

be shared with interested others” (Stewart & Shamdasini, 1990, p.102). The transcriptions also allowed 

for pulling out typical or illuminating statements or quotes to illustrate each category, in keeping with an 

ethnographic approach (Kreuger, 1994; Morgan, 1988; Stewart & Shamdasini, 1990). However, it may 

not capture adequately the emotional intensity of the participants’ comments, the speed of 

communication, or tone and inflection of voice (Kreuger, 1994).  
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The concept of triangulation also supported my decision to include the focus group and survey data from 

the earlier study12:  

Triangulation refers to the gaining of multiple perspectives through completed studies 
that have been conducted on the same topic and that directly address each other’s 
findings.  To be considered triangulated, studies must “meet” – that is, one must 
encounter another in order to challenge it (for clarification), illuminate it (add to it 
conceptually or theoretically), or verify it (provide the same conclusions) (Morse & 
Richards, 2002, p.76). 

Whilst interrogating each of the data sets for this thesis, the same research questions were addressed from 

the same theoretical perspective.  Different methods of data collection were used with different Year 9 

students in different metropolitan Adelaide schools over a six-year time span (1997-2002). It was 

anticipated that multiple sightings of the data could be revealing and could challenge, illuminate and/or 

verify the findings of the in-depth interviews.  It was also anticipated that the quantitative and qualitative 

data extracted from the survey would add another dimension to the study.  A survey and interviews were 

conducted in Newland High in 1998 and 2002 respectively (Appendices 3 and 4). 

Data sources 

Data set 1 (a): The focus groups 

This set contains focus group data from the earlier study (1997) to determine the nature, incidence and 

perceived sources of conflict at school for students in Year 9 in secondary schools in metropolitan 

Adelaide.  The aim was to examine the prevalence of aggressive behaviours among Australian school 

children; the reported harmfulness of different types of peer behaviour; the styles of conflict handling 

used and the similarities and differences in the behaviours and reactions of girls and boys in the different 

schools involved. Some of this data pertained to adolescents’ experiences of gender-related conflicts 

involving verbal abuse.   

First of all, to ascertain students’ perceptions and experiences of conflicts in schools, I conducted 17 

single-sex and mixed-sex focus groups (N = 146 students with a mean age of 14 years) in a total of seven 

metropolitan Adelaide schools (Appendix 2). Five co-educational schools were drawn from each of the 

educational sectors – State (2), Catholic (1) and Independent (2) – and two single-sex schools from the 

Catholic sector. Three focus groups were conducted in each of the co-educational schools – one all girls, 

one all boys and one with roughly equal numbers of boys and girls. Participants identified fifty kinds of 

negative treatments they had experienced from their peers.  

Data set 1(b): The questionnaire 

In the earlier study, the information obtained initially from the focus groups assisted in developing a 

questionnaire (Appendix 3), administered to further groups of Year 9 students (mean age of 14 years) in a 

further set of seven schools in 1998 and 1999. The sample of students for the survey consisted of 289 

boys and 363 girls from private, state, co-educational and single-sex schools. All questionnaires but one 

                                                 
12  This decision to include the earlier study was ratified by the Melbourne University Research Committee by 

approving my research proposal.  
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were administered in classrooms and answered anonymously in six schools in term 3 in 1997. Newland 

High was surveyed in 1998. The questionnaire was administered in the large school library with 

assistance from a number of Year 9 teachers.  Two teachers worked closely with a group of students who 

had literacy problems.  Care was taken to ensure the anonymity of respondents and schools in subsequent 

research accounts.  The Year 9 coordinators in each school ensured that consent forms were signed and 

returned before allowing students to participate in the research. 

The purpose of the more structured questionnaire was to obtain both quantitative and qualitative data 

about the nature, incidence and sources of conflicts at school. The content analysis of the focus group 

discussion transcripts identified fifty kinds of negative treatments experienced by students in the schools 

involved.  The questionnaire was constructed using this data (Appendix 3).  Two of the goals were to 

discover (1) the nature, frequency and reported hurtfulness of negative treatments participants received 

from others at school and (2) the kinds and frequency of the conflict handling approaches they employed 

at school. For example, in the first part of the questionnaire, students were asked to read carefully a 

description of the list of identified behaviours and indicate how often it had happened to them during the 

school year. The response categories were ‘never’, ‘sometimes’ and ‘often’. Then they were asked to 

identify ‘how hurt or upset’ they had felt about each treatment.  The total sample for the survey was 

composed of 197 boys and 243 girls from co-educational schools, and 92 boys and 120 girls from single-

sex schools (see summary Table 5.1 at the end of section 5.2.2)  

5.2.2 Data set 2: Individual interviews 

Sarantakos and Minichiello noted that in qualitative research, interviews tend to be semi-standardised or 

semi-structured, open-ended and flexible (Minichiello et al., 1995; Sarantakos, 1998). In the 2001 and 

2002 study conducted in Newland and Mitchell high schools, a semi-structured interview schedule 

without fixed wording and with flexible ordering (Appendix 4) was developed around the list of topics 

identified in the focus groups and survey.  The primary purpose of this research was to learn from the 

participants the meanings they gave to their experiences and some of the ways in which their reality was 

constructed discursively in school.  In particular I was interested in the way they experienced verbal abuse 

in their day-to-day lives at school, the meanings they gave to these experiences and how this influenced 

the choices they made.  Open-ended questions gave participating students freedom to tell their stories.   

This ‘naturalistic’ approach was seen to provide a more valid account of the participants’ perceptions of 

reality, as the interviews explore everyday life events and experiences, treat the interviewee as the expert 

on their life and aim to develop a data-based theory. Findings were interpreted during the interview 

process and thematic questions were added as necessary.  

Minichiello et al. defined face-to-face, in-depth interviewing as a: 

 … conversation with a specific purpose – a conversation between researcher and 
informant focusing on the informant’s perception of self, life and experience, and 
expressed in his or her own words.  It is the means by which the researcher can gain 
access to, and subsequently understand, the private interpretations of social reality that 
individuals hold. This is made public in the interview process (Minichiello et al., 1995, 
p.61). 
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Firstly, I recognised the importance of developing rapport with the informant before asking the interview 

questions. However, given the time constraints imposed by the school classroom schedules, there was 

limited time for introductions and relationship-building. I ensured that each student felt acknowledged and 

accepted, and his/her comments valued.  As a highly experienced interviewer (forty years) I was able to 

put most of the participants at ease fairly quickly but would have preferred more time. Before the 

interviews began I ensured the participants understood the interview’s purpose, their participation was 

voluntary and they had informed consent.  I explained that the research process and the outcomes were 

confidential (within clearly defined limits), that they did not have to discuss anything against their will 

and that they could withdraw at any time. More time was taken with the more reticent students, but most 

responded freely and enthusiastically.  Students were assured that I saw them as experts on their own 

lives. 

Secondly, first names were used to promote an egalitarian relationship between myself and each 

informant. The students were empowered to tell their stories in their own way through the use of open-

ended, reflective questions in a climate of acceptance, respect and understanding, developed through the 

use of minimal encouragers and empathic responses.    

Thirdly, whilst the students recounted their stories, I used summarising, clarifying and reflective 

responses to demonstrate that I heard and valued their perspectives and constructions of social reality, and 

to check the accuracy of my understanding to ensure that my summary of the data adequately and 

sensitively captured their experiences and meanings from their standpoint, not mine. I tried to avoid 

interpretations when giving feedback. This was difficult at times. Participants were invited to correct my 

summaries at the end of each section and were asked if they had anything to add. Finally, I strove to 

ensure that the language used in the interviews was appropriate and that the adolescents’ voices were 

reflected in subsequent accounts of the interviews.  

Mishler noted that interviews are a form of social interaction that involve the researcher and participant in 

jointly constructing a discursive exchange (Mishler, 1986).  Alldred highlighted the unequal power 

relationship in interviews between adults and children - the adult researcher is not only socially more 

powerful, but is also in a position to interpret as well as to represent: 

For adult-dominated culture, language is, ‘by definition’, reflective and productive of 
adult power, status and authority.  Since the whole frame of reference is adult-centered, 
it is difficult to see to what extent children could, as ethnographic subjects, present 
‘their own’ account of their worlds ... children’s interviews, because they entail the 
requirement to make sense to adults, might not necessarily be empowering occasions 
for children (Alldred, 1998, p.154). 

In this study, I made every effort to reduce the power-distance between myself and the adolescent 

respondents by paying careful attention to language, provision of information, preparation, timing, 

privacy, location, introductions, seating, physical comfort and ‘time-out’ as necessary.  A collaborative 

model of interviewing was employed, characterised by shared power and an openness to what developed 

from being ‘inside the culture’ of the interviewee (Sarantakos, 1998, p.269; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  

However, I was acutely aware of the limitations imposed by my adult status and the school context, and 
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the time limitations imposed by the schools’ schedules.  I was self-critical, replaying and reflecting on the 

tapes, listening to the way I asked questions and responded to participants whilst remaining open to new 

and challenging information, and correcting false impressions or understandings where possible.  I was 

aware that ‘reality’ is constantly changing and being renegotiated. I could take nothing for granted and 

could not generalise. 

Each interview threw up new insights and data, which informed the next interview, compelling me to 

probe more deeply in some areas and to place less emphasis on others. For example, the new questions 

added to the interview schedule in Newland High asked the participants to comment on a male and a 

female they most admired, and why.  This was to explore the relationship between their descriptions of 

males and females they considered to be powerful and popular, and those they considered to be role 

models for themselves. 

Data sources 

Data set 2: The individual interviews 

This data set consists of the individual interviews carried out with all students from both Newland and 

Mitchell high schools who voluntarily signed a consent form and whose parents or caregivers also 

provided signed consent. The participants consisted of 32 boys and girls, with more girls (N=20) than 

boys (N=12) volunteering in both schools (see summary Table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1: Summary of the research methods, number and type of schools, and number and sex of the participants involved in the total study 

Data 
set 

Year Research method Catholic 
Schools  
(co-ed) 

Catholic schools 
(single sex) 

Independent 
Schools      
 (co-ed) 

 State 
Schools  
(co-ed) 

Total number of 90 
minute sessions 

Total no. of 
subjects 

Mean age of 
subjects 

1 (a) 1997 Focus groups with students 1 1 male 
1 female 

1 3 17* 146 14 

1 (b) 1997/8 Surveys of students 1  1 male 
1 female 
 

1  3  7 652** 
(M=289   
F=363 ) 

14 

2 2001 Individual student interviews - 
Mitchell High (repeat visit) 

   1 17 
(M=7, F=10) 

17 14 

2 2002 Individual student interviews – 
Newland High (repeat visit) 

   1 15 
(M=5, F=10) 

15 14 

3 2001/2 Interviews with school counsellors in 
Mitchell & Newland High (repeat 
visit) 

   2  
 
 

2 2 NA 

Total   2 4 2 6 58 832  
* 3 focus groups were conducted in each of the co-educational schools – one all-male, one all-female and one mixed-sex. 
**197 boys and 243 girls from co-educational schools and 92 boys and 120 girls from single sex schools were involved in the survey. 
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5.3  Computer assisted methods of  discourse analysis  

Data collection and analysis go hand in hand in qualitative research (Marshall & Rossman, 1995). Data 

analysis in this study was ongoing, and informed each stage of the research. Sarantakos explained that the 

objective of discourse analysis “is not on collecting volumes of data but organising the variety of thoughts 

and experiences the researcher gathers during the analysis of data” (Sarantakos, 1998, p.200). Therefore I 

chose QSR’s NVivo (Bazeley & Richards, 2000) computer software as the main tool to assist with the 

discourse analysis because it offered more flexibility and options for data analysis and theory building 

than QSR’s NUDIST or N6 software programs.  NVivo allowed me to store ideas, concepts, issues, 

questions, models and theories in a highly visual and flexible way, using colour and diagrams to highlight 

categories and connect ideas.  It also allowed for theory-building by organising the categories into themes 

(‘tree nodes’), two layers of sub-themes (‘sibling nodes’ and ‘child nodes’) and ‘free nodes’, and provided 

technical facilities for memos and the graphic representation of the relationships between and among 

categories.  

Tesch noted that all qualitative research has a descriptive element. In interpretive qualitative research the 

analysis intends “to gain insight into the human phenomenon or situation under study and to provide a 

systematic and illuminating description of the phenomenon, not explicitly to generate theory” (Tesch, 

1993, p.22). Theory-building research, on the other hand, attempts to establish linkages between elements 

of the data that the researcher identifies and classifies.  The entire point of theory construction is to 

“produce concepts that seem to fit the data” (Strauss, 1987, p.28).  These elements of the data are called 

‘categories’ in both discourse analysis and grounded theory construction (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).  The 

conceptual task of extracting and assembling thematically-related segments from the data in this study 

involved “thinking, judging, deciding, interpreting” (Tesch, 1993 p.25).   

Aspects of the data from all the 1997 focus group interviews considered relevant to this thesis were 

extracted, categorised, codified into nodes and analysed. The findings then informed the development of 

the questionnaire for the in-depth interviews conducted in 2001 and 2002, and the subsequent analysis. In 

addition, relevant data from the specific focus group interviews conducted previously in Mitchell High in 

1997 were also re-analysed.  Qualitative and quantitative data from a questionnaire administered 

previously in Newland High in 1998 were also extracted and analysed (using the SPSS software) as 

background information for the in-depth interviews conducted at that school.  All of the interviews 

conducted in 2001 and 2002 were coded and analysed using NVivo. 

5.3.1 Computer-assisted data analysis for this study 

Firstly, the focus group and interview transcripts were coded into nodes and assigned a range of attributes 

and values linked to demographic data.  The first round of coding allowed me to start to shape my ideas.  I 

started with predetermined rudiments of a schematic ‘tree’, based on my first three readings of the 

transcripts. As I coded each of the transcripts I was able to add and delete nodes as new ideas or 

categories emerged.  I made memos as I coded the material and attached these to the relevant nodes. I 
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formed ‘free nodes’ when a category or statement did not fit the ‘tree nodes’, or if I was undecided as to 

where it should go. This initial process allowed for systematic storage of ‘chunks’ of the interview 

material under headings or categories, along with memos detailing reflections on my responses to the 

material and notes about possible relationships between the various nodes. 

As the categories emerged during the analysis and were assigned nodes, the linkages between particular 

categories, nodes or statements were explored to identify discourses, develop propositional statements, 

make assertions, or to relate concepts in order to discover the underlying principles.   

The coding process involved the beginning of what was essentially an inductive analytic procedure 

involving progressive phases of data reduction: 

1. organising the data and ‘cleaning it up’; 

2. generating categories of meaning, recurring ideas or language, salient themes and patterns;  

3. testing the emergent hypotheses against the data;  

4. searching for alternative explanations of the data; and finally,  

5. interpreting the data and writing the thesis report (Marshall & Rossman, 1995, p.113).  

 

Despite their usefulness, computer software programs such as NVivo still rely on the researcher’s 

competence (Mauthner & Doucet, 1998).  Mauthner and Doucet describe a process for analysing 

interview transcripts using a ‘voice-centred relational method’ involving four readings, case-studies and 

group work followed by thematic breaking down of the data (ibid, p.124-136).  I adapted one aspect of 

this method for this study to enhance self- reflexivity, and to analyse and code the interview data from the 

adolescent informants’ perspective.  This involved four readings of the interview transcripts whilst 

listening to the original tapes.  These readings occurred before the thematic ‘breaking down’ of the data. 

1. The first reading comprised two elements. I read firstly for the “overall plot and story being told 

... the main events, the protagonists and the subplots ... recurrent images, words, metaphors and 

contradictions” (ibid, p.126). Secondly, I interrogated the texts to tune into myself in the text, in 

the reflexive sense, becoming conscious of how my social location, biases, assumptions and 

emotional and intellectual responses influenced my initial responses and interpretations.  This 

reflexive process involved locating myself in relation to the participants and tuning into my 

emotional responses and biases, whilst making notes. 

2. The second reading of the texts focused on ‘I’ statements or personal pronoun statements.  This 

included noting how each respondent talked about him/herself, experiences, feelings, views, 

perspectives, social location and his/her sense of agency. 

3. In the third reading I listened for how the respondents spoke about their interpersonal 

relationships and their broader social networks. 

4. Finally, in the fourth reading, the respondents’ accounts and experiences were placed within the 

broader social, political, cultural, historical and structural contexts, identifying how dominant 
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discourses were reflected in the respondents’ language and how they shaped the way 

respondents’ performed masculinity or femininity.  

At this stage I was interrogating the texts in order to “uncover the unspoken and unstated assumptions 

implicit within them” (Cheek, 2000, p.43).  I was guided by Parker’s suggestion that whilst coding the 

data under different discourse headings is useful, there is no ‘set recipe’ for doing discourse analysis, and 

it is inevitable that the researcher employs a degree of intuition (Parker, 1992, p.123) 

5.4  Self-ref lexive methods of  data analysis  

Edwards and Ribbens highlighted the dangers of “drowning out,” “silencing” or “misunderstanding” the 

voices of particular groups or ‘knowledges’ when researchers engage with “dominant academic and 

public concerns and discourses”, thereby reshaping the other’s experiences in light of conventional 

Western adult understandings (Edwards & Ribbens, 1998, p.2). The requirements of an academic doctoral 

thesis increased this possibility, thus I have been especially vigilant. A high standard of self-reflexivity 

and openness was essential throughout the process. I acknowledge, however, that I could not escape the 

necessity to interpret the experiences and understandings of the adolescent ‘other’ (Edwards & Ribbens, 

1998).  

5.4.1 Self-reflexive methods used in this study 

Throughout this process I was drawn to movies about adolescents, such as Looking for Alibrandi (1999), I 

collected numerous magazine and newspaper articles about bullying in schools and teenage fashions 

(which I cut out and placed in a folder), and watched relevant television programs such as South Park 

(SBS Television) and Coupling (ABC television). This enhanced my understanding of the media’s 

influence on adolescents as consumers and allowed me to reflect on possible adolescent worldviews and 

experiences in the 21st century. I kept a journal for my reflections and discussed issues with fellow 

students, colleagues and adolescents in my social network.  The research process drew forth many 

memories of my adolescent experiences and those of my children. It encouraged me to reflect on how 

cultural constructions of femininity, particularly in the 1950s, influenced my subjectivity and decision-

making, and how my experiences were in some ways similar and in other ways different to the 

experiences of adolescents in today’s world. 

Throughout the research process, I was aware that the interviews took place in a social context that 

privileges the values and knowledge system of an adult, Western, Anglo-Celtic, heterosexual culture. It 

was therefore necessary to adopt a reflexive methodological position in relation to the experiences the 

participants recounted. That meant reflecting on my assumptions about the concepts to be studied, and 

whether and how the adolescents’ stories challenged me, or more conventional opinions, interpretations or 

ideas. When contacting participants from different cultural groups, I paid close attention to the different 

cultural factors that may have restrained the young people from discussing their personal experiences, 

whilst recognising individual differences and diversity within cultural groups. When interviewing, I asked 

questions in a manner inclusive of different perspectives and sensitive to different frames of reference. At 

all times I attempted to be self-critical, constantly checking for my own biases and prejudices, keeping my 
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mind ‘open’, summarising and listening to feedback, and checking and double-checking my 

understanding with the participants.   

5.5  Chapter summary 

This chapter has detailed the careful preparation that was necessary to lay the foundation for this research, 

including the need to consider ethical issues in research with adolescents and the processes used for the 

selection of schools and participants.  Gaining access to adolescents in schools involved sensitive 

negotiations with a range of school Principals and staff. It is essential to be flexible when conducting 

research in schools, as things do not always go to plan (e.g. ineffective selection methods and time delays 

for the return of consent forms). The research methods used involved a mixture of focus groups, a survey 

and individual interviews, all conducted with Year 9 students in a wide range of schools. Two different 

data sets were drawn upon – one obtained from the focus groups and survey gathered prior to this 

Doctoral study and the second gathered from individual interviews in 2001/2002.  A computer-assisted 

method of data analysis was used to analyse the focus group and interview data for this study, within a 

Foucauldian, feminist-poststructuralist framework. I also used self-reflexive methods to ensure that the 

adolescents’ voices were heard. 

Chapters Six to Nine report on the data analysis findings and discuss these in relation to other relevant 

research. 
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C h a p t e r  6   

ADOLESCENT GENDERED IDENTITIES: DISCOURSE ON 
GENDER DIFFERENCES AND POWER 

6.1 The social  construct ion of  gender difference in adolescence 

One of the key research questions for this thesis was “what are the dominant gender-based discourses in the 

everyday world of the adolescents in the schools to be studied? In particular, how do young male and female 

adolescents in the study identify and articulate ‘masculinities’ and ‘femininities’?”  Understanding adolescent 

boys and girls from a poststructuralist perspective involves understanding how the various discourses on 

masculinities and femininities operate in particular ‘everyday’ social and institutional contexts at particular 

points in time. Constructions of masculinity and femininity have evolved historically and vary from one 

society to another.  Masculinities and femininities can be understood as a “performance of a set of gender 

relations in a context where one set of storylines and repertoires of action is culturally dominant and socially 

powerful” (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998, p.51).  

As Chapter Two highlighted, there is a remarkable amount of research focusing on sex differences, yet a 

review of research studies indicated that sex differences are smaller than differences in social situations 

(Burns & Grieve, 1998; Connell, 1995; Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974).  Family influences tend to be small, apart 

from the family’s social class and cultural values (Burns & Grieve, 1998).  Studies of children’s peer groups 

in Western societies indicate that peer group socialisation has a greater effect than family influences on 

gender differences (Burns & Grieve, 1998; Harris, 1995; Thorne, 1990).  The physical and emotional changes 

of puberty heighten the awareness of gender differences, commonly referred to as “gender intensification” 

(Galambos, Almeida, & Peterson, 1990).  This may adversely affect girls who may not see their roles as 

important as those of males and may settle for less. Same-sex groupings are strong at a social level, but there 

tends to be more marked differentiation into subgroups (Burns & Grieve, 1998). 

Connell, the most influential contemporary researcher in Australia in the field of gender relations in schools, 

offered an alternative perspective to that of the sex-difference researchers: 

...masculinity and femininity are inherently relational concepts which have meaning in 
relation to each other, as a social demarcation and a cultural opposition  … They are 
inherently historical; and their making and remaking is a political process affecting the 
balance of interests in society and the direction of social change (Connell, 1995, p.44). 

Having investigated and theorised the social construction of masculinities for over 17 years (Carrigan, 

Connell, & Lee, 1985; Connell, 1987; Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995; Connell et al., 1982),  he argued that 

understandings of what it means to be male and female do not rest on biological differences. Gender 

ideologies, such as femininity and masculinity, help us to naturalise and essentialise gender differences so 

they are seen as inevitable, and patriarchal societies are characterised by ‘emphasised femininity’ and 
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‘hegemonic masculinity’ (Connell, 1987, p.183), with power relations integral to their construction. From 

Connell’s perspective, masculinity is shaped by a structure of power or gender order that is based on the 

subordination of women to men, and in relation to “a general symbolism of difference” – “the opposition 

of femininity and masculinity” (ibid, p.223).  Hegemonic masculinities are also constructed in relation to 

other men who are lower down in the hierarchy of power relations.  

In this chapter, aspects of Connell’s social theory of gender inform the analysis of the discourse on gender 

difference in the data collected for this thesis. Connell’s theory is based on the Foucauldian understanding 

that masculinities and femininities are situational, multiple, dynamic and in competition with each other, and 

that they emerge from within particular historical, social, cultural and economic conditions.  

Cameron (1997) argued that ‘gender difference’ is so naturalised in Australian culture that it has become a 

‘cultural script’ through which we give meanings to traits and patterns of behaviour. From this perspective, 

conventional masculinities and femininities are constructed in a normative, dichotomous, relational way so 

neither can be studied easily without the other. This chapter will discuss the discourse on gender difference 

described by participants in the focus groups, survey and individual interviews, and will provide an account 

of the relational, binary meanings they gave to the concepts of masculinity and femininity. I will focus 

initially on the focus groups’ understandings of the broad nature of conflicts in secondary schools in 

1997/1998 and then will explore in more depth the individual accounts of gender differences in relation to 

conflicts in 2001/2002. 

6.2  General  f indings from the focus group data 

6.2.1 Experiences of conflicts in schools 

The focus group data provided a general understanding of the nature of conflicts in a wide range of 

secondary schools in metropolitan Adelaide, South Australia. The general analysis of this data identified 

several common discursive themes in relation to gender and conflict, which were explored further in the 

more detailed analysis, and are summarised in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Students’ experiences of conflicts in South Australian schools 

Theme A  Gender differences and aggression 
Category A1  Physical aggression between boys  
Category A2 Physical aggression between girls 
Category A3 Group versus individual aggression 
Category A4 Verbal and indirect aggression 
Category A5 Gender, emotionality and rationality   
Theme B  Race and ethnicity as a source of conflict 
No categories  
Theme C  Responses to conflicts in schools 
Category C1  Peer mediation 
Category C2 Teacher responses to conflict 
Category C3 Conflict as fun 
Category C4 Unsupervised conflicts as dangerous 
Theme D Conflicts involving extended families and communities 
Category D1 Conflicts involving the community 
Category D2 Conflicts involving extended families 
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These themes provided valuable background information about the participants’ understandings of gender 

differences in relation to conflict. In the discussion of the analysis, Q = the group facilitator asking the 

questions, M = male response, F = female response.  

Theme A: Gender differences and aggression 

The dominant discourse in the focus groups was on gender differences, with boys and girls constructing 

their identities in opposition. Most participants spoke about how boys and girls were different, including 

in their approach to conflict, and their experiences and handling of conflict. Any similarities between girls 

and boys were downplayed or ignored and gender transgressions were identified as being abnormal or 

unusual.  

There were a number of discursive binary themes for gender and conflict.  The most dominant was that 

boys are ‘physical’ and girls are ‘verbal and bitchy’. Conflicts experienced by students in all schools 

involved a variety of aggressive behaviours. Some of these were expressed in face-to-face situations, 

sometimes physically as physical fighting, and sometimes verbally as name-calling and insults. Girls were 

described as being more verbal and indirect, and boys were described as dealing with their conflicts more 

directly, usually through physical fighting.  

Category A1: Physical aggression between boys  

Physical violence between boys was reported more commonly in some schools than others.  Reports of 

more severe forms of physical violence tended to be more frequent in schools in areas of lower socio-

economic status. Focus groups conducted in Mitchell High and another State school in the Northern 

metropolitan area of Adelaide in 1997 reported higher levels of physical violence than other schools. 

Focus group members in these schools spoke at length about their experiences and observations of 

physical aggression between male students. Fights between boys were often triggered by verbal abuse and 

were more often than not finished fairly quickly. The ability to win physical fights was linked closely to 

constructions of masculinity, as illustrated by one boy’s observation of fights in a State school in the 

Northern metropolitan area of Adelaide near Mitchell and Newland high schools. 

M: Maybe people are not game to stop fights - if you stop a fight then everyone will say you are a 
‘wuss’ or something like that, so everyone stands around and does nothing - just watch - even if their 
friend’s getting hurt on the ground. Even if a boy tries to break it apart then other people will try to 
bash him up.  

 

Most boys in the State schools in the Northern suburbs (including Mitchell High) expressed concern 

about weapons on their school grounds and after school, making verbal threats and physical fights more 

ominous. Weapons included knives, knuckledusters, chains, machetes and in one case a gun. The more 

serious cases of violence with weapons were seen outside the school, but the presence of weapons at 

school frightened some students. The following comments were made by a group of boys in a Northern 

suburbs State school located near Newland High. 
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M6: Last term there was a big fight and it was between two different races.  There was security at 
our school for the next week or two.   
M1: We always have security at our school.  Cause it’s like one culture onto one culture.  And the 
Asians bring all the heavy artillery like num chucks.  Knuckle busters.  Guns.  There are other ones 
that just bring a lot of friends.   
Q: So they have knuckle busters and guns.  Have any of you ever seen people fighting with those 
on? 
M8: Yeah.  Knives. 
Q: Being used in a fight? 
M1: Yeah.   
Q: And someone actually brought a gun to school? 
M1: Yeah. 
M3: They got busted with it.   
Q: What’s your reaction to that?   
M3: Pretty scary. 
M7: Almost as bad as America.   

 

Category A2: Physical aggression between girls 

Despite generalisations made by most members of the focus groups that boys tend to use physical 

aggression and girls verbal and relational aggression, there were reports from two State schools in the 

Northern suburbs (including Mitchell High) of serious incidents involving physical violence on the part of 

girls. Boys in these two schools dwelt upon violence between girls. Their discourse tended to ‘downplay’ 

boys’ physical fights and exaggerated the frequency and severity of girls’ physical fighting, as they 

transgressed gender norms. Both girls and boys reported that these fights usually occurred in the context 

of much verbal abuse and tended to be more emotional, secretive and protracted than fights between boys. 

M2: If there’s a girl fight it’s normally heaps serious … they don’t care - if someone’s got a broken 
arm they won’t stop or anything ... they keep going. Last term a girl was on the ground and had a 
blood nose and the other girl was still beating her head. Girls haven’t learnt the rules - boys will stop 
and wait until the other boy gets up again.  
M5: Today at the girls’ soccer there was a fight on between both teams. Someone spat in someone’s 
face ... fists, slaps - the girls just swing, they don’t care.  
 
M1: When girls have a fight there won’t be a crowd and they won’t tell anyone and teachers won’t 
know there’s a fight unless someone gets really hurt and has to be taken to hospital, like the one on 
the oval. 

 

Category A3: Group versus individual aggression 

Another discursive theme in relation to gender and conflict was that girls tended to form alliances or 

cliques and abuse each other or fight in groups, whereas boys were more inclined to abuse each other or 

fight as individuals. 

F5: Girls tend to form like two or three groups.  It’s not an individual pick on sort of thing.   
F2: Pick on one of us, pick on all of us. 
F5: Yeah.  It’s not everyone goes against one person.  It’s like everyone goes against a group.   
Q: So girls’ conflicts are in groups more? 
Several: Yeah. 
M4: If one doesn’t like the other one and they are in that group and they stood up it would be the 
whole group.  They hate one person, they hate the whole group. 
Q: Is that for guys as well? 
M4: Well we’ve just got one group mainly. 
Q: So if there is a conflict it’s more of a one-on-one thing? 
M4: Individuals.   
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Girls valued intimate personal relationships with each other, but boys tended to value material things and 

physical pursuits (such as sexual conquests) more highly than relationships, and were more 

individualistic, hierarchical and competitive than girls (Extract 5, Appendix 9). 

Category A4: Verbal and indirect aggression  

Girls in focus groups reported that ‘bitchiness’ happened a lot between girls and in different ways – for 

example when someone heard what been said about her and took offence, someone divulged a personal 

matter or secret, when someone ‘backstabbed’, or someone gossiped or spread rumours, or excluded 

people from groups (Extracts 1 - 4, Appendix 9). These indirect and relational forms of aggression did not 

attract as much attention in discussions within the groups as did the more spectacular acts of physical 

violence. However, many students described verbal and indirect and relational forms of abuse as more 

serious and more hurtful than physical aggression, particularly for girls. They reported that most of the 

aggression expressed by girls towards other girls was indirect and relational.  

Category A5: Gender, emotionality and rationality 

Gender role stereotyping was not uncommon, with girls described as more emotional and boys as more 

rational. Girls were described as carrying grudges for a long time, with their fights tending to be 

protracted, whereas boys were described as resolving their fights quickly and moving on. 

F2: Girls go more emotional than boys. They don’t hide their hurt like boys. They just bring it all out. 
Q: And how do guys and girls resolve things? 
F3: Guys just get over it.  With us it can go on for years.  My friend from Year 7 is still getting paid 
out about something even now.  So it’s been three years. 
M1: We don’t really care about what happens.  We forget about it the next day.   

 

There was an assumption that girls felt things more strongly than boys. They reportedly showed their hurt 

or sad feelings more readily than boys, whereas boys were more inclined to express their hurt feelings as 

anger – by ‘hitting walls’, or using drugs and alcohol (Extract 6, Appendix 9). Some boys from a single-

sex Catholic school commented on the fact that not all boys and girls were the same, but then continued 

with the same dominant discursive theme that girls take insults more to heart than boys.  They also 

commented that girls found it more difficult than boys to express their anger openly and directly and 

therefore were more covert, devious or indirect in the way they dealt with their angry feelings, 

contributing to their ‘bitchiness’ (Extract 7, Appendix 9).  

Theme B: Race and ethnicity as a source of conflict 

Some conflict was reported as taking place between racial groups, in particular in the State schools in the 

Northern suburbs. Here Asian and Aboriginal students were likely to support each other in conflicts, 

giving them more power. However, in general, racial conflicts were not reported to be as prevalent as 

gender-based conflicts, including in the multicultural schools in the Northern suburbs. 

M: The bigger racial groups are more powerful - one group gets all their friends in Adelaide on to 
you. 
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Theme C: Responses to conflicts in schools 

 
Category C1:  Peer mediation 

Some students in the focus groups had been trained as peer mediators in their primary schools.  In recent 

years peer mediation has been promoted as an effective approach to helping students handle conflicts 

constructively in Australian schools. However, the feedback from many of the Year 9 students was that 

peer mediation did not work for them, in part because of the serious nature of some of their conflicts.  

One State school in the Northern suburbs (Mitchell High) had a history of implementing and encouraging 

peer mediation and anti-bullying strategies. Boys from this school, however, did not think peer mediation 

appropriate in Year 9 for various reasons, some linked to gender (it was seen as too ‘wussy’ for boys), and 

others to the students’ age, stage of development and severity of their conflicts.  Mediation itself was not 

seen as the problem.  It was acceptable if used by counsellors, teachers or an older student. However, the 

participants indicated that students at their age, boys in particular, preferred to deal with their own 

conflicts or seek help from older students or friends (Extracts, Appendix 5). 

Category C2: Teacher responses to conflicts 

In general participants across all schools did not think teachers or counsellors could control conflicts in 

schools satisfactorily, particularly verbal conflicts. Some students felt that teachers needed to improve 

their conflict handling skills and should at least be good role models. 

M: About 25% of the teachers are nice and listen, but some teachers go overboard and forget they 
were kids once - they give advice like ‘why don’t you just walk away?’ 
 
F: Some teachers are bad models. When I was in ... I watched two teachers fighting over something, 
which was a cost to the school, and they wouldn’t back off or anything. 

 

Teachers were described as using disciplinary approaches and ‘power over’ tactics in conflicts to stop the 

aggressive behaviours, which sometimes contravened students’ ideas about their rights, for example their 

right to a fair hearing or their right to be treated on an equal footing.  

F: Teachers come and just yell and pull people apart - drag them to the office and try to talk to them 
separately. They give a detention to the offender and say ‘do not do it again’. 

 

However, teachers were mostly described as being unable to do anything to prevent or stop physical or 

verbal conflicts. 

M: We have two big ovals and there’s always one not covered by a teacher. Fights happen whether or 
not teachers are around. Teachers have a hard time breaking up fights - everyone blocks the teacher’s 
view and they can’t get into the middle. A couple of years ago a student actually hit/assaulted a 
teacher and he fell down and another teacher came in and got hit by the kid who was actually 
fighting.  
 
M: The teachers make the rules, like two detentions etc. - but it makes people do it more. The fight 
goes outside the Mitchell High and it is worse outside the school. 
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M: Teachers can’t do much. Most of the kids don’t care a rat’s arse if they are suspended. Can you 
imagine one person trying to control twenty people like us? In one room? 

 

Category C3: Conflict as fun 

Students in all schools generally saw conflict as an entertaining aspect of school life, especially when 

fights broke out.  

M: We all usually follow the crowd and look for the fight. 
 

Most students also admitted to enjoying watching a physical fight as long as the people involved were 

safe. 

Category C4: Unsupervised conflicts as dangerous 

The scene of the more serious kinds of conflict tended to be in the schoolyard rather than the classroom. 

Verbal fights erupted quickly into physical fights in some schools.  

M: Conflicts are more serious in the schoolyard than the classroom … in the classroom it doesn’t 
turn out really bad because there’s always teachers there. 

 

Theme D:  Conflicts involving extended families and communities 

Category D1: Conflicts outside the school 

Students from the Northern suburbs schools reported that conflicts of a serious nature sometimes took 

place outside the school.  

M: The fight usually continues after school at the railway station. Other people join in from outside - 
anybody who wants to fight. Usually one person gets off the train and tries to stop it. Most of the 
time it’s one-on-one fighting – punching, kicking, head-butting. It involves weapons, whipping with 
chains. People do get hurt – depends on how quickly it’s broken up – there can be pools of blood. 
There are about two huge fights a year and lots of little ones. 

 

There was a realisation that the extension of the conflict to the community posed a real danger.  

M: Better to sort it out in the school ’cause it’s safer in the school and gets broken up a lot easier than 
outside the school. There’s always a teacher on yard duty. Security guards are around at the end of 
the day. 

 

Category D2: Conflict involving extended families 

Sometimes the conflicts spread so as to involve families, in particular in Northern suburbs schools when 

conflicts involved individuals or groups from Asian or Aboriginal backgrounds. 

F: Relatives, friends of relatives and families get involved – it’s all organised. In the area every 
school gets involved in fights through family connections. 
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6.3  General  f indings from the survey data 

Having gained a picture of the nature of the conflicts experienced by adolescents in schools from the 

students in the focus groups, supported by interviews with several school counsellors and teachers, 

students in different schools were surveyed to determine in more detail the nature and incidence of 

aggressive acts and the consequences for individual students, using a structured questionnaire (Appendix 

3)13. Some of the findings from this survey have been reported elsewhere (Bagshaw, 1998a, 1998b, 

2003b; Bagshaw & Halliday, 1999; Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001, 2003).  Special aspects relevant to this 

study have been analysed for this thesis, in particular the comparative findings from Newland High 

students who participated in the survey in 1998 (Appendix 6b)14.  

6.3.1 Nature of aggressive behaviours in schools 

Fifty negative behaviours identified in the focus group research were listed in the questionnaire and 

students from a range of schools were asked to say how often they had been treated in each of these ways 

(Appendix 3). The focus group responses were grouped into three basic categories of aggressive 

behaviour: physical (hitting), verbal (insults, ridicule, verbal abuse) and relational or indirect (deliberate 

exclusion from a group and spreading rumours) (Mynard & Joseph, 2000). Full details of the survey 

findings in relation to the following summaries are presented in tables in Appendix 6. 

The experience of physical aggression 

At least half the students in this sample experienced some form of physical ill treatment from their peers 

during the year, mostly through being hit, tripped, kicked, having things thrown at them and having their 

possessions hidden or moved. Being threatened with a weapon and touched sexually against one’s will 

occurred much less. Even so, more than 10% of students indicated their peers had treated them in these 

ways.  

The experience of verbal aggression  

Most students reported that another student had abused them verbally. The most commonly reported 

means were teasing, being sworn at, called names, joked about and being ‘paid out’. Sixty-two percent of 

boys and 71% of girls reported that ’unpleasant things had been said’ about their appearance, and 10% of 

both boys and girls reported that such unpleasant things were said often.  Moreover, 10% of boys and 

29% of girls reported that they were hurt or upset ‘a lot’ by such treatment. At least half the students 

reported that someone had ‘picked arguments’ with them and about a quarter reported that they had been 

threatened with harm in school, labelled in ways they did not like and ‘put down’ because of things such 

as their hobbies or interests.  

The experience of relational aggression 

About half the students had at least one form of relational ill treatment during the year. The most common 

was a breakdown in communication with someone, when that person stopped talking to them, or avoided 

                                                 
13 I was the Chief Investigator for the focus groups and for the subsequent survey, funded by a research grant from the 

Faculty of Social Sciences, University of South Australia. My colleague, Dr Ken Rigby assisted with the 
construction of the survey questionnaire and with the statistical analysis of the findings using SPSS software. 

14 A survey was conducted in Newland High in 1998, but not in Mitchell High. 
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or ignored them. Other relatively frequent occurrences involved spreading rumours and lies. Over 30% 

reported that people had tried to hurt or embarrass them by breaking up their friendships, staring at them 

or excluding them from groups. Less commonly, 10-20% of respondents reported receiving harassing 

phone calls or people being persuaded to ‘gang up’ on them.  

The frequency of negative treatments 

There was much variation in the frequency with which a particular form of aggression was experienced 

within each of the three categories of negative treatment. Verbal teasing, for example, was experienced 

much more commonly than verbal threats. To generalise, it appears that verbal aggression was 

experienced most often for both boys and girls. Physical and relational aggressions were much less likely 

to be reported than verbal aggression.  

Bullying 

In the total sample, 34% of boys and 26% of girls reported being bullied at least weekly. Students were 

encouraged to include verbal and indirect and relational forms of bullying, such as exclusion from groups, 

as well as physical forms. Approximately one in three reported that they bullied others weekly.  These 

figures were high by national standards (see Rigby, 1997). This suggested that using forceful methods to 

dominate others is common for many adolescents and is an acceptable way of relating with less powerful 

peers. 

Comparisons between Newland High and schools in the total sample 

When making comparisons between the seven schools involved in the survey, a higher frequency of 

negative behaviours, including physical and verbal aggression and bullying, was reported at Newland 

High, which was located in the area with the lowest socio-economic status.   

For example, 17.2% of boys and 10% of girls at Newland High reported ‘being deliberately hit often by 

peers’, significantly greater than the 12.2% of boys and 3.8% of girls reporting this in the total sample.   

Notably, ‘being called names I do not like’ occurred more often at Newland High, with 21% of boys and 

22.9% of girls’ reporting such negative treatment. Figures for the total sample were 16.1% and 11.7% 

respectively. 

‘Being avoided often or ignored by people’ was reported at Newland High by 9.4% of boys and 10% of 

girls, approximately double the 4.5% for boys and 5.9% for girls in the total sample.  

In Newland High, roughly 40% of boys and 26% of girls reported being bullied at least weekly by an 

individual, and 20% of boys and 15% of girls reported being bullied at least weekly by a group.  These 

figures were higher than for the rest of the schools in the study and higher than those indicated in a large 

scale study of over 5000 Australian 14-year-olds attending coeducational schools (Rigby, 1998a), in 

which 22.8% of boys and 14.2% of girls indicated they had been bullied on a weekly basis.  A relatively 

large proportion of students at Newland High (19.2% of boys and 19.1% of girls) reported having stayed 

away from school because of bullying. The total sample gave much lower figures of such absenteeism for 

boys (9.2% for boys and 15.3% for girls).   
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6.4 Findings from the individual  interviews   

The background study used qualitative and quantitative research methods with a focus on differences 

between male and female adolescents’ experiences of conflict. The later study, involving individual 

interviews with 32 students from Newland and Mitchell high schools, took a feminist-poststructuralist 

view and probed specifically the role that verbal abuse played in the social construction of masculinities 

and femininities. 

The discourse on gender difference was evident from the start of each individual interview.  The first six 

questions invited students to talk about individuals and groups they perceived to be more or less powerful 

in Year 9 at school ‘this year’ – what gave those people power, which individual or group was seen as 

more powerful in their year (and why), whether girls or boys or both were more powerful (and why), and 

how powerful girls and boys generally looked or behaved at school (Appendix 4). 

6.4.1 Power, gender and social status 

More often than not the participants thought of ‘power’ as ‘power over’ and equated power with 

popularity. Participants were asked to indicate on a scale of 1-10 whether or not boys or girls, or both, 

were more powerful in Year 9.  Table 14 (Appendix 7) illustrates that overall both boys and girls thought 

both sexes were equally powerful, with some individual variations.  This contradicted opinions in the 

focus groups, where boys were described as being more powerful than girls. However, when perceptions 

of powerfulness and gender were cross tabulated for the participant’s sex and school (Table 15, Appendix 

7), boys’ and girls’ perceptions varied, with boys more often describing boys as more powerful (N=7), 

and girls either describing girls as being more powerful (N=9) or boys and girls being equally powerful 

(N=8).   

In the focus groups and the individual interviews, the participants’ dominant discourse positioned them 

and their Year 9 male and female peers hierarchically in relation to their perceived level of power and 

associated social status in the year.  Most of the 32 students interviewed positioned themselves and others 

in an ‘upper level’, ‘middle level’ or ‘lower level’ cluster, based on their perceptions of the level of 

popularity/powerfulness of each person or group15. 

Q: Have you got an image of the sort of boy you’d like to be involved with? 
Tessa (B): I wouldn’t want somebody higher who’s popular, ’cause I wouldn’t want to be really nice, 
but I wouldn’t want somebody’s a “geek”, cause I’m thinking ..., but, he’d have to be like really nice, 
even though, he’d have to be fashionable. Some of my friends do go lower, but that’s because they 
haven’t got such high standards. I hate having high standards but that’s the way I am. 
Q: But when you say lower, that means? 
Tessa (B): Turn to the people that everyone else picks on. 
Q: Okay, so if you are actually labelled as being with one of the ‘geeks’ that’s not good? 
Tessa (B): No, that brings you down too. 
Q: That brings you down too, so, you have to walk a fine line, between being part of the ‘cool’group 
and part of the ‘geek’ group, and you’d look for a bloke that was like …? 
Tessa (B): Right on the line … somebody who’s not a geek, and somebody who’s not in the higher. 

 

                                                 
15 I have designated the school next to the name of the participant in each extract from the interviews by using ‘A’ for 

Mitchell High and ‘B’ for Newland High. 
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This discourse also positioned students into sub-categories within the upper, middle and lower levels of 

the hierarchy, as illustrated in Table 6.2 below. This table captures the students’ discursive constructions 

of the pecking order whilst not essentialising them by positioning them into fixed categories. Students 

described themselves as moving between status positions over time, for example, one of the more 

powerful girls, Kelly from Mitchell High, had been relegated to the lower level of the hierarchy as a 

victim of verbal abuse in prior years and was now claiming and maintaining a middle level position in the 

hierarchy through gaining a reputation for winning physical fights with other girls. Other girls, such as 

Tessa, were doing likewise in Newland High.  

Table 6.2: Participants’ construction of the hierarchy of students in Year 9 in 
relation to perceived levels of powerfulness and popularity 

Level in  
the hierarchy 

Degree of popularity and powerfulness as  
defined by the discourse 

Discursive category 

Upper level Most popular and/or powerful Hegemonic  
Middle level Less popular and/or powerful – ‘normal’ 

 
Individual students not concerned with 
popularity or status 

Complicit 
  
Resistant 

Lower level Not popular and/or powerful 
 
Excluded from power or popularity because 
of ethnicity, disability, sexuality 

Subordinated 
 
Marginalised 

 

As Table 16 (Appendix 7) indicates, most of the students who volunteered for the research positioned 

themselves in their stories at the ‘middle level’ of the hierarchy (N=20) and as such were good observers 

of students situated in the upper and lower levels.  When these data were cross tabulated by sex and 

school (Table 17, Appendix 7), three students from Mitchell High and four from Newland High were 

positioned in the upper level (three ‘cool’ and four ‘smart’), nine students from Mitchell High and eleven 

from Newland High were positioned in the middle level, and five students from Mitchell High and nil 

students from Newland High were positioned in the lower level. 

6.4.2 Discourse on gender difference 

Given the information about the dominant discursive themes on gender differences in the schools 

canvassed in the focus groups, I asked the interviewees if there was a difference between the way that 

males and females verbally abuse/harass others and if so, to explain it.  Most, but not all students shared 

the focus groups’ view that boys’ verbal abuse was more direct, tended to lead to physical fighting, and 

tended to be over more quickly than conflicts between girls. The statements in Extract 8, Appendix 9 were 

typical of these interviews, the dominant discourse being that girls tended to be more ‘bitchy’, emotional , 

relational and indirect in their abuse of each other, and therefore took longer to reconcile their differences. 

There was some difference of opinion between the participants in the individual interviews as to whether 

boys or girls were more hurtful (‘meaner’) when they verbally abused others. 
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Q: Do they use the same language as the girls or …? 
Dean (B): Not really, because the boys put more details and all that in, and the girls just stick to what 
they’re saying. 
Q: So give me an example of what you mean by boys put more details in. 
Dean (B):  Oh, they’d say “Oh your Mum ...” or something “... is a slut” or something like that, and 
draw pictures or stuff like that, and get personal. 
Q: What sort of pictures would they draw? 
Dean (B):  Females or males ‘doing’ each other and stuff like that. 
Q: And bringing the mother in, is that a derogatory thing to do? 
Dean (B): Yeah. 
 
Krys (B): Guys they do it differently, girls say like mean words, they’re really mean and everything 
and guys just say “Oh yeah you’re that” and girls are like meaner kind of thing. 

 

When asked why they thought there was a difference in the way boys and girls abused others, they came 

up with many different theories. John thought that girls did not engage in physical fighting because they 

wanted to protect their ‘looks’ and implied that boys saw physical fights more as ‘fun’. 

Q: Why do you think boys and girls are like that, why do you think there’s that division, have you got 
an idea about that? 
John (B):  I’d say girls are more scared because of their looks and that, they’re most probably scared 
of getting a blood nose and losing a tooth or something but the boys aren’t. 
Q: Boys aren’t scared. 
John (B):  No they just do it for fun like as if it’s a game. 

 

Jenny thought that girls were relatively powerless and were competing with each other for boys’ 

acceptance. Girls were therefore more likely to be hurt by boys’ negative comments, and to experience 

jealousy and other strong feelings in relation to girls they saw as rivals, whereas boys mainly abused 

people physically from a position of power and entitlement, often out of revenge. 

Jenny (B): Girls are more bitchy, girls abuse more. Yeah, like guys are more physical.  
Q: Why do you think girls are like that?  Have you got a theory about that? 
Jenny (B):  Girls are very jealous of each other, because they want to be the best, and they want to be 
beautiful.  Like, guys are the same, but they’re more, I don’t know, they’re just not very verbal.  They 
are verbal, but I don’t think they’re that verbal. 
Q: Do boys do it differently to girls, if they’re going to abuse somebody?   
Jenny (B):  Girls get jealous.  Boys, I think they just, if they get hurt by a girl, they want to hurt them 
back. 
Q: Aha. 
Jenny (B):  I don’t think they can get jealous of a girl unless they’re going out with someone, and 
they get jealous, and they just put down that girl because they want to hurt her, and they want her to 
feel hurt. 
Q: So with boys it’s more revenge. 
Jenny (B):  Yeah. … I reckon boys can be more hurtful because you want boys to like you. 

 

In common with the focus group participants, Klara and Meredith suggested that relationships with other 

girls and membership of a group were more important to girls than individual agency. Therefore, girls 

were more inclined to participate in verbal abuse as part of a peer group and less inclined to do it as an 

individual. Boys, however, were more inclined to individually abuse others.  Klara also suggested that 
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boys were either stronger emotionally than girls or less inclined to show their feelings, whilst 

acknowledging that there were individual variations. 

Klara (B): ’Cause like, I think boys get into it straight away, fight, fight, fight, and girls prefer to be 
in a group I think, because, I just remembered my friend’s just been in trouble with people and that 
… I’ve been walking past and that person’s by herself so she won’t hurt me, but when she’s in a 
group, she’ll start saying something, so she’s got back-up I think. 
Q: Ah, so there tends to be groups of girls around ... 
Klara (B):  Yeah. But boys I think just tend to get in it by themselves. It can be a group thing for 
boys, but I think boys, they’re more direct, aren’t they, than girls? 
Q: Okay.  Do you reckon that boys and girls experience verbal harassment differently?  
 Klara (B):  Yeah, ’cause boys take it on, you know, they’re strong, who cares about that.  But then 
again you get some girls that will fight back. And then you get some that will just go to a corner and 
be upset you know. Some boys will show their feelings, but mainly, with fights, boys just jump in. … 
 
Q: You’ve said there is a difference between the way males and females verbally abuse.  What do 
boys do if they are going to do it?   
Meredith (A): They wouldn’t have to get all their friends with them.  They would just do it 
themselves. 

 

A number of participants continued one of the focus group themes, suggesting that because girls were far 

more emotional and ‘bitchy’ than boys they were more inclined to start verbal fights, to take fights far 

more seriously than boys and to bear grudges for much longer (Extract 9, Appendix 9).  Terry, among 

others, stated that girls were not as able to confront others as directly as boys, and therefore were more 

inclined to hold back or bottle up their feelings. 

Terry (A): Well I know a lot of the fights happen because someone had been saying something about 
someone else behind their back.  Then the person confronts them and that’s usually how they start.  
So I think they just talk more about someone behind their back than guys. 
Q: Guys are more upfront? 
Terry (A): Yeah.   
Q: Do girls show their feelings more? 
Terry (A):  I reckon girls just keep it down.  But guys will just go out and pay back or fight them.  
Girls will just keep it back. 
Q: So guys would be more physical. 
Terry (A): Not necessarily more physical, they won’t take it.  If they are getting paid out they will 
just pay them back.  If it comes to it they will fight them.   

 

On a similar theme, Tessa argued that girls experienced more problems with handling their conflicts 

because they were not as experienced at fighting as boys, and had less power and control than boys. 

Q: You say it’s mainly females that do it, and why do you think it’s mainly females and not males? 
Tessa (B): ’Cause males these days are starting to learn to talk it out more, and realising the 
consequences of hurting each other, whereas females, cause they’ve just started fighting, it’ll take 
them a while until they realise that there are a lot of consequences. 
Q: Yeah, that’s an interesting concept, you think it’s because up until now females haven’t been 
given permission to do it? 
Tessa (B):  Yeah, and ever since the males stopped, they needed, like the girls, would like, like no-
one’s fighting, we need no reason to fight. 
Q: So you think boys are more controlled? 
Tessa (B):  They have more power. 
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Tillie’s perspective differed markedly from others.  She stated that girls in her year at Mitchell High were 

far more physical than boys and groups of girls frightened, harassed and intimidated other girls verbally 

and physically over long periods of time. A number of participants from Newland High also raised the 

issue of girls’ violence.  

Q: Is there a difference between the way girls do it and the way boys do it? 
Tillie (A): The girls are more physical.   
Q: And boys? 
Tillie (A): They hate one person and they just give them crap then just leave it.  The girls don’t give 
up.  They will keep on going and going. 
Q: And when you say the girls are more physical, what do you mean by that?  What do they do? 
Tillie (A): They will come up to you and push you around and stuff.   
Q: Accompanied by words is it? 
Tillie (A): Yeah. 
Q: What sort of words? 
Tillie (A): “Bitch”, “slut”.   
Q: Is it frightening? 
Tillie (A): Yeah. ’Cause there is heaps of them and then there is only you.  None of your friends will 
jump in because they don’t want to get hurt.   
Q: And what about if they are on the receiving end?  Do you think boys take it as seriously as girls? 
Tillie (A): No. ’Cause if guys get in a fight, as soon as the fight is over it’s all finished.  No matter 
who lost or won.   
Q: Whereas girls …? 
Tillie (A): … continue it on, it won’t stop. 

 

6.5  Discussion of  the f indings  

 
6.5.1 Focus groups  

In summary, the focus group research provided a broad-brush illustration of the kinds of conflict and 

violence involving adolescents that are taking place in a range of secondary schools in metropolitan 

Adelaide, in particular in the State schools in the Northern metropolitan area, the location of the two 

schools that participated in the 2001/2002 research – Mitchell High and Newland High. In spite of their 

suggestions that verbal and relational abuse were the most prevalent forms of abuse, especially for girls, 

the focus group participants focused more on discussing physical conflicts. It seemed easier for them to 

talk about physical fights, which some suggested were fun to watch and relieved boredom at school. 

Many participants admitted that they enjoyed watching a physical fight, as long as they were in control 

and safe from harm, although the levels of physical aggression in some Northern suburbs State schools 

were frightening for some students. Verbal and relational abuse was more prevalent amongst girls, and 

was viewed and experienced as harmful for them, but for boys the personal effects of abuse from their 

peers were harder to discuss with a small group of adolescent peers.  

Aggression between students varied in seriousness according to where it took place. Aggressive acts in 

the schoolyard were described as more serious and unmanageable than those in the classroom. Aggression 

outside the school, often involving non-students, was seen as the most serious. There was evidence that in 

some Northern suburbs schools, conflict between students at school extended into conflicts involving 

relatives and friends in the wider community. Some conflicts were described as occurring along racial 
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lines, but most appeared to be linked to gender. In general, students attending schools in low socio-

economic areas reported more violent physical conflicts between boys than other schools, and two also 

reported physical fighting between girls.  

A recurring impression from the focus groups was that boys felt under pressure from peers to behave in a 

tough, aggressive, ‘macho’ manner, seen as befitting a male, and that their ways of reacting to conflict 

were influenced strongly by others’ expectations. This is consistent with the view that the dominant 

discourse on masculinity encourages violent behaviour and that its impact may not be limited to boys’ 

behaviour (Collins, 1999; Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998). 

Generally, students believed that teachers’ responses to aggression were ineffective, a point supported by 

teachers and counsellors interviewed at the same time, and that peer mediation was unsuitable for their 

age group for a variety of reasons, such as boys seeing mediation as ‘wussy’, their conflicts were too 

serious or they preferred to resolve conflicts themselves.  

6.5.2 Survey 

In summary, more than half the respondents in the general survey reported that they had been treated 

badly physically, verbally and relationally. Almost one in three reported that they had experienced 

bullying weekly. A minority of students appeared to have been particularly vulnerable to different kinds 

of abuse from peers.  

The survey results suggested that boys and girls had similar experiences of verbal abuse. This was the 

most common form of ill treatment from peers and was confirmed later by findings of the individual 

interviews – participants thought that both boys and girls would be hurt by consistent verbal abuse. Boys’ 

verbal conflicts tended to lead to physical confrontations, whereas girls’ conflicts tended to take the form 

of indirect, relational and manipulative forms of aggression. These findings supported the focus groups’ 

findings.  

Students were asked in the survey whether they were ‘not hurt’, ‘hurt a bit’ or ‘hurt a lot’ when they 

experienced the identified range of treatments from their peers. In general, what was hurtful for boys was 

hurtful for girls. The experience of hurtfulness depended on the specific treatment experienced. Being 

teased or sworn at was not experienced as being particularly hurtful. ‘Most boys and girls who had 

experienced ‘having a friendship broken up’ and ‘unwanted sexual touching’ saw these as most hurtful. In 

general, relational forms of ill treatment appeared to be the most distressing. These included being 

excluded deliberately, having one’s secrets told and having rumours spread about oneself. Gender 

differences in reporting being hurt by negative treatment were most evident. Twenty-one of the 30 gender 

differences were statistically significant, and in each case it was girls who reported being hurt more often. 

However, what tended to hurt or upset girls most also tended to hurt or upset boys most. Thus, both boys 

and girls reported ‘having one’s friendships broken up’ as being the most hurtful thing to happen. The 

notion that only girls are upset by a breakdown in their social relationships – promoted by boys in the 

focus groups – was contradicted by data obtained from individual boys and girls under conditions of 
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anonymity (Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001). Thus, the stereotype of girls being more concerned than boys about 

the quality of their personal relationships with peers was challenged.  

Approximately one respondent in eight claimed to have avoided school at least once during the year 

because of conflict. Many more students ‘thought of doing so’. In the general survey, more girls than boys 

(15% compared with 9%) said they considered staying away or stayed away from school because of 

bullying.  This suggested that girls might be affected more seriously than boys by conflict at school, but 

boys might be less able to acknowledge that they cannot cope with conflict or that they have hurt feelings 

for fear of being seen as feminine.  In Newland High, however, roughly 19% of both boys and girls 

reported staying away from school because of bullying, more than double the number of boys than in the 

total sample. 

Clearly many adolescents who participated in the focus groups and the survey were implicated regularly 

in hurtful conflicts with their peers in a variety of physical, verbal and relational forms.  There were also 

indications that the nature, frequency, content and effects of verbal abuse were gender-linked.   

The schools did not differ significantly in the extent to which their students were ill treated by peers 

verbally or relationally. However, for the physical dimension, scores for the co-educational schools 

differed significantly. Female students at Newland High scored significantly higher on the Physical 

Treatment dimension than several others. There was no clear explanation for this.  

The data indicated that boys were the recipients of more ‘physical’ abuse whilst girls were more likely to 

be the targets of ‘verbal’ and ‘relational’ abuse. In general, girls were more likely to report being hurt or 

upset than boys when their peers at school treated them negatively. However, it was not clear how this 

was linked to their feminine status. Connell explained that this assumption that males are rational and 

females are emotional is based on sex role theory and is widespread in popular culture.  It serves the 

interests of male hegemony: 

It is a deep-seated assumption based on European philosophy. … Hegemonic 
masculinity establishes its hegemony partly by its claim to embody the power of 
reason, and thus represent the interests of the whole society (Connell, 1995, p.164). 

 

6.5.3 Individual interviews  

In general, participants in the individual interviews repeated the gender difference discourse evident in the 

focus groups, with some additional statements to justify the differences, for example girls were 

discouraged from showing their anger directly and therefore “bottled” their feelings or dealt with them 

indirectly. Overall, girls and boys were described as being equally powerful, but individual perceptions 

differed. The participants’ concept of ‘power’ was closely aligned with ‘popularity’.  

Emphasis was placed on girls’ need to belong to a group, whereas boys acted more as individuals. Girls 

were described as being more “bitchy”, emotional and verbal than boys, more indirect, relational and 

covert in the way they handled conflicts, and their conflicts tended to be more protracted.  Girls were seen 
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as the main perpetrators and targets of verbal and relational abuse in both schools. Boys were described as 

dealing with their conflicts directly, with verbal abuse often leading to physical fights. They were less 

inclined than girls to be emotional or to bear grudges, and their conflicts were resolved more quickly. 

There were some individual contradictions, however, such as statements that girls were more physical 

than boys. Such contradictions are to be expected when listening to participants’ personal experiences. 

The findings of the individual interviews in relation to verbal abuse, masculinity and femininity are 

covered in detail in Chapters 7 to 9.  

6.6  Chapter summary 

This chapter has described and discussed the findings from the focus groups, survey and individual 

interviews in relation to gender differences. In general, the participating students’ dominant discourse 

reflected the stereotypical notions of masculinity and femininity as defined in opposition, with attributes 

such as strength, independence, endurance, rationality, dominance and control defining the characteristics 

of masculinity, and weakness, dependence, passivity, emotionality and submissiveness defining the 

characteristics of femininity, with distancing from women and all things feminine being the hallmark of 

masculinity (Connell, 1987, 1995; Pease, 1997; Pease & Camilleri, 2001; Pollack, 1998).  

The focus group and survey questions specifically asked about gender differences, which may have 

biased the findings.  While the individual interview questions focused more on social constructions of 

masculinity and femininity than on differences between the sexes, allowing alternative views of 

masculinities and femininities to emerge, the theme of difference was dominant. Masculinity was the 

norm and young men were clearly constructing themselves in opposition to femininity. 

There were some exceptions to the stereotyped masculine and feminine responses, however. In the 

survey, female students at Newland High scored significantly higher on the Physical Treatment dimension 

than several others. Survey responses and individual interviews challenged the stereotype that girls are 

more concerned than boys about the quality of their personal relationships with peers. Individual 

interviews also indicated that both boys and girls are hurt more by constant verbal abuse than any other 

kind, even though they handle it differently. Chapter Seven will begin to explore the role of verbal abuse 

in constructing adolescent gendered identities. 
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C h a p t e r  7  

VERBAL ABUSE AND ADOLESCENT GENDERED IDENTITIES 

 
The stroke of the whip maketh marks in the flesh: but the stroke of the tongue breaketh 
bones. Many have fallen by the edge of the sword: but not so many as have fallen by 
the tongue.   

(Apocrypha. Ecclesiasticus, 1926, p.243) 

7.1  Verbal  abuse and subject iv ity 

It was tentatively hypothesised at the beginning of this study that verbal abuse has the power to constitute 

meaning and contributes to the processes of subject-formation, positioning the gendered identities of 

adolescent males and females in certain ways in schools.   

The findings of this study so far support previous evidence that being called a name, or verbally abused 

usually does hurt  males and females (Bagshaw et al., 2000; Butler, 1995, 1997; Graumann, 1998; 

Kinney, 1994; Mason, 2002; Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001). The findings also suggest that verbal abuse is 

often accompanied by non-verbal, threatening behaviour or leads to physical abuse. Clearly many 

adolescents who participated in the focus groups and the survey were implicated regularly in hurtful 

conflicts with their peers in a variety of physical, verbal and relational forms.  Verbal abuse was the most 

prevalent of all forms of abuse. There were also indications that the nature, frequency, content and effects 

of verbal abuse were gender-linked.   

7.2  Qualitat ive data from the survey 

Qualitative data from the survey provided examples of verbal abuse used against Year 9 students in all 

schools, which were extracted and categorised for this study. Categories of abusive words emerged 

referring to seven main themes: physical characteristics; personality; sexuality; intelligence; race; social 

characteristics; and non-specific abuse (Table 7.1).  Slurs about one’s physical characteristics, sexuality 

and social characteristics were linked directly to social constructions of femininity and masculinity. 

Students were asked: “If you were called names, could you say what they were?”  This required a 

qualitative response (Table 7.1).  Table 7.2 details the percentage of responses for the range of categories 

by sex, in rank order. 
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Table 7.1: Qualitative responses in the survey - categories of abusive words with 
examples 

Categories of verbal abuse Examples of abusive words 

Physical characteristics (mostly relating to 
body size) 

 ‘blubber’, ‘thunder thighs’, ‘tub-o-lard’  

Personality ‘bitch’, ‘bastard’, ‘freak’, ‘cow’ 

Sexuality ‘slut’, ‘whore’, ‘poofter’, ‘fag’, ‘lesso’, ‘gay’ 

Intelligence (mostly describing lack of 
intelligence) 

‘dumb’, ‘idiot’ 

Race ‘wog’, ‘nigger’, ‘dago’ 

Social characteristics and norms ‘geek’, ‘loser’, ‘wanker’, ‘nerd’, ‘loser’ 

Non-specific abuse (mostly with sexual 
overtones) 

‘scrotum’, ‘arsehole’, ‘dickhead’, ‘dick-wipe’, ‘shredded 
hymen’, ‘torn hymen’ 

 

Table 7.2: Qualitative responses in the survey: Percentage of boys and girls who 
were called names in relation to a particular category of verbal abuse 

Categories of verbal abuse Total percentage of 
students 

Percentage of 
males  

Percentage of 
females 

Physical characteristics 28 29 71 

Personality 18 13 87 

Sexuality 17 30 70 

Non-specific  16 71 29 

Race 7 53 47 

Social characteristics and 
norms 

7 69 31 

Other 7   

 
Students were also asked: “If you were labelled, briefly say how”. Their qualitative responses are placed 

in rank order in Table 7.3. 

In the survey questionnaire administered in Newland High in 1998, students also listed the abusive words 

that other students called them at school in the survey year (see Appendix 6b).  This list and the 

aforementioned data indicate that girls were more likely to be called names or labelled on the basis of 

their physical characteristics, personality, sexuality or intelligence than boys, which was confirmed later 

in the individual interviews.    
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Table 7.3: Qualitative responses in the survey: Percentage of males and females 
labelled by their peers in relation to categories of abusive words  

Categories of names Total percentage of 
students 

Percentage of 
males  

Percentage of 
females 

Personality characteristics 27 50 50 

Intelligence  22 26 74 

Physical characteristics 15 57 43 

Sexuality 15 24 76 

Social characteristics and 
norms 

10 61 39 

Racial characteristics 8 36 84 

Non-specific abuse 3 67 33 

 

7.3 Findings from the individual  interviews 

7.3.1 Level of seriousness of verbal abuse 

A semi-structured questionnaire was used as a guide for the individual interviews with Year 9 students in 

Mitchell High and Newland High (Appendix 4). Some responses required them to use a scale. Early in 

each interview, students were asked to “indicate on a scale of one (not serious) to ten (totally serious), 

how serious a problem is verbal abuse/harassment between students in your year at school?” Supporting 

tables for the quantitative data are presented in Appendix 7.   

Table 18, Appendix 7 indicates that all but one of the students interviewed in these two schools thought 

that verbal abuse was a serious problem (or higher) in their school, with twenty-one seeing it as very 

serious (or higher) and six (N=5 from Newland High) seeing it as an extremely serious problem. When 

cross tabulated for sex and school (Table 19, Appendix 7), male and female students in Newland High 

considered verbal abuse to be a much more serious problem (N=13/15 very serious or higher) than 

students in Mitchell High (N=8/15 very serious or higher).  The voluntary process of self-selection for the 

study and the small size of the sample may have influenced this finding.   

Alice, from Newland High, who scored 9 (extremely serious) on the level of seriousness, said she 

experienced verbal abuse as a problem in every year at school, not just in Year 9. 

Q: A nine, a serious problem. 
Alice (B): Yeah, every corner you turn, some, you can hear swear words I reckon. 
Q: Is this the worst year so far for you, if you think back on all your years, is Year 9 the worst year 
for verbal abuse? 
Alice (B): No. 
Q: They’ve all been, every year’s had it? 
Alice (B): Yeah, been the same. 
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Participants were asked whether they had been abused or harassed by others at school this year and if so, 

roughly how often and by whom? Peers at school verbally abused twenty-five of the thirty-two 

participants at least twice during the interview year. Eleven participants were targets of verbal abuse at 

least weekly – one male from each school, four girls from Mitchell High and five girls from Newland 

High (Tables 20 and 21, Appendix 7).  

When asked whether they had verbally abused or harassed others at school this year either individually or 

as a member of a group, and roughly how often, fourteen admitted verbally abusing others at least weekly 

and four admitted doing it daily (Tables 22 and 23, Appendix 7).  When these figures were cross tabulated 

by school and sex, a discrepancy appeared between girls who volunteered from Mitchell High and those 

from Newland High. Seven of the ten girls interviewed from Newland High admitted abusing others at 

least once a week, compared with two of the ten girls interviewed from Mitchell High. Three of the seven 

boys from Mitchell High and two of the five from Newland High admitted verbally abusing others at 

school at least once a week. Five of the twenty girls interviewed, and two of the twelve boys admitted to 

both verbally abusing others and to being abused by others at school at least once a week. Sometimes the 

abuse of others was in self-defence, or a form of revenge or retaliation. 

7.3.2 Who verbally abuses whom? 

Students were then asked to indicate on another scale (1-10), with one as ‘all males’, five and six as ‘both 

sexes’ and ten as ‘all females’, whether students who abuse others are generally male, female or both?  

The majority of students (N=20) perceived girls as most commonly abusing others verbally (N=8 for 

males), with an additional four nominating both girls and boys as abusing others most commonly. When 

cross tabulated for school, participants saw girls as the main perpetrators of verbal abuse in both schools 

(N=10 from each school) (Tables 25 and 26, Appendix 7). However, when asked to indicate on a similar 

scale whether boys or girls were generally on the receiving end of verbal harassment/abuse, the picture 

was more varied, although girls were perceived by many (N=13) as being far more likely targets of verbal 

abuse than boys (N=4). However, most (N=15) stated that both males and females were vulnerable. When 

cross-tabulated for school, there were some minor variations across the two schools, but in both schools 

girls were seen as more vulnerable to verbal abuse than boys (Tables 27 and 28, Appendix 7). 

7.3.3 Harmfulness of verbal abuse 

To test some of the assumptions that were dominant in the discourse on gender differences in the focus 

groups (reported in Chapter Six), I asked students in Mitchell High and Newland High “on a scale of one 

to ten, with one being ‘not harmful’ and ten being ‘extremely harmful’, how harmful do you think that 

persistent verbal abuse/harassment at school is to boys and girls who are the victims?” (Appendix 4).  The 

majority of the interviewees stated that persistent verbal abuse was more harmful to girls than boys. It is 

interesting, however, in the light of prior comments about gender differences, that the difference was 

minor. Twenty-five thought that boys would be harmed by persistent verbal abuse compared to twenty-

eight thinking girls would be harmed, but with a perception that girls would be more likely to be harmed 

more seriously than boys. When the data were cross tabulated by sex, all of the girls and ten of the twelve 

boys thought that persistent verbal abuse was harmful to both boys and girls, challenging some of the 

notions put forward in the discourse on gender difference (Tables 29 and 30, Appendix 7). Participants 
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were then asked to explain why this was so. Their statements about why girls were likely to be more hurt 

than boys were similar to statements made in the earlier focus group research and combined to make up a 

particular discourse on girls being more emotionally vulnerable and dependent on others than boys 

(Extracts 10 & 11, Appendix 9). This discourse was also dominant in the focus groups. 

In the individual interviews, boys and girls offered various reasons for girls being more hurt by verbal 

abuse than boys, although there was some acknowledgement from boys that they may be affected too.  

Adrian from Newland High recognised the power of verbal abuse to construct one’s subjectivity 

regardless of sex.  He agreed with the girls that girls’ verbal abuse towards each other tended to be more 

hurtful and protracted than boys’, but also noted repetitive verbal abuse tended to have a long-term effect 

on the self-esteem of both sexes. 

Adrian (B): Yeah girls are more hurtful when it comes to ...’Cause they like to dish it out but in a way 
they don’t like to get it back. Guys are like “you’re a dickhead” or something, guys are very out 
there, they do it and then just go, girls just carry on for a while. 
Q: Okay, so with boys it’s over and done with and with girls it’s... 
Adrian (A): Boys it’s just like that and girls it’s like a thousand hours ... 
 
Adrian (B): Yeah. Verbal is more harmful {than physical} because it sticks in your mind a lot and it 
stays there for ever and every time you walk past that person that did it to you you’re pretty scared 
and you just run away or something. 
Q: And so do you think it could affect your self-image? 
Adrian (B): Yeah probably - if they say you’re a “geek” you probably tend to believe it after a while.  

 

Damien from Mitchell High also believed that girls would be more hurt by verbal abuse because they are 

more emotionally “fragile” than boys, although he did concede that boys might cover up their feelings. 

Q: Girls would get a bit more harmed you think.  Why do you think girls will get more harmed? 
Damien (A): Because they are more fragile with their emotions and that. 
Q: So they would take it to heart more than boys.  Do you think boys cover it up that they are hurt?  
Or do you think they really don’t get as hurt? 
Damien (A): Sometimes they cover it up and other times they wouldn’t care. 
Q: So you think boys are marginally tougher than girls? 
Damien (A): Yeah. 

 

Dean from Newland High thought verbal abuse would be extremely harmful for both boys and girls 

because of the associated loss of confidence, depression and lack of trust in one’s friends. 

Q: Yeah.  And why do you think it’s extremely harmful for both sexes? 
Dean (B): Because further in life you think “Oh why should I make friends, they’re only going to 
abandon me for different people, and they’ll pay me out because they know things about me” and all 
this. 
Q: So it will make them lose confidence. 
Dean (B): Yeah, they’d get depressed. 

 

Astrid, also from Newland High, gave examples of repetitive verbal abuse that led herself and her female 

friends to become depressed and consider suicide. 
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Q: Why do you think it’s harmful, what effect does it have? 
Astrid (B): You can push people like into suicide and stuff like that; it doesn’t make you feel very 
good. 
Q: Yeah, have you known anybody to get suicidal? 
Astrid (B): Yes, I’ve, mmm………… 
Q: Did you think about suicide? 
Astrid (B): Yeah, and like my friend just spoke about it, like “If this shit doesn’t stop” you know. 
Q: Really, she’s talked about killing herself? 
Astrid (B): Not the friend that I talked about before, but certain people just, you know, you hear 
people say “I can’t go on with my life anymore”, “I’m sick of this shit”. 
Q: And have you felt that way? 
Astrid (B): Yeah. 
Q: Have you known anyone actually try suicide? 
Astrid (B): Yes. 
Q: As a result of getting abused? 
Astrid (B): Yeah. 
Q: So you figure if somebody gets harassed persistently at school it would make them feel suicidal? 
Astrid (B): Yeah. It would certainly make them feel depressed? 

 

Various statements from girls in Mitchell High (Extract 12, Appendix 9) indicated that verbal abuse was 

viewed as a serious problem for girls, especially if it occurred over a period of time.  They noted that girls 

stayed away from school because of abuse, a comment supported by our survey findings. They described 

girls as being more likely to be harmed by abuse than boys because they were more vulnerable to attacks 

on their femininity, for example they were more conscious of their body size, weight and image as being 

important to the construction of their feminine identity. Similar to the earlier findings, they also noted that 

girls harboured strong, negative feelings for longer than boys, suggesting that girls lacked the 

assertiveness or confidence to express their feelings directly. 

7.3.4 Bystander responses to witnessing verbal abuse 

Participants were asked how they and others responded when they witnessed verbal abuse or harassment 

at school. The majority reported that they did not intervene.  Boys were less inclined to intervene than 

girls, partly because it was ‘not cool’ to be seen to be supporting a person lower in the hierarchy, and 

partly through fear of being labelled or attracting abuse if they got involved.  Some said they might 

intervene to help a friend, but only if they were not at risk of getting abused or excluded.  

Q: Do you ever come in to the rescue of anybody? 
John (B): No because you don’t know what they could do to you. 
 
Adrian (B): If I see somebody upset I don’t go up to them and comfort them. 
Q: Why not? 
Adrian (B): I ... somebody else around … but I think everybody has expectations of other people like, 
if you do something that looks really out of the ordinary and you go and comfort somebody from 
school you’d probably get called names and you wouldn’t be liked much any more. 
 
Drew (A): Most people don’t really care.  If it’s a friend they might.  Or someone they don’t like. 
Q: So there is no real sense of caring or responsibility for the person? 
Drew (A): No.  They are just a bystander.  Nothing to get too worried about.   

 
Girls were more likely to intervene, particularly when the victim was a friend or someone was being 

disadvantaged unfairly.  Whilst they would not intervene if they were likely to attract abuse themselves, 

most of the girls said they would feel guilty or ‘really bad’ if they failed to support a friend. 
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Alice (B): If it’s like four on two on one, I’d be saying something. 
Q: Yeah. 
Alice (B): But, if it’s just like, if there was someone picking on a ‘retard’ or something, I would stop 
it.  That’s mean, I think that’s cruel. 
Q: Yeah. 
Alice (B): But if it’s like they can stand up for themselves … 
Q: If it’s a fair fight. 
Alice (B): Yeah, then I’ll just stay back. 
 
Ann (B): If I see one of my friends getting picked on or something I’ll usually come up and I’ll 
usually say “oh what’s happening” and then they’ll be like “oh blah, blah, blah this happened” and 
I’ll probably say something like “oh well”. Usually it’s got nothing to do with the person who’s 
picking on them, it’s usually a friend of a friend or something saying “oh you did this to my friend” 
and I’ll be like “it’s got nothing to do with you”. But sometimes, cause my friend got all these girls 
came up to her and started having a go at her and throwing food at her and stuff and I just stood right 
back because I didn’t want to get into it at all. 
Q: For fear of getting abused yourself? 
Ann (B): Yeah but I felt really bad because people that were doing it to her, some of them were my 
friends too and I thought - well what am I meant to do here, what they’re doing is wrong but I don’t 
want to stand in because they could end up doing it to me. 
 
Julie (A): Well I try to stay out of it unless I’m involved in some way.  Because a lot of people don’t 
mind their own business and they end up getting involved and they end up being in the same 
situation.   
Q: So you stay out of it. 
Julie (A): Unless someone comes up and starts abusing my friend.  I’m not just going to stand there.   

 

Most girls reported that they would comfort and support a friend after the episode of abuse if they were 

unable to intervene effectively during the episode. This was not the case for boys – as one boy said, that 

would be seen as “wussy”. 

In keeping with the focus group findings, some students in Newland and Mitchell High saw verbal and 

physical fights as a form of entertainment. Participants reported that bystanders often encouraged abusive 

behaviour by laughing and cheering when it occurred, and by ‘egging people on’, unless a good friend 

was involved. 

Q: If somebody is harassing somebody else verbally at school, what do the other kids normally do? 
Emily (A): Sit there and laugh and think it’s funny. 
Q: Even though it might be serious for the person on the receiving end. Do students enjoy watching a 
good fight do you think? 
Emily (A): Yeah, they do. 
Q: It’s fun and a bit of entertainment? 
Emily (A): Yeah.  Love it. 
Q: Even if someone is being hurt? 
Emily (A): Yeah.  They don’t jump in, they just watch.  When there is a fight people are like, 
“Fight!” 
Q: And they egg it on.  That’s physical.  Even verbal they will do the same thing? 
Emily (A): Yeah, just stand there and watch them have a go at each other. 
Q: And occasionally they might rescue someone? 
Emily (A): If they are like good friends with them or something.   

 

7.3.5 Effects on bystanders of witnessing verbal abuse  

Participants were also asked about the effects on themselves and other bystanders of witnessing verbal 

abuse.  Most said that, even though bystanders do not usually intervene to stop abuse, they do get the 
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message about ways they should or should not behave in order to avoid being abused. Some also 

suggested that witnessing abuse reinforced the fact that abusing others is ‘cool’ behaviour and encouraged 

a climate of ‘meanness’.  

Q: I’m just wondering if there is this abuse and harassment going on and other people watching, what 
affect do you think its having on people who are watching? What message is it giving them? 
Adrian (B): I think that’s it’s cool to harass people.  And you have to do it to be cool... 
 
Q: What do you think is the affect that it has on everybody at the school generally? 
Emily (A): To be mean to people that you can be mean to.   
Q: So you think it encourages a climate of meanness? 
Emily (A): Yeah. 

 

Most of the students interviewed said that witnessing abuse left some bystanders living in fear, and acted 

to reinforce or maintain the norms established by the powerful groups in the school. 

Ann (B): I think a lot of people are living in fear because if they say one word out of line that 
something’s going to happen, you know something is going to come back to them. So a lot of people 
they just don’t say anything but some people they say it behind people’s backs, which could make it 
worse in the long run. They could say “Oh well you said it behind my back, if you’re going to say it 
say it to my face” and then a big brawl starts. 
 
Q: How do you think maybe it affects them? 
April (B): Yeah, in case it might happen to them, which it will because, I never thought it would 
happen to me, cause all my friends and that have never turned on me like that before, but now … 
 
Astrid (B): It makes them to try not to do what everyone else is doing. 
 
Dean (B): Some people would get upset and probably leave school because they’re not doing any 
work because they’re too afraid to go and get hurt or anything. 
 
Damien (A): Some people might think if they see someone doing it, they don’t want to mess with 
them.   
Q: So it makes them a bit frightened of that person? 
Damien (A): Yeah. 
 
Kelly (A): I think they will be feeling pretty scared because they are not sure if it’s going to happen 
to them or not.   
 
Michael (B): It scares them, they’re inferior, they worry about what they do and everything else  
Q: And you said that even you worry? 
Michael (B): Yeah, I worry about what I say, and that, so …  I worry about what I say around people 
because I don’t want to end up upsetting the wrong kind of person, I’ll try to monitor what I say to 
avoid being caught up with something that I don’t want to be caught up in. 
 
Nancy (B): Yeah, like the thing with my friend, you know, picked on sort of thing, I was thinking - 
oh you know, I’d better not say anything about those people, because you know … something ... 
could happen. 
Q: Yeah.  Well in a sense it does have an effect; it gets people to behave in certain ways? 
Nancy (B): Yeah, it gets people not to say anything about a certain group, or yeah, about a certain 
person. 
 
Nora (A): Some just don’t want to talk or mix with the people that do it because if they say 
something wrong or do something wrong they will get it.   
Q: So you think it makes them a bit frightened? 
Nora (A): Yeah. 
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Q: And does it lead to a bad feeling?   
Nora (A): Yeah.  Like insecurity.  They don’t really want to be around.  Scared to come to school or 
be near those people.   
 
Terry (A): Yeah.  If it’s like a fight and they are hammering, they are like “I don’t want that to 
happen to me.  Better start watching what I say or whatever.” 
Q: So in a way it controls what the others do. 
Terry (A): That’s what I mean.  Like the reputation.  They see someone abuse someone they are - 
like, “I don’t want to mess with him”.   

 
 

7.3.6 Teacher/counsellor responses to verbal abuse 

In the focus group and individual interviews, students in all schools canvassed had a lot to say about the 

role teachers and counsellors played in assisting them to handle verbal abuse at school.  Most of them 

stated that when they went to the teacher to report abuse it usually made things worse.  The abusers 

usually found out and escalated the abuse, accusing them of “dobbing”, or even worse, “bashed them up”.  

Even if the abuse went away in the short term, it usually surfaced again.  Some boys and a few girls 

thought it was “not cool” to go to a counsellor – male and female students who did ran the risk of being 

called “a wuss’” (Extract 57, Appendix 9).  A few students (mainly female), however, found going to the 

counsellor helpful for personal reasons, but in general it did not reduce the incidence of verbal abuse and 

more often than not escalated the problem. When interviewed, the counsellors from both Newland High 

and Mitchell High agreed. 

When students wanted to talk to teachers or counsellors about their problems, confidentiality was 

fundamentally important.  In some schools where the focus groups were held, students stated that they did 

not confide in counsellors (who were also teachers) because of the perception that counsellors told their 

stories to other teachers or their parents (without their permission), who then got involved and made 

matters worse (Extract 58, Appendix 9).  Students interviewed from Mitchell High or Newland High also 

raised this issue, emphasising the problem of counsellors’ and teachers’ interventions unintentionally 

indicating to other students that they had been told about the abuse. 

The participants stated that the most helpful teachers and counsellors were those who respected them as 

equals, who kept confidences strictly, and who listened to and understood students’ stories from the 

students’ perspectives. Teachers who set firm rules or limits and enforced them made some participants 

feel safe, in particular those in schools where there were higher levels of violence (Extract 59, Appendix 

9). 

A number of participants stated that teachers were powerless to do anything about verbal abuse at school 

because many students didn’t care if they were suspended, and teachers could not physically stop people 

from verbally abusing each other, especially when everyone was defying them in the classroom (Extract 

60, Appendix 9).  

There were mixed reports about teacher responses to verbal abuse.  Some teachers ignored it, others 

trivialised it and others made attempts to sort it out, which often failed.  In general, students in all schools 

did not think that teachers handled verbal abuse well, in particular when it occurred in front of them. A 
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couple of students in Newland High, however, thought that verbal abuse was handled well by some 

teachers in their school (Extract 61, Appendix 9). Most participants thought that both physical and verbal 

abuse should be treated seriously, yet overall, the students and counsellors at both schools believed staff 

imposed weaker sanctions on verbal abuse than on physical abuse.  

Students interviewed individually and in groups had mixed feelings about their parent(s) becoming 

involved in their conflicts at school.  A few students found it easy to talk to their parents and extended 

family, but most preferred not to get them involved for fear that they would approach teachers or their 

protagonists, and make things worse.  Some students said they felt too ashamed to tell their parents or 

family members that they were being abused. Most resented counsellors or teachers telling their parents.  

Again, some boys thought that it was “wussy” or “not cool” to talk to their parents and preferred to deal 

with their problems themselves (Extract 62, Appendix 9). 

When asked what teachers could do differently, most students thought there should be stronger 

punishments for verbal abuse and that student bystanders should be encouraged to intervene.  

 
Adrian (B): We have a referral system but if you get into trouble you get a referral but I don’t think it 
really works. They should have a really bad punishment like community work or something. 
Q: So it should be treated more seriously? 
Adrian (B): Yeah it has to be treated more serious, they need a more high punishment so it would 
make them realise what they’re doing. 
 
Q: You think people should be more involved do you? 
Astrid (B): Yeah, I think people should just not let it go, you know, like, they wouldn’t want people 
to just let it go if it was happening to them, so why should they just let it go. 
Q: What about teachers and counsellors and things, would you prefer that they did something else? 
Astrid (B): They should tell people off more often. 

 

7.4  Discussion  

Participants in the focus groups, survey and individual interviews in Newland High and Mitchell High 

identified gender-based verbal abuse and harassment as being a serious problem in their schools. 

However, in common with Mason’s findings, I gained the overall impression that it was not just the 

abusive words that were damaging, but the discourses that turned them into particular types of statements 

(Mason, 2002), with associated assumptions about what was ‘normal’ or ‘acceptable’ and ‘abnormal’ or 

‘unacceptable’ behaviour. Calling other persons hurtful or derogatory names often implied that they had 

crossed a boundary of acceptable or normal behaviour, or physicality. If insulting or abusive names were 

used repeatedly, they reinforced existing knowledge and made the abused person(s) and bystanders aware 

of where they stood in relation to others in the pecking order. It also let others know who were appropriate 

targets for victimisation and made them wary of stepping out of line. There were indications that some 

adolescents were more vulnerable to verbal abuse than others, in particular those on the lowest peer group 

hierarchy level in terms of powerfulness and popularity. 
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There were suggestions in the interviews that the degree of hurtfulness of an insult, put-down, name or 

verbal attack depended on many things, such as: the position of the abuser and their victim in the peer 

group hierarchy; the gender of the abuser and/or the victim; the context; whether or not the abuse was 

one-off or repeated; the nature of the relationship (friend, foe or stranger; group or individual); the 

recipient’s perception or interpretation of the words used and their intent; and the nature and degree of the 

recipient’s vulnerability, resilience, defensiveness or resistance. 

The dominant discourse on verbal abuse and gender in the individual interviews was similar in some 

respects to the discourse in the focus groups and survey. However, girls were described as the main 

perpetrators and recipients of verbal abuse – to be ‘feminine’ was to be: vulnerable to being abused about 

aspects of your femininity (such as appearance and body size); more passive than boys in the face of 

verbal abuse; more dependent on close relationships and others’ opinions; more physically and 

emotionally ‘fragile’, with the associated risks (such as depression and suicide) and consequences (such 

as staying home from school when victimised); and more responsive to the associated issues of trust, 

reputation and attacks on one’s social and physical image.  

It has been noted that the binary and essentialist nature of the discourse on gender constructs femininities 

and masculinities in opposition. However, participants acknowledged  that verbal abuse can be as hurtful 

as physical assault, particularly in the longer term, that it can hurt boys as well as girls, and that it can 

affect both girls’ and boys’ self-esteem negatively. Mason’s findings that words can “engender immediate 

and long-term emotional wounds in the form of anxiety, fear, anger, humiliation and so on” (Mason, 

2002, p.97) had implications for both boys and girls.   

Butler, and other feminists who emphasise the performative aspects of language, see language “mostly as 

agency – an act with consequences, an extended doing, a performance with effects” (Butler, 1997, p.7), 

and identity as plural and inter-subjective, always in the process of becoming.  Identity is a continual, 

repetitive process that occurs partly through categorisations that tell us what types of individuals we are, 

making verbal abuse a technique through which identity can be ‘performatively’ achieved: 

In being called an injurious name, one is derogated and demeaned. But the name holds 
out another possibility as well: by being called a name, one is also, paradoxically, given 
a certain possibility for social existence, initiated into a temporal life of language that 
exceeds the prior purposes that animate that call (ibid, p.2) … Hate speech exposes a 
prior vulnerability to language, one that we have by virtue of being interpellated kinds 
of beings, dependent on the address of the Other in order to be (ibid, p.26). 

Butler argued, however, that verbal abuse does not always have the same injurious impact as physical 

violence and regularly “misses its mark” (Butler, 1997, p.33). Whilst there is a clear link between the 

words uttered and their putative power to injure, whether or not words wound depends on who does the 

interpreting of what the words mean and what they perform, and the social position they occupy. She 

noted that in “hate speech” the ritual appears to be one of subordination, but she acknowledged the critical 

importance of agency that is derived from the limitations of language: 
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Indeed, as we think about worlds that might one day become thinkable, sayable, 
legible, the opening up of the foreclosed and the saying of the unspeakable become part 
of the very “offense” that must be committed in order to expand the domain of 
linguistic survival.  The resignification of speech requires opening new contexts, 
speaking in ways that have never yet been legitimated, and hence producing 
legitimation in new and future forms (Butler, 1997, p.41). 

Mason and Butler both suggested that verbal abuse could define what we are, but not who we are.   Mason 

used Foucault’s metaphor of the panopticon to suggest that while abusive discourse may render categories 

and stereotypes visible, it will not make visible what is happening in the shadows: 

...it is crucial to distinguish between the capacity of violence to partially or 
momentarily constitute an identity category and its inability to determine how that 
category will be lived and reinvented everyday (Mason, 2002, p.117). 

The impact of verbal abuse on the constitution of the masculine and feminine subjectivities of the 

adolescents in the schools in this study will be explored in more depth in the next two chapters from the 

perspective of the adolescents interviewed to identify what is happening ‘in the shadows’.  These findings 

will be compared with the findings of similar studies. 

Finally, students in this study reported that abused students found it difficult to report verbal abuse or 

harassment to teachers or counsellors for fear they would be called ‘dobbers’ and/or that the abusive 

behaviour toward them would escalate. Kenway et al. pointed out that it takes courage to report 

harassment:  

Regrettably, girls (and boys) who use institutional procedures developed to protect 
them are characterised as weak and powerless victims rather than strong and powerful 
defenders (Kenway et al., 1997, p.119). 

Connell also warned that authoritarian, disciplinary approaches to bullying and sex-based harassment tend 

to emphasise the problem, reducing the possibility of the targets (who are often girls) developing agency 

and increasing the possibility of boys joining together in defiance of authority or as a form of protest 

masculinity (Connell, 1995).  The participants’ suggestions in this study that teachers and other adults do 

not treat verbal abuse as seriously as physical abuse and that the current disciplinary measures taken by 

teachers and administrators to deal with verbal harassment and abuse in schools tend to escalate the 

problem, need to be taken seriously. Therefore alternative ways of addressing the issue of verbal abuse 

and harassment in schools will be explored in the concluding chapter.  
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C h a p t e r  8  

ADOLESCENT GENDERED IDENTITIES: MASCULINITIES 

Rhymes of the playground: Taunts and Insults 

To boys 

Georgie, Porgie, pudenny pie, 
Kissed the girls and made them cry16 (Turner, 1969, p.71). 

 
Girlie, girlie, 
Hair’s gone curly17 (ibid, p.72). 

 
Get home to your mother, 
You dirty old bugger, 
You don’t belong to me18 (ibid, p.72). 

 
What are little boys made of? 
Frogs and snails and puppy dogs’ tails; 
That’s what little boys are made of. 
(A rhyme commonly recited when I was a child). 

 

8.1  The hierarchical  construct ion of  masculinit ies  in  schools  

This chapter will explore the hierarchical construction of masculinities in South Australian schools from 

the perspective of the adolescents in this study. It will also identify the dominant markers of masculinity 

from the text of their interviews, the meanings that are given to these markers and the role that verbal 

abuse plays in the construction and maintenance of particular forms of masculinity. The dominant 

discourses on masculinities will then be identified and discussed in relation to other studies. Boys were 

more inclined to present the dominant perspective on gender in the focus groups than in the individual 

interviews, where they were more able to offer their individual perspectives and assessments of their 

peers’ dominant views. 

Various researchers have reported that the ‘boys will be boys’ myth is still dominant in Australian 

schools, thereby neglecting the diversity of boys’ experiences, narrowing their options, and excusing or 

minimising unacceptable behaviour by seeing it as ‘normal’ (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & 

Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway et al., 1997). Martinez reported that administrators and teachers spend 80% 

of their time managing boys’ behaviour in schools (Martinez, 1994, p.8).   

                                                 
16 Melbourne, 1967. 
17 Canberra, 1963.  To a boy with curly hair. 
18 Canberra, 1959. 
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Many aspects of masculinity are important considerations in this research. Firstly, seeing masculinity as a 

performance meant that it was important to focus on what boys actually do rather than on masculinity as 

an internal ‘essence’ (Butler, 1990a).  Secondly, race, class, disability and ethnicity were important 

dimensions of their experience as they intersected with gender. Thirdly, it was important to study the 

experiences of both boys and girls, as masculinity and femininity are constructed in a contrasting, 

relational way, making it difficult to study them independently: 

The obsessive exaggeration of these distinctions is one cause of the extremes of 
violent, misogynist and generally anti-social practices of some men (Gilbert & 
Gilbert, 1998, p.48). 

The practice of various masculinities was seen to be constructed along with, but distinct from femininities 

(Connell et al., 1982; Mac an Ghaill, 1994; Thorne, 1990). Fourthly, it was acknowledged that boys in 

schools negotiated the various discourses on masculinity available to them on a daily basis in different 

localities or contexts. It was assumed that their experience of masculinity was complex, often 

contradictory and “struggled over” (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998, p.49). Finally, it was assumed that there were 

multiple, “diverse, dynamic and changing” masculinities that were regulated and reproduced by the 

dominant discourses in their peer group and the broader society (ibid). I was interested in the symbols, 

narratives and practices that embodied the participants’ understanding and constitution of masculinities, 

and the role and function of verbal abuse. 

8.2  Connell’s  hierarchy of  masculinit ies  

Connell’s social theory of gender is based on hierarchical relations of power. His theory has enhanced the 

understanding that masculinities and femininities are situational, multiple, dynamic and in competition, 

and emerge from within particular historical, social, cultural and economic conditions. He described four 

dominant masculinities and defined the practices as hegemonic masculinity, subordinate masculinity, 

complicit masculinity and marginalised masculinity (Connell, 1995, pp.204-224). In doing so, he 

specified two types of relationship – on the one hand hegemony, domination/subordination and 

complicity, and marginalisation/authorisation on the other. 

8.2.1 Hegemonic masculinities 

In 1971, Gramsci used the term ‘hegemony’ to explain the complex way that social understandings can be 

shaped through the domination and intellectual and moral leadership of a small group (Gramsci, 1971). 

Carrigan, Connell and Lee drew on this concept to develop a theory of ‘hegemonic masculinity’ (Carrigan 

et al., 1985). Hegemonic ideologies preserve, legitimate and naturalise the powerful group’s interests, and 

marginalise and subordinate the claims of other groups (Wetherall & Edley, 1999).   

Hegemonic masculinities (there is more than one) are the practices of masculinity that occupy the 

dominant position within a particular set of gender relations or gender order. They define social 

understandings of ideal masculinity.  Hegemony involves contest and struggle and is centrally connected 

to the subordination of women and alternative forms of masculinity, such as those that are gay or 

effeminate.  According to Connell, the task of ‘being a man’ involves taking on and negotiating a form of 
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hegemonic masculinity. He noted that “it is the successful claim to authority, more than direct violence, 

that is the mark of hegemony (though violence often underpins and supports authority)” (Connell, 1995, 

p.77).  

Various authors have identified the relationship between being male, masculinity and the perpetration of 

violence.  It was noted in Chapter One that men have been, and continue to be the predominant 

perpetrators of violence toward women, children and other men in Australian society (Egger, 1995). 

Gilbert suggested that “male violence may even outrank disease and famine as the major source of human 

suffering” (Gilbert, 1994, p.532) and Kaufman explains the context of male dominance within which 

male violence occurs: 

The act of violence is many things at once. At the same instant it is the individual man 
acting out relations of sexual power; it is the violence of a society - a hierarchical, 
authoritarian, sexist, class divided, militarist, racist, impersonal crazy society - being 
focused through the individual man onto an individual woman (Kaufman, 1987, p.1). 

Male hegemony (or patriarchy) is central to this context of male violence. Feminists believe that male 

violence is a practice that serves to create and maintain a power inequality between men and women in a 

patriarchal society (Yllo & Bograd, 1990).  

In contemporary Australian society, hegemonic masculinities tend to be heterosexual, characterised by 

power, authority, aggression and technical competence (Connell, 1987).  Connell suggested that 

hegemonic masculinity is an ideal or aspirational goal, which he correlated with ‘macho’ forms of 

masculinity, although he stressed it is not fixed or the same but is “a position always contestable” 

(Connell, 1995: 76). Wetherell, Edley and Frosh, however, argued that Connell’s concept of hegemonic 

masculinity was insufficiently developed, failing to address the question of how the forms of hegemonic 

masculinity actually prescribe or regulate males’ lives (Frosh, 1994; Wetherall & Edley, 1999). This 

chapter intends to throw some light on this question by analysing how hegemonic and other forms of 

masculinity have prescribed and regulated young males’ lives in secondary schools in South Australia, 

from the perspective of young male and female, 14 to 15-year-old Year 9 students. 

8.2.2 Subordinate masculinities 

Subordinate masculinities describe ways of being masculine that fail to meet the standards of what it 

commonly expected of ‘real’ men. Connell’s overall framework has specific gender relations of 

dominance and subordination between groups of men, such as the dominance of heterosexual men and the 

subordination of homosexual men.  “Oppression positions homosexual masculinities at the bottom of a 

gender hierarchy among men” (Connell, 1995, p.78). Connell also listed heterosexual males who were 

seen as illegitimate, effeminate, non-physical and/or academically-oriented in this lowest category, and 

linked verbal abuse to this process of subordination: 

The process is marked by a rich vocabulary of abuse: wimp, milksop, nerd, turkey, 
sissy, lilly liver, jellyfish, yellowbelly, candy ass, lady finger, pushover, cooky pusher, 
cream puff, mother fucker, panty waist, mother’s boy, four-eyes, ear-’ole, dweeb, geek, 
Milquetoast, Cedric, and so on.  Here too the symbolic blurring with femininity is 
obvious (Connell, 1995, p.79).  
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8.2.3 Complicit masculinities 

Connell argued that most men are complicit with hegemonic masculinity since they benefit from the 

subordination of women. Complicit masculinities are expressed through men implicitly and explicitly 

utilising ideas and practices that maintain men’s structural power and privilege.  In an earlier report I  

argued that the ‘boys/men as victims’ discourse (Biddulph, 1994; Farrell, 1993) is often situated within 

the interests of hegemonic masculinity (Bagshaw & Chung, 2000a, 2000b), as are claims that men and 

women are equally violent (Heady et al., 1999). Connell noted that not many men actually meet 

heterosexual masculinity’s normative standards but they comply with what he calls the “hegemonic 

project”:  

... the majority of men gain from its hegemony, since they benefit from the 
patriarchal dividend, the advantage men in general gain from the overall 
subordination of women (Connell, 1995, p.79). 

 

8.2.4 Marginalised masculinities 

Marginalised masculinities refer to non-gendered characteristics that influence a male’s position within 

the hierarchy of masculinity, including ability, class, race and ethnicity. These masculinities are excluded 

structurally and materially from the dominant ways of ‘being a man’. For Connell, marginalisation refers 

to:  

... the relations between masculinities and dominant and subordinate classes or 
ethnic groups. Marginalisation is always relative to the authorization of the 
hegemonic masculinity of the dominant group (Connell, 1995, pp.80-81).  

In order to be legitimated, the dominant group gives social authority to the marginalised group, for 

example Aboriginal males who excel at popular sports such as Australian Rules football or soccer. 

8.3  The discursive posit ioning of  boys in the peer group hierarchy 

Having ascertained the participants’ general views of the similarities and differences between boys and 

girls in Year 9 (which were based largely on traditional stereotypes of masculinity and femininity) and 

their views of the relative powerfulness of males and females in their year (as outlined in Chapter Seven), 

I asked questions in the individual interviews that required participants to describe and discuss boys who 

were seen as ‘powerful’, ‘popular’ and ‘properly masculine’ in their year.  This process was not intended 

to fit specific students neatly into the various discursive categories of masculinity, which was not possible 

because the effect of various discourses was such that boys adopted more than one identity, depending on 

the context. However, the dominant discourse on masculinity in the peer group positioned boys in various 

levels of a socially-constructed hierarchy, based on their level of perceived status and power in the group, 

similar to the hierarchy described by Connell (Connell, 1987; Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995). 

Interviewees described individuals and groups with similar characteristics as ‘masculine’, ‘powerful’ and 
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‘popular’, and positioned them (particularly those boys who were defined as ‘macho’ and ‘cool’) in the 

upper level regardless of what they thought of them personally.   

Table 8.1: The positioning of different masculinities in the peer group hierarchy 
by the dominant discourse of Year 9 students in Mitchell High and Newland 
High 

Assigned power/status 
level of boys in the 
peer group hierarchy 

Degree of masculinity/femininity of boys as defined 
by the dominant discourse 

Discursive effect: 
category or style of 
masculinity 

Upper level boys Ideal masculinity (unattainable). 
 
Exaggerated masculinity. 
 
Flexible, confident masculinity.  

‘Hegemonic’  
 
‘Cool’, ‘macho’ 
 
‘Smart’ 

Middle level boys Self-styled masculinity (individuals, rebels). 
 
Conformist, conservative masculinity. 

‘Resistant’  
  
‘Complicit’ 

Lower level boys Failed, weak masculinity - studious, gay and 
effeminate boys (‘geek’, ‘loser’, ‘loner’, ‘wuss’,  ‘gay’, 
‘poofter’, ‘girl’). 
  
Structurally marginalised masculinities due to poverty 
(‘povo’, ‘derro’) and/or disabilities (‘crippo’, ‘Minda’)  
and/or ethnicity (‘boong’, ‘ching’). 

‘Subordinated’  
 
 
 
‘Marginalised’  

 

8.3.1 Boys in the upper level of the peer group hierarchy 

Boys described as ‘powerful’ and ‘popular’ fell roughly into one of two sub-categories of masculinity that 

I have labelled ‘cool’ and ‘smart’ (Table 8.1). I borrowed the word ‘smart’ as a descriptor for a cluster of 

boys from Alice, who described a group of boys who did not fit the ‘macho’, ‘cool’ category, but who 

were described as powerful none-the-less. These boys were high academic achievers, but unlike ‘geeks’, 

who were relegated to the lower level of the hierarchy, ‘they were included in the ‘in’ group. 

Q: Is there anything else about being male that … 
Alice (B): I just, I like guys who are smart as well. 
Q: Clever. 
Alice (B): Yeah. 
Q: But in this school if you’re too clever, what happens to you as a male? 
Alice (B): Ah, it depends if you’re also smart as well as being in the ‘in’ group. Yeah, if it’s like that, 
then its okay, but if you’re like not, and very smart, you’re sort of like an outcast, and you get picked 
on for being a ‘square’ or a ‘geek’. 

 

Smart boys were more flexible and confident in their performance of masculinity and also displayed some 

feminine qualities, such as nurturing and caring.  They described themselves as independent, confident, 

sociable, good communicators, ‘good all-rounders’ (for example achieving high grades and being good at 

sport), physically ‘well-built’ and able to ‘be themselves’ in the face of peer pressure. Others described 

them similarly. They appeared to be less concerned with conforming to others’ codes in choice of 

clothing, hairstyles, friends and general behaviour than were the cool boys. It is interesting to note, 

however, that when asked to describe a ‘powerful’ or ‘popular’ boy, most participants (including boys 
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who were positioned as smart) described the cool boys, even though they personally admired the smart 

boys. When asked what a powerful boy looked like, Julie was one of the rare participants who described a 

boy who could be positioned as ‘smart’: 

Q: If there was someone who came down from Mars and they hadn’t a clue what a powerful boy 
looked like in Mitchell High, how would you describe a powerful boy? 
Julie (A): Well he would be built well. ’Cause you notice that the really slim, not well built, they are 
easy targets.  They don’t look very strong.  He would be good personality, people wise, can 
communicate well, that sort of stuff.   
Q: Would he have a certain look in terms of hair do, clothing? 
Julie (A): I don’t think the hairdo and clothes; I think it’s more the attitude.  Like if you are more 
confident about yourself.   

 

Astrid agreed that a caring attitude (as exemplified by one of the smart, popular boys) was important, 

although males did not articulate this view. 

Q: Is there a male that you admire for his characteristics, other than a boyfriend? 
Astrid (B): One of the popular boys. 
Q: What do you admire about him? 
Astrid (B): He’s popular but he talks to other people, he talks to people that aren’t as popular as him, 
he understands all the people he doesn’t just hang, he hangs around in his group, but he will go out of 
his way to talk to other people as well, be nice to them, he’s caring. 

 

One of the boys who was positioned in the discourse (by himself and others) as being popular and 

independent, was asked if he worried about the way he dressed or behaved at school for fear of being 

ostracised by his peer group.   

Damien (A): Not really. ’Cause I know everybody in the school.   
Q: So it wouldn’t bother you what they said.   
Damien (A):  If it’s how I want to dress and act then it doesn’t bother me. 
Q: Do you have male and female friends or mainly male? 
Damien (A): Both. 
Q: Would you see yourself as one of the powerful ones in the school? 
Damien (A): In my group, yeah. 
Q: What about in the year?   
Damien (A): Yeah, probably. 
Q: So if you had a wish, how would you prefer things were handled in this school? 
Damien (A): Well it doesn’t really bother me if it doesn’t happen to me or my family and friends … 
If it doesn’t happen to me then I’m right. 

 

Those boys positioned by the discourse as ‘cool’ had to work much harder than the ‘smart’ boys at 

asserting and maintaining a hegemonic, ‘macho’ masculine image.  All participants described the clusters 

of cool boys as associating with a large, powerful group, and as having uniform standards of dress and 

behaviour. When asked how a person from Mars would identify a powerful boy in the schoolyard, 

participants from both schools identified the cool boys as hanging around in a large group near the oval 

(or somewhere away from the teachers’ gaze), displaying tough, cool, confident, macho attitudes and 

behaviours (such as swearing, and verbally and physically abusing others), wearing designer clothes (very 

‘baggy’ pants in particular), with ‘in’ hair cuts (hair gelled, spiked or shaved), wearing special caps or 

bandanas, smoking dope and/or cigarettes, and sometimes flirting with, or sexually harassing attractive, 

‘popular’ girls.  Most participants depicted cool boys as often verbally or physically abusing others, 
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particularly those boys lower down in the hierarchy of masculinity, insulting girls who did not conform to 

their particular ‘norm’ or standard of femininity (and sexually harassing those that did), and rebelling 

against teachers and school rules. They were also described as avoiding schoolwork, and physically and 

verbally abusing teachers and other students in the classroom.  

Boys who were positioned as ‘cool’ were generally feared and/or revered by boys and girls positioned 

lower in the hierarchy. The hegemonic discourse was such that, in spite of not being particularly liked or 

admired by students in the middle or lower levels, the cool boys were described by most as ‘popular’, 

‘trend-setters’, generally being able to ‘do their own thing’, and as having power over other boys and girls 

in their year, mostly through being able to win physical fights. 

When asked who the most powerful people in their school were, several participants repeated the 

statement made in focus groups in Northern metropolitan State schools – “Asian boys are the most 

powerful”.  The hegemony of Asian boys in Mitchell and Newland high schools was attributed to their 

ability to muster a large Asian group from the community in order to win fights, their willingness and 

ability to use weapons, and their fashionable clothes and hairstyles, with some setting the trends. 

Q: If I was to come down from Mars and pick a powerful person, what would I notice about them in 
the schoolyard or in the classroom?  
John (B): That they hang around with like the Asians hang around with themselves. 
Q: Do you have many Asian students in your year? 
John (B): There’s a fair bit, there would be about 15 or something like that. 
Q: And they hang around together? 
John (B): Yeah. 
Q: What makes them powerful? 
John (B): You don’t want to ... like they’ve got heaps of other friends from different schools and all 
that. 
Q: And what happens if you get into trouble with them, say if you pick on them or …? 
John (B): Usually they ring up their friends sometimes and all these guys come down to the school. 
Q: What they all turned up, like when? 
John (B):  Yeah it depends like they organise it for recess or lunch. 
Q: Tell me what happens? 
John (B):  Like they start on the kid that started on them and they all like gang bash him. 
Q: How? 
John (B):  Mostly they use their fists but sometimes they have trolley poles (the handles on the 
supermarket trolleys). 

 

John, along with most of the students interviewed from Newland High, described an Asian boy, Robert 

(known as Rocky), as being the most macho, cool, powerful male in Year 9. He was physically tough and 

able to win fights (drawing on Asian friends and weapons as needed). Alice also described him as 

attractive and able to manipulate popular, attractive girls to his advantage. 
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Q: If you were to think of your year, is there one individual or one group that stands out as being 
more powerful than the rest? 
John (B): There would be this one guy, Rocky, they call him Rocky. 
Q: Why do they call him Rocky? 
John (B):  I’m not sure but he’s Asian, his real name is Robert, he is like really tough. 
Q: Tell me about Robert, what makes him tough? 
John (B):  He gets into a lot of fights and he’s one that would use weapons or anything. 
 
Q: Is he liked, or is he just feared or what {again referring to Robert}? 
Alice (B): Mm, depends what person.  I like him, he’s got, it depends if you, if you stuff around with 
him, and he gets pissed off, he’ll go for you.  But if he doesn’t like you, you stay clear of him. 
Q: When he goes for you, is that physically or verbally? 
Alice (B): Depends if you’re a guy or a girl.  I don’t think he would hit you if you were a girl, but if it 
was a guy, he would knock you. 
Q: Does he control the girls, in that sense? 
Alice (B): Some.  I think ’cause Robert, he goes between any two girls he wants - between two girls 
from here. 

 
April was Rocky’s current girlfriend when I started the interviews in Newland High. She had two serious 

physical fights with another girl over Robert and he watched from the sidelines. The rift between the two 

girls continued two months later, even though Robert had moved on to another girlfriend. 

April (B): … he was the type of guy that he would get you to really like him, then he would leave 
you for another girl, so it would be three girls fighting over just him ...That’s what all the fights over. 
Q: Yeah, yeah, sounds like he was manipulating a number of girls. 
April (B): Yeah. All ‘cause of a guy, it’s stupid, you don’t fight over a guy, cause they’re not worth 
it, like ... 

 
Another female member of the large, powerful group in Mitchell High described the cool, macho males in 

her group as being defiant of school authorities. 

Kelly (A): … the guys that I know, they just do what they want.  They don’t really listen.  If someone 
tells them to do something and they don’t want to do it they just won’t.  They will do their own thing 
most of the time.   

 
In a State school in the Southern metropolitan area, students from a mixed-sex focus group offered a 

description of ‘macho’, ‘cool’, popular Year 9 males in their school. When comparing this with the recent 

data collected in Mitchell High and Newland High, it was surprising how little the discourse had changed 

over the five years.   

Q: How would I identify the powerful boys in your year? 
M1: A group of people who walk around in baggy clothes. 
M2: Like Fred and Mohamed walk around in size 50 pants.  And then everybody else does the same 
thing. 
M3: Just being top.  Everybody looking up to you and thinking: “I had better not do anything to 
them.” 
Q: Because they are brighter?     (laughter) 
M3: They are dumb. 
Q: Stronger? 
M2: They’ve got big friends.   
M4: If you win in fights and then they look up to you. 
Q: So they win in fights.   
M3: And the minute they start getting beaten everybody else jumps in and starts helping them out.   
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8.3.2 Boys in the middle level of the peer group hierarchy  

The cluster of boys positioned in the middle level of the masculinity hierarchy could also be divided 

roughly into two sub-categories, as illustrated in Table 8.1.  One matched Connell’s category of 

‘complicit’ males (Connell, 1995), the other I described as ‘resistant’ males. Some boys moved between 

the categories. The complicit boys conformed to aspects of the dominant discourse on masculinity 

exemplified by the cool males without necessarily participating in their more illegal or dangerous 

activities, such as smoking dope. They avoided being seen with geeks, and to a certain extent wore the 

‘in’ clothing and hairstyles, with some modifications. The resistant males consciously rejected the 

hegemonic discourse on masculinity and acted more independently of others, similar to the smart boys.  

They were described as less confident and popular than the smart boys, but similar in that they were more 

likely to ‘do their own thing’ without caring so much about others’ views.  Ann described two resistant 

boys she admired. 

Ann (B): Well people that manage or get along, they put across the image that they do anyway, they 
might not be inside, they just might be braving it and putting a face on or whatever. But there’s a 
couple of them that they’re not this one, nor that one, they’re just right in the middle. 
Q: Who are they, who are the boys you think are coping pretty well? 
Ann (B): They’re a bit more to the ‘geeky’ side I guess. 
Q: What are their names? 
Ann (B): Alan and Ken, John. 
Q: So they’re boys that are managing to cope do you think? 
Ann (B): Boys who I think anyway because I don’t think they care what anyone else reckons. Alan 
and Ken are from more the geeky side and John, and another one Lee, they’re from more of the bit 
more popular side. 
Q: Is this the type of a boy that you admire? 
Ann (B): Someone who’s in the middle you know who doesn’t care about this, who doesn’t care 
about that, but he’s more focused on what he wants to do. 

 

Given that both girls and boys admired smart and resistant boys, it was noteworthy that when asked what 

they thought it meant to be ‘properly masculine’, or a ‘normal male’ in Year 9 at school, the participants 

positioned cool, macho males as hegemonic and rarely acknowledged the smart or resistant boys.  

8.3.3 Boys in the lower level of the peer group hierarchy  

Those boys who were positioned discursively in the lower level of the hierarchy were either 

‘subordinated’ or ‘marginalised’ (Connell, 1995). They tended to be on the receiving end of most of the 

teasing, insults, ridicule, taunts and other forms of verbal abuse, and were called ‘geeks’, ‘losers’, 

‘loners’, ‘poofters’ and other associated words (refer to the lists of abusive words in Appendix 9).  

Subordinated masculinities included those boys who were seen as weak, effeminate or gay.  

8.3.4 Marginalised masculinities 

Class, race, sexuality and disability affect the way male dominance and success are construed (Gilbert & 

Gilbert, 1998). Marginalised boys in the schools in this study, such as those with a disability, were mostly 

ignored and barely featured in the discourse at all. Boys with physical disabilities were marginalised 

because they did not have a body that was appropriately masculine and could not compete in the 

aggressive, competitive male culture.  They suffered the same fate as boys who were seen as effeminate 

and weak. They were stigmatised and labelled. Boys with intellectual disabilities were also marginalised 
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and described as ‘different’ and ‘strange’.  In one focus group in an all-boys Catholic school, one boy was 

described as ‘not normal’ and ‘easy to pay out’, as he was ‘too weak and scared to defend himself’.  He 

was teased repeatedly and called derogatory names, but also drew attention to himself by calling other 

boys names. 

Q: What sort of things cause conflict in this school? 
M1: There is this guy ... , he doesn’t do anything he just sits there.  But people come up and pay him 
out all the time. 
Q: What makes them do that? 
M1: I don’t know.  He will just be sitting there and then the guys playing handball they call him 
“Yiros” and “loner”.  Then he would probably come up and push them and then he would run away.  
But I don’t know why but they just pay him out a lot. 
M5: Same guy.  He’s like, he pays people out or pushes them or something.  And then he expects 
them to chase him.  He always runs away and then stops and calls them another name and then runs 
away. 
M3: He deserves to be hit.  He always pays people out and stuff.  He paid me out so I just grabbed 
him.  But I wasn’t going to hit him because Mr ... was there.   
M3: Yeah. ’Cause he’s got no friends.  He’s trying to make friends that way.  That’s how he makes 
friends. 
M6: The attention. 
Q: Doesn’t work you reckon, other than to get hit.  Is he unusual looking? 
M3: He’s just not normal, put it that way.  He’s different to other people. 
Q: In what way? 
M3: Like he’s too weak and scared to defend himself. 
M2: He just runs away. 
M8: I reckon that he’s a bit strange.  But not to that degree.  If someone did something wrong, like 
they are high class, people wouldn’t really take notice of it.  But then if you did something wrong, the 
same thing, then they go ‘sucked in’ or something like that.  They will probably pay you out more.  
It’s just the way people think. 
Q: You mentioned strange and different and you mentioned the guy can’t defend himself, what is it 
that’s strange and different? 
M8: It’s just ... 
Q: He just is.  Is that what you are saying? 
M8: He’s easy to pay out.   

 
Newland High and Mitchell High had LINK programs, which meant there were a number of students in 

those schools in wheelchairs. These students were called names such as ‘retard’, ‘spastic’, ‘cripple’ and 

‘Minda’, but this was more often than not behind their back. Girls were more concerned than boys about 

the abuse of students with disabilities. Rosemary stated that students who were intellectually challenged 

were often teased and called ‘nerd’ or ‘geek’ – “don’t come near me, you’re a loser”.  Ann described the 

way students with disabilities in Newland High were marginalised and positioned in a “whole different 

category’’. 

Q: What about disabled kids, do they have a problem? 
Ann (A): No I don’t think so, there is some fights between a disabled kid and another disabled kid 
and we usually call them ‘Minda fights’ but no one usually gets in on that but the people who stand 
around, they usually stand back and laugh because they think it’s funny. 
Q: So there’s a bit of a coldness about ... 
Ann (A): And people don’t usually pick a fight with a mentally challenged person I guess. 
Q: What do they call these people, do they label them and call them names or? 
Ann (A): Yeah ‘Mindas’ or ‘retards’ or something and even some of my friends come out and go 
“Oh look at that retard running down there” and you know it’s not called for but people do it because 
they think it’s socially acceptable. 
Q: And do they do it to their face? 
Ann (A): Not usually no. 
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Q: Behind their back. 
Ann (A): Yeah it depends because usually a lot of the retarded people, they do keep to themselves as 
well and they know better not to get into and they don’t even go anywhere near anyone else. They’re 
like in a whole different category. 

 
I interviewed Micky from Mitchell High who was deaf but was able to lip-read.  He had been teased in 

prior years by one boy and called a ‘deaf cunt’, among other things.  In the year I interviewed him, one of 

his peers regularly called him a ‘poofter’, often in class in front of the class teacher who did nothing, 

which he found offensive. The label ‘poofter’ defined Micky as weak or effeminate, which no doubt was 

associated with the fact that he was different by virtue of his small size and disability.   

Some participants pointed out that students with disabilities were not teased as much as some other 

students. As one girl said in a focus group in Mitchell High: “We’ve got people in wheel chairs in our 

school and not many people tease them. It shows how weak they are if they are picking on somebody who 

can’t fight back”. 

Although students were generally aware that racist comments would not be tolerated in their particular 

school, some boys were marginalised for reasons of ethnicity and were subjected to racist taunts.  This 

was more common in some schools than others.  Students in schools in the Northern suburbs reported 

most of the racist comments, perhaps due to the greater ethnic mix of students.  In the focus group 

interviews, Asian and Aboriginal boys were sometimes described as being ‘sensitive’ or ‘easily offended’, 

which then led to conflict. However, most students said they were too scared to offend them because of 

their strong support networks.  

Aboriginal communities experience more disadvantage than the population as a whole, with poor health, 

poverty, retention rates and absenteeism being major problems (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998).  Their emphasis 

on community and their Aboriginal identity, however, were a source of support in schools where there 

were sufficient numbers of Aboriginal students to rally around if they were attacked or abused. They were 

supportive of each other when threatened by racism and were sometimes feared by white students for 

their ability to win fights. This was also true for Asian students who banded together when one of their 

Asian peers was threatened or insulted.  Cultural differences presented a unique challenge for these 

students, which some were able to overcome by taking a collective approach. 

Q: What about people who are racially different?   
Julie (A): There is not anything actually serious.  This school is pretty multi-cultural. 
Q: What about Asian students? 
Julie (A): You wouldn’t say anything about the Asians.  They’ve got a lot of power at our school. 
Q: What sort of power? 
Julie (A): They hang in a big gang and they’ve bashed up a lot of people. I’ve seen girls bashed by 
Asian girls because they’ve been accused of being a racist.   
Q: And do they use weapons? 
Julie (A): I’ve seen someone with a file from woodwork.  Up their sleeve.   
Q: What about knives and that sort of thing? 
Julie (A): Some of the guys have knives.   
Q: So people are frightened of Asians? 
Julie (A): Yeah, I would say that. 
Q: So there is no way they would say anything lightly about an Asian person.   
Julie (A): And most people are not like that anyway because we have lots.  I don’t know anyone from 
this school who is racist. 
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Students were segregated by ethnicity in some schools. In spite of being frightened of retaliation, in 

Newland High and Mitchell High there were still reports of Asians being called names such as ‘nips’, 

‘gooks’, ‘chings’, ‘ching chongs’, ‘kooks’, ‘dumb wog’, ‘dumb goose’, ‘Asian invasion’, or they were 

told to ‘‘go back to your own country’’. Others from Southern European backgrounds were also called 

names such as ‘wogs’, ‘stupid dago’, ‘greasy wog’ and ‘Lebanese cucumber’, which were sometimes 

used in jest but mostly as a deliberate insult, particularly when associated with their marginalised male 

status.  

Most of the more serious racist comments in Mitchell High appeared to be directed at students with a 

darker coloured skin. Aboriginal students were sometimes called ‘black’, ‘boongs’ or ‘Abos’, however, 

depending on the context and the person saying it, these labels were not necessarily offensive. Of all the 

males interviewed, Juan from South America was the only one who personally complained about racial 

harassment. He described himself as ‘black’ and mixed with other students he also described as ‘black’, 

some from Africa and others who were Aboriginal. 

Juan (A): Some people will just call me black.  But I don’t care.  “Go back to your country you black 
cunts”.   
Q: Do you notice that happening to other people who look different? 
Juan (A): Mostly the Africans in our school.  Really black.  They call them ‘black bastards’ and all 
that. 
Q: And they are told to go home to their countries as well? 
Juan (A): Yeah. 
Q: What about the Aboriginal students?  Do you have any of those? 
Juan (A): Yeah.  They just call them ‘boongs’, ‘niggers’.  Just harass the Aboriginals.   
Q: And how do the Aboriginals cope with that? 
Juan (A): They just get more Aboriginals to come to the school and say, “say it to our face now”.  
But they wouldn’t.  They are afraid to say it. 
Q: And what about people like yourself that have come from another country?   
Juan (A): They just tell you to go back to your own country.   

 

 In summary, negotiating masculinity was a constant struggle for students who were marginalised 

structurally.   

8.4 Markers of  masculinity  

There were several discourses arising from the analysis of the interviews that I have described as markers 

of masculinity and/or femininity.  Wiseman used the term ‘markers’ for signifiers of membership of a 

category or group (Wiseman, 2002). Some markers were broad, such as wearing brand name clothing. 

Others were specific, such as wearing your socks up or down. Markers affirmed where adolescents 

belonged, or aspired to belong in the social hierarchy. They were usually, but not always visible and 

gained others’ attention. They announced who was ‘in’ and who was ‘othered’. 

8.4.1 Clothing and hairstyles 

Clothing and appearance were often the means of discrimination between boys in schools, and the basis 

for insults and taunts. When asked to describe a powerful boy, most students in Mitchell High and 

Newland High offered detailed descriptions of the clothing, hairstyles, attitudes and behaviours of the 

cool, macho cluster of boys. Clothing and hairstyles were the most distinguishing characteristics. In 1997, 
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an all-male focus group in a State school in the Southern suburbs highlighted that clothing was also 

important to the cool image of boys in their school. 

M3: Sometimes they might fight over looks.  Like their appearance.  What they wear.   
Q: Putting them down for what they wear?   
M3: Putting them down and then going up to them. 
M2: And also trying to look tough.   

 

The students interviewed in Newland and Mitchell high schools all described the cool, powerful boys in a 

remarkably similar way. Common markers included wearing baggy pants and clothes with American 

designer labels, and walking and talking in a particular way. A number of students pointed out that the 

clothing, attitude, walk and talk was similar to that of popular rap stars (with a gangster image) on 

television.  

Ann (B): Yeah, they’re gangster clothes you know like the rappers and stuff they wear. 
 
Most students gave detailed descriptions of the clothing, attitude and behaviour of the cool, powerful 

males in their year, down to the exact brand names of clothes. Here are some typical examples from 

Newland High. 

Adrian (B): Boys if they think they’re cool they walk in this really strange posture it’s like ... in 
clothes that are 10 times too big for them. 
 
Nancy (B): Macho, like they wear baggy pants, baggy jumpers, they walk around really, I don’t 
know… They might wear a bandanna on their head, or caps. 
Q: Yeah. Do they tend to be brand name clothes? 
Nancy (B): Yeah, what’s that – WU-TANG, DADA and all that … American clothes. 
 
John (B): Everyone usually wears a special hat and shoes. 
Q: A bit like your hat, that’s a DADA hat? 
John (B): Yeah. 
Q: And what sort of shoes do they wear? 
John (B): Some wear steel capped boots and some wear just normal NIKE and that. 

 
There was a slight variation of brand names at Mitchell High, but baggy pants, American brand name 

clothes and specific head-gear also identified the popular, powerful, cool group of boys in this school, 

Q: Do they sort of dress the same, or is there a way about them? 
Rigmor (A): … if it’s guys, they have just baggy jeans and stuff like that.  Big jackets and whatever 
else they’ve got.  Baggy jeans or I think they call them MASH pants...whatever they’re called. 
Q: What brand name? 
Rigmor (A): FUBU is the clothing brand.  ADIDAS shoes, NIKE, hats...just - you know - weird 
hair...yeah. 
 
Q: There is an ‘in’ type of clothing is there? 
Emily (A): Like FUBU and all that sort of stuff.  Dirty denim and the jumpers and jeans and baggy 
clothes.  Like with their pants hanging down to their knees.  All that.  And then they have the visors.  
They’re hats but with no top thing.  And then they will put it on the side of their head.  All that.  
Beanies and that sort of stuff.  
 
Eliza (A): They pretty much wear the baggy jeans and the loose tops.  Backwards hats and spiked 
hair.  They all don’t care.  I reckon a lot of them wear a lot of the FUBU brand of clothes.   
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Beanies, earrings and tattoos, which were popular in Mitchell High, were also associated with gangsters.  

Boys’ hairstyles were important to the construction of cool masculinity in both schools. Many students 

described in detail the various ‘in’ hairstyles for boys in Newland High (Extract 13, Appendix 9).  

Hairstyles also identified boys as belonging to specific groups from certain schools in the area. 

Krys (B): Ours is a skinhead school, School C {a neighbouring school} is an Asian school. 
 
Cool boys in Mitchell High wore ‘spiky, gelled’ hair, sometimes coloured. 

Rigmor (A): Some spikey...some just...it’s like Asian style and they have two front bits...like bigger 
than the rest...and they have it all cut short. 

 
Verbal abuse or insults served to reinforce and maintain the dominant clothing and hairstyle norms 

established by the cool, hegemonic males in Mitchell and Newland High, and marked the boundaries 

between the ‘in’ group of cool, upper level boys and the lower level ‘out’ group of boys. Boys who 

looked or dressed differently were ‘paid out’ and usually called geeks or some other associated word (see 

Appendix 9 for associated words and definitions).  They tended to hang out with small groups of similar 

students in secluded or protected spaces in the breaks. Some were totally isolated from other students, 

often spending time in the breaks alone in places like the library: 

Adrian (B): There’s this kid in our class and he wears ankle freezers and he gets really paid out for 
that. … Tracky dacks and stuff but they’ve got the zips right down and they wear the zip right down 
to here. 
Q: Oh the tracksuit bottoms? 
Adrian (B): Yeah you know you can get micro fibre ones now and you use to get parachute ones with 
the zips right down but they were up here and you could see their socks and stuff and he gets paid up 
for that and now he stays up in the library all the time. 

 

Some students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds who could not afford to buy the ‘in’ 

clothing were relegated to the cluster of subordinated or marginalised boys, marked by names such as 

‘povo’, ‘derro’ or ‘scrubbo’. Ann from Newland High described these students and the derogatory 

treatments they received from others in the school: 

Ann (B): In my opinion if you’ve got more money than say other people and if you have brand 
names definitely, like it goes down to things like the way your hair is, what clothes you wear. 
Q: Is that true for boys and girls? 
Ann (B): I think more so for boys, but also girls as well cause if you see a girl running around with 
all frizzy hair and you can see like they’re from a second hand shop or something it’s usually oh … 
Q: What are they called? 
Ann (B): They’re probably ‘a povo’ or something like that. 
Q: And if you’re not wearing the right thing what happens? 
Ann (b): I don’t know people don’t just look at you and go “you’re a geek” just cause they’re looking 
at you but people will look at you and probably if you’re wearing all no brand clothes, scrubbery 
ones with holes and dirty and things they’ll think you’re less appealing. 
Q: And probably call you what? 
Ann (B): I’d probably say a ‘povo’, ‘scrubbo’, all they can’t afford things. 
Q: So povo and scrubbo are both for people who are poor? 
Ann (B): Yeah. 
Q: Are there a fair number of those people in your school? 
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Ann (B): There’s a fair few of them, they’ve got their own, they always hang around each other, I 
think some of those they don’t want to try and get in to the popular group because they know that 
they can’t. 

 
A couple of girls alleged that some of the Newland High cool students stole the appropriate clothing to be 

in the cool group (Extract 14, Appendix 9). 

8.4.2 Macho attitudes and behaviours 

As well as wearing brand named clothing, Mitchell and Newland High boys and girls identified particular 

sets of attitudes and behaviours exemplified by cool boys that were remarkably similar across the two 

schools.  

Jenny (B):  He’ll be walking round like, with his hips out and his legs out, and he can walk so 
comfortably because he’s got lots of friends, and he’s got no-one to be scared of, because everyone 
else is lower than him, so he thinks. 

 
A ‘tough’, ‘I’m cool’ image, portrayed through dress, walk, talk and attitudes featured in most 

descriptions of powerful, masculine boys given by the Newland High participants (Extract 15, Appendix 

9). In Mitchell High the stories were similar, with the added recognition that the performance of 

toughness and confidence was a facade or an act. 

Q: What do you think it means to be properly masculine in this school?  
Emily (A): Think you are better than all the other guys and look better than everyone else.  Try to act 
better than everyone else.   
Q: And how do they act? 
Emily (A): Not snobby but you know the walk they all do.  They have their arms down and their 
head up.  … Shoulders back.  Strong looking. …They have a lot of confidence in themselves.  Some 
of them don’t.  Some of them just look as if they do, but they don’t.  
  
Terry (A): Like tough. Just wouldn’t care about anything.  If someone started to have a fight you 
would just accept them and fight them.  Even if you know you could lose.   
Q: You wouldn’t be seen to be scared? 
Terry (A): No.  You wouldn’t do that.  You wouldn’t back out of stuff.  Just things like that. … They 
walk like they don’t care about anything.  If they didn’t like you they would probably try to start 
something with you. 
 
Micky (A):  They act just like they are better than everybody else.  Like in class they throw stuff 
around. … They sit at the back of the class and just sit there and don’t do anything.   

 

Arnold described the pressure to conform to the dominant clothing norms and attitudes of the peer group 

at school to avoid being paid out, echoing a number of interviewees.  

Arnold (A): Yeah.  Your attitude changes when you get to school. 
Q: And what’s the attitude at school that you have to adopt? 
Arnold (A): Just like everybody else at school.  You’ve just got to adapt to what everybody else is 
like.  But then when you go home you’ve got to go back to using your manners and everything so 
you don’t get told off by your parents.  But then you slip and start talking to them like you are at 
school.   

 
However, one of the more popular, powerful girls highlighted that not all powerful boys totally excluded 

boys who do not fit in, alluding to the fact that some of the smart boys may be less discriminatory. 
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Q: We’ve talked about boys who are macho or masculine.  What about the boys who don’t fit the 
image?  What happens to them at school?  The ones that people don’t think are masculine or aren’t in 
the ‘in’ group. 
Kelly (A): They have quite a few friends still.  I’m friends with some who are not powerful or 
masculine but I’m friends with people who are as well.  So they still have friends but the masculine 
ones usually hang around the ones who are like them. 
Q: Do you think there are times when they cop abuse at school? 
Kelly (A): Sometimes but some of the masculine guys are friends with them because they feel that 
they haven’t done anything wrong so there is no need to be mean to them or anything.   

 
 
8.4.3 Sexual prowess  

Students in both schools commented on the links between masculinity and public displays of sexual 

prowess, sometimes leading to competitive fights between males over a girl and to sexual touching or 

harassment of girls in the cool group. These girls reportedly tolerated the harassment as a condition of 

being accepted into that group.  This was another example of male hegemony and will be explored further 

when I identify and analyse the markers of femininity. 

Q: What do you think it means to be properly masculine in this school?  To be labelled as masculine? 
Drew (A): Be really big and strong.  Not be a virgin.  That’s a big one.  
Q: And what about boys, what does a powerful boy do? 
Adrian (B): It depends, if he likes a girl he’s like trying to get her into bed and stuff and then like he 
brags about it and then he does exactly the same to other people as well. And then if some other guy 
likes the girl he’s talking about then it starts another big conflict. 
 
Q: What about boys’ attitudes to girls? 
Eliza (A): If they like them they will crack on to them and stuff … just say stuff. …  Just like “How 
you going sexy”, “Can I have your number?” and all this. …  And they grab you if you walk past.  
Like they grab your arse or something like that.   
Q: What do girls do about it? 
Eliza (A):  Some of them have done it to me and I just pretend it didn’t happen and I just keep 
walking. 
Q: You don’t tell teachers or anything like that? 
Eliza (A): Just leave it. 
Q: And what sort of things do they comment on?   
Eliza (A): Some of them, yep.  They go “they’d be a handful” and stuff like that {pointing to her 
breasts}. … They just go, “nice arse” and stuff like that. 
 
Q: What would be the sort of norm for being a male in the school? 
Jenny (B): Like, groping a girl, they go “Just do it, who cares!” He might be, like grabbing the girls 
arse, and touching her and groping her, and like, like ... 
Q: So this is being macho? 
Jenny (B): Yeah. 
Q: Yeah.  Is there a fair bit of that going on at school, physical touching of girls and stuff?  
Jenny (B): Yeah, from that powerful group mainly. 
Q: How do girls handle it? 
Jenny (B):  It’s also girls out of that group as well, because, the girls in that group, they, I think they 
just laugh and think its funny and giggle. 
Q: And what about other girls, do they do it to girls that don’t want to be touched, or? 
Jenny (B): ...{shaking her head}. 
Q: They don’t.  It’s mainly between those in the popular group. 
Jenny (B):  I think as long as they’re not like a scummy guy and they don’t go too far, then it’s okay, 
but not like go right up their skirts. 
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8.4.4 Body size and strength  

Body size was also important to the construction of masculinity, with some boys being teased, taunted or 

abused by both boys and girls if they were too short or too fat (refer to abusive words, Appendix 8). Girls’ 

statements captured the variation in girls’ attitudes to a boy’s size.  Many, but not all, preferred a boy to 

be taller than them. Some noted (along with one boy) that if a boy was smaller, to be seen as acceptably 

masculine he needed to make up for it in other ways  such as engaging in unlawful activities (e.g. 

smoking) or having a ‘bright and bubbly’ personality (Extract 16, Appendix 9).  Boys generally named 

physical strength rather than size as essential to ideal masculinity (Extract 17, Appendix 9). Only two 

participants stated that intelligence was as important as physical strength for boys to win fights. 

Q: What do people in this school see as macho or masculine?  What are the desirable characteristics? 
Juan (A): They just tell the other guy, just argue who is more powerful.  They just like fight and 
whoever wins they are stronger than the other guys. 
Q: So it’s proving you are tough, fighting, being on top.  Would you have to be physically strong? 
Juan (A): Not really.  Just use your brain. 
 
Q: But what makes a proper male different from someone who’s called a ‘wuss’ or a ... 
Krys (B): Sticks up for himself. 
Q: So he’s confident. 
Krys (B): Yeah he sticks up for himself. He doesn’t let people push him around. 
Q: Okay so it’s important to be strong and that’s not just physically strong, it’s … 
Krys (B): Mentally. 

 

8.4.5 Use of drugs and alcohol  

In the 1997 focus groups in Mitchell High, the boys’ group talked extensively about a large group in their 

school who they defined as powerful, cool boys. One of the key factors contributing to their power base 

was the use of drugs (Extract 20, Appendix 8).  Boys and girls in focus groups in a variety of other 

schools repeated this, including in one private school.  

Q: The guys that are popular with the girls, do they have more power? 
M1: With the girls they do.  With boys it’s more like if they are cool or do drugs or something like 
that. 

 
Most students interviewed in Mitchell and Newland High linked a willingness to use drugs (in particular 

marihuana) to popularity, cool masculinity and power.   

Q: How would you have to look and behave and be, if you wanted to be accepted by other kids as 
being masculine? 
Rosemary (B): Well I can tell you that popular kids, and they’d do like the wrong thing, like drugs 
and they smoke and they go out and drink a lot, so you’d probably have to get into smoking … 
 
Tessa (B): They’d have to … do drugs and smoke and go out every night, and, come home hardly 
remembering anything, so that sort of stuff. 
Q: Right, doing drugs, meaning heavy drugs, or? 
Tessa (B): Mainly stuff like marijuana, I don’t see much needles and stuff, but they are out there, and 
there is quite a few tablets. 
 
Astrid (B): You have to be mean to people, you have to like, be cool, you have to smoke you have to 
be into drugs and stuff, yeah. 
 
Eliza (A): I would say you would have to smoke dope to be cool in this school.   
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However, one female student differed, arguing that it was possible to reject drugs and still remain part of 

the cool group in her school, as long as one was confident and assertive. 

Q: What about smoking cigarettes or dope? 
Tessa (B): Well there are some that don’t.  But then the majority of them do. 
Q: Would that be a requirement? 
Tessa (B): No.  If you were in the group already and you got offered and you said no, then I guess if 
you weren’t scared of saying no they would think it’s better because you’re not backing down.  
Q: But if you were scared about saying no? 
Tessa (B): Then they would just pay you out about it.  But you would still probably be in the group. 

 

Most said the powerful, cool groups in both schools usually congregated away from the teachers’ gaze 

during breaks and after school, in order to smoke illegal substances. 

John (B): Oh yeah they would smoke at school and around at the station and that. And if you seen 
them they would be in a big gang ’cause they never really leave their gang they always meet up at a 
certain area and hang around there. 
 
Michael (B): Yeah, look for a certain group, probably smokers. 
Q: Smokers. 
Michael (B): Most of the time they will be smoking, so marijuana and stuff like that, yeah. 
Q: And how do they get away with that with the teachers? 
Michael (B): Hiding. … They, teachers will patrol certain areas, and leave some parts out, that’s 
basically where they’ll be, if the teacher is not there, they’ll be there. 

 

Some students saw parental attitudes and drug use as contributing to the prevalence of drugs in the school. 

Others thought teachers did not do enough to police the problem. 

Jenny (B):  But, I think some of the dope smoking, have parents that aren’t very like, mature, and 
they don’t care if they smoke dope. 
 
Julie (A): Smoking dope.  At school you get a lot of smoking dope around here but you can’t really 
get drunk at school. 
Q: Do they get away with it?  The teachers don’t smell it? 
Julie (A):  I am surprised.  I’m sorry, but I’m surprised at how ignorant some of the teachers at our 
school.  They use deodorant but I can smell it a mile off.   
Q: And cigarettes?  Is it banned to smoke at school? 
Julie (A): It is.  But some teachers are more lenient than others.  Like my sister smokes and she just 
gets told to put it out and go to class.  Smoking dope you get suspended.   

 
8.4.6 Swearing and verbal abuse  

Many students stated that swearing and verbally abusing less powerful males and teachers was central to 

the image of being a cool male. Drew captured the discourse that ran through the majority of interviews 

with students in his school. 

Drew (A): You’ve got to talk like all the other cool kids do. 
Q: And how do they talk? 
Drew (A): Like bully the little boys.  Like “you fuckin’ cunt can I borrow your fuckin’ pen”.  Sorry 
about the language.   
Q: It is cool to abuse in daily speech? 
Drew (A): Treat the little ones like dirt.   
Q: And that’s being masculine? 
Drew (A): Yeah. Not let anyone get on top of you.   
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Q: So give this appearance of super confident. 
Drew (A): Being strong and that. 
Q: And your language would be ‘put down’ language to anyone in their way or inferior to them.   
Drew (A): Yeah.  They just won’t treat them nicely really. 

 

He noted that it was more common for the cool boys to behave this way and described it as being part of 

the construction and maintenance of a tough image. For this reason some argued that boys used verbal 

abuse more often against other boys, sometimes leading to physical fights. 

Q: Do you think the males experience verbal abuse differently to females?   
Drew (A): They are more likely to be verbally abused more often and stuff.  They will call them 
‘wimpy’ and ‘geeky’ and ‘faggots’ and all that.   
Q: So it’s more regular? 
Drew (A): Yeah, it’s more regular. 
Q: Do you think they take it more to heart than girls?  Or do you think girls take it more to heart than 
boys? 
Drew (A): Mostly just get insulted and it won’t be really mean anything.  Just something to make 
them look tough.  It’s when you start fighting that it gets things started. 
 
Q: What about the way they treat other students? 
Ann (B): Well some people they can treat with total disrespect and you’re not cool so you’re a 
nobody and they just don’t give anyone the time of day. 
Q: What sort of things do they do? 
Ann (B): It depends who the other person is, if they’re a geek or something they’ll be like “oh you 
stupid geek look at what you’re wearing, you’re ugly” and all these things. 
 
Q: So how would they act? 
Michael (B): Swearing, probably when they go to talk to someone they’ll hit them on the arm or 
something like that, not serious, just a way of communicating, tap someone on the arm and they’ll 
talk, and basically their ways of communication and stuff like that, so. 
 
Tessa (B): And they walk around in like, usually with a few friends at least, they’re never usually by 
themselves, and they just swear, every second word that comes out their mouth is a swear word, or, 
they’re always picking on someone … 

 

Appendix 8 details the abusive words that participants reported male and female students in Mitchell High 

and Newland High used commonly, along with the meanings given to the words and reasons or contexts 

for their use.  Most of these abusive words related to different aspects of masculinity and femininity, in 

particular sexuality (with males referring to genitalia), physical appearance and body size.  

Q: And then one of the things you said, also, is that the verbal abuse tended to have sexual innuendos 
and tended to focus on what? 
Michael (B): On genitalia and stuff like that. 

 

To a lesser extent, abusive words targeted personality, race/ethnicity, and students’ intellectual and 

physical ability. 

8.4.7 Fighting  

A dominant discourse in the focus groups, the survey and individual interviews was that ‘real’ boys dealt 

with their differences directly, with verbal abuse often leading to physical fights. Girls’ verbal abuse was 

described as more indirect and covert, and therefore less likely to lead to physical encounters. 
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Adrian (B): It’s probably more talking behind backs and more verbal. Well its physical with boys but 
it’s normally like “Oh what have you done?” and it’s not really a punch up. It’s like they normally go 
to their face and then they stop. 

 

Boys in an all-male focus group in a boys’ single-sex Catholic school described how physical fights 

started in everyday interactions at their school. 

M1: I reckon fights start because of anything.  You can go walking into the canteen and a year 11 or 
12 with bad attitude, and you just knock them with your elbow by mistake and he will start pushing 
you around and it might lead to a fight.  You can tell when fights happen because everyone starts 
screaming and you run over there to see what’s happening.  
M3: Staring at someone. 
M2 You can’t stare at someone.  They go “What are you looking at”?  Then they will walk over to 
each other and start pushing.   
M6: Even on the bus.   
M3: Walking down the corridors to get to a lesson and you bump someone.   
M6: Sometimes a foul in basketball.   
M5: Big guys who think they are tough.  One day they are going to run into the wrong person and 
they will get bashed themselves.   

 
Boys in the all-male focus group in Mitchell High were preoccupied with descriptions of the verbal and 

physical bullying that occurred between boys in Year 9. 

Q: Do you get a fair few bullies at school? 
M1: Yeah.   
M7: There’s three in my class.  One of them thinks he’s real tough and he keeps picking on this boy.  
Eventually this boy cracked and he beat the crap out of him. 
Q: And what happened after that?  The bully stopped bullying? 
M7: No.  He just keeps bullying.   
M5: I have a few in some of my classes. 
Q: How do they go about bullying? 
M5: They pick on the ‘shrimpy’ kids that have got no muscles. 
Q: What is a bully like?  Are they usually bigger? 
M7: Not always. 
M1: They think they are tough. 

 

Various individuals from Newland High linked both physical and verbal aggression with ‘normal’ 

masculinity. 

Q: How does a boy generally have to behave or look, you know, if you want to be seen to be an okay, 
or a normal male?   
Dean (B): They’d probably … bash people up, and try and get everybody to be their friends to help 
and bash people up, and they’d swear at you or anything like that. 
 
Ann (B): Yeah tough guy, you know like verbal and you’re known to beat up people as well. 

Jenny agreed, whilst pointing out that not all boys behaved this way. She described those that didn’t as 

“sensible”. 

Q: They’d be able to be physically stronger in a fight?  Would that be important? 
Jenny (B): Yes, they’d probably have to, like if they, say this geek come up and he starts bashing 
him, and this geek is even stronger than him and beats him to a pulp, like he’s totally out of it, they’ll 
probably go “Haha! You got beaten up by a geek!”  I think they might accept them more if they’re 
stronger and they fight.  But they don’t know it because people don’t show, like sensible people don’t 
show it. 
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As described earlier, the dominant discourse on masculinity in all schools suggested that boys did not 

develop close, intimate relationships with other boys, partly because of the fear they would be seen as 

gay. However, the cool boys were often described as hanging about in a large group. 

Q: What are the characteristics of a macho, cool boy? 
Tillie (A): Popular, got heaps of people (boys and girls) as friends. 

 
Boys were often described as being much more likely to pick verbal or physical fights with each other, 

including with close friends, without apparent concern for the potential damage to the relationship.  They 

were more comfortable than girls with handling their conflicts openly and directly. Various statements 

suggested boys were more likely than girls to ‘forgive and forget’, and restore their friendships 

immediately after a fight, no matter how serious, suggesting that fighting was viewed as a normal part of 

being masculine, at times serving as a form of male bonding.  This also came through in focus groups in 

the wide range of schools canvassed.  These examples from a mixed-sex focus group in Mitchell High 

reflected statements made in all of the schools. 

Q {summarising the conversation so far}: So boys will come straight out with it and what you are 
implying is they don’t seem to care about whether or not it destroys the friendship.   
F2: Kind of. 
F1: Sometimes they act like they hate each other.  They full on punch each other in the classroom and 
then like five minutes later they are just talking to each other like it never happened.   
Q: So do you think it’s just play fighting like with the girls?  Or do you think its serious fighting? 
M2: Sometimes they get really serious.    

However, a boy from a single-sex Catholic school talked about his male friendships as being 

unpredictable and physically volatile, making intimacy and trust difficult. 

M5: If you try to be friends with everyone some people won’t let you be their friends.  Doesn’t 
matter how good you are at something, they just don’t like you.  Just like that.  It might be just the 
way you look.  People just want to smash you up for no reason.  Like my friend Hui, he will be 
watching a TV show and he will go “I want to smash that guy up.”  For no reason.   

 

8.4.8 Competitiveness  

Boys’ relationships tended to be competitive and hierarchical.  Dean described how cool boys treated him 

and other boys lower in the hierarchy verbally, often calling them ‘losers’ and other derogatory names as 

they walked past, in particular if they were in a group: 

Dean (B): Well they’d behave like, they’d walk past you, they’d be your friend if none of their 
friends are around, and if there is they’ll just use you and say “Oh you’re a loser” and all this. 

 
Boys who did not conform to the dominant discourse on masculinity were excluded, or ‘othered’ by being 

labelled as ‘losers’ and ‘loners’, and relegated to the lowest level of the hierarchy. 

Q: Now what happens to boys who don't conform, who don't pay people out, and don't have lots of 
friends, and don't have sexual prowess?  What happens to them? 
Dean (B): They get pushed around, called ‘losers’, and if they're seen by themselves – ‘loners’. 
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8.4.9 Attitudes to girls  

Boys who ‘hang out with girls’ were generally regarded as ‘sissy’. Being masculine meant not displaying 

any feminine characteristics. Julie stated that many boys, especially those without sisters, found it hard to 

communicate with girls, reinforcing gender differences and ignoring any similarities: 

Julie (A): I think the most important thing is that you relate well to your friends and girls.  Like we 
often go and sit with the boys and that.  And some of them won’t even look at you.  Some of my 
closest friends are boys and I’m on the phone to them.  But some of them aren’t, because some of 
them don’t have sisters or whatever.   

 

Boys in the focus groups in a number of schools described a normalising discourse that prohibited boys 

from hitting girls, a code which, to their disgust, did not apply in reverse. In one school, boys and girls in 

focus groups acknowledged that girls and boys do occasionally fight with each other and boys are 

sometimes physically aggressive toward girls, although this was not considered ‘proper’ behaviour. 

M3: The worst thing that you can do to a girl, if she’s doing something to you, is to push her off.   
All-male group in a State school in the South 

 
F3: Especially boys are beating up other guys or anything in particular to look macho to girls.   
F3: But sometimes guys do hit girls.  Because you might not want to do something with this guy and 
he gets really agro.  And then he takes it out on you.   
Q: But how does he hit you?   
F3: With his hands. 
F2: Carl called this girl a name so she turned around and whacked him one.  Then he whacked her 
one.  So Carl wasn’t scared to do it back.  I think Carl was more frightened than the girl.  I think it 
was because she was really cross.   

All female group in the same school 
 

8.4.10 Sporting prowess  

In the middle class schools, being good at sport was seen as essential to the construction of masculinity.  

This is a typical statement made in a boys’ focus group in a co-educational private school. 

M5: If someone is not good at the sport they like … the popular guy, the big guy … if they are not 
good at any sport then they are not regarded as ‘in’.   

 
However, this was not the case in Mitchell High and Newland High, as illustrated in the following 

statements.  The fact that girls now “do sport” downgraded sport as a signifier of masculinity.  

Q: Do you have to be good at sport to be seen as masculine in your school? 
Emily (A): No.  Not very many of the guys here that look like that {cool} play sport.  But some of 
them do.  If you do sport you are popular as well. 
Q: So if you are good at sport that’s a bonus.  But it’s not essential.   
Emily (A): Yeah 
 
Q: Is sport a big part of that {masculinity} or not? 
Adrian (B): Probably not much now because a lot of girls do a lot of sport as well now. So it used to 
be like back in primary school. It was like the girls really didn’t do sport but it’s changed a lot, girls 
and guys play football together now and stuff. 
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Julie explained how a boy can be good at sport and still not fit in with the cool group if he does not wear 

the right clothes or smoke dope.   

Q: So being masculine is looking physically more developed, you say taller? 
Julie (A): Yeah.  Unless it’s too tall.  Like I don’t know if you’ve met Arnold?  He’s pretty slender 
and tall.  And he’s really good at sport and he gets called a show pony, because he’s good at sport 
and he’s a bit of a show off.     
Q: Is he one of the popular ones? 
Julie (A): I wouldn’t say he’s in the most popular ‘cause he doesn’t smoke dope, and wears track 
pants.   
Q: So being good at sport isn’t enough? 
Julie (A): No.  It’s not like how you see on American movies, like all the jocks are the popular ones.  
It’s not like that.   

 
Statements made by girls and boys in both schools generally concurred with this observation, with some 

minor variations. 

Q: To be a real man or a ‘proper’ male in this school, do you have to be good at sport or not? 
Jenny (B): I don’t think so.  A lot of football players are real tough, but they’re sensible {implying 
that they are not ‘cool’}. 
 
Alice (B): Not really. I guess you have to be interested in sports, ‘cause if you’re not, it’s not very 
good. 
 
Terry (A): No.  I know most of the guys in PE {Physical Education} don’t do anything.  They just go 
off and whatever, smoking. 

 

If boys do play sport, however, Nancy pointed out that it is important to their masculine image that they 

play it well to avoid being taunted or labelled a “loser”. 

Nancy (B): I suppose, if you’re good at sport, it could be cool, if you know, as long as you’re getting 
in there, like say you play football or something, as long as you’re in there getting the ball like all the 
time and stuff, yeah. 
Q: But if you weren’t, you’d be seen as a ..? 
Nancy (B): …bit of a loser. 

 

Descriptions of popular, smart boys indicated that they were generally ‘good all-rounders’. Being good at 

sport tended to feature more highly with smart boys than cool boys. 

Q: And would they have certain characteristics about them?  Would they be good at sport? 
Nora (A): Yeah, sport.  An all rounder.  Can do sport, work …   

 

Bruce was the only person interviewed in Newland and Mitchell High schools who thought sport was 

important to the construction of masculinity. 

Q: What messages do you get about what it means to be properly masculine? 
Bruce (A): Big muscles, fit, play lots of sports. 

 

8.4.11 Use of weapons  

As previously indicated, focus groups in two schools in Northern metropolitan Adelaide identified 

weapons as a problem that made verbal threats more serious and frightening to students.  Weapons were 

linked closely to constructions of cool, macho masculinity at Mitchell High, in particular amongst Asian 
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males (Extract 19, Appendix 9). Weapons were also mentioned in the more recent interviews. Juan, for 

example, stayed home for a whole term following false accusations that he had stolen something that 

belonged to one of the macho boys. A group of this boy’s macho friends were threatening to harm him 

with weapons and, having witnessed violence where weapons were used, he took the threats seriously. He 

suffered from extreme anxiety for months and was too frightened to venture outside his house.  In this 

extract he talked about the use of weapons to resolve conflicts, in particular after school. 

Q: How often are weapons involved?   
Juan (A): Not unless they really want to hurt them.  Two gangs say fight with weapons when it starts 
happening. 
Q: And would that happen once a year? 
Juan (A): Once a year.   
Q: And that’s when the police come in. 
Juan (A): Mostly they won’t do it here because mostly police comes here.   
Q: They will do it after school? 
Juan (A): Yeah.  I’ve seen them one time.  The ‘Asians’ came to the ‘wogs’ and just smashed a car.   
Q: With weapons? 
Juan (A): Yeah.  Baseball bats.   
Q: Was it a student’s car? 
Juan (A): Mmm. 
Q: Must have been terrifying for the student. No wonder you were frightened, ’cause knew what 
could happen to you? 
Juan (A): Yeah. 

 

8.4.12 Rejection of school norms and academic pursuits  

In Mitchell High and Newland High many of the students interviewed reported that it was ‘not cool’ for 

boys to be seen doing schoolwork or succeeding academically.  Many “mucked about” in class and some 

did badly in their academic work deliberately to avoid being labelled as a ‘geek’ or ‘nerd’ (Extract 20, 

Appendix 9). Both boys and girls saw this as appropriate male behaviour but there were exceptions.  One 

of the hegemonic, smart boys in Newland High managed to work hard, get high grades and at the same 

time avoid the dreaded ‘geek’ label, which often came with being a “full straight A student”: 

Adrian (B): You’re called a ‘geek’ if you are a full straight A student and somebody else isn’t, some 
are really hurtful. But like I’m pretty straight A, I get 38/40 but it really doesn’t happen to me. … But 
I think people that are straight A’s don’t really care because they’re the ones that are going to get 
better careers.  
Q: Does anyone call you a geek for being bright? 
Adrian (B): Yeah but my friends do but they do it in a joking way. 
Q: Does anyone else put you down for doing well? 
Adrian (B): No ’cause I’ve got C’s and stuff before but some have a really high standard of 
themselves, like I do with my grades. But other people really don’t care and I don’t care if you don’t 
have high standards but I do ’cause I would like something that’s going to be really useful. 
Q: Do you find that there are some boys in your school though who deliberately don’t do well? 
Adrian (B): I think so. ’Cause they think its not cool. …I’ve always been good at school. I enjoy 
maths as well but I sort of don’t enjoy it now because ... that classroom fully mucks around and stuff 
and you can’t concentrate so that you just like sit back and it’s … like everybody says “maths oh shit 
it’s boring” and yeah it is but everybody mucks around. 

 

Complicit boys, who described themselves as being in the middle of the masculinity hierarchy, admitted 

that in front of their peers they acted as if they didn’t care about schoolwork. They did most of their work 

at home after school to avoid being labelled as ‘geeks’. They compensated for their academic 
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achievements by fitting in with the cool group’s norms in other ways, such as by engaging in illegal 

activities or ‘mucking around’ in their free time in class (Extract 21, Appendix 9). Many boys said there 

was not the same peer pressure for girls to rebel against schoolwork and teachers.  Julie implied that some 

boys saw schoolwork, achieving at school and obeying teachers as ‘feminine’ (Extract 22, Appendix 9). 

8.4.13 Homophobia and misogyny  

Dominant discourses made heterosexuality compulsory to the performance of normal masculinities. As 

can be seen in Appendix 8, the most derogatory insults attacked boys’ masculinity by implying that they 

were effeminate, using words such as ‘girl’, ‘wuss’, ‘sissy’ and ‘Mummy’s boy’. The most common 

insults boys used against other boys had homophobic overtones. The most frequently used insult was to 

call a boy a ‘poofter’ and associated words such as ‘gay’, ‘poof’ and ‘faggot’.  ‘Poofter’ was commonly 

used to demean boys in the lower level of the hierarchy.  

Bruce (A): They get called ‘poofters’ ’cause they are just like not as popular as the other boys.   
 

Homosexuality was tolerated on the surface in both schools, but boys who were assumed to be gay were 

labelled as ‘different’, especially by boys. Boys with effeminate characteristics were not tolerated or 

accepted as well as girls with male characteristics, and attracted much more negative verbal abuse. While 

some boys were assumed to be gay merely because they had close friendships with girls, the reverse was 

not true (Extract 23, Appendix 9).  The girls complained about this in the all-girl focus group in Mitchell 

High. 

F3: Boys are called ‘sissies’ cos they won’t do something … called ‘gay’ because they hang around 
girls. 

 
An all-boys focus group in a State School in the Southern suburbs acknowledged that their homophobic 

assumptions about boys who ‘act gay’ were false, and being labelled ‘gay’ was a sensitive issue.  They 

suggested that people misinterpreted behaviours such as not having a girlfriend or putting an arm around a 

male friend, and too readily called boys ‘poofs’, even when they were not gay (Extract 24, Appendix 9). 

The same normalising discourse was evident in individual interviews with boys in both high schools. John 

explained that boys must be seen to be “aggressive” and “dress appropriately” if they want to be properly 

masculine. 

Q: How would you need to behave or look to be considered to be acceptable as a male? 
John (B): You would have to wear baggy clothes and not wear those tight jeans and don’t act gay. 
Q: So if you don’t act gay, how do you have to act? 
John (B): Usually some gay people don’t tend to fight, they’re like “stop it, stop it!” Like if they 
punch you you’ve just got to push them away and walk off or something like that. 
Q: So not act as if you’re timid or scared. So acting gay means to act frightened? 
John (B): Yeah. 
Q: What else would acting gay mean? 
John (B): Just hand postures and that. 
Q: So to be a proper male you need to be assertive, is that it, or aggressive? 
John (B): Yeah sometimes aggressive. 
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Adrian said others often described him as ‘gay’ because of his “very energetic” behaviour.  He was one of 

the few who contested the double standard that existed for boys and girls, arguing that boys should be 

able to hug each other and cry without being labelled as ‘gay’ or a ‘wuss’’. 

Adrian (B): If a boy starts to cry they tend to be called ‘gay’ or a ‘wuss’ or something, but if a girl 
cries it’s okay and if a girl hugs a girl it’s okay. 
Q: If a boy hugs a boy? 
Adrian (B): If a boy hugs a boy, it’s like you’re a bit strange but you see guys patting other guy’s 
backs like “well done mate” or something but you don’t really do it with emotional feelings with the 
guys. But with the girls like they always hug and kiss and stuff. 

 

Homophobia and misogyny were central to the construction of hegemonic masculinities preventing boys 

from having close relationships with other boys or having girls as friends. Various reasons were given for 

calling someone gay-related names. ‘Poofter’, for example, was often used as a swear word in everyday 

conversation.  It was also used to insult boys who were still virgins or did not have a girlfriend, or for a 

boy who dressed inappropriately or was seen as ‘weak’ or ‘feminine’. There was no acknowledgement 

that many gay boys do not look effeminate or act in effeminate ways (Appendix 8 details abusive words 

and reasons for their use). 

8.5  Admired males   

I introduced two new questions into the questionnaire for Newland High school participants, asking them 

to describe the males and the females in their year that they admired the most.  I did this to see if there 

was any congruence between the people described in the dominant discourse as being popular and 

powerful, and the individuals the participants admired. When asked to describe a male they admired, girls 

gave varied responses, although none of them mentioned males in either the ‘cool’ group or the ‘geek’ 

group.  All girls specified that they admired males who treated them well and with respect.  Two girls, 

Alice and Ann, admired their fathers for these qualities. 

Alice (B): Yeah.  I mean, not someone who goes off and picks fights, ’cause I don’t want him get 
back in and kick me. 
Q: No, so you don’t want somebody like in the cool group? 
Alice (B): Not really. 

 

Boys who had the qualities of popular, smart males were commonly admired, as were some of the 

resistant middle-level boys. In addition to treating girls well and with respect, these boys were described 

as “confident” and able to “stick up for themselves”. They were “nice” to all people in spite of their status 

in the peer group hierarchy. They focused on what they wanted to do rather than following others, and 

were described as “caring” and “protective” – “they’ll stick up for you” (Extract 25, Appendix 9). 

Three girls specified physical qualities that they admired in boys, such as: “being fashionable”; having 

“no pimples, nice hair, good clothes, good shoes.  Not fat and not skinny, nice eyes”; “being sexy”; and 

“’having a nice body”. However, they also expected the boy they admired to “treat me right” and “respect 

me” (Extract 26, Appendix 9).  Krys admired boys who protected her and looked after her – “keep me 

safe and they make sure I’m all right and everything”, such as her friends’ older brothers (Extract 27, 
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Appendix 9).  Nora specified that in any relationship with a boy, she did not want to be abused, she 

wanted to be “taken places” and she wanted a “shared” relationship with a “confident but also not 

overruling” boy. 

When male participants were asked which boy they most admired, they emphasised boys who could “be 

themselves”, were “leaders not followers”, had ambition, were not concerned about popularity and 

respected others. In general, the descriptions of boys admired by boys matched the characteristics of the 

smart category of masculinity more closely than any other (Extract 28, Appendix 9). 

8.6  Discourses on masculinity  

8.6.1 Discourse on hegemonic masculinity 

The dominant discourse on masculinity in the focus group and individual interviews was a discourse on 

hegemonic masculinity, with a cluster of ‘cool’, ‘macho’ boys portrayed as the powerful/popular boys in 

the schools, in spite of the presence of another group of popular/powerful males – the ‘smart’ boys. The 

visible signs of cool masculinity, such as clothing, hairstyle and physical attitude, were modelled on the 

‘macho’ style of masculinity portrayed by male rap stars in music shows from the United States.  In 

opposition to this style, the ‘geeks’ were seen as unpopular, quiet, conscientious with regard to 

schoolwork and usually inappropriately dressed, so they were ‘paid out’.  

It was impossible to position the boys who were interviewed individually into fixed categories, as their 

attitudes, appearance and behaviours were sometimes context-specific. The idea of being cool and popular 

threatened some boys who performed well at their schoolwork. The smart boys, however, were able to 

balance their academic success with other requirements of being cool, which set them apart from the 

geeks.  They were more confident and were popular with the majority of their peers.   

Various researchers have applied the concept of hegemonic masculinity to discourses produced by males.  

There are emerging debates about the usefulness of this concept (Frosh, 1994; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; 

Phoenix & Frosh, 2001; Wetherall & Edley, 1999). Criticisms include comments such as “it masks the 

plurality of hegemonic models that co-exist” and does not recognise that some of the characteristics of 

hegemonic masculinity “are precarious and can make for vulnerability” (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001, pp.27-

28).  However, some critiques indicate that Connell’s conceptualisation is misunderstood at times. 

Connell never essentialised the concept and recognised that there are many dynamic hegemonic 

masculinities, which are performed differently in different contexts at different times (Connell, 1995).    

Phoenix and Frosh pointed to studies that have identified the multiple, variable and complex 

characteristics of hegemonic masculinities. These studies have found that both ‘macho’ and ‘new’ men 

can be hegemonic; intellectual boys can dominate without being tough or sporting; working-class men 

with hegemonic characteristics can be less powerful than middle-class men who do not share the 

characteristics; and that a ‘cool pose’ used as a defensive strategy by some males to protect themselves 

from racism can make them vulnerable to poor educational attainment, and distance them from their 

relationships and feelings. They also cite various authors who have argued that the concept of hegemonic 

masculinity is too simplistic, variable, imprecise and unattainable, and is embodied by very few men. In 
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addition, there are many critics who have highlighted that hegemonic masculinity is not the sole 

prerogative of men (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001, pp.27-28).  Wetherall and Edley have also argued that the 

concept of hegemonic masculinity is too abstract and imprecise to be analytically useful to research 

(Wetherall & Edley, 1999).  

In order to make a contribution to these debates, Phoenix and Frosh explored the relevance of hegemonic 

masculinities to a group of 11 to 14-year-old boys in working class and middle class, state and private 

London schools (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001). Taking a qualitative, narrative approach, they analysed the 

subject positions the boys adopted that could be considered as hegemonic styles of masculinity, and how 

these intersected with race and social class. Most of the boys interviewed presented hegemonic 

masculinity as an unattainable ideal, however the researchers noted that “the power and pervasiveness of 

this notion had the effect of narrowing the range of gendered behaviours seen as open to them by most of 

the boys” (ibid, p.29). Attributes that were described by the participants in my study, such as ‘hardness’ or 

toughness, sexuality, antagonism to school-based learning, sporting prowess, fashionable looks and 

designer brand clothes were influential in determining boys popularity and also their views of themselves 

and others as being properly masculine. However, they found that hegemonic attributes were not 

necessarily the only ones promoting popularity and some characteristics generally associated with 

hegemony, such as being “too tough” were resented and disliked (ibid, p.30).  These findings were 

supported by my study.  When students were asked who they admired, participants admired the smart 

boys who treated them with respect, in preference to the tough boys who treated them with disrespect and 

were abusive. 

A number of researchers have found that class is implicated in constructing models of hegemonic 

masculinity (Katz & Buchanan, 1999; Laberge & Albert, 1999; Phoenix & Frosh, 2001). For example, 

middle class boys have been identified as being more likely to value professional careers, leadership, 

sociability and intelligence, whereas working class boys were more likely to value future relationships, 

being attractive to girls, being physically and verbally tough, and looking cool (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001). 

In contrast, however, Mac An Ghaill’s British study of working class boys found that macho boys were 

also represented among the academic achievers (Mac an Ghaill, 1994).  In my study, the boys in focus 

groups in the middle and upper class schools were more inclined to identify sport as a key signifier of 

masculinity than the boys in the two working class schools – Newland High and Mitchell High.  Boys in 

the middle and upper class schools were also more inclined to value academic achievement.  In contrast, 

the ‘cool boys’ in Newland High and Mitchell High shunned academic tasks and achievement, partly 

because schoolwork was associated with femininity. There were exceptions, however, notably among the 

smart boys. 

There was more than one style of hegemonic masculinity at Newland and Mitchell high schools.  The 

cool, macho boys were similar to the working class boys described by Phoenix and Frosh.  They 

portrayed a physically and verbally cool, tough image to their peers and teachers.  They asserted 

themselves by rejecting softness and femininity in themselves and others. However, this construction of 

masculinity was problematic for many. Some found it hard to live up to. It introduced a physical threat for 

others.  The cool boys suffered academically and were often suspended from school. The participants in 
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my study, however, identified another cluster of hegemonic boys who were smart all-round achievers. 

They were successful academically and generally well liked by boys and girls in their school.  However, 

in spite of their presence, when participants were asked to describe the powerful, popular boys in their 

year, they all described the cluster of ‘cool’, ‘macho’ boys as those who represented the dominant cultural 

image of masculinity.  

In their own study and from a review of United States and British research, Phoenix et al. found that 

masculinities in schools are racialised (Back, 1996; Mac an Ghaill, 1994; Majors & Billson, 1992; 

Phoenix & Frosh, 2001). Many boys in their study, but not all, viewed black men of African Caribbean 

descent as ‘super-masculine’.  

They are constructed as possessing the attributes that are considered to be most 
masculine: toughness and authentically male style in talk and dress. Paradoxically, 
while they are feared and discriminated against because of those features, they are also 
respected and admired and gain power through taking on characteristics that are 
antithetical to good classroom performance (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001, p.32).  

It is interesting that in both Newland High and Mitchell High the clusters of cool boys included a 

significant number of Asian and Aboriginal students who were able to win physical fights. In all 

probability, the strategy of calling on their network for support was developed initially as a way of 

protecting themselves from racism. There was also a perception that the Asian boys in particular were 

willing and able to use weapons, which added to their macho status. The super masculine appearance and 

attitudes of the cool boys was modelled on rap stars, who are mostly African American.  The boys in my 

study who were described as being the most powerful in Year 9, such as an Asian boy called Rocky in 

Newland High, exemplified this style of masculinity in their clothing, poses and postures, walk and talk, 

which other researchers have also identified as being common in Australian schools (Gilbert & Gilbert, 

1998). However, this ‘cool pose’ has a cost in that it can prevent boys from expressing emotion, inhibits 

their motivation to learn and limits their range of social experiences (Majors & Billson, 1992). 

8.6.2 Discourse on body image and consumerism 

Consumerism was influential in both the construction and privileging of popular styles of femininity and 

masculinity in Mitchell High and Newland High. The influence of North American rap stars on the 

popular boys’ clothing and hairstyles was remarkably consistent across the schools, with some minor 

variations in brand names and hairstyles. Many other researchers have also noted the importance of 

appearance and clothing, or youth style, to the construction of popular masculinities (Gilbert & Gilbert, 

1998; Miles, 1998; Miles, Cliff, & Burr, 1998; Phoenix & Frosh, 2001; Storm-Mathisen, 1998). In a 

Norwegian study, Storm-Mathisen also found that clothes helped to differentiate young people into 

“cool”, “normal”, “wannabe”, or “nerd” groups (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001, p.30). ‘Wannabees’ were 

unpopular because they adhered to the labels and style set by the cool trendsetters, who could get away 

with wearing anything if they were attractive and popular.  

Some of the boys from poorer families in Newland High allegedly resorted to stealing brand-named 

clothes in order to be accepted by the cool group and to avoid being labelled as a ‘povo’ or ‘derro’. 

Phoenix et al. also found that, because brand name clothing was expensive, poverty and affluence was 
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relevant to the construction of masculinities. They observed that gender, race and social class 

differentiated youth style in shifting ways. Therefore different brands were hegemonic in different schools 

but the idea that particular brands were acceptable was consistent. Boys were disparaged and abused if 

they did not wear the accepted labels (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001). 

Body size and strength were also considered to be important to the young males’ body image in Mitchell 

and Newland High schools.  To put this in context, the Victorian Government’s Better Health Channel 

website asserts that the contemporary ideal masculine image is one of “lean muscularity”, with 45% of 

Western men being unhappy with their bodies to some degree, compared to 15% twenty five years ago19.  

Around one in four Australian men in the healthy weight range believe themselves to be fat, while 17% 

are on a weight loss diet at any one time.  Their research suggests that men also worry about not being 

muscular, which was reflected in the statements of young men in my study, with smaller boys working 

with weights to enhance their muscles. Boys were more concerned about physical strength than size. 

Various studies have found that factors contributing to a negative body image in males include:   

• Teasing in childhood and adolescence (for being too thin, too weak or too fat). 

• Peer pressure among teenage boys to be tough and strong. 

• A cultural tendency to judge people on their appearance. 

• The emphasis on male sports players as role models for boys. 

• Advertising campaigns and media coverage featuring idealised male images. 

• Promotion by society of the ideal man as always being strong, lean and muscular. 

• Well-meaning public health campaigns that urge people to lose weight (Better Health Channel, 

2000a, p.1). 

 

Beynon argued that since the 1980s the biggest influence upon masculinity in Britain and similar Western 

cultures has not been feminism, but the commercial (Beynon, 2002, p.97). In the 21st century there is a 

proliferation of television, movie and commercial representations of various masculine and feminine 

styles, which are potent models for boys and girls.  Masculinity has been commoditised, packaged and 

rendered a ‘product’ to be sold. The consequence has been the reconstruction of masculinity and 

femininity through consumption, and “a hierarchy of masculinities based on appearance” (ibid, p.108). 

8.6.3 Discourse on aggression and violence  

The participants in my study described how boys in the upper level of the discursively-constructed peer 

group hierarchy boosted their peer status by harassing other boys verbally and physically.  Cool boys in 

particular demonstrated their macho status, or toughness, by abusing other boys in the lower levels of the 

pecking order, especially those who were effeminate, studious, gay, disabled or poor. Those who were 

subordinated or marginalised were defined by negative terms such as ‘wimp’, ‘wuss’, ‘geek’, ‘nerd’, 

‘poofter’, ‘loser’ ‘povo’ or ‘girl’. Other Australian researchers have reported similar findings (Collins, 

                                                 
19 The figures could be much higher as men are less likely than women to seek medical help. 
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1999; Connell, 1993; Connell, 1995; Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998; Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997; Kenway et 

al., 1997; Martino, 1999; Owens, 1996; Walker, 1988). 

We all engage in constructing a world of gender relations (Connell, 1995), but choices are always made in 

concrete social circumstances that are not easily controlled and which enhance, limit or constrain 

possibilities, in particular where there is structural inequality and associated violence or abuse. Connell 

highlighted two patterns of violence resulting from structural inequality in gender relations. First, 

members of privileged groups (usually males) use violence to sustain their dominance, with intimidation 

ranging across a wide spectrum: 

Physical attacks are commonly accompanied by verbal abuse of women (whores and 
bitches, in recent popular music that recommends beating women).  Most men do not 
attack or harass women; but those who do are unlikely to think themselves deviant.  On 
the contrary they usually feel they are entirely justified, that they are exercising a right.  
They are authorised by an ideology of supremacy (Connell, 1995, p.83). 

Second, violence is a factor in gender politics and transactions among males: 

Terror is used as a means of drawing boundaries and making exclusions, for example, 
in heterosexual violence against gay men.  Violence can become a way of claiming or 
asserting masculinity in group struggles (ibid, p.83). 

 

8.6.4 Discourse on reputation 

Girls and boys in my study talked about the importance of sexual prowess to boys’ reputations, with male 

virgins labelled ‘effeminate’ or ‘gay’, and the equivalent of a girl ‘slut’ in male terms called ‘a legend’, 

thereby enhancing their status in their peer group.  Other researchers have also noted that, whilst girls find 

it easy to talk about feelings and relationships, heterosexual boys distance themselves from intimacy and 

tend to talk or boast instead about their alleged sexual conquests (Giddens, 1992; Lees, 1997).  

Connell pointed out that a boy’s reputation and standing is defined not by sexuality alone (as is often the 

case with girls), but is defined predominantly by other things such as sporting prowess, making them less 

susceptible than females to sex-linked verbal abuse. Subordinated or marginalised males are most 

vulnerable to verbal abuse because they are gay, feminine, disabled, from a different racial or ethnic 

background, or heterosexual males who are seen as illegitimate, effeminate, non-physical and/or 

academically-oriented (Connell, 1995). 

8.6.5 Discourse on academic achievement 

One feature of concern in this study was the tendency for boys to ridicule those who were perceived to be 

committed to schoolwork and academic achievement. Academically inclined boys were commonly 

referred to as ‘geeks’ and ‘nerds’, usually by other boys, and many, but not all were relegated to the 

lowest level of the peer group hierarchy.  This behaviour was first noted in the late ’70s when Willis’ 

much-quoted, classic study found that British working class boys associated manual labour with 

masculinity and toughness, and academic achievers were called ‘cissies’ and ‘ear ’oles’ (Willis, 1977). 

The ‘lads’ rejected school for its focus on mental rather than manual work, and ridiculed boys who valued 
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schoolwork for being weak and effeminate. More than a decade later, Walker found evidence of a similar 

anti-school culture in an Australian school where the macho boys rejected the school curricula and 

regulations in favour of ‘tough’ pursuits such as football, athletics, drinking, displays of sexual prowess 

and verbal abuse (Walker, 1988). Gilbert and Gilbert reported similar behaviour twenty years later in their 

study of boys in Australian schools, testifying to the longevity of the problem. They found that boys were 

bullied for being intelligent, conscientious or successful at schoolwork, as well as for being ‘stupid’ or 

‘dumb’ (Gilbert & Gilbert 1998). Connell also found that boys in Australian schools engage in what he 

calls “protest masculinity” by rejecting schoolwork. Protest masculinity can be seen as a collective 

response to powerlessness, “making claims to power where there are no real resources for power. There is 

a lot of concern with face, a lot of work put into keeping up a front” (Connell, 1995, p.111).  

Several other researchers have noted that boys and some male teachers consider academic work to be 

effeminate and therefore in opposition to hegemonic masculinity, which tends to be aligned more closely 

with physical activities such as sport (Katz & Buchanan, 1999; Mac an Ghaill, 1994; Martino, 1999; 

Phoenix & Frosh, 2001). Phoenix and Frosh, however, made an interesting observation in relation to 

boys’ attitudes to schoolwork, which meshed with comments made by some of the ‘complicit’ boys in my 

research: 

... successful masculinity is defined not by being hard-working, but coolly masterful in 
managing work with ease, that is through “natural talent” (Phoenix & Frosh, 2001, 
p.31). 

Smart and complicit boys in my study admitted to working hard at home, away from their peers’ gaze, so 

as not to appear too conscientious about academic work. Given these cultural practices, which appear to 

be widespread, Gilbert and Gilbert pointed out that boys’ schools must assist boys to negotiate “a series of 

oppositions … if they are to be both scholarly and masculine” (Gilbert & Gilbert, 1998, p.143).   

8.6.6 Discourse on heterosexuality and misogyny  

One of the dominant discourses in my study was that ‘real’ boys are heterosexual, not effeminate or gay, 

demonstrating the role that homophobia and misogyny play in the construction of masculinities. As can 

be seen from the list of abusive words collected from the participants (Appendix 8), the derogatory terms 

used for adolescent boys in South Australian schools did not refer to a boy’s social identity or reputation 

in the same way as for girls. Rather, the focus of abuse tended to denigrate or subordinate ‘othered’ forms 

of masculinity (as exemplified by ‘poofter’, ‘girl’ or ‘wuss’).  The predominant terms of abuse used by 

boys against other boys who were not sufficiently macho were homophobic and misogynist, such as 

‘sissy’, ‘Mummy’s boy’, ‘girl’, ‘gay’, ‘poofter’, ‘fag’ and ‘faggot’:   

To call a boy a ‘poof’ is derogatory, but this term, in denoting lack of guts, suggests 
femininity – weakness, softness and inferiority (Lees, 1987, p.180). 

These findings support those of other studies (Connell, 1995; Epstein, 1987, 1996, 1997; Gilbert & 

Gilbert, 1998; Lees, 1997). In 1999, in a study of a group of middle class boys attending a co-educational 

high school in Perth, Western Australia, Martino also found that the cool boys called those who displayed 

characteristics attributable to gay people ‘poofters’ (Martino, 1999). In 1986, Lees also found that sexist 
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forms of verbal abuse were prominent in the maintenance of male hegemony in the schools in her study. 

She highlighted the importance of sexism to male bonding and also noted the prevalence of derogatory 

terms used for girls versus the relative scarcity of derogatory names for boys: 

... sexism appears to be very important in male bonding, in as much as denigration of 
girls and women is a crucial ingredient of camaraderie in male circles.  The masculine 
tradition of drinking and making coarse jokes usually focuses on the ‘dumb sex object’, 
the ‘nagging wife’ or the ‘filthy whore’.  This is not the case for girls. As one girl told 
me, ‘One thing I noticed is that there are not many names you can call a boy. … You 
might make a dictionary out of the names you can call a girl’ (Lees, 1997, p.19). 

In a study of the social relations of boys and girls in Australian secondary schools, Eder found that boys 

conveyed the importance of toughness through ritual insults (also known as ‘sledging’), using many 

insulting names to imply some form of weakness such as femininity or homosexuality (Eder et al., 1995).  

 ‘Compulsory’ (Rich, 1980) or ‘obligatory’ (Rubin, 1975) heterosexuality places cultural and social 

pressures on both women and on men. Connell noted that: 

Patriarchal culture has a simple interpretation of gay men: they lack masculinity.  This 
idea is expressed in an extraordinary variety of ways, ranging from stale humour of the 
limp-wrist, panty-waist variety, to sophisticated psychiatric investigations of the 
‘aetiology’ of homosexuality in childhood (Connell, 1995, p.143).  

He also pointed out that although the dominant culture defines homosexual men as effeminate, many gay 

men are not. Several boys in my study acknowledged that some boys were labelled ‘gay’ unfairly if they 

displayed feminine qualities or were too friendly with girls, but the dominant discourse put pressure on 

boys to demonstrate their masculinity by rejecting anything feminine. 

Connell noted that homophobia serves to draw social boundaries, defining what is ‘real’ masculinity or 

femininity, and what is rejected:   

In homophobic ideology the boundary between straight and gay is blurred with the 
boundary between masculine and feminine, gay men being imagined as feminized men 
and lesbians as masculinized women (Connell, 1995, p.40). 

8.7  Chapter summary 

There were enormous pressures on young men in the schools who participated in the research to 

demonstrate a particular hegemonic style of masculinity, which they described as ‘cool’ and ‘macho’.  

Boys talked about the pressures on them to act and dress in particular ways in order to avoid their peers 

calling them derogatory names such as ‘geek’, ‘poofter’ or ‘loser’. Whilst femininity and masculinity are 

both ‘performances’, Gilbert and Gilbert (1998) suggest that the greater competitiveness associated with 

masculinity means that it is in more constant need of being proven or demonstrated, particularly in 

heterosexual relations.  

Being a male in today’s society involves a life of shaping, performing and conforming to the imperatives 

of what it means to be ‘a man’ in a particular location at a particular point in time.  These pressures shift 

across different locations and contexts, through class, age, sexuality and socio-economic status, 
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manifesting in many different ways of behaving and living.  Yet it appears that there are common 

influences to which many young males from different cultural backgrounds respond.  Boys construct their 

masculinity in relation to a dominant image of gender difference and are commonly positioned between 

two competing discourses represented as: 

active, direct, physical passive, indirect, verbal 

competitive, hierarchical cooperative, relational  

popular/powerful or complicit subordinated or marginalised 

playing studying 

strong/tough  weak/soft 

aggressive/assertive submissive 

rational emotional 

independent dependent or interdependent 

(hetero)sexually active homosexual or (hetero)sexually 
passive  

masculine feminine 

  

Having discussed the discourses on masculinity that were dominant in the schools in this study, Chapter 9 

will now explore the dominant discourses on femininity in those schools. 
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C h a p t e r  9  

ADOLESCENT GENDERED IDENTITIES: FEMININITIES 

Rhymes of the playground 

I know a little girl sly and deceitful, 
Every little tittle-tat she runs and tells the people; 
Long nose, ugly face, fit to be put in a glass case, 
And if you want to know her name, her name is {child’s name} 
Oh, oh {child’s name} 
Keep away from me, 
I don’t want to play with you 
Or you to play with me (Turner, 1969, p.73) 20. 

 
What are little girls made of? 
Sugar and spice and all things nice; 
That’s what little girls are made of. 
(A rhyme that was common when I was a child). 
 

9.1 The hierarchical  construct ion of  femininit ies  in schools  

This chapter will explore the hierarchical construction of femininities in particular South Australian 

schools from the perspective of the adolescent participants and identify the dominant markers of 

femininity from the transcripts of focus groups and interviews, the meanings that are given to these 

markers, and the role that verbal abuse plays in the construction and maintenance of particular forms of 

femininity. The dominant discourses on femininity will then be identified and discussed in relation to 

other studies. 

9.2 Femininit ies  

Connell, along with other feminist-poststructuralists, stressed that a number of versions of femininity are 

constructed in everyday social practices in institutions, but at a broad cultural level the versions favoured 

in Australian society tend to complement male hegemony and promote women’s subordination. Connell’s 

description of ‘emphasised femininity’, which complements ‘hegemonic masculinity’, is characterised by 

heterosexuality, compliance and submissiveness to males. It is oriented to accommodating males’ desires 

and interests, and is associated with sociability, sexual passivity, and acceptance of domesticity and 

motherhood (Connell, 1995, p.187). However, Connell warned that one cannot essentialise or generalise 

on the basis of sex or gender:  

The ideological representations of femininity draw on, but do not necessarily 
correspond to, actual femininities as they are lived.  What most women support is not 
necessarily what they are (Connell, 1987, p.186). 

                                                 
20 Sydney, 1958. 
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Walkerdine also suggested that femininity and masculinity are fictions: 

… fictions linked to fantasies deeply embedded in the social world which can take on 
the status of fact when inscribed in the powerful practices, like schooling, through 
which we are regulated (Walkerdine, 1990, p.xiii). 

She argued that young girls in schools are placed in positions that serve to produce and reproduce 

femininity by discursive practices that locate them in regimes of truth. She also suggested that “the 

organization of psychic life embodied in the dynamics of the family is centrally and strategically 

important” to the construction of femininities (Walkerdine, 1993, p.86).  

9.3 Discursive posit ioning of  g ir ls  in  the peer group hierarchy 

As with masculinity, girls in this study discursively-constructed a social hierarchy based on what popular 

culture and discourse has told them constitutes ‘ideal’ femininity. Most students interviewed in Mitchell 

High and Newland High positioned girls in a hierarchy of femininities. Alice described these hierarchical 

levels as ‘stairs’, with the upper level comprising the ‘popular’, ‘powerful’ girls and girls in the lower 

level (‘povos’, ‘derros’, ‘sluts’ and ‘loners’) classified even lower than the ‘geeks’, in the lowest level of 

the male hierarchy. 

Q: And I guess the same thing happens to girls who don’t conform with that image of being properly 
female. 
Alice (B): Yeah, but with girls, it’s a bit different because there’s the popular group of girls, and then 
it sort of goes down like stairs, it goes lower, like .. . {than boy ‘geeks’}. 
Q: Describe the stairs, the popular ones at the top? 
Alice (B): And then it’s, like there’s big groups of different girls, and you go like, I reckon, probably 
a group of popular girls, then probably us, my group. 
Q: Which is the middle group? 
Alice (B): Yeah, in the middle.  And then it gets lower to the like the ‘loser girls’. 
Q: So there’s the ‘loser girls’, and there’s stages of ‘loser girls’ are there? 
Alice (B): Yeah. 
Q: What are the stages? 
Alice (B): Some dress half, and then there’s just some girls who just who are like dressed really 
badly. 
Q: So is it to do with their dress and their looks? 
Alice (B): Yes, definitely, that’s the first thing people look at. 
Q: What about if somebody doesn’t have any money, and they can’t afford the clothes?  What are 
they called, those people? 
Alice (B): Depends who’s calling it. 
Q: Are they labelled ‘povos’ and ‘derros’ and ... 
Alice (B): Sometimes.  Depends if they know people. ’Cause say if a real loser has three older sisters, 
they’ll stay completely away, ‘cause she’s got back-up.  But if it’s someone who doesn’t, and she’s a 
‘loner’, then they’ll get targeted. 
Q: So they can be really, really lonely.   
Alice (B): Yeah. 

 

Table 9.1 shows how the participants in the interviews in Newland High and Mitchell High positioned 

girls in the hierarchy. The more masculine, macho, tough girls were positioned as hegemonic, in 

particular in Mitchell High. Most girls and boys saw being tough and ‘butch’ as a cool way to be 

feminine, with some protest from those in the lower levels. 
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Table 9.1: The positioning of different femininities in the peer group hierarchy 
by the dominant discourse of Year 9 students in Mitchell High and Newland 
High 

Assigned power/status  
levels of girls in the  
peer group hierarchy 

Degree of masculinity/femininity of girls as 
defined by the dominant discourse 

Discursive effect: 
style of femininity 

Upper level girls Masculinised femininity – tough, ‘butch’, ‘macho’ 
 
Emphasised femininity - ‘sluttish’ 

‘Cool’, ‘macho’  
 
‘Cool’, ‘complicit’  

Middle level girls Resistant or rebellious femininity 
 
Conformist, conservative femininity 
 
‘Copycats’ or ‘wannabees’ 

‘Smart’ 
 
‘Complicit’ 
 
‘Complicit’ 

Lower level girls Failed or weak femininities (‘slut’, ‘loser’,  
‘try hard’, ‘loner’, ‘geek’, ‘lesso’, ‘butch’) 
 
Structurally marginalised femininities –  
economically disadvantaged girls (‘povos’,  
‘derros’); girls with disability (‘Mindas’,  
‘crippos’); some Aboriginal and Asian girls. 

‘Subordinated’  
 
 
 
‘Marginalised’  

 

9.3.1 Upper level: tough, masculine, ‘butch’ girls as powerful 

In general there were mixed statements from the participants in Mitchell and Newland high schools about 

who was the more powerful sex in Year 9 – boys or girls. Earlier the focus group participants had 

described boys as being more powerful than girls, essentialising and fixing the sex-based categories of 

male and female, and aligning them with masculinity and femininity. In the individual interviews, 

however, some girls in the upper level of the hierarchy were described as successfully masculine or 

‘butch’, in that they were able to win physical fights. Many participants at Newland High described these 

girls as being more powerful than boys, although boys could still put them down by calling them ‘butch’. 

It was far less demeaning for a girl to be masculinised than for a boy to be feminised. Girls and boys rated 

masculinity more highly than femininity in terms of power and status. 

Boys interviewed in single-sex focus groups, in particular in the State schools, were fascinated by girls 

they described as ‘masculine’, particularly those who engaged in physical fights with each other and with 

boys. They tended to downplay boys’ physical violence, seeing it as normal and unremarkable, but 

sensationalised the physical violence between girls (even though their fights were less serious and less 

prevalent than boys’ fights), as it was oppositional to stereotypical norms of femininity. Boys claimed 

superior fighting knowledge and skill by complaining that girls had not learned the unspoken ‘rules’ for 

physical fights, such as to stop kicking when your opponent is on the ground21.  Boys also contested the 

double standard that allowed girls to hit boys, but prevented boys from hitting girls. The girls countered 

by describing boys as being “much stronger” physically and therefore able to “take it” from girls. Due to 

boys’ greater physical size, girls were unwilling to concede that if they could hit boys, the reverse should 

also be true (Extract 29, Appendix 9). 

                                                 
21  Mr Smith, the counsellor from Newland High, thought this was a myth – he said he regularly saw boys kicking 

another boy when he was on the ground. 
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Boys and girls commented on individuals who did not fit the gender norms, consistently essentialising 

masculinity and femininity.  Some girls, however, took pride in their masculine behaviours (which they 

and the boys described as ‘butch’), arguing for a liberal form of gender equality on the grounds of 

fairness, based on masculinity as the ‘norm’.  The general preference for masculine attitudes and 

behaviours reflected the dominance of hegemonic masculine discourse in their daily lives at school: “If 

we do act like guys we are not butches, we are just normal”.  The girls saw equality as being able to 

behave like a boy, as seen in the following statements made by girls in a mixed-sex focus group in a State 

school in a Southern suburb. 

F2: One thing that happens is that the girl butches get paid out by the guys because they think “you 
are so much of a guy.”   
F3: Yeah.  It’s sexist.  We should be proud of being butches, but the guys pay us out about it.  
F2: What would be fair is that they should respect us.  They are just as strong as us so we can punch 
them.  If we do act like guys we are not butches, we are just normal. 
Q: So you would like to think that a girl can behave like a boy can and not be labelled a butch.   
Chorus of girls: Yeah. 

Mixed-sex focus group, State school in the Southern suburbs 
 

In the focus groups, boys described these girls as ‘tomboys’, ‘butches’ or ‘lesbians’, terms that some girls 

experienced as derogatory (Extract 30, Appendix 9). 

One finding that was foreign to my own adolescent experiences was the extent to which ‘cool’ femininity 

was associated with physical and emotional toughness, in particular in Newland High. Alice explained 

that masculine characteristics were essential to girls, as they have to be strong to survive in a society that 

is “getting like rougher and more violent” and they cannot be seen to be a ‘wuss’, a term normally 

reserved for boys. 

Q: Okay.  So their attitude is bitchy to other girls, and what are they like with the boys? 
Alice (B): Flirty, depends if, the girls only make, are with the good guys, or the good guys are vice 
versa, so they usually flirt with them and stuff.  Some of them are going out, but … 
Q: Yeah.  So to be properly female, normally female, is there a certain attitude you have to have 
towards boys?  Do you have to, can you be tough? 
Alice (B):  Yeah, I guess.  You can’t be a ‘wuss’. 
Q: You’re still seen to be a normal female if you’re tough? 
Alice (B): Yeah, yeah. 
Q: Is that right?  You just mentioned you can’t be a ‘wuss’? 
Alice (B): Not really, ‘cause people are like, society is getting like rougher, and more violent, so you 
should actually stick up for yourself and be like, not all ..., not just back down.  And so you have to 
be like strong. 

 

In common with the focus group participants, the interviewees commented more on girls who used 

physical means to win fights at school than on the boys’ fights, even though the latter were more common 

in their school. Ann and Tessa’s description of a group of girls in their year as popular, powerful, tough 

and feminine is representative of comments from Newland High students. 

Ann (B): Some girls have to try and prove something to the boys that sometimes they want the boys 
to be scared of them so they’ll go out and do anything and they’ll even pick fights with guys. 
Q: Physical fights? 
Ann (B):  Yep, some of them, like usually the more popular ones try and do that. I guess they’re a bit 
butchier at the same time a bit more stronger and tougher because they want that image. 
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Q: How many girls are like that? 
Ann (B):  Oh there’s only a few of them. They’re the popular ones though. 
Q: It’s okay for a girl to do that? It’s not considered to be unfeminine? 
Ann (B):  Well I don’t know some of the guys say “Oh you’re a bit of a bloke, a bit of a butch” 
because you’re doing that, but I just think it’s stupid that they try and demonstrate how strong they 
are by punching someone out, that’s getting you nowhere but that’s obviously what they think. 
Q: Why do you think girls are doing it? 
Ann (B):  I don’t know I think it’s to prove that some people might go “Oh girls are nothing” and I 
think they’re trying to prove that a girl can do it, a girl can beat up someone as good as the next boy 
could. 
 
Tessa (B): … like the more masculine type of girls, chunkier, they just don’t care, they’ll beat anyone 
up. 
Q: They beat anyone up, will they beat boys up? 
Tessa (B):  Not so much but I have seen it. 

 

Julie from Mitchell High also explained that any girl can be called ‘butch’ simply because of their build, 

or because they are good at sport or swear a lot. 

Q: So what do you think it means to be properly feminine?  
Julie (A): I have a friend who is quite well built; she’s a bit big and tall.  And because of her attitude - 
she swears a lot - and she’s good at sport and she gets called ‘butch’. And another girl, she gets called 
butch as well but her appearance isn’t butch, she is a medium sort of build.  Except she’s got longer 
hair.  But she swears a lot.  And there will be a bin right next to her and she will throw something.  
Like she threw noodles across there.  My friend was saying that and I said I agree.  Like I do agree 
{that she is butch}. 

 

Terry (one of the popular boys) and Eliza stated that cool boys in Mitchell High thought that butch girls 

who won fights were cool and granted them the honour of including them in their group (Extract 31, 

Appendix 9), again demonstrating the process of hegemonic masculinity. Whilst it was demeaning for a 

boy to be called ‘a girl’ or ‘a wuss’, it was flattering to some of the girls in the upper level in both schools 

to be called ‘a tomboy’ or ‘butch’. Not all butch girls, however, were seen as powerful, as ‘butch’ was 

also a derogatory name for some girls in the lower level.  Being positioned as ‘butch’ disadvantaged girls 

when they wanted romantic liaisons with boys. Rigmor described how she changed her ‘tough’, ‘tomboy’ 

image and dress to a more feminine image when she became romantically involved with a boy (Extract 

32, Appendix 9). 

Participants more often than not described ‘cool’ girls who exemplified Connell’s description of 

‘emphasised’ femininity as the popular, powerful girls. Thus they feature in the descriptions of markers of 

femininity. 

9.3.2 Middle level: ‘resistant’ and ‘complicit’ girls, and ‘wannabees’ 

Similar to the smart boys, a few of the girls interviewed said that they managed to do their own thing and 

contested and/or resisted the dominant discourse on femininity. Most of these girls described themselves 

as ‘confident’, ‘normal’, or ‘average’, ‘not popular and not geeks’, and positioned themselves in the 

middle level of the hierarchy. Helen, for example, said she rebelled against the clothing norms by wearing 

red shoes.  

Helen (A): I don’t really care what other people think of me.  I just do what I want to do.   
Q: How do you think you are different to everyone else? 
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Helen (A): ’Cause I like to do my own thing, not what other people want me to do.   
Q: So you are one of the rebels in the pack? 
Helen (A): Yeah. 
Q: Do you ever get paid out for doing your own thing? 
Helen (A): Sort of.  A few weeks ago I bought these red shoes and people thought they were 
different.  So they were paying me because of my shoes.  But I like them.  I don’t really mind.   

 

On the other hand, Nancy’s statements implied that she and her group of friends were ‘confident’ and 

‘conservative’, but also sensitive to comments about things such as academic grades and their weight. 

Neither she nor her friends wanted to be labelled as ‘sluts’ so they were concerned about the way they 

dressed (Extract 33, Appendix 9). They complied with the dominant discourse more readily than those 

who were ‘resistant’, although the boundaries between the categories of ‘complicit’ and ‘resistant’ in the 

middle level were permeable, with girls moving between them. 

As Julie explained, a complicit middle level cluster of girls were sometimes called ‘want-to-bees’ or 

‘wannabees’ (a derogatory term) because they slavishly copied the popular ‘cool’ group’s fashions.  

Julie (A):  My friend bought new pants and a lot of girls had them. And she’s like, “I’m going to get 
paid out if I wear them to school”.  “I’m going to get called a copy cat and all that”.  That sort of 
stuff.  But I think some people, if you get your hair blond or something and somebody already has it 
you are going to get called a “want-to-be”.   

 

9.3.3 Lower level:  subordinate femininities 

I asked students in Mitchell High and Newland High what happened to girls who did not conform to the 

popular image of being feminine.  Emily, among many others, stated that, similar to the fate of boys who 

were called ‘geeks’, they were positioned in the lower level of the hierarchy and commonly called 

derogatory or insulting names, such as ‘try hards’, ‘geeks’ and ‘lesbians’. 

Michael and others also commented on the negative treatment of some lower status girls who were 

lesbians at Newland High, although he felt this to be unfair. 

Michael (B):  Oh, yeah, if you’re a gay I think you would get paid out, even though I haven’t seen 
many gays so far at this school. We’ve, I’ve seen a pair of lesbians, and they get teased by other 
people, where as I kind of look at it and think “Yep, good for them, if they want to do that so that’s 
fine by me”, but other people don’t see it that way, it’s kind of different - how dare they. 

 

Eliza, Julie and Kelly described a similar discourse in Mitchell High, with some girls being called 

‘lesbians’ if they hugged their friends, ‘lessos’ if other girls disliked them, or ‘butch’ if they looked or 

behaved in a masculine or ‘not cool’ way.  

Eliza (A): ’Cause girls hug their friends, all girls do it.  Like if a guy sees it and they feel like being 
annoying they will just go “She’s a dyke.  Lesbians.”   But every girl hugs their friends that I know 
of. 
Q: So is that mainly the boys that use that language or is it the girls as well? 
Eliza (A): Some girls call other girls lesbians but that’s only if they hate them.  It’s not because of the 
way they do anything. 
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Being called ‘butch’ was far more demeaning if targeted at girls in the lower level of the hierarchy. It was 

only in the cool group that being called ‘butch’ was an advantage, and then only to some of the more 

powerful girls. 

Kelly (A): If they {girls} have really short hair, like a boy’s type of cut, they will be told they look 
like boys and they are not girls and they’ve had sex changes and everything.  Stupid stuff like that. 

 

9.3.4 Marginalised femininities 

Girls were marginalised on the basis of disability, poverty and race in a similar fashion to boys. In the 

mixed-sex private school, girls in a focus group were concerned about a girl with muscular dystrophy 

who was given a hard time by students in the school, with taunts and insults occurring daily, mainly from 

boys.  Boys in the all-boy focus group illustrated what happens to girls who are different. 

M1: This person is not really the best looking girl in the world.  You wouldn’t say she’s a light 
weight.  She’s pretty big.   
M4: Her hair cut sometimes.  What she wears on casual clothes day.  Like it’s hot and she wore a 
skivvy.  Like a ski suit.  Her mother dressed her in a woollen jumper. 
Q: So she’s kind of conspicuous, she’s noticed. 
M1: She stands out like a sore thumb. 
Q: Has she got many friends? 
B1: Two. 
M5: One.   
M4: A teacher as well.   
M1: It’s not just because of her appearance and the way she dresses and stuff like that.  She’s not 
really the nicest person to hang around with. Half the time it’s her fault.  Half the time she starts it 
and does stuff.  Just gets her back I guess.   
M1: She just doesn’t care.  She’s not very nice to around with. 
M3: She smells. 
M6: Dandruff.   
M1: She’s got her own snow storm coming down from her hair.   
M4: Cornflakes.   
Q: So the physical thing is really important in this instance?   
M6: And mental really.   
M3: She was kept back in year two.  She stayed back and she should be in year ten now.   
M1: A year five would probably be smarter than her.  My brother is probably smarter than her and 
he’s in six. 
M3: You really feel sorry for her like that because her learning capability.  Still... 

All-boys focus group, mixed-sex private school 
 
 

Girls were more concerned than boys about the abusive treatment of girls and boys who were different. 

Tillie from Mitchell High, for example, was particularly distressed by the verbal abuse that one of her 

friends received from girls because she had cancer. 
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Tillie (A): ’Cause she’s got hardly any hair.  And she’s a girl so of course she will wear a hat.  And 
yesterday was the first day that she took off her hat.  And the Year 8 girls started on her.  So all of us 
started on them. 
Q: What did they say? 
Tillie (A): “First time taking your hat off you stupid bitch”.  And we all just jumped in on that one 
word.   
Q: Did they know she had cancer? 
Tillie (A): Yep. She’s been getting harassed all of her life about it.  “Uncle Fester” and all that.  
“Whale” and stuff.   
Q: She’s overweight is she? 
Tillie (A): She’s a little bit fat.   
Q: Uncle Fester? 
Tillie (A): Because she had no hair.  But she’s had a lot of deaths in her life already. 
Q: And she’s getting harassed by girls around her at school.  And boys? 
Tillie (A): Yeah.  Because she’s got no strength to tell them where to go.  So we all just stood up for 
her.  They’ve got no respect for her.  It was the right thing to do as well.   

 

9.4 Markers of  femininity 

In the schools canvassed for this research there were various behaviours, physical characteristics, clothing 

styles, attitudes and attributes that the normalising discourse on femininity marked as being appropriately 

feminine.  In the dominant discourse on femininity, these markers were linked to characteristics assigned 

to ‘cool’ girls who were defined by the dominant discourse as being the most powerful and popular.  

These girls performed what Connell called ‘emphasised’ femininity, which complemented the cool boys’ 

exaggerated masculinity (Connell, 1987, 1995). 

9.4.1 Clothing and appearance  

Focus group girls in a co-educational private school stated that there was more peer pressure for girls to 

conform to a certain way of looking and dressing than boys. Clothing and appearance were crucial to their 

popularity and friendships: 

F3: Girls have a lot more peer pressure I reckon. 
Several: Yeah. 
F3: Society wants them to be like blond and pretty.   
Q: So what is it that makes someone unpopular? 
F2: The way they dress.   
F7: The way they are.  Who they prefer to hang around with. 
F8: The way they look. 
F7: Yeah, their appearance.   

 
In all schools canvassed, girls who did not wear the ‘in’ clothing or dress in the appropriate way became 

targets of verbal abuse, in particular if their clothes or general appearance were ‘slutty’ (Appendix 8 for 

meanings of abusive terms). 

Q: Is there something a person does that makes them different or targeted? 
F8: Pays too much attention to themselves.  This is an example.  Like everyone has their socks 
scrunched.  Some people have to wear them all the way up here.  And when you are walking in the 
yard you can spot them from a mile away.  Socks right up here.   
Q: That makes them different? 
F8: Yeah, because everyone else’s is down there. 
F6: And some skirts are like up here.  And if you bend over it goes all the way up.   
F4: It’s other people who think you are all ‘slutty’.  It gives you a bad name.   

All girls focus group, co-educational Catholic school in the Northern suburbs 
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Boys would also verbally abuse a girl if they considered her unattractive or she wore glasses. 

Q: So that’s boys with boys. What would happen if a girl were to be different? 
M3: They would just single her out. 
Q: Why would they single her out?  What would she look like or be like? 
M5: If she’s not pretty or something like that.  Wears glasses.   

All boys focus group, co-educational State school in the Southern suburbs 
 

Girls who were defined as popular, powerful and/or cool conformed to a particular dress code that 

differed slightly in each school. Most of the girls interviewed described in great detail the ‘in’ ways to 

dress, and to wear your hair and make-up if you wanted to be a popular girl (Extracts 34 & 35, Appendix 

9). Michael offered a boy’s opinion of girls’ clothing that he understood to be ‘respectable’, which 

meshed with the girls’ descriptions. 

Q: And do they have to dress in a certain way? 
Michael (B): Yeah, if they wear something that looks a bit weird they’ll get paid out about it, and, 
disowned for the day until they can, if they wear something that looks a bit more respectable the next 
day, they’re all right again. 
Q: So what’s respectable? 
Michael (B): Tight clothes, brand name clothes, and stuff like that. 

 
Kelly, one of the ‘powerful’ girls, noted that boys were more attracted to girls who conformed to the 

‘cool’ stereotype of being feminine. 

Kelly (A): … most of the guys don’t speak to the ones that don’t wear makeup because they feel they 
are not that feminine.  But they do speak to them but they are not really good friends with them.  

 

Some of the more conservative girls, however, contested the dominant discourse that dressing ‘sluttily’ is 

feminine. 

Krys (Newland High): You’re just yourself like you don’t walk around in little tops; you don’t walk 
around in little skirts and be slutty. 

 

Rigmor described what happened to girls who did not conform to the clothing and appearance norms 

established by the cool girls and boys in Mitchell High, in particular those girls lower in the hierarchy. 

Q: What do they look like?    
Rigmor (A): Just like the people who don’t - they feel like they don’t care about what they do or what 
they look like...kind of thing. They just let themselves go...practically. Yeah...like non-brushed hair. 
Q: Right.  And what names do they get called? 
Rigmor (A): Anything you can think of, same as before, just ‘a bitch’, ‘a slut’. I don’t know where 
they come from, though.  Some people even say they ‘rape donkeys’ and stuff like this...and... ‘hoe’,  
‘whore’, like just heaps of bad things that I don’t... I can’t really remember all of them. 
Q: A ‘hoe’ is a whore? 
Rigmor (A): Yeah. ‘Scrag’ ... ‘skank’ ... 
Q: What’s a “scrag”? 
Rigmor (A): Just a really daggy person who doesn’t really care. 
Q: And everybody does that, boys and girls? 
Rigmor (A): Or you get called like... “You’re an ugly bitch”... “Go back to your pig pen” and stuff 
like this. 
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Q: And what about fatness? 
Rigmor (A):  Oh, some people get picked on, some other people don’t.   Like, “You’re a fat bitch”.  
That’s nasty. 
Q: Yeah? 
Rigmor (A):  Most of the girls think they’re fat. 

 

Adrian also commented on the “bitchy” way girls treated other girls in Newland High who did not dress 

appropriately. 

Adrian (B):  …sometimes its what they look like, like I’m just using a girl for example, like if 
they’ve got skippy skirts and low tops or whatever and they tease other kids that don’t really have 
money to buy clothes and they’re like “Oh you’re a poor …” whatever. 
Q: What’s a skippy skirt? 
Andrew (B): You know like a really short skirt. Powerful girls are more exposed with their body sort 
of thing. … Showing lots of flesh. …To them there its like when we have casual clothes day you see 
what they wear, which is nothing, and then they make stupid comments like “Oh my god she’s 
wearing a rag” or something and its like, how pathetic. 

 

9.4.2 Bitchiness  

In the focus group research the participants in all schools made many statements about the ‘bitchiness’ of 

girls, and the associated prevalence of indirect verbal and relational abuse such as ‘back stabbing’, 

‘gossiping’ and ‘spreading rumours’ (Extract 36, Appendix 9). This was also the case in the individual 

interviews. Participants were asked to comment on how the most powerful girls generally looked and 

behaved in the school, and what it meant to be ‘properly feminine’, or a ‘normal’ female.  Cool girls were 

described as the ‘popular/powerful’ girls. Most participants depicted them as being ‘bitchy’ in their 

attitudes and behaviour toward lower level girls and boys. At the same time these girls flirted with, or 

dated the cool males, demonstrating the complementary nature of exaggerated masculinities and 

emphasised femininities. John noted that the cool girls adopted similar attitudes to the cool boys, 

including toward academic work, and they similarly bullied and verbally harassed others, sometimes 

threatening each other verbally and physically where they were in competition for a boy. 

Q: What do you think it means to be properly female or normally female in this school? What does 
that mean, what does she have to look like and behave like? 
John (B): Their attitude like you don’t just be a goody goody like the main girls that think they’re top 
aren’t goody goodies like they don’t care if they fail their grades or anything. 
Q: So if they’re not goody goodies what are they doing? 
John (B): They’re like bullying, harassing. 
Q: And that’s seen as being normally female? 
John (B):  Yeah. 
Q: What ways do the girls bully and harass? 
John (B):  Verbal. 
Q: And how do they do it? 
John (B):  They yell out from the other side of the school grounds and all that and then they want to 
start a fight, but they never do the punching, they like fully yell at each other, pull their hair 
sometimes. 

 
Other boys described the cool girls as “very uppity”, “haughty”, “snotty” and as “snobs”, usually hanging 

around with the more dominant boys.  
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Q: Do they act in a different way? 
Adrian (B): Yes very snotty. 
Q: Very haughty? 
Adrian (B): Yes very uppity and “I’m the best” and stuff. 
 
Dean (A): They hang around with the more dominant boys, and if they walk past you, they will just 
put their heads up like snobs. 

 
The girls in the lower levels of the hierarchy in Newland High were generally frightened of the cool girls 

because they were “bitchy” and “mean” to them, particularly when they were in a group with other cool 

girls (Extract 37, Appendix 9). Whilst some girls in Mitchell High described these powerful girls as 

“confident” and “pretty”, they also described them as “bitchy”, “distant”, “arrogant”, “tough”, 

“intimidating”, “verbally abusive” and “physically threatening” (Extract 38, Appendix 9).  Many girls, 

however, stated that all girls were bitchy at some stage. One common explanation was that girls were 

unable to express their anger directly like boys, and therefore were more likely to suppress their angry 

feelings and become irritated with each other, or to deal with their negative or angry feelings covertly – 

“behind the back”. This was described as natural, normal behaviour for girls, with some exceptions. The 

more powerful girls were more able to be assertive and aggressive: “Only the powerful girls will say it to 

your face”. 

Eliza (A): I reckon it’s mostly females {who verbally abuse others}.  Because they are more bitchy 
and stuff. ’Cause I have to say that every girl is a bitch at one stage. 
Q: Why do you think that is?   
Eliza (A):  I’m not sure.  I found myself bitching about people before.  I don’t hate them, it’s just 
either something they do or if they annoy me that day.  There is this one girl that always talks about 
her boyfriend and it’s just starting to get on my nerves.  That’s all I hear about. 
Q: So what do you say? 
Eliza (A):  I don’t say anything to her.  I just think “Does she ever shut up about him?”  I don’t hate 
her, it just happens. 
 
Julie (A): Well a lot of it is behind their back because a lot of people do not have the guts to say 
something to someone’s face.  Only the powerful girls will say it to your face.  The rest of them will 
just say it behind their back.  Like in my group there is a girl, Emily, and she’s the ‘butch’ one. Like 
when she went off to get a drink or something, my other friends will say “She’s butch” and that sort 
of stuff.  But they would never say it to her face.   
Q: So that’s between girls.  
Julie (A): But they will never get abused to their face.  It will be behind her back.  “Check out her 
jeans, scrag”.  I’m not stupid.  I don’t think my friends are so good friends that they won’t have any 
bad things to say about me.  I’m not that stupid.  I’m not sure but I’ve got a petty good idea.  That’s 
life.  A teenage girl - it’s in girls’ natures to bitch.  I’ve done it occasionally.   

 

Another explanation for girls’ bitchiness again demonstrated the process of male hegemony. Girls 

competing for boys’ attention were often jealous of each other and therefore bitchy towards each other, 

wanting boys to see them as “the best”. 

Jenny (B): Girls are more bitchy, girls abuse more {than boys}. 
Q: And their verbal abuse can be more hurtful can it?  Is that what you mean by bitchy? 
Jenny (B):  Yeah, like guys are more physical. Like they can bash someone up, and they’ll forgive 
them the next day. 
Q: But girls don’t. 
Jenny (B):  Girls will fight with someone, not physically.  They’ll verbally start with someone, and 
they’ll be bitches and sly about it the next day.  And they won’t forgive them. 
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Q: Why do you think that is so?   
Jenny (B):  Girls are very jealous of each other, because they want to be the best, and they want to be 
beautiful.  Like, guys are the same, but they’re more, I don’t know, they’re just not very verbal.  They 
are verbal, but I don’t think they’re that verbal. 

 

One girl gave a biological explanation that girls are bitchy because of monthly hormonal influences22. 

Q: So girls are bitchier are they, are they bitchier than boys do you think? 
Rosemary (B): Yeah. 
Q: In what way? 
Rosemary (B): Well they have, there are times like PMT as well … 
Q: Okay, PMT – so they have pre menstrual tension, you think they get worse then, do they? 
Rosemary (B): Yeah.  Moody. 

 
 
9.4.3 Reputation  

In the dominant discourse on femininity in the schools canvassed, a girl’s sexual reputation was central to 

the construction of femininity and was associated with monogamy and/or virginity.  It was not acceptable 

for girls to have sexual desire outside the boundaries of a committed, monogamous, heterosexual 

relationship. Having a ‘good’ sexual reputation was aligned with girls’ sexual attractiveness to boys and 

sexual purity. Girls were therefore extremely vulnerable to being called “a slut”, or some other associated 

word that implied that they were sexually promiscuous and therefore sexually undesirable to boys. Girls 

colluded with this discourse by being the main perpetrators of abuse of other girls. 

Some female participants contested the double standard that existed for males and females in their peer 

group in relation to sexual desire and reputation. These girls were concerned that heterosexual boys who 

were sexually promiscuous were called ‘legends’ while promiscuous girls were called ‘sluts’. ‘Legend’ (a 

male slut) had a positive connotation, but both boys and girls described ‘slut’ as the most derogatory word 

one could use to a girl. 

Krys (B): Nuh, it’s just up to the boys really, they can do what they want. A girl gets called ‘a slut’ 
and a guy gets called ‘a legend’ because she goes and roots around and he goes and roots around, he 
gets called ‘a legend’ and she gets called ‘a slut’. 
Q: The boys have got more freedom than girls? 
Krys (B): Yeah ’cause they can’t get called sluts, they can wear and do whatever they want really, 
they can be called poofters and all that. 
Q: Yeah that’s interesting.  What’s a legend? 
Krys (B):  Oh someone who’s great. 
Q: Like a slut? 
Krys (B): Yeah, if a male... 
Q: What’s a term for male slut, is there an equivalent term to slut? 
Krys (B): There is no male equivalent. 
Q: Tell me what a legend is... 
Krys (B): Oh you’re a legend you know you’re great … {implying sexually}  

                                                 
22 Feminists argue that if a girl attributes her distressing experiences to hormonal processes associated with 

menstruation she invariably attributes the experiences as being outside her control.  Whilst this removes the 
possibility of self-blame it also promotes the belief that the female body is disordered and dysfunctional, fuelling 
cultural beliefs that support medicalised views of women’s complaints, and justifies the search for “biomedical 
cures for women’s embodied distress” and the exclusion of women from responsible and powerful positions in 
society (Stoppard, 2000, p.100).  
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Q: That’s the pick of the males? 
Krys (B): Yeah oh you’re heaps good kind of thing you know. 
Q: Is it a negative word? 
Krys (B): Slut is negative word. 
Q: Legend is positive? 
Krys (B): Yep ‘legend’ is positive, it’s like in America how they call people ‘niggers’ like the black 
people they call themselves ‘niggers’ but other people can think it’s a real derogatory name and it’s 
like some people can call themselves ‘players’ and they think they’re heaps good. 

 
In contrast, Tessa’s statement captured the dominant discourse on boy’s sexuality. 

Tessa (B): A lot of the boys are having sex to like see themselves as normal. 
 
One ‘smart’ boy, however, who was conspicuously different from the cool boys in his year, was 

concerned about protecting his sexual reputation because of girls’ tendency to gossip. 

Adrian (B): No I’ve got a girlfriend in another school, but you’re very cautious if you’ve got a 
girlfriend in another school, you’re very cautious of what you do because I’ve got lots of friends that 
are girls as well as guys and sometimes the girls tend to flirt a lot as well and I don’t want gossip to 
get back to my girlfriend. 

 

By calling a girl with whom they have had a past relationship a ‘slut’, some boys boosted their own 

masculine image while at the same time seriously damaging the girl’s reputation.  Eliza gave an example 

of how one of her ex-boyfriends regained control after she had ended their relationship by publicly and 

repeatedly calling her a slut, which distressed and demeaned her (Extract 39, Appendix 9). 

Girls were described as having to walk a tight rope between being seen as sexually attractive to boys and 

being classed as a slut. Adrian talked about a ‘female patrol’ and a ‘male patrol’ in the school, which he 

described as the guardians of masculinity and femininity. Then he unwittingly applied a double standard 

himself. On the one hand he said that in order to be seen as feminine by boys, girls needed to have ‘well 

developed’ breasts; on the other hand he implied that if a girl’s breasts were too big, or she was too 

sexually attractive to boys, she was not to be desired as a girlfriend. 

Q: Okay. So from the male perspective, what do you think it means in the school to be properly 
female? I mean someone who the female patrol would say yeah you’re ‘in’? 
Adrian (B): Probably if you’re fully developed, I think that has a lot to do with it as well because you 
hear how other girls that haven’t really been through puberty yet and they call them ‘surfboards’. 
{And later in the interview …} 
Adrian (B): My friend Jarrad, he used to have a girlfriend but she made herself big ‘hooters’ 
{breasts} cause she’s just going through that stage and now she’s flaunting them around everywhere 
and now she’s got four boyfriends or something. And I’m like “Jarrad ...” and I eventually told him 
to dump her. 

 

Calling someone a slut sometimes led to serious physical fighting between girls in Newland High, 

because of the damage the term ‘slut’ can do to a girl’s reputation. 

Q: So, ‘slut’, ‘whore’.  Is that a nasty put-down? 
Klara (B): Yeah.  They're just like, you know; you're showing off like you've slept around. A lot of 
people get bashed because of that.  You know, you call someone ‘a little slut’, and then you get 
bashed. 
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Girls interviewed in focus groups in a range of schools in 1997 also talked about the importance of 

reputation to the construction of femininity. Girls from a co-educational private school commented on 

how gossip amongst girls makes it difficult, if not impossible for a girl to change or challenge her 

reputation. 

F3: You get labelled.  At the beginning of the year, if you do something, it’s the same with teachers.  
It sticks with you.  You do something really bad and get detention or something. 
F4: Teachers will never forget it.   
F5: Teachers don’t forget and we don’t forget it either. 
Q: So say, for example, Miranda did something at the beginning of the year and it had some 
consequence and you had an opinion of Miranda that kind of stuck.  What is it that makes it stick?  
What is it that prevents people from saying to Miranda, “I know what you did in early February, but 
I’ve seen that you have changed.” 
F1: Gossip.   
F3: People bringing it back up.   
F9: If they want something off you they say, “What about that time when you did that thing in 
February.” 
Q: To make you feel bad? 
F9: Yeah.  And then you give them what they want. 

 
Girls in a co-educational Catholic school in the Northern suburbs also described how being labelled as a 

‘slut’ damaged a girl’s reputation. 

F4: It’s other people who think you are all slutty.  It gives you a bad name.   
F10: You get a reputation and when you get a reputation people talk about you. 

 

Being called a slut was the most common way a girl’s reputation was damaged and ‘slut’ was the most 

frequently named term of abuse for girls. It was used sometimes as a general swear word, but girls used it 

more commonly against other girls who did not conform to the dominant discourse on femininity. All 

students interviewed saw it as being the most hurtful word that could be used to describe a girl.   

Krys (B): The worst thing we call a girl is a slut. 
Q: Have you ever been verbally abused or harassed by others? 
Krys (B):  Oh they called me a slut. This year. This girl, she called me a slut. 
Q: How did you feel? 
Krys (B):  I didn’t really care, I was angry because I’m not, and I was just like “Why did you call me 
a slut?” and she goes “Because we have our differences”. I go “That doesn’t give you the right to call 
me a slut”. 
Q: So it upset you? 
Krys (B):  Yeah it made me angry because that’s the only name that really hurts me. 

 
Other terms commonly associated with ‘slut’ that were used interchangeably were ‘whore’, ‘hoe’, ‘tart’, 

‘skank’. Other associated words, such as ‘ocean hole’, were used less commonly. These words are 

defined and described, along with other insulting words used by adolescents in schools in Appendix 8.   

The term ‘slut’ was used in a number of different ways and contexts by girls in this study. 

‘Slut’ as any or every girl 

Slut was an insult commonly used by girls toward any girl, sometimes in jest, but more often in the heat 

of an argument. 
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Nancy (B): Ah, it’s an angry thing, you know, if you, like you’re in the heat of an argument, you 
might say “Whore” like they might come back with something like “You slut” or something. 

 
‘Slut’ as a powerful or powerless girl 

‘Slut’ can have different connotations, depending on the girl’s position in the hierarchy.  Powerful or 

popular girls called each other sluts and girls in the middle level of the hierarchy called them sluts if they 

wore the ‘in’, cool fashions.  ‘Slut’ was not as demeaning when used to describe a popular, powerful girl 

as when used to describe a girl in the lower level of the hierarchy. The pop divas Madonna and Britney 

Spears, for example, feature prominently in the media as being both sluttish and powerful (Gries, 2003; 

Hopkins, 2002). Ann explained: 

Q: And what happens to the girls in your school who don’t conform with that feminine image? 
Ann (B): I think some of them they’re usually a bit slutty as well but they’re a bit more or less dirtier 
for some reason like their hair is a lot different. You can tell a popular ‘slutty’ person from an 
unpopular one. 
Q: A popular ‘slutty’ person would be cleaner, would they? 
Ann (B):  A bit yeah I’d say a bit cleaner but an unpopular one you could tell from their hair and the 
way that they don’t spend time on how they look or anything. 
Q: And when you say “slutty’ does that mean they’re screwing around with boys or it’s just a name 
that’s given to people? 
Ann (B):  It’s usually just a name, none of it’s exact these days cause you could call someone a slut 
or something and they’ve never done it before {meaning not had sex with a boy}. 
Q: Is ‘slut’ about the nastiest name a girl can be called? 
Ann (B):  One of them. 
Q: What are some of the other nasty ones? 
Ann (B):  Probably ‘moll’, ‘tramp’, there’s the ‘c’ word, I don’t like saying that. 
Q: Cunt? 
Ann (B): Yeah I hate that word. 
Q: So that’s all around their sexuality isn’t it? 
Ann (B):  Yeah and the way they look and if you’re called a slut or something like that people think 
that’s the lowest grade because of sleeping around and stuff cause you’re called that even though you 
might not ever. 

 
‘Slut’ as a girl who is ugly or inappropriately dressed 

When asked what happened to girls who did not wear clothing or hairstyles acceptable to their peers, most 

girls suggested they were likely to be called a slut, or an associated word, usually by other girls. 

Q: So the girls who don’t conform, like the ones who don’t fit that image, what happens to them? 
Astrid (Newland High): They get called names as well, they get, yeah. 
Q: Do they get called names by boys and girls, or just girls? 
Astrid (B): Mainly just girls, boys don’t really, yeah. 
Q: Yeah, what are the common names that girls are called if they’re going to be put down? 
Astrid (B): ‘Slut’, ‘whore’, ‘bitch’. 
Q: Yeah, does that hurt girls when they get called those names? 
A: Yeah. 

 
Bruce added that if girls were ugly or wore lots of make-up they were likely to be called a slut by a boy, 

even if they were not dating. 

Bruce (A): Girls who are ugly.  We call them ‘tarts’, ‘sluts’. 
Q: So even though they are not physically attractive, and probably not seeing boys?   
Bruce (A): Yep. If they are ugly, if they wear lots of make up.  They normally get called ‘slut’. 
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Most girls stated that wearing the right clothing was essential to the construction of femininity, but there 

was a fine line between wearing ‘fashionable’ clothes and ‘sluttish’clothes.  When asked what it meant to 

be a ‘normal female’ at school, Krys, one of the ‘popular’ girls, defined femininity as being the absence of 

sluttishness. 

Krys (B): You’re just yourself like you don’t walk around in little tops; you don’t walk around in 
little skirts and be slutty. 

 

On the one hand, if the more powerful girls dressed in clothes that were too tight, revealing or ‘sexy’ they 

were called sluts; on the other hand, if less popular girls dressed in unfashionable or shabby clothes they 

were also called sluts  (Extract 40, Appendix 9).  Emily’s comment that “the boys will like it, but then 

they will bag them” if girls dressed “sluttishly” illustrated the fine line between being seen as “sluttish’ 

and being seen as acceptably feminine. It was easy to make mistakes and cross the line.   

‘Slut’ as a girl who has lots of boys as friends 

Girls who were friends with lots of boys were called sluts by other girls, regardless of whether or not they 

were sexually active. 

Q: What do they call her? 
Tillie (A): “Stupid bitch”, “slut”.  Because she likes heaps of guys.  Ally has got heaps of guys as 
friends.  Just no girls.   
Q: So the guys are really nice to her and the girls call her a slut.   
Tillie (A): Yeah. She’s got the guys’ attention and they don’t.  

 

‘Pure slut’ as a ‘sleep around girl’ 

Girls distinguished between someone acting like a slut and being a slut.  One girl, Jenny, stated that 

boasting about having sex with more than one boy was “pure slut”. As the following extracts indicate, the 

words ‘slut’, ‘whore’ and ‘tart’ were commonly used to describe a girl who had tarnished her reputation 

by having casual sex with a boy, or a number of boys, or who had inappropriately engaged in sex with a 

boy when she was too young, or boasted to others that she had sex with one or more boys. 

April (B):  … like a slut is a sleep around person.  
 
Klara (B):  Oh you know, if you’re sleeping around you get called “a little slut”. 
 
Jenny (A): There’s a lot of girls, and they’re real butchy girls, and they’re all slutty girls, and they 
think going around having sex is like real cool and everything, at 15.  
Q: Yeah.  So they dress in a slutty sort of way?  
Jenny (A): No, they don’t dress, they just act like it.  Like one girl that I know, she’s recently had sex 
and she goes round bragging about it - “Oh I’ve done it heaps of different ways”.  Like if you do that, 
you don’t ..., she’s just a slut, that’s pure slut.  If you want to have sex, you should have sex, when 
you’re like 16 you can be respected by then. 
Q: She goes round bragging? 
Jenny (A): Like she’s real good because she’s had sex before, and everyone is lower than her, 
because she’s higher than everyone else. 
 
Q: Why would someone be called a whore or a tart? 
Eliza (A): Pretty much they’ve had so many boyfriends in the last year and just the way they go 
around saying “I had sex.  I had sex when I was 9 years old.”  Stuff like that. 
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9.4.4 Thinness and beauty  

In most of the focus groups and individual interviews, girls stated that thinness and beauty were essential 

to the construction of popular or cool forms of femininity, in particular if a girl wanted to be attractive to 

boys, as illustrated in this extract from an all-girls focus group in a co-educational private school. 

Q: You mentioned you were quite cynical about the peer group and you are meant to be beautiful and 
that sort of thing.  So you are all aware of it.   
F4: ... want to be tall. 
F2: People don’t want to be short.   
F9: Girls that have got the perfect figure... 
F6: And if there is one girl that’s good looking or has got the best body, all the guys have to hang 
around that girl. 
F3: Stereotyping.  All the guys have got to stereotype. “I want this girl who is really thin”. 
F8: And I suppose we do that too sometimes.   

 
To be cool and feminine was to be thin, but not too thin. All of the girls interviewed were sensitive about 

their size and weight, many seeing themselves as ‘overweight’ if they were more than a size 8, regardless 

of their height and build.  Some girls stated that all girls worry about their weight, and “most of the girls 

think they are fat” regardless of their size (Extract 41, Appendix 9).  Even girls who were the ideal size, 

like Klara, admitted to worrying about their weight. 

Klara (B): Oh you’ve got to be thin.  You know, can’t be fat, you know, yeah. 
Q: What size? 
Klara (B): Like size 8 and stuff. I’m just the right size I reckon. 
Q: But do you ever get teased about weight? 
Klara (B): Ah, not, not really. I do myself. 
Q: You do worry yourself.  So your weight worries you? 
Klara (B): Yes. 

 

Ann described how some girls take pills to lose weight in order to be accepted into the cool group (Extract 

42, Appendix 9). Girls who were not the ‘in’ size were called ‘fat’ or ‘skinny’, and associated names such 

as ‘anorexic’ or ‘tub of lard’, by girls and boys in both schools.23  However, Klara also pointed out that 

girls who lacked confidence were more susceptible to taunts about their weight than the more confident 

girls. Physical characteristics were often referred to in insults and taunts against girls because weight and 

size were sensitive issues for most girls. Girls in the lower levels of the peer group hierarchy suffered such 

taunts more than girls in the upper level of the hierarchy, who were more likely to be accepted by boys 

regardless of their weight and size because they were confident and powerful. 

Q: Yeah.  Is there a certain body size, does weight matter? 
Jenny (A): No, because there’s people in the cool group that think they’re beautiful, and think they’re 
the best. Some of them are chubby, and they still get guys, because the guys, ‘cause she thinks she’s 
confident, the guys will think she’s OK. 
 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
23 See Appendix 8 for the range of abusive words used for weight and size. 
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Q: Okay, so weight isn’t necessarily the issue.  Is weight an issue for you or not?  I mean you’re quite 
thin.   
Jenny (A): I like my weight, but I think anyone who’s any size about their weight they would get 
called “fat” or “skinny”, or “anorexic”.  I’ve got called ‘anorexic’ before, and just because I’m 
skinny, doesn’t mean I’m anorexic. And people that are just chubby get called fat, and people that are 
really, really fat get called fat of course.  But, and people that are just medium get called fat or 
skinny. 
Q: So people actually will label each other a lot around weight? 
Jenny (A): It doesn’t matter what you look like, even if you think you’re beautiful, it doesn’t matter 
what you look like, if you’re like the most gorgeous girl in the world, someone will have something 
to pick on you. 

 
Michael commented on girls’ obsession with body size and weight, suggesting that girls will call 

themselves fat even when they are very thin. 

Michael (B): They are conscious of their weight. But now a girl will say that she’s fat, and she could 
weigh like twenty kilos, or what ever, and she will still keep on calling herself fat. … I think that they 
know that they’re not fat, but the just say that for attention. 

 
When asked about popular forms of femininity as exemplified by body size and shape, various statements 

from boys and girls implied that boys mostly preferred girls to be thin, with breasts that were “not too 

big”, which made many girls anxious about their body size and shape in relation to their attractiveness to 

boys – another example of hegemonic masculinity at work in the schools (Extract 43, Appendix 9). 

Tessa, an Aboriginal girl, was particularly distressed throughout her interview when talking about the 

daily taunts she received about her weight from both boys and girls in Newland High. In Year 8 she had 

been taunted persistently by a powerful girl and her followers over two terms.  She had managed to curtail 

some of the abuse in Year 9 by threatening people physically and winning fights, but was still extremely 

sensitive to comments about her size. Tessa had a reasonably large frame but was not carrying much fat. 

She wore large clothes to cover up her size and had withdrawn from her favourite sport, swimming, 

because said she was “too ashamed” to be seen publicly in bathers. Rosemary commented on her friend’s 

plight. 

Q: Yeah, have you ever seen any of your friends being teased or picked on? 
Rosemary (B): Yeah, Tessa, a lot. 
Q: What happens, tell me about what happens.  
Rosemary (B): Well she’s a bit bigger I suppose, big boned, but I think she is normal sized. 
Q: And what do they call her? 
Rosemary (B): It’s hard … “chunky bum” and…. 
Q: And she gets upset? 
Rosemary (B): Yeah, she does, cause she’s doesn’t like her weight, and she’s ashamed of her body. 
Q: Right and people come in and call her “chunky bum” and all these words, and so what effect does 
that have on her? 
Rosemary (B): Well, you know like, sometimes she gets really, really, upset and she calls me over 
the phone at night time, and she says, you know, “Do you think that’s true about me?”, and I’m very 
comforting saying, “No I don’t, and I don’t care if you’re fat, skinny, you’ll always be my friend”. It 
worries her. 
Q: Yeah, what does she do about it; does she wear clothes to cover it up? 
Rosemary (B): Yes, she tries to wear “tomboyish” clothes, like, baggy, baggy jeans … 
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9.4.5 Drug and alcohol use  

The focus group and individual interview data suggested that girls were not under the same pressure as 

boys to use drugs or alcohol. In Mitchell and Newland high schools there was some peer pressure for the 

cool girls to smoke cigarettes and dope, but it was not as essential to their cool image as it was to the 

boys’. 

Q: Do they act in a certain way, the more powerful girls? Do they hang around the gang as well? 
John (B): Some girls do and they smoke dope but there’s not really many of them.  Not as many as 
the boys. 
 
Michael (B): If you don’t smoke you can’t be popular basically {referring to girls}. 
 
Q: And to be properly feminine in terms of the way you behave? 
Nellie (A): Most of the kids they smoke and they try to get you to smoke too and it’s really bad.   
Q: Do they smoke cigarettes or dope as well? 
Nellie (A): Some of them smoke dope as well. 

 

Ann noted that some girls used Dexedrine pills (‘dexos’) in Newland High in order to “get a high off it” 

and lose weight as a sideline. 

9.4.6 Fighting  

In the focus group interviews, boys and girls from a number of the schools commented on girls’ increased 

tendency to engage in physical fights at school. This was confirmed by the counsellors in both Newland 

High and Mitchell High, who said there had been a marked increase in the number of physical fights 

between girls over the past five years. One of the common themes of the focus group interviews in all the 

State schools and the co-educational Catholic school was that girls were far more emotional, out of 

control and verbally aggressive than boys during their physical fights. They were described as using many 

different ‘unfair’ tactics to win, such as hair-pulling, scratching the face, gauging eyes, biting, punching 

and kicking, at the same time screaming insults at each other. They tended not to stop their fights until 

there was an intervention from an outsider, even if someone was being hurt. 

M2: And when a fight between girls happens it’s really serious.   
Q: Tell me what happens between girls.  What do they do? 
M2: They just don’t care.  If someone has got a broken arm they won’t stop.  They just keep going. 
M4: Last term a girl had a blood nose and she was still beating into her head.  She didn’t really care 
about how she was hurt.   
M2: Like a boy would stop and wait till he gets up again. 

Focus group interview with boys from a Northern suburbs State school 
 
Girls from a State school in the Southern suburbs explained that the high level of verbal abuse and 

aggression during girls’ fights was partly due to the fact that girls tended to ‘bottle’ their anger, which 

then erupted violently when triggered. 

F4: Girls get really verbal.   
F1: Slapping and pulling hair.  Girls bottle it up and then when they’ve done it they’ve just had 
enough.  They go off. 
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Boys from the all-boy focus group in Mitchell High reported a number of serious physical fights that had 

occurred between girls that year (1997), both on and off the school grounds.  There was some debate in 

this group about whether or not girls’ fights were more serious than boys’, and in spite of the dominant 

discourse on boys not being allowed to hit girls, there were quite a few examples provided of this 

happening, which were downplayed (Extract 44, Appendix 9).  However, the girls’ views were somewhat 

different to boys’, with girls indicating that there was not so much physical fighting between them, rather 

there were lots of verbal fights and physical threats.   

In the individual interviews, girls and boys commonly reported that groups of ‘cool’ or ‘macho’ girls were 

physically aggressive in both Mitchell High and Newland High, in particular in the latter school.  More 

often than not verbal aggression and threats both preceded and accompanied girls’ physical fights.  The 

girls interviewed from Mitchell High stated that physical fights between girls in their school were far 

more serious than those that occurred between boys, making girls’ verbal threats more frightening 

(Extract 45, Appendix 9).  It is interesting to note that girls saw physical threats among girls as ‘feminine’ 

behaviours, in particular if the cool girls perpetrated them. 

Q: And how would somebody who was feminine behave? 
Tillie (A): Have an attitude with people.  Like pushing people around. 
Q: That’s seen as feminine is it? 
Tillie (A): Yep.  Threatening people. 
Q: What would you threaten to do to them? 
Tillie (A): If you want money you threaten them to give you money. Else they will bash you. 

 

In Newland High, girls individually described a group of girls as being decidedly more powerful and 

more physical than boys in Year 9, most nominating Mia as the most powerful person in the year level. 

The cool or macho girls usually initiated the physical girl fights in this school, and the issue was usually 

competition for a boy.  These fights typically started with insults or taunts, with one girl calling another 

girl a ‘slut’ or some other associated word, which then escalated into hair-pulling, scratching, punching, 

biting and kicking, usually resulting in some minor bleeding from scratches and noses. Girls rarely fought 

physically with boys and their physical fights occurred much less frequently than boys’, on average one 

every two months. However, as in the focus groups in Mitchell High, girls and boys in the individual 

interviews exaggerated the seriousness of girls’ physical fights and trivialised or normalised boys’ fights 

(Extract 46, Appendix 9).   

In order to be constructed as powerfully ‘cool’, girls in Newland High were expected to be able to win 

physical fights or at least to defend themselves, and some took lessons in kick boxing and karate from a 

local Asian gang.  Some girl fights began as one-on-one but most escalated into gang fights, with friends 

of the protagonists joining in. 

Nancy (B): Yeah, if someone starts on you, someone you know like pushing you around, you’re 
expected to you know, fight back. Some girls do kick boxing, karate.  There’s the Asian gang around 
here, and a lot of girls, and I’m friends with them, and they teach them how to fight as well. 
Q: So, do they deliberately go and learn in order to cope at school? 
Nancy (B): Oh, not really, just like for something to do.  But yeah, most of the ‘in’ girls and ‘in’ 
guys, they know how to fight. 
Q: That’s part of being ‘in’ is it? 
Nancy (B): Yeah, and to get into fights. 
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Michael agreed with a number of the focus group participants that whilst physical fights between girls 

rarely happened, when they did their fights were highly emotional, often with bottled anger expressed as 

“fully fledged rage”, described by Scheff as the “shame rage spiral” (Scheff & Retzinger, 1991). This 

phenomenon will be illustrated with two case studies and explored further in the discussion. 

Q: What happens between girls? 
Michael (B): Girls will be more verbal, very rarely you will see a physical fight between girls, it will 
happen and when it does happen it’s all out war basically, cause they go until the teacher has to rip 
them apart. … They won’t stop, they go crazy, because they’ll start ripping at each others hair, and 
by that time it’s fully fledged rage and they just keep on going, and it, even the teacher will separate 
them and they’ll have words and you’ll see them run back and start hitting each other. But then 
sometimes I think that that’s for attention, I mean, if you’re going to get in trouble for a fight, you 
might as well go all the way and make it look a bit better, so. 
Q: Right, do boys tend to stop earlier or something? 
Michael (B): Yes, boys will duke it out basically, and by that time a teacher would have got there, 
and their friends would have pulled them off, and they would have calmed them down or they walk 
away from them, but … 
Q: There’s something about girls? 
Michael (B): Yes, yes, very emotional. 

 

Case studies 

In order to illustrate the connection between shame, rage and the violent conflicts experienced by girls I 

will now focus on extracts from in-depth interviews with two girls from Newland High – Tessa and April 

– who reported being involved in aggressive verbal and physical fights with other girls. 

Tessa 

As reported earlier, Tessa said a number of her peers teased her daily about her weight, which continued 

unabated over two terms in Year 8. The following extract describes her response to this persistent verbal 

abuse, which made her feel impotent and deeply ashamed – too ashamed to talk to anyone about her 

plight, including her parents, so her feelings of shame and anger were suppressed for a long period of 

time. 

Q: How did that make you feel? 
Tessa (B): Like curling up and dying.  I didn’t want to be there. 
Q: So what happened, you’d go home at night, and cry? 
Tessa (B):  Just cry forever and I talked to Mum about moving schools, but she wouldn’t let me, 
cause I didn’t want to tell her what was going on, I had a few incidences like that in primary school, 
and … 
Q: So she didn’t really know? 
Tessa (B):  She didn’t know what was going on, and I didn’t want to tell her, cause I didn’t want to 
make her feel disappointed in me … 
Q: So who did you talk to? 
Tessa (B):  No one.  I talked to God a lot. 
Q: You must have been feeling very lonely, how did you cope with that?   
Tessa (B):  I held it in actually, or cried, that’s about it? 
Q: For two whole terms, you didn’t talk to a counsellor, why not? 
Tessa (B):  I was too scared that he would laugh at me, or, someone else would find out that I’d talk 
to them … 
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Q: So you felt ashamed did you? 
Tessa (B):  Yeah. 
Q: Couldn’t talk to your dad? 
Tessa (B):  No, not really, he’d talk me through it, but, I wanted to do it in my own way, I wanted my 
parents to feel proud of me, like, I was a fine and normal kid. 

 

Tessa then went on to describe the anger and rage she experienced when she was verbally abused in Year 

9, and how initiating and winning physical fights as a defence had assisted her to discharge her anger, 

regain control, and restore the respect of others and her self-esteem. However, she also felt guilty and 

ashamed that she hurt others. 

Tessa (B):  No, one of my friends, well I thought she was my friend, made a few lies up to another 
friend, and the friend’s a leader and she started on me, so I beat the crap out of her. 
Q: And then what happened? 
Tessa (B): Then she started talking to me again. 
Q: So it was over and done with … 
Tessa (B): Everybody talks to me after my fights. 
Q: So you’ve found that it helps you to physically fight, does it?  It helps you to get control back? 
Tessa (B):  Yeah, it makes me feel like, a release of anger, like, it’s gone. 
Q: Yeah, and then people give you more respect at the end of it, is that what you experience? 
Tessa (B):  Sort of, you feel proud, cause like, every ones praising you because of it, but, you feel 
wrong that you’ve hurt someone, like I feel very guilty every time. 

 

April 

Many of the reported physical fights between girls involved two girls fighting over a boy. For example, 

there were stories of two major physical fights that occurred between Mia and April whilst I was 

interviewing at Newland High. They were fighting over Rocky, the Asian boy described as the gang 

leader in Year 9.  Rocky’s current girlfriend, April, was accusing one of her powerful friends (who was 

his ex-girlfriend) Mia of kissing Rocky at a public event. The dynamics in this situation were interesting. 

Rocky was not held responsible in any way for the alleged transgression. Instead the girls abused each 

other verbally and physically, indicating male hegemony at work.  Ann, a friend of April’s, was one of 

many girls who described the first fight. She also described Rocky’s abusive treatment of April 

throughout their relationship, which included publicly calling April a slut and spitting on her. Rocky had a 

history of forming abusive relationships with cool, attractive girls, who then physically fought over him 

whilst he looked on (Extract 47, Appendix 9). April’s account suggests competition for Rocky’s attention 

may have been one motive for Mia kissing Rocky and then instigating the fights with April. Twelve 

months prior, April had replaced Mia as Rocky’s girlfriend and this was one of many attempts Mia had 

made to win Rocky back. Another possible motive may have been for Mia to challenge April in order to 

protect or restore ‘face’, as April, who at that stage was a close friend and in her clique, had spread 

rumours about her behaviour with Rocky (which she denied).  

Two months later the fight between April and Mia was continuing and had become so serious that April 

(who had purportedly ‘won’ both of the physical fights with Mia) was too frightened to come to school. 

When I visited her, with permission from the Principal and her parents, she had been home for at least two 

weeks.  After losing the two fights with April, Mia had enlisted the support of her large, tough, Year 11 

friend Marilyn, who was now verbally harassing April (directly and over the phone), ‘staring down’ and 
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stalking her, continuously calling her a ‘slut’ and other associated words, and threatening to ‘get her’ 

physically, including on the bus on the way home from school (Extract 48, Appendix 9). I interviewed 

April at home in her bedroom.  She was a slight, blonde, pretty girl and was fearful that Marilyn would 

really damage her physically, as she was much bigger and stronger and had a reputation for winning 

fights. April was also extremely disturbed by the constant, daily verbal abuse and harassment she had 

been experiencing since the first fight, initially from Mia, but now mainly from Marilyn as teachers had 

cautioned Mia.  April was extremely anxious, not eating or sleeping well and too afraid to return to 

school. Her parents were threatening to sue the school unless something was done about the situation. 

In April’s story of the events, Mia had initiated both fights by publicly challenging her and goading her to 

participate. April said she had not wanted to be involved in either fight but Mia had persisted. Each girl 

had her supporters.  Teachers intervened and ended the second fight, and both girls got suspended.  April 

described the destructive effects that the persistent verbal harassment and physical threats were having on 

her. When I interviewed her she was frightened, anxious and suffering from headaches and insomnia. She 

wanted to change schools (Extract 49, Appendix 9). She claimed that Mia and Marilyn, using similar 

harassing tactics, had caused at least two girls to transfer to another school in the past year.  

According to April, the second fight with Mia was a “more vicious kind of fight” than the first, with lots 

of face scratching and hair pulling. April described the high level of anger and rage she felt during the 

fight, which blinded her to what was going on. 

Q: What happened? Did you say words as well as hit? 
April (B): No, there was just a lot more punches involved, and there was kicking and there was on the 
floor, and there was just a big rumble thing.... 
Q: Did it hurt? 
April (B): No, the only thing that happened was that I had sore hair from her pulling out my hair and 
stuff, but that was all. 
Q: So how long did that last for, that fight? 
April (B): I’m not sure, ’cause when it happened I just forgot about everything, I just went for it like, 
I got so angry I just didn’t know what I was doing, and then all of a sudden somebody just pulled me 
off of her, and then the teachers come and I got in trouble. 
Q: So you’ve just not spoken to each other ever since, is that right? 
April (B): ’Cause we’re in the same classroom, as soon as we got suspended the teacher wanted to 
know, like what was it about, how did it started and stuff, we both had our talks about it and she 
reckoned I was a liar but, I don’t care. 
Q: You talked with a teacher. 
April (B): When she was in there, and I said to her and to him, “Mia I didn’t even want to fight you, 
we were good friends, like why, why should you turn on one of your good friends if it’s only some 
stupid rumour, you don’t fight over guys, they’re not worth it”, and she didn’t say nothing, but come 
back to school and she just called me a ‘slut’, and a ‘bitch’, all that kind of stuff … 

 

It appeared from April’s story that the peer group had decided that April had won both of the fights and 

Mia was now trying to regain her lost reputation, or to restore her ‘face’ and powerful position in the year 

(Extract 50, Appendix 9). My hypothesis is that having ‘lost’ two fights, in the assessment of others, Mia 

ran the risk of being displaced as the ‘Queen Bee’ in the cool group (Wiseman, 2002), a phenomenon that 

will be explained in the discussion.  One way or another, shame and rage were contributing to the vicious 

and escalating nature of the physical and verbal attacks on both sides (Scheff & Retzinger, 1991). 
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9.4.7 Dependence on relationships  

Whilst participants’ statements tended to highlight the independence and competitiveness of boys and the 

relatively superficial nature of their relationships with each other, comments about girls reflected a 

different discourse that described girls as being dependent on relationships with each other and 

emphasised the importance of close or intimate relationships to a girl’s identity, in particular the 

importance of being able to ‘catch and keep’ a boyfriend.  This came through strongly in the focus group 

and individual interviews.  

F3: I have this friend of mine who went out with a guy in Year eleven who is a good tennis player.  
When she first went out with him everyone was like, come over to my place and we will do all this 
stuff.  And now she’s not going out with him anymore and she’s gone down type of thing.  And it 
happens all the time.  If you are judging someone by who they go out with. 
Q: Okay, a friend of yours goes out with a guy that you like, how do you deal with that? 
F7: I would be jealous at first.  I think I would get over it because friendship is more important than 
anything else.   
F6: Friendships last. 

All girls focus group in a private coeducational school 
 
Girls from a Catholic girl’s school described broken friendships as being the most serious conflicts for 

them, involving a good deal of hurt (Extract 51, Appendix 9). 

9.5  Admired females  

Newland High school participants were asked to “describe the female in your year that you admire the 

most”.   

9.5.1 Girls admired by boys 

Three boys were clear that they admired a girl more for her personality, humour, confidence and ability to 

‘do her own thing’ than for her appearance, body size or image. These boys were all confident and they 

themselves had resisted the dominant discourse on masculinity (Extract 52, Appendix 9). It was 

interesting, however, that the other boys interviewed could not think of a girl they admired. 

9.5.2 Girls admired by girls 

The girls’ responses to the same question were more varied, but none of them admired the cool girls or 

girls in the lower level of the peer group hierarchy. Most of them admired ‘feminine’ qualities in girls 

such as being “caring”, “protective” and “nice”; very different qualities to those ascribed to the so-called 

popular, cool girls. Two nominated their older, popular, cool sisters as their ideal girl – Alice because her 

sister was able to protect her from bullies at school, and Rosemary because her sister was in the cool 

group but managed to resist drugs, drink and swearing, and was “nice” (Extract 53, Appendix 9). Three 

female participants admired girls who were confident enough to “be themselves” without caring what 

others thought and because they did not “dress and act and everything like everyone else” (Extract 54, 

Appendix 9).  Astrid admired her best friend because she was “really caring” and did not let anything 

bother her. Two girls, Jenny and Klara, admired girls for their physical beauty and also because they were 

“nice” (Extract 55, Appendix 9).  Thus ‘being protective’, ‘nice’, ‘caring’ and ‘being yourself’ were 
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qualities girls generally admired – very different qualities to those of the girls they had described as being 

‘popular and/or powerful’. 

Tessa was unique in wanting to be like her an aunt who had rejected the traditional feminine aspiration to 

be married and have children. Instead she had a well-paid job and enjoyed life. Tessa was one of two 

Aboriginal participants and had learned to win physical fights to regain control and rid herself of the 

victim status she had experienced previously.  

Tessa (B): I have in my aunty, I want to be just like her, I, this is a horrible thing to say, but I think 
the male race are all arseholes, I don’t want to be married when I’m older. I think kids are bloody 
annoying, so I don’t want to have kids, and I just want to be on a well-paid job, and enjoying life. 

 

9.6  Consumerism and trend-sett ing 

When asked who determines what is ‘in’ or ‘cool’ for females at school, for example the way they should 

dress or behave, some girls stated that girls will take a lot of notice of what boys say about their 

appearance, in particular if it is one of the popular, cool boys.  

Q: So if he says something to one of these girls that thinks he’s cool, they would really take it 
seriously.  What ever he thought of them would be important? 
Helen (A): Yeah. ’Cause he said to one of my friends, I like you with your hair up better.  So now she 
wears her hair always up.   

 

A number of girls from Mitchell High nominated the most powerful person in their year, Kelly, as the 

person who set the clothing norms and trends for girls in that year. Criticism from boys also had an 

influence on girls, but not on Kelly. 

Q: Who do you think determines what’s cool for females in your class? 
Tillie (A): Kelly.   
Q: And if she approved, then that would be ‘in’. 
Tillie (A): Yep. 
Q: What about boys? 
Tillie (A): Boys don’t care much.   
Q: What if a boy criticises a girl and said that looked really dreadful?  
Tillie (A): Then the girl would go and change and be upset.   
Q: So they do have an influence.  And if a boy criticised Kelly? 
Tillie (A): Nah, she will just criticise them back.   

 

Most students nominated the cool group of males and females as the group who set the trend or fashion in 

terms of clothing, hairstyles and attitudes. Most stated that the major influence on the cool group’s choice 

of clothing and attitude came from television programs, music shows, movies and magazines emanating 

from the United States of America, for example from the pop stars (for girls).  When asked, “Is there any 

group or individual who sets the scene?” the responses had much in common (Extract 56, Appendix 9).   

Ann thought that girls’ fashions in her school were influenced by pop groups, in particular rhythm and 

blues singers, as well as fashion stores and other societal influences. Drew agreed and suggested that pop 

stars such as Britney Spears had an influence on girls’ fashions. Tessa, however, noted that fashions 

differed between schools and that the cool girls in her school set the trend, based on the latest fashion 
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designs found in magazines and ‘trendy’ shops. Nora also alluded to the pressure to mix with ‘not geeky’ 

but sociable people in order to be accepted. Discourses on inclusion and exclusion, often based on 

clothing and appearance, were dominant in both schools. 

Nora (A): Not really.  I think it’s just do your thing.  But you’ve got to do certain things to be, not to 
be in the group. 
Q: What would be the things that you wouldn’t do? 
Nora (A): To be in stuff, hang around with people that are not ‘geeky’ but do all the work, stay at 
school.  Not much of them go out, so like stay at home. 
Q: So you hang around sociable people. 
Nora (A): People that like to go out, formals.  Stuff like that. 

 
In summary, most participants believed that both cool girls and cool boys in the upper levels of the 

hierarchy had a major influence on boys’ and girls’ fashions, attitudes and behaviours, and that many of 

the ‘trendy’ clothing styles and attitudes adopted by students within the schools were influenced by 

advertising, the media and consumerism – popular music (‘pop’ and ‘rap’ stars), television, movies, 

fashion shops and magazines. Verbal abuse served to normalise, subordinate or marginalise those who did 

not conform to the trends. 

9.7  Discourses on femininity  

In this discussion I will concentrate on five dominant overlapping discourses on femininity identified 

from the interview texts and will discuss these in relation to the findings of other similar studies 

1. Discourse on shame. 

2. Discourse on sexuality and reputation. 

3. Discourse on body image and consumerism. 

4. Discourse on exclusion and inclusion.  

5. Discourse on power. 

Some discourses were in competition with others, and some interrelated and overlapped with 
others. 

9.7.1 Discourse on shame 

In reviewing the research on gender, Burns and Grieve found that from adolescence onwards boys on 

average have more self-confidence than girls and a greater sense of entitlement, and are less willing to 

admit negative emotions. Girls on average report more depression, sadness, shame and guilt (Burns & 

Grieve, 1998, p.61). Indeed, the young girls in my study spoke about shame in a number of contexts – 

shame in relation to their bodies, shame in relation to being abused by others, shame for abusing others, 

shame for not intervening to assist their friends who were being abused, and suppressed shame which 

erupted as anger and rage, as described by April and Tessa in their accounts of their physical fights. 

Verbal abuse from their peers both instigated and reinforced their feelings of shame.  

Taking a feminist stance, Bartky (1990) argued that females are not only situated differently to males 

within the social world but they are actively subordinated to them, therefore the pattern of feeling shame 

is gender-related not gender-specific. In patriarchal societies, some forms of shame in males may be 
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linked to male power, while in females shame may well be a mark and token of powerlessness.  Bartky 

explored women’s shame in relation to their bodies as well as shame in the less specific area of personal 

adequacy, arguing that both reveal the “generalized condition of dishonour which is a woman’s lot in 

sexist society” (Bartky, 1990, p.85).  She argued that women are positioned in a way that makes them 

more shame-prone than men.  Shame and guilt are alike in that they both involve condemnation of the self 

for some failure to measure up, however “shame is felt over shortcomings, guilt over wrongdoings” (ibid, 

p.87).  Bartky also highlighted the complex nature of females’ experiences of subordination in a 

patriarchal society that produces a diminished sense of self in girls and women, and influences the 

feelings that constitute their experience of shame. 

‘Feeling inadequate’ may colour a person’s entire emotional life.  Under conditions of 
oppression, the oppressed must struggle not only against more visible disadvantages 
but against guilt and shame as well ... The heightened self-consciousness that comes 
from emotions of self-assessment may become, in the shame of the oppressed, a 
stagnant self-obsession.  Or shame may generate a rage whose expression is 
unconstructive, even self-destructive.  In all these ways shame is profoundly 
disempowering (Bartky, 1990, p.97). 

 
Anne Campbell found in her research on men, women and aggression that there is a crucial difference 

between male and female aggressiveness that is linked to dominant patriarchal discourses (Campbell, 

1993). Her research highlighted that males see aggression as a means of gaining control over others, while 

females see it as a loss of self-control.  She argued that girls tend to be deeply ashamed when they are 

angry, whereas in a patriarchal society boys learn to associate aggression with courage and triumph, male 

power and control being central to hegemonic masculinity. Women’s violence, on the other hand, can be 

motivated by frustration with their relative powerlessness and this can lead to them feeling ashamed. She 

summarised the different motives and outcomes of male and female violence, and linked these with 

constructions of gender: 

Forcing obedience through fear brings shame rather than satisfaction to most women.  
But because men equate power with masculinity, they will attain it even at the price of 
another’s fear (Campbell, 1993, p.13).  

 
James and Stoppard linked shame with the suppression of anger and with depression in girls (James, 

1995; Stoppard, 2000). James described aggression and depression “as two sides of the same coin”, his 

core hypothesis being that depression is caused by the inhibition of aggressive responses to frustration 

(ibid, p.77). He argued that from puberty onwards girls outnumber boys in terms of depression, with boys 

directing their depression outwards in the form of aggression and girls directing their aggression inwards 

(being less self-assertive), thereby becoming depressed. Stoppard also explained that:  

... the experiences we call depression are part of girls’ experiences of subjectivity as they 
struggle to negotiate identities for themselves in a social and cultural context which has 
been labelled “girl poisoning” (Stoppard, 2000, p.115). 

There is evidence to suggest that the dominant discourses on femininity gave rise to feelings of shame, 

depression and anxiety in a number of the adolescent girls in my study. 
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In a patriarchal context, the issues of gender, power and control are central to any understanding of girls’ 

experiences of shame or shaming. The experiences of shame, rage and violence described by the more 

powerful girls in Newland High were linked to their status in the peer group hierarchy, the rage being 

directed at other girls who threatened their status.  In the case studies discussed earlier (Tessa and April), 

three powerful girls (Mia, April and Tessa) used physical means to maintain their powerful positions in 

the peer group hierarchy and to restore their pride after shaming experiences, a tactic more commonly 

attributed to males (Kenway & Fitzclarence, 1997, p.119).  In both case studies, however, the girls were 

subordinate to males.  Mia and April’s fights were over a male (Rocky) who was manipulating the 

situation from a distance. Tessa’s physical fights were instigated as a defence against insults about her 

weight, which in turn was linked to her desire to be attractive to boys. 

Rachel Simmons linked the cruelty that girls inflict on each other with the pressure on girls to be ‘nice’ 

and offered an explanation for the links between shame and rage in girls’ fights: 

Because these girls lack the tools to deal with everyday feelings of anger, hurt, betrayal, 
and jealousy, their feelings stew and fester before boiling to the surface and unleashing 
torrents of rage (Simmons, 2002, p.88). 

Shame experienced by the girls in my study was also linked closely to a discourse on reputation, which 

was central to the dominant discourse on femininity. Some of the female targets of verbal abuse were too 

ashamed to tell their parents or teachers of their plight, a phenomenon also noticed by Wiseman:    

She feels totally helpless in the face of other girls’ cruelty.  She feels ashamed of being 
rejected by the other girls because of who she is.  She’ll be tempted to change herself in 
order to fit in.  She feels vulnerable and unable to affect the outcome of her situation.  
She could become so anxious that she can’t concentrate on schoolwork (Wiseman, 
2002, p.79). 

 

9.7.2 Discourse on sexuality and reputation 

Gossip, rumours and reputation 

 Bastin points out that since the Middle Ages, gossip has been considered within a masculinist model to 

be “a potential source of evil and chaos” and has generally been associated with women’s conversation, 

even though the original meaning of the word was neutral (godparent). She argues that over the years the 

term ‘gossip’ has become feminised “because it lacks reason and objectivity”.   Her research suggests that 

gossip is “condemned both for its superficiality and for its ability to penetrate people’s reputations … it 

has a way of getting under people’s skins {which} would suggest that it matters very much indeed” 

(Bastin, 2003, p.5).  Her statement that the fear of gossip is a male fear, however, is contested by this 

study’s findings. Whilst gossip can serve a positive function within girls’ networks, the girls in this study 

dwelt on its negative effects. They talked at length about the tendency for girls to use gossip and rumours 

as weapons to humiliate others (usually girls) and reinforce their own social status.  

Researchers from different Western countries have found that a girl’s reputation is closely aligned to 

gossip (Simmons, 2002; Wiseman, 2002).  Her identity (character, self-worth, personality) becomes so 
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closely aligned with her reputation that she starts to believe her peers. The higher a girl is in the pecking 

order, the more immune she can be from gossip and false reputation, but there is no guarantee.  Gossip 

can shame, humiliate and put any girl in her place (or a different place) in the social hierarchy: 

... when rumours are spread about her … she feels she is wearing a neon sign 
advertising her shame and humiliation (Wiseman, 2002, p.242). 

 
‘Sluts’ and ‘legends’ 

During the 1980s and 1990s in Australia and Britain, research into young heterosexual male and female 

attitudes to sexuality revealed a persistent concern about the influence of sexual reputation on the social 

construction of femininity, with the term ‘slut’ or ‘slag’ (the British equivalent) being the most common 

derogatory terms girls used toward other girls (Cowie & Lees, 1987; Gilbert & Taylor, 1991; Halson, 

1991; Herbert, 1989; Holland, Ramazanoglu, Scott, & Thomson, 1990, 1992; Kitzinger, 1995; Lees, 

1986, 1997; Wood, 1984).   This chapter has already given examples of the way adolescent girls and boys 

used the term ‘slut’ (or an associated word) in the schools in this study. Girls frequently used ‘slut’ toward 

other girls for various purposes – as a form of joking24; a term of general ‘bitchy’ abuse in arguments; and 

as a label for girls in the lower level of the hierarchy, girls whose mode of dress was inappropriate or too 

sexy, girls who were popular with boys, and girls who ‘sleep around’ with boys or boast abut their sexual 

activities. Many described it as the worst term of abuse that could be used for a girl. It was usually hurtful 

and damaging to a girl’s reputation. 

A number of British researchers have also documented the various ways adolescents in British schools 

use the word ‘slag’ (Cowie & Lees, 1987; Kitzinger, 1995; Lees, 1986; Robbins & Cohen, 1978). Both 

girls and boys used the term variously, the overall effect being to exercise control over girls’ activities and 

social reputations, to the advantage of boys.  This control was enforced on the one hand by unfairly 

scrutinising girls’ sexual morality and on the other by forcing girls “to submit voluntarily to a very unfair 

set of gender relations” (Lees, 1986, p.22). Appearance, dress or being single, autonomous and unattached 

to boys served to define girls in ways that did not apply to boys, and in terms of whether or not their 

assumed sexual behaviour was deviant or acceptable. The sliding nature of the term ‘slag’ meant that any 

girl was vulnerable to its use: 

Thus slag can just as easily be applied to a girl who dresses and talks in a certain way, 
or is seen talking to two boys or with someone else’s boyfriend.  The point is that 
irrespective of whether, in a particular case, the use of the term slag is applied explicitly 
to sexual behaviour, since a girl’s reputation is defined in terms of her sexuality, all 
kinds of social behaviour by girls have a potent sexual significance (Lees, 1997, p.21). 

In 1992, Kitzinger also explored the phenomenon of young women’s persistent use of sexual insults 

against other women in a small-scale Scottish-based study and identified three overlapping, distinct but 

interwoven ways in which ‘slag’ is defined – slag as “other”, slag as “Everywoman”, and slag as “she 

who allows herself to be used” (Kitzinger, 1995, p.187).  The line between acceptable and unacceptable 

                                                 
24 Simmons (2002) and Brown and Gilligan (1992) commented on the rituals involved in girls’ conflicts. They found 

that jokes or teasing are often transformed into insults, with girls who are the butt of jokes often unable to 
distinguish between the two.  
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femininity was crossed easily, and when crossed, slag was seen as the worst label one could be given. 

Girls who were unattractive, dressed provocatively, or were seen as powerless or exploited were more 

likely to be called ‘slags’ than someone attractive, with a nice figure or who was in control:  

A sexually proactive woman (as personified by Madonna) could have a multitude of 
sexual encounters and yet not count as a “real slag” because she was “in control” (ibid, 
p.188) … exploitation was central to their definition of a “real” slag (ibid, p.192). 

Lees also identified how the double standard of sexual reputation, embedded in language and conceptions 

of femininity and masculinity, served to restrict young women’s independence and desire, and to 

legitimate male violence (Lees, 1997): 

The discourse of female sexual reputation (by which women are categorized in terms of 
the virgin/whore dichotomy) is the main criterion on which female identity is assessed 
in adolescence … (ibid, p.2). 

In 1996, building on earlier research (Cowie & Lees, 1987), Lees conducted research into language and 

reputation in British schools with one hundred 15 to 16-year-old girls and 30 boys from varied social 

classes and ethnic groups. She found that policing of women through sexual reputation starts in 

adolescence.  Her research revealed three things:  

First, that names like slag function as terms of abuse to control single girls and steer 
them towards marriage as the only legitimate expression of sexuality. Second, what 
became clear was the interdependence of ‘male non-gendered subjectivity’ and female 
sexuality … manifest … in the way girls continually take responsibility for male 
actions – especially violence or other behaviour that is irrational or sexually motivated. 
… Third, the repression of sexuality to the conventional pattern of marriage means that 
female sexuality has little autonomous expression but is constrained by social station 
and its duties (Lees, 1997, p.30).  

She also found that “nice girls cannot have sexual desire outside love …” (ibid, p.24), and that for a girl, 

“the defence of her sexual reputation is crucial to her standing both with boys and girls, certainly around 

the age of 15 or so …” (ibid, p.18).  

The importance of sexual reputation to the construction of femininity was dominant in the discourse on 

femininity in my study, making young women vulnerable to verbal abuse, taunts and insults.  Girls were 

the main perpetrators of ‘slut abuse’, which in effect kept girls at the bottom of the sex-gender hierarchy, 

denying them access to sexual desire and agency. Some of the girls pointed out that whereas a girl’s social 

standing could be destroyed by insinuation or gossip about her sexual morality, a boy’s reputation was 

usually enhanced by his sexual exploits.  They commented on the absence of a male-equivalent 

derogatory word for ‘slut’ or ‘whore’ and reported that sexually promiscuous boys were revered as 

‘legends’. Lees found the same thing in her study of adolescent girls of roughly the same age (Lees, 

1997).  This lack of symmetry in the language highlights the role verbal abuse plays in reproducing and 

maintaining patriarchal gender relations, implicating girls in the enforcement of patriarchal control.  

Two girls in my study complained about the asymmetry in the language used for boys and girls who were 

sexually active, but were still trapped by the discourse. Reputation was assessed by a number of criteria 

including appearance, style of dress and acting independently.  The terms and criteria used were taken for 
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granted and rendered girls vulnerable to attack, dependent on relationships with males to preserve or 

protect their reputation, and subordinate in their relations with males.  Being called a ‘slut’ or a ‘whore’ in 

effect was a form of moral censuring of girls in the schools, and constrained their sexual desire and 

independence. It was therefore a powerful way of policing their sexual behaviour.  Thirty years ago, 

Summers also found that girls were as likely as boys to call other girls ‘slags’. She called them ‘God’s 

police’ (Summers, 1975).  

Hopkins, in her recent book Girl Heroes (2002), offered what she calls a (post)feminist view of the term 

‘slut’, arguing that young contemporary girls are not passive, dependent and powerless as earlier feminist 

academics have suggested, largely because of the influence of a new breed of girl portrayed in the media 

promoting ‘girl power’, exemplified by pop stars such as Madonna, the Spice Girls and Britney Spears. 

She listed a range of television personalities such as Emma Peel of The Avengers in the 1960s, Wonder 

Woman and Charlie’s Angels of the 1970s and the more recent ‘bad girl and action heroes’ who are male-

directed, individualistic, competitive and violent – such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer and Xena: Warrior 

Princess. She argued that all have been influential in modelling a different, more powerful, independent 

way to be feminine to young, contemporary adolescent girls. She noted that Madonna has paved a new 

path for young girls by rebelling against traditional sex-gender norms and demonstrating how young 

women can be independent, ‘sluttish’, sexually powerful and in control:   

It’s not just sexuality she’s selling, but power – or rather sexuality as power  
…(Hopkins, 2002). … This new power girl was somehow vulnerable and strong, virgin 
and vamp (ibid: p.55).      

The findings of my study, however, suggest that in spite of the influence of such powerful female role 

models, adolescent girls police each other’s sexual behaviour by bitching and casting doubt on each 

other’s reputations, calling each other ‘sluts’, and spreading rumours and gossip, effectively colluding 

with males. Boys were effectively controlling girls’ sexuality by verbally abusing, objectifying and 

belittling girls who were sexually active, in effect constituting their masculine identities in opposition to a 

particular form of femininity – one devoid of agency, independence or desire.  Young girls, by calling 

each other ‘sluts’, were being “duped” by boys into “unconsciously colluding with patriarchy to control 

each other” (Kitzinger, 1995, p.194). Perhaps some of the more powerful girls in the upper levels of the 

hierarchies in the schools I visited (such as Mia) were sexually empowered, but there was little evidence 

to suggest they were immune from, or indifferent to the male gaze.   

Getting and keeping a boyfriend 

In spite of several waves of feminism, several girls in my study were influenced by the romantic discourse 

that linked having a boyfriend with a girl’s femininity and self-worth.  Many girls were concerned about 

their weight, clothing and appearance in order to get a boyfriend.  Tessa, for example, talked about how 

she changed her butch image and feminised her clothes and hairstyle when she started going out with 

boys. She was also worried that she was currently too overweight to attract a boyfriend.  Girls in focus 

groups and interviews also talked about the butch or masculine image as only being acceptable for certain 

powerful girls, or in certain arenas such as in sporting activities. Being labelled ‘butch’, especially by 

boys, was demeaning to most girls.  Wiseman’s observations were similar. The dominant message still 
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appeared to be that girls must be “soft, pretty and non-threatening”, in particular to boys (Wiseman, 2002, 

p.158). 

In her 1982 analysis of a popular girl’s magazine, McRobbie identified that procuring and keeping a man 

was portrayed as the solution to a girl’s happiness and argued that this produced conflicts between girls. 

This magazine portrayed girls as being dominated by their emotions (jealousy, possessiveness, devotion). 

However, if they lost their boyfriend to another girl they were meant to be selfless and suffer in silence 

(McRobbie, 1982). While girls in my study did lose boyfriends to other girls, they did not all suffer in 

silence. On the contrary, some of the more powerful girls fought physically and publicly over the boy in 

question, as illustrated by the fight between Mia and April over Rocky.  Girls also talked more of serial 

monogamy, rather than staying with the same boy, suggesting that it was normal for boys and girls to 

change partners frequently. 

In their Australian study, Gilbert and Taylor identified a set of discourses that worked to regulate 

sexuality in traditional ways toward marriage and motherhood. Sexual behaviour was seen only as 

“appropriate within a context of love and/or marriage” and “monogamous relationships” (Gilbert & 

Gilbert, 1998, p.17). Walkerdine, in her analysis of girls’ magazines and comics, also located codes 

through which adolescent femininity was constructed through heterosexual practices of “getting and 

keeping a man” (Walkerdine, 1993, p.87). In addition, Lees found that adolescent girls protected 

themselves from sexual harassment or redeemed a lost reputation by getting a “steady boyfriend” (Lees, 

1997, p.23).   

Several of the girls in my study commented on the importance to a girl’s self-esteem of having a steady 

boyfriend.  Tessa claimed that she was one of the few girls in her year without a boyfriend and said this 

made her depressed. Others also implied that being in a permanent, heterosexual relationship was seen as 

the only legitimate reason for sleeping with a boy, effectively denying girls’ sexual agency and desire, a 

finding supported by a number of other studies (Fine, 1988; Kitzinger, 1995). Lees highlighted the 

potential for verbal abuse to enforce and maintain this particular form of gender relationship: 

My argument has been that what forces … closure on all alternatives to married life is 
above all the power of the slag categorization for the unattached woman who is 
sexually active.  Once we understand the way that female sexuality is constructed and 
constrained by the categorization of slag, how a woman’s femininity and sexuality is 
only rendered ‘safe’ when confined to the bonds of marriage, we understand why until 
recently there is just no alternative, as the girls see it, to married life (Lees, 1997, pp.27-
28). 

While there was less pressure to get married in the late 1990s, Lees found there was more pressure on 

girls to have sex, making their sexual relations more complex (Lees, 1997). However, love and desire 

were still important to the girls she interviewed: 

Sexuality for girls is still a matter of falling in love and individual passion … for boys it 
is more a group phenomenon between themselves.  There is pressure to score … (Lees, 
1997, p.48).    
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Compulsory heterosexuality: ‘tomboys’ and ‘lesbians’ 

In my study, girls who assimilated the characteristics of maleness appeared to be more confident than 

other girls.  In all reports there were some girls in the upper level of the hierarchy who refused to adopt a 

submissive role, boasted about sexual exploits, physically engaged in fights with other girls (and 

occasionally boys) and behaved like males in other ways. These girls were often labelled as ‘butch’, 

‘tomboys’ or ‘lesbians’, and were resented by some males and females. Lees also found that girls who 

contested abuse and unfair subordination in schools were likely to be punished or labelled “show-offs, 

kill-joys or lesbians” (Lees, 1997, p.32).   

Epstein provided examples of the way young girls are not only encouraged to behave in ways that signify 

particular versions of femininity but also in ways that signify heterosexuality (Epstein, 1997). Various 

researchers have noted, however, that girls who are labelled as ‘tomboys’ in primary schools are more 

readily accepted than boys who are labelled ‘sissies’, indicating that to children, being like a boy is 

interpreted more positively than being like a girl (Epstein, 1997; Mac an Ghaill, 1994; Thorne, 1990). 

This was also the case in my study – it was far less demeaning for a girl to be called ‘butch’ or a ‘tomboy’ 

than for a boy to be called ‘a girl’ or associated name. 

9.7.3 Discourse on body image and consumerism 

Physical appearance, dress and attractiveness 

Q: You’re having a tough time.  So, you have been harassed and this year, would you get harassed 
daily, you reckon?   
Tessa (B): Yeah. At least once a day or more, by boys and girls. 
Q: And by individuals and groups? 
Tessa (B): Uh huh. 
Q: Yeah, both, so it’s largely around weight and around being a geek …  
Tessa (B): Image, image mainly, all around image. 

 

A dominant discourse on femininity, exemplified in the above extract, revolved around girls’ body image, 

namely physical size, appearance, dress and attractiveness.  Body size and shape was one of the main 

topics of conversation and a source of depression and anxiety for most, if not all of the girls interviewed. 

Girls’ bodies and clothing were also the targets of many insults and taunts.  

Researchers have noted that the physical changes to body shape and size that occur during puberty 

produce body dissatisfaction in some adolescent girls, leading to depression (Nolen-Hoeksema & Girgus, 

1994; Stoppard, 2000).  The literature on depression in adolescence highlights that from about the age of 

15 years, girls are twice as likely as boys to experience depression. This cannot be be attributed solely to 

biological explanations such as hormonal changes, or to factors such as the premenstrual syndrome 

(PMS), as suggested by one participant in my study The ‘gender intensification process’ that occurs 

during adolescence also increases the likelihood that girls who are ‘different’, or whose bodies do not 

conform to the peer group norms about feminine image or appearance, will be rejected by their peers and 

labelled, teased, abused and/or shunned (Stoppard, 2000).   

From a material-discursive feminist perspective, the body is centrally implicated in females’ experiences 

(Bordo, 1993; Bordo, 1989). Being a ‘good’ girl involves presenting an appropriately gendered 
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appearance to others, such as dressing or performing in an appropriately feminine way (Bordo, 1993; 

Butler, 1990a). Girls in my study talked at great length about the importance of clothes, appearance and 

beauty to a girl’s feminine image. Clothes, makeup, jewellery, hairstyles and so forth marked the category 

or clique they belonged to and/or their position in the peer group hierarchy. Boys were often a source of 

jealousy and many girls wanted to be seen visibly as ‘the best’ and ‘beautiful’, especially in the boys’ 

eyes. Wiseman also observed this obsession in her work with adolescent girls and along with many other 

researchers linked it to consumerism and the influence of the media. She made the point that: 

Girls know they’re manipulated by the media to hold themselves to an impossible 
standard of beauty, but that does not stop them from holding themselves to it anyway. 
… Adolescence is a beauty pageant.  Even if your daughter doesn’t want to be a 
contestant, others will look at her as if she is … How does a girl win?  By being the 
best at appropriating our culture’s definition of femininity. However, a girl can win by 
losing if it means she has to sacrifice her individual identity (Wiseman, 2002, p.155). 

Wiseman suggested that girls ‘put themselves down’ and rush to the defence of their friends who do the 

same, because if they say something positive about themselves they’ll be told they are vain.  

Most girls interviewed individually in my study thought they were too fat, even those who were very thin 

(size 8). In her investigation of the coercion of women by The Beauty Myth, Wolf provided substantial 

evidence to show that since the arrival of the model Twiggy in the mid-1960s, which coincided with the 

rise of feminism, there has been a dramatic increase in anorexia and bulimia in the Western world (Wolf, 

1990).  Wolf argued that “the cultural fixation on female thinness is not an obsession about female beauty 

but an obsession about female obedience” and that thinness has become a normative obsession, linked to 

patriarchy, which effectively curtails women’s freedom and independence and threatens their self esteem 

and sense of effectiveness. She saw the obsession with thinness and dieting as “the most potent political 

sedative in women’s history … a direct solution to the dangers posed by the women’s movement and 

economic and reproductive freedom” (ibid, p.187). 

The Victorian Government’s Better Health Channel website provides Australian statistics to support 

Wolf’s contention:   

It is common in Western nations for women to believe that they are larger and fatter 
than they really are.  Only one in five women is satisfied with their body weight.  
Nearly half of all normal weight women overestimate their size and shape.  A distorted 
body image can lead to self-destructive behaviour, like dieting and binge eating (Better 
Health Channel, 2002, p.1).   

The Eating Disorders Foundation of Victoria has estimated that approximately one in every one hundred 

adolescent girls will develop anorexia nervosa, approximately five in one hundred Australians will 

develop bulimia and that many of these disorders are not diagnosed or treated for a long time (Better 

Health Channel, 1999, p.1). They also noted that eating disorders are more likely to affect females (75-

80%) than males (20-25%), and suggested that this is because men and women experience different social 

pressures about how they should look:   
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Like many adult females, girls want to lose weight and be thin, and like many adult 
males, boys want to lose body fat but increase muscle mass (Better Health Channel, 
2002, p.2).  

They list a range of factors that contribute to a negative body image, including being teased about 

appearance in childhood; a cultural tendency to judge people by their appearance; peer pressure among 

teenage girls to be slim, go on diets and compare themselves with others; and media and advertising 

images that promote thinness as the ideal (ibid, p.2). They also linked the potential for children to develop 

eating disorders with personality factors such as low self-esteem; perfectionism; difficulties in expressing 

feelings like anger or anxiety; difficulties in being assertive; being a ‘people pleaser’; and fear of 

adulthood; and with social and environmental factors such as being teased or bullied; a belief that high 

expectations of others must be met; major life changes; peer pressures; a parent role model; media and 

advertising images of the perfect body; and a cultural tendency to judge people by their appearance 

(Better Health Channel, 2000b, pp.1-2).   More than half the primary school children in Sydney want to 

weigh less and 50% of Melbourne’s 15 to 16-year-old schoolgirls are on diets, even though more than that 

number are already underweight or weigh just about the right amount (Choice, 2000, p.1). These statistics 

are alarming and point to the dangerous role that verbal abuse plays in normalising discourses on 

femininity and body image. 

Wiseman agreed with Wolf that the issue of weight with girls is linked to control. She observed that “a 

girl who is afraid to be seen as less than perfect will starve herself to feel in control” (Wiseman, 2002, 

p.246). However, Wolf pointed out that the control really lies elsewhere: 

The anorexic may begin her journey defiant, but from the point of view of a male-
dominated society, she ends up as the perfect woman.  She is weak, sexless, and 
voiceless, and can only with difficulty focus on a world beyond her plate.  The woman 
has been killed off in her (ibid, p.196). … What hysteria was to the nineteenth century 
fetish of the asexual woman locked in the home, anorexia is to the later twentieth-
century fetish of the hungry woman (ibid, p.198). 

I was surprised that all of the female adolescents in my study, and reportedly their peers, were constantly 

worried about their body size and weight. None felt they could measure up to the ideal, even those that 

presented as fitting the ideal image. Wiseman and Lees also observed this phenomenon: 

Whether girls worry about being too thin or having curves in ‘all the right places’, 
it’s a given that whatever they weigh is never good enough (Wiseman, 2002, p.170).  

Their body is so much linked to their identity and is often the butt of boys’ ridicule … 
the raw material of verbal sexual abuse. At one moment her appearance is presented as 
a girl’s passport to success both in private and public life, and at the next moment she 
may be called a dog, unattractive, or beyond the pale.  One of the strongest bases of 
self-esteem rests on pride in your body image.  The widespread dissatisfaction that girls 
express about their physical attractiveness was startling. Not one girl expressed pride 
and confidence in good looks. Anxiety focuses on their bodies (Lees, 1997, pp.43-44). 

A number of feminist researchers have highlighted that the most constant cultural factor in relation to the 

female body is that it is judged objectively by male standards and the “woman in the body” is devalued 

(Bourne, McCoy, & Smith, ; Larkin, 1997; Lee, 1997; Stoppard, 2000, p.126).  In my study, for example, 
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there were reports of a range of insults perpetrated by boys in relation to the size of girls’ breasts.  Girls 

without breasts were teased and called ‘surfboards’ or ‘ironing boards’, while girls with large breasts were 

the targets of sexual innuendo or described as being sexually promiscuous, objectifying the girls in 

question.  

Consumerism 

In the past two decades, a number of Western authors and researchers have explored young women’s 

obsession with body image and appearance, and many have argued that it is linked closely to 

consumerism and the media – an extension of the male gaze, or patriarchy (Coward, 1984; Douglas, 

1994; Gilbert & Taylor, 1991; Inness, 1999; Lees, 1993; Pipher, 1994; Rogers, 1999; Wiseman, 2002; 

Wolf, 1990). Gilbert and Taylor, for example, argued that in post-war Australia women’s bodies have 

become increasingly sexualised, and women’s magazines and television have encouraged women to be 

fashionable and to consume in order to be attractive to men. Consumption has therefore become a way of 

completing the ideal feminine identity: 

For young women … the focus is on appearance and looks and on being the perfect sex 
object. Both of these ideals require that women become consumers (Gilbert & Taylor, 
1991, p.13).   

Berger pointed out that women turn themselves into an object and survey themselves through “the male 

within” themselves: 

A woman must continually watch herself. … She has to survey everything she is and 
everything she does because how she appears to others, and ultimately how she appears 
to men, is of crucial importance for what is normally thought of as the success of her 
life (Berger, 1972, p.46). 

Susan Hopkins has challenged traditional feminist arguments that blame the media and popular culture for 

encouraging girls to be submissive, non-competitive and nurturing (Hopkins, 2002). She argues that, 

whilst female sexuality remains a crucial aspect of selling to girls in the 21st century, this sexuality is no 

longer based on the male gaze but on the female gaze, with girls’ fantasies revolving around the 

attainment of a glamorous, consumerist, powerful lifestyle, not boys or romance. She argues that for 

contemporary adolescents, sexual power and personal beauty are desired in order to simulate the look or 

personality of a famous female pop star or super model, not to attract boys, and that many contemporary 

girls feel that their identity is dependent on fame. Girl consumers see their own potential within a pop star 

or model and desire to emulate them. Hopkins also argues that these girls are not less competitive and 

more caring than boys, pointing out that the current clamour for super-stardom indicates girls’ willingness 

to become famous at the expense of other girls’ fantasies and desires. Hopkins analyses the marketing of 

‘girl power’ and highlights how the media has presented contemporary female supermodels and pop stars, 

such as The Spice Girls and Madonna, as successful, powerful women who have manipulated their 

sexuality and bodies to their advantage. Given these new girl heroes as role models, Hopkins questions 

whether contemporary young girls are still prepared to sacrifice their own interests to please a man. She 

does not question the image of ideal, artificial femininity as anti-feminist. She argues that the new girl 

hero is a manipulator of patriarchy, not a victim, and that the images of female superstars inspire young 
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girls to be assertive, and offer them more choice and the potentiality for power. However, she has not 

tested these assumptions from the perspective of young adolescent girls.  

Hopkins’ arguments may be relevant to those girls who see themselves as thin, beautiful and sexually 

attractive, who can identify with pop stars or models, but they do not appear to have any relevance to the 

girls in my study who clearly felt they could never measure up in terms of body image and appearance. 

Hopkins also argued that the new media girl heroes (who have camp images) such as Xena, Warrior 

Princess and Buffy the Vampire Slayer have an element of the ‘bad girl’ in them, sometimes acting 

selfishly to gain power and appropriating the violence, aggression and moral code of the traditional male 

action hero genre. These new girl superheroes use beauty, sex and physical aggression to achieve power. 

She viewed this as feminist progress and did not question whether it is preferable for girls to be shown 

how to achieve power without the need to be sexy, beautiful or physically aggressive. The new girl hero 

she portrayed is narcissistic and caring only about her own individual needs, not the social good. This 

could account for the aggressive, narcissistic behaviour of girls such as Mia and Marilyn, and the rise of 

physical aggression between some girls in some schools such as Newland and Mitchell High. This could 

not be generalised to many girls in my study, however, and needs further research to ascertain the female 

adolescents’ perspectives. 

9.7.4 Discourse on exclusion and inclusion 

The discourse of exclusion was prevalent in interactions between the adolescent girls in the schools in my 

study, with most emphasising the importance of relationships and alliance building. The definition of who 

was ‘in’ or ‘out’ of a clique or peer group could shift on a daily basis. Labels such as ‘sluts’, ‘whores’, 

‘tarts’, ‘losers’, ‘nerds’, ‘geeks’, ‘lessos’ were used to define, subordinate and marginalise those who do 

not meet the normative standards set by the dominant or popular peer group.  If girls objected to these 

bullying or aggressive behaviours, or reported them to their parents or teachers, they were called 

‘dobbers’ and ran the risk of further abuse. More often than not girls would participate in the abuse of 

others as members of a group, and rarely abused others as individuals.  In particular, girls who were 

members of the ‘cool’ group often participated in teasing and insulting others, usually targeting those girls 

in the lowest level of the peer group hierarchy.  

During last decade a number of researchers reported that relational aggression, or bullying, is common 

between girls in schools and includes indirect and relational aggression (such as the silent treatment, non-

verbal behaviour such as mean looks, or forms of exclusion) and social aggression, which targets self-

esteem and social status (such as gossiping or spreading rumours) (Brown & Gilligan, 1992; Crick & 

Grotpeter, 1995; Crick, 1996; Crick, Bigbee, & Howes, 1996; Rigby & Bagshaw, 2001; Simmons, 2002).  

Simmons argued that “ganging up”, or “alliance building” is common among girls, “providing a way for 

girls to displace their aggression while remaining connected to others” (Simmons, 2002, p.80). 

Relationships with others are important and “isolation cuts to the core of their identities” (ibid, p.101). 

Healy suggested that young women might forge a collective identity to give them a powerful base from 

which to challenge violence or abuse experienced individually or collectively (Healy, 1999, p.123). 

Alliance building is a sign of peer affirmation and makes girls feel more powerful and secure:  
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Indeed popularity itself is in large part defined by the ability of one girl to turn her 
friends against someone else (Simmons, 2002, p.82).   

A number of other researchers have also noted that, because relationships and intimacy play such an 

important role in girls’ social development, girls are fearful of being isolated, alone or abandoned, thus the 

relationship itself is often used as a weapon in conflicts (Brown & Gilligan, 1992; Campbell, 1993; 

Simmons, 2002).   

Marginalised girls and disability 

Yeatman argued that the “internal politics of difference” in feminism itself has created an atmosphere of 

contest between the voices of dominant and marginalised women (Yeatman, 1995). In the individual 

interviews, girls in particular commented on the marginalised status of some girls in their schools, in 

particular those with a visible disability.  In reviewing the research literature, Chenoweth found that 

people with disabilities are far more at risk than the general population for all forms of abuse and 

violence.  She identified several themes in her review of feminist critiques of disability and violence or 

abuse:   

People with disabilities are not only at a much greater risk of physical, sexual, and 
emotional abuse but also extremely vulnerable to more insidious forms of violence, 
such as institutional abuse, chemical restraint, drug use, for sterilisation, humiliation, 
ridicule, and harassment (Chenoweth, 1997, p.23). 

She argued that the devaluation, marginalisation and heightened powerlessness of women with physical 

and mental disabilities in Australian society often made them more vulnerable to violence, continued 

abuse and control.  Silence about the abuse makes it difficult to identify, and their ‘imperfect’ bodies or 

minds give them cause for shame. In addition, she noted that some women with physical or mental 

disabilities experience “double” or “multiple discrimination”, which includes “stigma, oppression and 

voicelessness” (Chenoweth, 1997, pp.25-26).  There were reports from girls in my study that other girls 

with disabilities were subjected to some ridicule from their peer group at school, sometimes covertly or 

indirectly, however the nature and subjective effects of those experiences need to be explored further in 

another specific focus study. 

Lesbian and gay issues 

Lesbians and gay men are also marginalised and stigmatised within Australian society. Their experiences 

of interpersonal violence are rarely considered in public policy or responded to in an appropriate manner 

(Bagshaw et al., 2000).  Mason, for example, wrote about the pervasive social silencing of lesbian 

subjectivity that has kept the concept of lesbianism out of the public sphere (Mason, 1997). Lesbians who 

experience hostility and violence on the basis of their sexuality find it difficult to disclose violence and 

abuse. When they do, they often experience homophobic responses (Bagshaw et al., 2000; Mason, 2002).  

Given the dominance of homophobia in the schools in my research, I assume that it would be extremely 

difficult for lesbians or gays to ‘come out’. However, there were some indications that lesbianism may be 

more acceptable to their peers than male homosexuality.  There were strong indications in my study that 

lesbians and gays are the targets of verbal abuse from their homophobic peers, and therefore the impact of 
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verbal abuse on the constitution of gay and lesbian subjectivities in Australian schools should also be the 

subject of further research. 

Race and ethnicity 

Race and ethnicity can have an impact on experiences of, and responses to interpersonal violence in 

schools and have contributed to the marginalised status of some students in the schools in my research. I 

have hypothesised that the collective strategies developed by the Asian and Aboriginal students to deal 

with their conflicts in the Northern suburbs schools in all probability have occurred in response to a 

legacy of racism and associated violence.  These strategies have increased the status of some of the ethnic 

and Aboriginal students in these schools, but further research is needed before any conclusions or 

generalisations can be made. 

Aboriginal communities in Australia face special difficulties, partly as a result of a long history of 

colonisation and the legacy of years of structural abuse.  The literature consistently states there is 

considerable under-reporting of the rates of violence in Aboriginal communities and complex reasons as 

to why this is so (Bolger, 1991; Ralph, 1997).  There is evidence to suggest that women from Aboriginal 

and traditional ethnic communities may have feelings of shame or concerns about racism that are likely to 

impact on their willingness to discuss issues of violence with others from outside their communities.  This 

was evidenced in Tessa’s comments about her unwillingness to disclose her experiences of verbal abuse 

at school and her associated feelings of shame. Racism leads to strong pressure to ‘put up with’ the 

violence so as not to shame the family or the community, and to deal with the problem with or without the 

support of family or friends (Atkinson, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c). Again, the special issues for Asian and 

Aboriginal students in South Australian schools in relation to verbal abuse are worthy of further research.  

9.7.5 Discourse on power 

Foucault saw power operating through discourses in which knowledge, meaning and truth, as well as 

identity are produced and perpetuated. He did not see power as the domination over others by an 

individual or group but believed that discourses always function in relation to power – “individuals are the 

vehicles of power, not its points of application” (Foucault, 1980a, p.98). From this perspective, 

judgements about so called ‘normal’ levels of functioning or ‘proper’ ways to behave are made by a 

person or group who has the power to define, categorise and label the other, such as a  ‘popular’ or ‘cool’ 

person or group in a school.  The importance of discourse to the status and experience of students in 

schools cannot be underestimated. However, the students interviewed were unaware of the power of 

discourse. Instead they equated power with individual and group characteristics such as popularity, 

clothing, beauty, strength, group membership and position in the peer group hierarchy.   

Wiseman explored the connection between popularity and power in adolescence, particularly in relation 

to adolescent girls. She distinguished between “good popularity (genuinely liked because she’s nice to 

people)” and “bad popularity” (Wiseman, 2002, p.55), another kind of popularity which “conveys an 

illusory sense of power” (ibid: p.48). She noted that popular girls, like any other group of privileged 

people, often don’t recognise their privilege. They know little about people outside their group and are 

reluctant to admit what they do to put other girls down. In contrast, the girls on the outside (such as those I 
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interviewed from the middle and lower levels of the hierarchy) usually know a lot about what’s going on 

with popular girls, a point supported by standpoint theorists (Swigonski, 1994, p.54; Wiseman, 2002).   

 
Gilbert and Taylor noted that studies suggest that while “rebelliousness in teenage boys is more often 

tolerated, teenage girls are expected to be mature” (Gilbert & Taylor, 1991, p.16).  In my research there 

were some indications that boys were more likely to rebel against teachers than girls as a way of asserting 

their power, although it was not true for all girls or all boys. Some of the popular, cool girls were also 

described as rebelling against teachers in a similar fashion to the cool boys, however this was not noticed 

as much as the boys’ rebellion.  

In looking at the power positions of girls within groups or cliques, Wiseman observed that adolescent 

girls generally form cliques that “are sophisticated, complex, and multilayered” (Wiseman, 2002, p.56). 

She noted that generally every girl has a role or position within the clique, although the positions are not 

static.  She called the clique’s leader the “Queen Bee”, whose popularity is generally based on fear and 

charisma. There appeared to be a Queen Bee in each of the two high schools – Mia in Year 9 in Newland 

High, and Kelly in year 9 in Mitchell High: 

 Through a combination of charisma, force, money, looks, will, and manipulation, this 
girl reigns supreme over the other girls and weakens their friendships with others, 
thereby strengthening her own power and influence. Indeed, she appears omnipotent. 
Never underestimate her power over girls (and boys as well). She can and will silence 
her peers with a look (ibid, p.58) … her reputation dictates that she always has 
everything and everyone in control (ibid, p.62). 

Mia and Kelly were willing and able to engage in physical fights with other girls and asserted their power 

in many other ways, such as by verbally abusing those lower down in the pecking order.  Most of the girls 

and some of the boys in their year feared them. 

The second in command in a girls’ clique Wiseman called “the sidekick”.  This girl is closest to the 

Queen Bee and will “back her no matter what”, as her power base depends upon her (Wiseman, 2002, 

p.63).  She usually copies the Queen Bee’s mannerisms and dress, and commonly assists the Queen Bee 

to bully and silence other girls to forward the Queen’s agenda. In Newland High, Marilyn fitted the 

description of a “sidekick” to Mia, taking over bullying and stalking April when the teachers cautioned 

Mia to keep her distance.  

In her work with adolescent girls, Wiseman noted that the Queen Bee is the conduit of information in the 

clique. She strictly adheres to the rules of being cool and encourages all girls to be “wannabees”25 – a 

label that refers to girls who mimic clothes, style or anything likely to increase their position or power in a 

clique or group. Wiseman noted that almost all girls do anything to get into the good graces of the Queen 

Bee and her sidekick. In that sense they become “wannabees”.  The fear of censure is usually strong, and 

“wannabees” are careful observers, especially of those in power. They often do the Queen Bee’s dirty 

work, like spreading gossip. However, wannabees are also often called names and ridiculed (Wiseman, 

                                                 
25 The term “wannabee” was invented as a name for Madonna’s fans and popularised by the Spice Girls in a song of 

the same name (Hopkins, 2002). 
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2002). I interviewed a number of girls who fitted Wiseman’s description of a wannabee.  One in 

particular, Ann, described in minute detail the way a girl should dress and do her hair and make-up in 

order to be cool, pointing to her own features as an example (Extract 34, Appendix 9).   

Wiseman called students at the bottom of the pecking order “targets” (labelled by students as ‘losers’ or 

‘loners’ in my study) and noted that these girls are usually outside the clique, although that is not always 

the case. Tessa from Newland High was a good example of a target, but was able to turn that label around 

through defending herself physically and winning fights. Girls were targets (mainly for gossip, insults or 

exclusion from a clique) because their style of dress or behaviour was outside the clique’s norms, or 

because they challenged someone higher in the pecking order.  Targets or losers were the least powerful 

girls and boys in the school, and were usually isolated socially.   

Anger and power 

The participants in my study reported that many girls had difficulties in expressing their angry feelings 

and in defending themselves against abuse.  Some of the ‘macho’ girls were exceptions. Girls who were 

confident enough to be openly assertive or aggressive were called ‘butches’, ‘bitches’ or ‘lesbians’.  In her 

analysis of classic fairy tales, girls’ comics and magazines, Walkerdine uncovered powerful markers of 

femininity that portrayed girls in stories as powerless, passive victims of cruelty and circumstance, with 

solutions and endings connected to romantic, heterosexual love and an ideal, happy family. Heroines 

privately suffered and endured injustices, whilst heroes in boys’ comics dealt with public bravery and 

public fights against injustice (Walkerdine, 1993, p.93). Anger and rebellion were portrayed as negative 

and selfish unless enacted on behalf of others, and were suppressed or projected onto others.  ‘Good’ girls 

were portrayed as passive and selfless, and doing things for others was rewarded, including academic 

achievement, as it brought parental pride with it. ‘Bad’ girls were depicted as angry, jealous and horrid.  

Other researchers, such as Orenstein and Simmons, also observed that girls are expected to be ‘caring’ 

and ‘nice’, and are discouraged from expressing their anger (Orenstein, 1994; Simmons, 2002). In her 

study of girls’ bullying, Simmons saw this as a fundamental problem for adolescent girls: 

The culture derides aggression in girls as unfeminine … . “Bitch”, “lesbian”, “frigid” 
and “manly” are just a few of the names an assertive girl hears.  Each epithet points out 
the violation of her prescribed role as caregiver: the bitch likes and is liked by noone; 
the lesbian loves not a man or children but another woman; the frigid woman is cold, 
unable to respond sexually; and the manly woman is too hard to love or be loved. Girls, 
meanwhile, are acutely aware of the culture’s double standard.  They are not fooled into 
believing this is the so-called post-feminist age, the girl power victory lap.  The rules 
are different for boys, and girls know it.  Flagrant displays of aggression are punished 
with social rejection (Simmons, 2002, p.18).  

Simmons observed that girls use the ‘sugar-and-spice’ image to cover their bullying of other girls, which 

tends to happen covertly. She argued that this is because girls’ anger cannot be voiced, therefore their 

skills for handling conflict are absent. The ‘secret’ world of girls’ aggression and bullying can be just as 

harmful as boys’ aggression, but it is harder to recognise. Girls in our culture are discouraged from 

expressing their anger, so it goes underground.  The pressure for girls to be ‘nice’ and to contain their 

aggression alters the way their aggression is both expressed and perceived.  Simmons found, therefore, 

that teachers and others overlooked or misunderstood girls’ bullying behaviour, which was often defined 
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as a ‘social skills problem’. As relational aggression relies on the relationship, most of it occurs within 

intimate social or friendship networks and is therefore hard to detect. It is often intense and prolonged and 

“cuts deep” (ibid, p.44).  

In their research with over 100 adolescent girls, Brown and Gilligan found that girls could not recognise 

dynamics of meanness and abuse, and often ended up blaming themselves for their own victimisation 

(Brown & Gilligan, 1992). Simmons also found that girls were often too ashamed to tell their parents and 

others about their experiences of bullying at school, and telling third parties often made their conflicts 

worse. She used case examples to highlight the way girls alienate and injure their peers through the threat 

of day-to-day aggression: 

Girls describe their social communities as worlds in which unresolved conflicts hang 
like leaking gas in the air, creating a treacherous emotional terrain in which discord is 
rarely voiced and yet may explode with the slightest spark.  For many, if not most, 
girls, every day can be unpredictable. … A girl learns early on that to voice conflict 
directly with another girl may result in many others ganging up against her. … She 
learns to connect with conflict through the discord of others, participating in group acts 
of aggression where individual ones have been forbidden (Simmons, 2002, p.69). 

These findings are supported by the girls’ narratives from the schools involved in my study. The 

competition between the girls for boys, and their policing of each other’s behaviour via indirect and direct 

forms of verbal abuse served to reinforce patriarchal norms, and weakened girls’ friendships and their 

power base.  

Various authors have noted that an essentialist view of gender attributes the enacting of violence to a 

hegemonic or dominant masculinity (Connell, 1995; Featherstone & Trimble, 1997; Smart, 1994), which 

fails to acknowledge that women can enact violence against others, with some negative consequences. 

Smart for example, pointed out that: 

The location of ‘bad’ sexuality with the homogenous masculine has meant that women 
have been denied any responsibility for their own harmful behaviour.  Women’s … 
violence has perhaps been feminism’s ‘best kept secret’ and we need to develop further 
the means of analysing it rather than denying it (Smart, 1994, p.28). 

As has been demonstrated in my case studies, some of the girls from Mitchell and Newland High were 

verbally and physically violent toward other girls, and, according to the two school counsellors 

interviewed, physical violence between girls in these schools was increasing in frequency, often 

accompanied by verbal threats.   

Crinall offered a feminist explanation for female violence and bullying, linking it to personal, collective 

and structural victimisation. She worked with young homeless women who were victims of abusive 

experiences, and also with victimisers who perpetrated acts of violence and aggression towards males and 

females across all age groups.   She suggested that their violence was linked to their deliberate deviation 

from traditionally gendered, classist roles that prescribed appropriate and acceptable behaviour for young 

women, and a construction of femininity emerging from their own cultural locations.  She argued that 

their aggression and violence was a way of regaining power. “In adopting challenging and defiant ways of 
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being female, the young women demonstrated their ability to resist victimisation and practise power” 

(Crinall, 1999, p.79). She cautioned that feminist practice might contribute unintentionally to processes of 

subjugation and therefore needs to be wary of participating in victimisation processes. If Crinall’s 

argument is accepted, girls’ strategies of resistance and empowerment should be confirmed and 

encouraged, although some feminists may question the value of encouraging girls to model their 

behaviour on male violence. However, links have been made between the lack of instrumental male 

characteristics (such as assertiveness and powerfulness) and depression in adolescent girls (Nolen-

Hoeksema & Girgus, 1994; Stoppard, 2000).   

9.8  Chapter summary 

The definitions of femininities are complicated. In my study, girls reported that they competed with each 

other to maintain or increase their social position in the peer group hierarchy. Body image, appearance, 

clothing style, friendships, popularity and boys were central to discourses on femininity. Academic and 

sporting achievements did not feature. Girls appeared to demand much more of each other and themselves 

than they did of boys. They also had difficulty in expressing their anger and frustration, which inclined 

them toward bitchiness and depression or, in some cases, to experiences of shame, rage and violence. 

Verbal abuse was common amongst girls, sometimes serving to police their subjectivities and reinforce 

patriarchal control, particularly in the area of sexuality and desire. 

The dominant themes in the discursive construction of femininities were shame and shaming; sexuality 

and reputation; body image and consumerism; inclusion and exclusion; and power in relation to the peer 

group hierarchy.  Verbal abuse played a prominent role in ensuring that girls knew where they were 

positioned in the pecking order and served to enforce conformity to the dominant, normative discourses 

on hegemonic masculinity and femininity. Some of this abuse could be labelled as bullying. 

Table 9.2 attempts to capture the discursively-constructed peer group hierarchy of related masculinities 

and femininities in Newland High and Mitchell High. The adolescents interviewed located themselves 

and their peers within and through bipolar category systems where male and female were defined in 

opposition to each other. There were hierarchically ordered categories of masculinity and femininity 

within the categories of male and female, which were defined by the dominant discourses.  Students of 

both sexes sometimes occupied these categories. For example some girls adopted the characteristics of 

cool, macho males. Verbal abuse made visible those students in the lower levels who did not fit into the 

appropriate categories, and alerted them and others that they had crossed a normative boundary.  
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Table 9.2: The discursive positioning of masculinities and femininities in the peer group hierarchy by Year 9 students in Mitchell High and 
Newland High 

Assigned 
power/status level of 
boys in the peer 
group hierarchy 

Degree of masculinity/femininity of 
boys as defined by the dominant 
discourse 

Discursive effect: 
style of 
masculinity 

Assigned 
power/status level of 
girls in the peer 
group hierarchy 

Degree of masculinity/femininity of 
girls as defined by the dominant 
discourse 

Discursive effect: 
style of femininity 

UPPER LEVEL      
Upper level 1 Ideal masculinity  

(unattainable) 
Hegemonic  
masculinity 

Upper level 1 Ideal femininity 
(unattainable) 

Hegemonic 
masculinity 

Upper level 2 Exaggerated masculinity ‘Cool’, ‘macho’ Upper level 2   
Upper level 3 Flexible, confident masculinity  ‘Smart’ Upper level 3 Masculinised femininity – ‘tough’, 

‘butch’, ‘macho’ 
‘Cool’, ‘macho’  

Upper level 4   Upper level 4 Emphasised femininity - ‘sluttish’ ‘Cool’, 
‘complicit’  

MIDDLE LEVEL      
Middle level 5 Rebellious masculinity ‘Resistant’ Middle level 5   
Middle level 6 Conformist, conservative masculinity ‘Complicit’   Middle level 6 Rebellious femininity  ‘Resistant’ 
Middle level 7   Middle level 7 Conformist, conservative femininity ‘Complicit’ 
Middle level 8   Middle level 8 ‘Copycats’ or ‘Wannabees’ ‘Complicit’ 
LOWER LEVEL      
Lower level 9   Lower level 9 Masculinised femininity: ‘butch’, 

‘lesso’ 
Subordinated 

Lower level 10 Failed, feminine or weak masculinity: 
‘loser’, ‘geek’, ‘loner’, ‘wuss’, ‘poofter’ 

‘Subordinated’  Lower level 10 Failed or weak femininity: ‘try hard’, 
‘loser’, ‘slut’, ‘loner’, ‘geek’ 

‘Subordinated’  

Lower level 11 Structurally marginalised masculinity - 
poor, disabled, Aboriginal, ethnically 
different: ‘povo’, Minda, retard, 
‘crippo’, ‘ching chong’. 

‘Marginalised’ Lower level 11 Structurally marginalised femininity: 
poor, disabled, Aboriginal, ethnically 
different: ‘povo’, Minda, retard, 
‘crippo’, ‘ching chong’. 

‘Marginalised’  
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C h a p t e r  1 0   

REFLECTIONS 

The power of naming is at least two-fold, naming defines the quality and value of that 
which is named – and it also denies reality and value to that which is never named, 
never uttered. That which has no name, that for which we have no words or concepts, is 
rendered mute and invisible; powerless to inform or transform our consciousness of our 
experience, our understanding, our vision, powerless to claim its own existence (Du 
Bois, 1983, p.108). 

10.1  The power of  naming 

In Western culture, adolescents are expected to become more autonomous and independent from their 

parents, and the peer group plays a larger role as a reference group and source of validation for their 

gendered identities.  This thesis has demonstrated the importance of ascertaining how adolescents 

understand, categorise and name their experiences and those of their peers.  The research interviews 

provided a rare opportunity for adolescents to discuss their experiences of verbal abuse, abuse that was 

often ignored or bypassed by teachers and other adults, or abuse that was not named because it was 

described or viewed as ‘normal’ behaviour.  For some, their experiences of verbal abuse were rendered 

invisible by the lack of words and opportunities to name them.  Naming verbal aggressions as ‘abuse’ or 

‘violence’ is essential to its eradication. That which is not named is not visible in the social sense, so a 

name or a legitimate way of categorising and speaking about one’s experiences is the first step in defining 

abuse and making the prevalence of harmful, gender-linked forms of verbal abuse visible in the school 

context (Du Bois, 1983; Kelly, 1990; Spender, 1980).  Naming abuse as ‘bullying’, ‘sexual harassment’ 

or ‘dating violence’, for example, makes the experiences of abuse visible, and enables social and political 

action.  

On a continuum of abusive experiences, many of the adolescents interviewed described verbal abuse as 

being as serious, if not more serious than physical abuse because it marred their self-esteem, constituted 

their subjectivities as being inferior to others, and marked the normative boundaries of their performances 

of masculinities and femininities at school in patriarchal ways. Repetitive verbal abuse also had more 

long-lasting effects than physical abuse.  

Boys in the upper level of discursively-constructed peer group hierarchies verbally abused boys in the 

lower level and girls who did not meet their patriarchal norms.  Girls were the main perpetrators of verbal 

abuse and mostly abused each other, reinforcing patriarchal norms and an emphasised form of femininity 

that complemented a hegemonic, ‘macho’ style of masculinity, thereby contributing unwittingly to their 

own oppression and weakening their power base.  The respondents could not name or deconstruct the 

hegemonic masculinity discourse that was dominant and influential in their peer groups – it was taken for 
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granted.  Listening to their statements about popular/powerful forms of masculinity and femininity was 

like listening to a ‘cracked record’. 

This chapter will reflect on various aspects this thesis. I will summarise the reflections of a counsellor 

from each secondary school involved in the latter stages of the research, then offer my reflections on the 

theory, methods and findings from my perspective as the researcher.  Finally, implications for further 

research and intervention will be discussed. 

10.2  Ref lect ions of  two school counsel lors  

10.2.1 Mitchell High school counsellor, Mrs Brown 

One of the Mitchell High student counsellors, Mrs Brown, was interviewed in 1997 to gather contextual 

information for the analysis of the focus group interviews with students in her school, and again in 2001 

in relation to student experiences of verbal abuse and gender. Mrs Brown had worked as a student 

counsellor and teacher in schools since 1974.  The students I interviewed trusted and liked her, and many 

had voluntarily been to see her after experiencing abuse at school.  She reported ‘enormous changes’ in 

Year 9 children over the past two decades. In her view, children of today are maturing much earlier and 

violent behaviours are more prevalent at school. 

In 1997, Mrs Brown commented on the increasing poverty and other forms of disadvantage in many of 

the families of students in Mitchell High, with some involved in violence and illegal activities, leading to 

insecurity and instability for their children in relation to family life. She described most families with 

children in the school as ‘lower class’, many with unemployed parents or caregivers, some in the criminal 

justice system and more than half single-parenting.  She stated that many of the students lived with “loud 

and abusive” adults and/or with domestic violence. Some families gained wealth from drug dealing. Mrs 

Brown saw drugs as a major problem in the school and as contributing to conflicts. She linked drugs with 

a heightened potential for problem behaviours, including depression and suicide.  Mrs Brown also argued 

that impoverished homes contributed to some students’ involvement in violent conflicts at school.  

Mrs Brown agreed with many other teachers interviewed in the earlier study that, for many years, many 

students had experienced Year 9 as meaningless and boring, and conflict often assisted them to ‘let off 

steam’ to enliven an otherwise dull day (Extract 63, Appendix 9). However, this discourse pathologised 

the students and did not question the relevance of school policies and practices. 

In both interviews Mrs Brown viewed verbal harassment as a serious problem in the school, in particular 

for students and teachers in Year 9, and did not see the school’s harassment policies as having any effect. 

She commented on the increased use of verbal abuse as a way of dealing with conflicts, stating that most 

of the verbal abuse was focused on masculinity, femininity and sexuality, and linked to power. 
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Q: In summary, I think what you’re saying is that verbal abuse is worse than it used to be and its 
mainly around masculinity, femininity, sexuality … that sort of stuff. 
Mrs B: Yeah...it’s what they say...the ‘hurty’ stuff and the extreme language and power. 
Q: Yeah.   And that it’s about control with both the boys and the girls?   
Mrs B: It happens to the teachers, as well as to other students...and there’s very little anyone can do 
about it?  And for a lot - as I said earlier...a lot of these kids really don’t give a stuff about what’s 
ahead.  They will then but not yet (2001). 

 

In both interviews, Mrs Brown noted that in Year 9 girls were more likely to be arguing and physically 

fighting with each other than boys, and that boys were more likely to hassle teachers. 

Mrs B: The most common would be girls arguing and physically fighting with other girls.  That 
would be the most common.   
Q: Individual girls or groups? 
Mrs B: No, it’s usually one or two against a group.  But when it’s all boiled down it’s really one on 
one but everyone else gets involved. 
Q: From the same group? 
Mrs B: No.  With the boys, generally it’s boys having had a run in with another teacher.  That could 
be male or female.  Most of that’s related to the boys either not wanting to work or not being able to 
work or refusing to work.  It’s usually pretty foul and verbally abusive (1997). 

 
When interviewed in 2001, Mrs Brown added that exposure to information technology had dramatically 

changed the nature of childhood and adolescence, with schoolchildren now wanting instant gratification 

whilst lacking in communication skills and the experience or maturity to handle relationships.  She 

believed that teachers were often the targets of students’ frustrations as a result. 

Q: Do teachers get abused in class much? 
Mrs. B: Oh, yeah. 
Q: What sort of abuse do they get? 
Mrs B: Well, for a start, some of them are reluctant to talk about it.   They just want to get on with the 
job, because unfortunately a lot of them just feel that nothing’s going to happen...nothing’s going to 
be changed.   See this is how they can really hurt.   Because a Year 8 girl, who said to a teacher:  
“You haven’t washed your hair today...it’s all greasy!”   Now, that was enough to destroy that 
teacher. 
Q: Oh, yeah. 
Mrs B: One - another female teacher was approached by a boy...   You know...a boy who said:  “Did 
you have a root last night?   Do you root lots?”  (2001). 

 

From Mrs Brown’s comments, I detected a tension between a normalising discourse involving discipline 

and punishment, which was dominant among the teachers, and an individualising discourse on children’s 

rights, which was dominant among the Year 9 students and their parents. These competing discourses 

appeared to fuel conflicts between teachers and students and their parents, and led to teacher burn-out and 

stress.  Mrs Brown’s statements captured her understanding of the effect of the recent emphasis on student 

rights on relationships between students and teachers, and the responses of teachers who do not feel able 

to use traditional ‘power over’ tactics to discipline and punish students in a system that demands that they 

manage and contain student behaviour.   
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You can’t resolve conflict often when it occurs in the classroom - it doesn’t work because you’ve got 
some of them all falling out of their chairs laughing themselves stupid, you’ve got others in the back 
getting into it. The difficulty with resolving conflict isn’t so much the people you need to be 
concerned with, but it’s the audience. There’s nothing more exciting than knowing there’s going to 
be a brawl at lunch time – it’s like going to the footy or something, and the worst thing that can 
happen is if someone finds out there’s going to be a fight or a brawl or a screaming match, and stop 
it. It’s like taking their tickets away - they get really shitty (1997). 
 
We’ve gone overboard with all this harassment and feeling free stuff. You’ve only got to look 
sideways at a kid and its “you’re harassing me” … they’ll accuse and abuse staff. The minute there’s 
a hiccough or a slight problem it’s everyone rushing out to do what’s supposedly legally right. So 
what we’ve got now is great lines of kids with grievances about staff, other kids, other kids’ parents, 
we’ve got parents coming in with all these grievances and no-one’s talking to each other (1997). 
 
I’d say the general attitude amongst the staff is that we’ve lost our clout ... that why try, it’s not going 
to work. They feel they’ve just got to go in, put their blinkers on, shove on their ear muffs and get on 
with it and just thank god they’re going home at the end of the day … we’re totally powerless (1997).  

 

Teachers’ narrow understandings of their role in relation to managing student behaviour is evident in her 

comments (Extract 64, Appendix 9), the emphasis being on feelings of powerlessness and the use of 

retributive forms of punishment to address problem behaviours. 

Student-adult abuse 

Another explanation given by Mrs Brown for the prevalence of verbal abuse in the school was that it has 

become the ‘norm’ in contemporary society to use abusive language in everyday interpersonal 

interactions in families, peer relationships, on film and television, and in the general media.  Students 

therefore see the use of abusive language as ‘normal’ and freely abuse their parents and others. 

Q: Yeah.   So students are free to abuse teachers, in a sense?   
Mrs B: Oh, it’s their right.  Well, it’s not only their right, it’s their lifestyle.   I have kids in my office.  
I’ve had kids - even yesterday I had Mum and Dad in here.  This was a girl, again she was about 
fourteen.   And the whole conversation - with me in here - and we were tying to look at - well, I 
won’t go into that...   But, basically like:   “Shut up, Mum, you fucking don’t know anything”.   
“Dad, piss off - you give me the fucking shits”. … So if that’s what happens in here, what the heck 
happens out there? …  And you look at a film - even on TV now or even some of the content stuff in 
daytime TV and you know F-words and  I haven’t heard the C-word, but that’s only around the 
corner.   There are sexually explicit things.   And the kids - with the range on Foxtel the kids can see 
anything and everything (2001). 

 

 
Parents as role models 

Mrs Brown cited examples of parents physically and verbally abusing students at school.  She discussed a 

recent incident where one mother was caught threatening a female student over the internet after the 

student had terminated a relationship with her son.  The mother used extremely abusive and threatening 

language, which the school reported to the police: 

Q: What does she say... 
Mrs B: “I’m watching you... How dare you call my son fucked-up...da...da... I see that you are 
jealous...rah...rah. Stay out of our lives or I’ll have you” (because he’s got a new girlfriend, you see).  
“Stay out of their lives or you’ll have me to answer for... you know. Don’t let me hear you causing 
me shit, get on with your lifestyle...rah...rah...rah...you don’t have a life.   Watch it - watch out, I’m 
watching you!”  But that:  “Watch out, I’m watching you” is a threat.  I mean, I have them out the 
front threatening to sort of thump them or... 
Q: To thump?   Threatening a kid? 
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Mrs B: Yes, there’s been some students actually out there when parents of one kid have actually 
assaulted another kid (2001). 

 

 
Mrs Brown also stated that it is relatively common to have fathers fight with each other on school grounds 

over issues to do with their children. 

Mrs. B: Well, I’ve had two dads - had a skirmish out there about two weeks ago over their daughters 
who had a falling out and ........... was a runaway.   But they had a fisti-cuffs out there - you know - 
scratching each others’ noses around. With lots of verbal abuse and threats and the kids got involved 
in that. … I mean, if the mood strikes, they’ll do it.   They don’t really care where and who’s 
watching.   I’m not saying it’s rampant, but I’m saying it occurs (2001). 

 
Mrs Brown stated that parents also verbally abuse teachers and ‘quite a few’ were modelling abusive 

behaviours to their children. 

Gender issues 

In general Mrs Brown thought that students were “very tolerant of race, creed and sexual difference”, 

including lesbianism. The main issues girls brought to her were related to their sexuality, reputation and 

promiscuity. 

Mrs B: I find the girls at Year 9 - who probably don’t say a lot out there, they’ll come to me and say 
they’re not coping with the fact that kids said they’re sleeping around or think they’re two-timing 
someone.  It’s a lot to do with sexuality and a lot to do with promiscuity. They never seem to worry 
me about drugs with regard to abusing stuff. It’s mainly being called a tart or a whore or hoe or 
lesbian (1997). 
 
Mrs B: The other classic one is the girl who loses the boyfriend to another friend.  The difficult ones I 
find here to resolve are romantic liaisons and good old fashioned screwing, which is frequent (2001). 

 
On the other hand, boys came to see her about their sexual prowess.  

Mrs B: I’ve had boys coming to me and actually trying to work through a whole thing of they think 
they might be going to have their first sexual experience this weekend at a party and they don’t know 
what to do (2001). 

 

In summary, Mrs Brown’s perception was similar to those of the participants. The main issues for boys 

and girls in Year 9 were linked to their masculinity, femininity and sexuality, with verbal abuse playing a 

major role in their difficulties.  

Q: So the main issues they come to see you about would be around their masculinity and their 
femininity? 
Mrs B: Yeah. Sex and their hormones is on board, or both lots (1997). 

 
 
10.2.2 Newland High school counsellor, Mr Smith 

I interviewed Mr Smith, from Newland High in 2002 after I had completed the interviews with all of the 

volunteer participants in that school.  His view of what was happening between students in Year 9 in 

relation to verbal abuse and gender was very similar to the dominant stories of the participants from his 

school.  He stated that most of the verbal harassment in Year 9 was about gender – sexuality, reputation 

and so forth. 
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In his opinion, girls were more powerful than boys in Year 9. They were responsible for most of the 

verbal abuse, in particular a group of girls with one or two female leaders, although he also acknowledged 

later that Rocky was the gang leader. He said, “over the past five years we have seen more physical 

violence between girls than we have in the past”. Girls were on the receiving end of most of the verbal 

abuse, sometimes with serious consequences. He suggested that boys were often the central issue in girls’ 

fights. 

Mr S: A lot of the stuff going on between girls is about a boy. And the boy might not even know, do 
you know what I mean?  Yeah, so the boy might say, “Why isn’t anybody going out with me or not 
talking or something?” Because some powerful girl somewhere is controlling, this sort of stuff, that 
sort of thing happens. 

 
He stated that control of the dress code lay with the powerful groups and those who did not know the 

rules were “on the outer - they get teased and victimised”. They were often on their own or with other 

similar students in small groups in the school breaks. He was aware that the targets of abuse found it hard 

to report it to teachers or counsellors because of possible repercussions from the victimisers. 

Mr S: …  the repercussions back on them, like one of the strong girls would come in and wouldn’t 
care about getting suspended or anything for going and belting someone, so, you know. 

 

Mr Smith stated that verbal harassment was a serious problem in the school (he rated it as 7 or 8 out of 10 

for seriousness). In spite of the school’s harassment policy it was difficult for teachers to deal with.  He 

agreed with students that teachers should give tougher sanctions for verbal abuse, whilst indicating that 

they would lose most of their students in the school if disciplinary approaches such as suspensions were 

introduced. Although he believed that persistent verbal abuse could be more devastating in the long term, 

he acknowledged that, in many respects, it is much harder to deal with in the current system than physical 

abuse.  

10.3 Reflect ions on theory 

In the first two chapters of this thesis I highlighted how feminist-poststructuralist researchers have been 

critical of positivist researchers because the knowledge they produce frequently distorts or neglects 

experiences that are central to people’s day-to-day lives (Butler, 1990a; Davies, 1993; Fraser & 

Nicholson, 1990; Harding, 1987; Hoff, 1996; Holloway, 1989).  It is easy to distort understandings of 

adolescents’ everyday experiences by ignoring the ways that language regulates and shapes their lives.  At 

the same time, any analysis of the dominant discourses on gender available to the adolescents in this study 

offers only partial understandings of their experiences. Feminist-poststructuralists argue that all 

knowledge and research is partial and situated both contextually and historically, and therefore 

generalisations on the basis of research are not possible (Haraway, 1988).   

This thesis offers a partial view of the role of verbal abuse in the constitution of the gendered 

performances of Year 9 adolescents in a range of South Australian secondary schools during a five-year 

period in history (1997-2002).  I have tried to capture the adolescent participants’ perspectives, but 

acknowledge that the gathering, reporting and analysis of their stories have been filtered through my 
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subjective experiences.  In spite of my attempts to be self-reflexive and to triangulate the data, my reports 

of their experiences will have been distorted by my own experiences and biases. However, it appears that 

some of the reported experiences of verbal abuse in this study were similar to those of students of a 

similar age and gender in schools in other Western countries. 

I chose not to define gender as the sex-related characteristic of the bounded individual. Instead I viewed 

gender as a performance constituted by language, structure and power (Butler, 1990a).  When gender is 

conceptualised as a characteristic of an individual it is easy to take for granted the substantial ways in 

which the everyday experiences of male and female adolescents differ, particularly in the symbolic 

aspects of gender within the discursive domain.  Whilst the recognition that there are multiple 

subjectivities, truths and realities was liberating, it also heightened my awareness of the considerable 

difficulties I faced in attempting to identify, and accurately describe the discourses of adolescents who 

were more than forty years younger than myself, and to then conduct a discourse analysis of their 

statements without interpretation (as suggested by Foucault), whilst recognising that my analysis is just 

another discourse, tarnished inevitably by my own subjectivity. 

The ideas of Foucault and feminist-poststructuralists provided a useful framework for the discourse 

analysis used for this study; firstly to identify the gendered discourses in each school by looking for 

repeated statements, and secondly to identify how verbal abuse functioned as a way of policing the gender 

boundaries constructed by those discourses (Barth, 1969; Collins, 1999; Davies, 1993; James & Prout, 

1995).  Verbal abuse was identified as a marker of a hegemonic style of ‘cool’ masculinity and 

femininity.  

The feminist-poststructuralist Foucauldian approach I used for the discourse analysis was far more tedious 

and time-consuming than qualitative and quantitative research methods I have used previously, but was 

more rewarding as it took into account the multiplicity, complexity and diversity of the adolescents’ 

experiences.  The requirement of this approach was that examples of discourses should be made visible to 

the reader. This meant extending the size of this thesis. 

10.4  Ref lect ions on methods  

Gaining access to adolescents via schools for the purpose of this research provided benefits and 

difficulties.  As schooling is compulsory in South Australia for the age group involved in the study, it was 

possible to recruit subjects for the research from roughly similar socio-economic backgrounds in specific 

locations.  There were many disadvantages, however.  

Firstly, convincing administrators in Adelaide metropolitan schools of the value of a particular research 

project is becoming more difficult, due to the increased numbers of researchers in the field. Therefore, 

negotiating access to the schools involved in this study took time, negotiation and patience. I am 

extremely grateful to the staff and students who agreed to participate for their valuable time and resources.  

Secondly, gaining access to a cross-section of equal numbers of male and female students with a broad 

range of experiences of verbal abuse was also difficult. I assume that some of the boys may have 
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perceived participation in the research as ‘sissy’ or as an extension of schooling and therefore did not 

volunteer.  The research topic, the way teachers described the research, schooling demands and the 

prevalence of researchers in schools also may have acted as deterrents. In hindsight it may have been 

beneficial for me to introduce the topic and nature of the research to small groups of students in each of 

their home care classes, however, in doing so, there was a risk that I would be seen as another teacher, and 

the research activity as just another aspect of schoolwork.  

Thirdly, arranging to have the consent forms signed by parents or caregivers and students was time-

consuming and delayed access to students in one school by a year.  In the end, only the most disciplined 

and motivated students who organised the return of their signed consent forms in time for their interviews 

were able to participate.  Fortunately the sample that I interviewed in focus groups and individually 

included students who identified themselves as perpetrators and targets of verbal abuse, with most 

locating themselves in the middle level of the discursively-constructed peer group hierarchies. They were 

good observers of the behaviours of those students in the upper and lower levels.  The inclusion of the 

survey material from the prior study was beneficial in that most of the Year 9 students in each of the 

schools canvassed at the time participated in the survey, and the anonymity of the questionnaire allowed 

them to comment freely on their experiences of abuse, as victims and perpetrators.  

The rigid schedules and timetables in the schools made it difficult to conduct the focus groups and 

interviews without interruption and without jeopardising students’ learning and leisure time.  The 

interviews were conducted mostly during class time, which was a bonus for some students and 

problematic for others, depending on the classes they missed. A couple of the interviews were conducted 

after school with less interruption and an opportunity to probe more deeply.  Students were tired at this 

end of the day, however, and the demands of after-school activities were such that this was not a practical 

option for most. 

QSR’s NVivo software was valuable for sorting the interview data and made it possible for me to 

identify, categorise and collate repeated statements that made up the various discourses, and to quickly 

locate the source of a statement.  It also allowed me to make self-reflexive notes as I was reading the 

interviews, and to make links between categories and with the relevant literature.   

Incorporating the focus group and survey data from the prior study enabled me to assess the various ways 

in which my heightened understandings of Foucauldian and feminist-post structuralist ideas offered new 

perspectives on the data, which was valuable learning. In addition, as I am not a school teacher, this 

earlier data assisted me to construct interview questions that were relevant and meaningful to the students 

in the study’s latter stages. It also served to triangulate the data.  However, leaving it out may have 

allowed for a more focused and manageable study. 

10.5  Self-ref lexivity  

Self-reflexivity was an essential part of the methodology. I took into account my adult status and the 

influence of my values, biases and experiences (personal and professional) when reporting and analysing 

the adolescents’ stories. Whilst listening to, and reading the accounts of the adolescents’ experiences, I 
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constantly reflected on my experiences in order to position myself inside their texts.  Despite having two 

sons, I had more empathy with the girls’ stories than the boys’, which may have been reflected in my 

accounts.  

I wrote about my memories of my own experiences of verbal abuse as an adolescent to disrupt my 

authority as a researcher and to make transparent to the reader how I came to see things in certain ways.  

Self-reflexivity enabled me to understand the ways in which my own experiences as an adolescent and an 

adult have been shaped by patriarchy and dominant discourses on femininity.  I found this liberating. 

However, I was dismayed that some of the discourses on femininity available to me as an adolescent in 

the 1950s did not appear to have changed much for the girls I interviewed.  The discourses on shame and 

shaming, sexuality and reputation, body image and consumerism, inclusion and exclusion, and status and 

power were also present to different degrees in my adolescence, but the broader social and cultural 

context and specific markers and fashions were very different.  The girls I interviewed were more likely to 

experience more frequent, serious verbal and physical abuse as perpetrators, bystanders and targets than 

the girls in the schools I attended in the 1950s. They also had access to a far greater range of derogatory, 

abusive words they used against each other (directly and indirectly). They were exposed to far more 

violence, aggression and consumerism in their broader social context (in particular via the print and visual 

media) than girls in the 1950s, when television and advertising were in their infancy and adolescents 

under 18 years of age were banned from seeing films such as Blackboard Jungle because of so-called 

‘violent’ content (which was relatively mild by today’s standards). 

Whilst it was difficult for girls in my generation to engage in sex before marriage (because of the fear of 

pregnancy and the negative social sanctions against girls who lost their virginity, or became pregnant out 

of wedlock), I noted that many young girls today were also subjected to moral pressures and anxieties 

because of sexual reputation’s central importance to the construction of femininity. However, there are 

now increased pressures on adolescent girls to have sex with boys at a much younger age, at the same 

time trying to avoid being called a ‘slut’.  In common with my generation, the adolescent girls were 

objectified by adolescent boys as a requirement of hegemonic masculinity, and their sexual power and 

agency was diminished in order for the boys’ masculinity to be enhanced and demonstrated.   

Whilst interviewing and analysing the data, many of my buried memories emerged, some of which have 

been recounted in this thesis. I became increasingly conscious of how the dominant discourses on 

femininity have affected my life, and at times I was regretful that I did not have earlier access to the 

knowledge that I have now. Whilst writing the chapter on femininities, I was reminded of the influence of 

patriarchy on my own life-choices and experiences.  My father dominated my family and controlled my 

career and marriage choices. I reflected on the latter years of my marriage, in my early adult life, when I 

was abused verbally and physically but did not have the words to tell anyone about it, to explain it in a 

way they could understand or accept, or to name it as ‘domestic violence’, which had not been named in 

the early 1970s. Women were often blamed for their partner’s abusive behaviours and/or for relationship 

breakdowns, and so I blamed myself.  I also recalled feeling misunderstood and alone when my mother 

(and many others) blamed me for our divorce, suggesting that I should have ‘brought out the pipe and 

slippers’ and not returned to work.   
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I reacted strongly to some of the stories from girls that I interviewed, in particular the story of one girl 

who had experienced cruel verbal abuse from other girls for a number of months because she was 

marginally overweight, and was too ashamed to tell anybody.  I related to her depression and shame, and 

worried about her for some time after the interview, as I had experienced shame myself when I was 

subjected to violence and could not talk about my experiences for many years.  I felt ashamed, 

responsible, inadequate and dirty and, of course, depressed.   

On reflection, in the course of reviewing the literature, conducting the interviews and writing the research 

account I have developed a new way of thinking about thinking and can never return to my old ways of 

viewing the world.  I have become much more mindful of the importance of language and far more 

critical of articles and stories in the visual and print media, movies, books and professional texts and 

practices.  While writing this thesis I have also become more assertive in my relationships and less 

concerned about some aspects of my femininity.  I am persuaded that learning to recognise and 

deconstruct discourses is an empowering strategy for change at any age and stage in life. 

10.6 Reflect ions on the f indings 

It was tentatively hypothesised at the beginning of this study that verbal abuse has the power to constitute 

meaning and contributes to the processes of subject-formation, positioning the gendered identities of 

adolescent males and females in certain ways in schools. While examining the way that words were used 

to insult boys and girls who did not conform to the dominant ideals of masculinity and femininity, I found 

that it was not just the words that were damaging, but the contexts and discourses that turned insults, 

taunts or ‘put downs’ into particular types of statements, with associated assumptions about ‘normal’ and 

‘abnormal’ forms of masculinity, femininity and sexuality they exposed.  

10.6.1 Marking the gender boundaries  

Foucault was interested in the ways people construct themselves within a ‘regime of practices’ or ‘games 

of truth’ and power relations (Foucault, 1988). In this study, verbal abuse was a particular cultural 

technique used by boys and girls, within a regime of gendered practices, to draw attention to, enact, mark, 

punish, police and/or enforce particular forms of masculinities and femininities. Patriarchal cultural 

discourses were dominant in the schools in this study and portrayed ideal forms of masculinity and 

femininity in stereotypical, dualistic and oppositional ways, associating masculinity with independence, 

reason, toughness and aggression, and femininity with dependence, emotion, softness and passivity, and 

with the feminine devalued in relation to the masculine. Calling other persons hurtful or derogatory names 

implied mostly that they had crossed a boundary of acceptable or ‘normal’ behaviour, dress, appearance 

or physicality, which was determined by their powerful/popular peers in the ‘upper’ level of a 

discursively-constructed hierarchy.  If the derogatory names or insults were used repeatedly, it reinforced 

existing knowledge and made abused person(s) (and others) aware of where they stood in relation to 

others in the ‘pecking order’. In addition, the audience effects were such that bystanders learned that if 

they transgressed the boundaries they were also potential targets of abuse. 
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Some students resisted or rebelled against the dominant discourses on gender, stating that they did ‘their 

own thing’, if only in the shadows. They were mindful of the dominant discourses and their impact on 

themselves and other students, however, and could report on the way that verbal abuse contributed to their 

own and others’ performances of gender.  It appeared that most students who were positioned in the upper 

and middle levels of the peer group hierarchy complied with the dominant discourses on gender. They 

were complicit in that they conformed to the gender norms and neglected, avoided or sometimes verbally 

abused the students who were marginalised or subordinated, often to avoid being labelled or abused 

themselves.  Girls were more inclined than boys to defend those who were targets of abuse or to support 

them after an incident, but both girls and boys were wary of intervening or reporting abuse for fear of 

either becoming targets themselves, or being seen as ‘dobbers’, thereby escalating the problem. 

10.6.2 Markers of gender and verbal abuse 

Girls and boys in this study constituted and enacted their gender in opposition to each other within a 

regime of normalising practices in which consistent, identifiable markers made up the dominant cultural 

discourses of masculinity and femininity. Some of these markers were specific to a particular school - 

such as a specific brand name of clothing or hairstyle. Some were specific to sex (such as girls wearing 

facial make-up or boys wearing baggy brand-name pants) and others were generalised across gender and 

schools (such as hetero-normative sexuality). Some markers were visible, materialistic and embodied 

such as body size, weight and clothing styles, while others were invisible and harder to identify, such as 

whether or not a person was homosexual, or girls’ covert and indirect bitchiness and boys’ reported 

emotional toughness.  

This study highlighted how adolescents learn the lessons of gender that are embedded within the cultural 

discourses on masculinity and femininity in their peer group at school. Bodily appearance was of central 

importance to popularity and power, and to one’s position in the peer group hierarchy. Those that did not 

fit the norms for appearance were subjected to teasing, name-calling and social rejection, exclusion and/or 

isolation. The importance of appearance figured larger for girls than boys, with the cultural definitions of 

the female body focusing on the need to be slender, heterosexual, attractive, shapely and sexy, and at the 

same time sexually moral or pure (Bordo, 1993; Lees, 1997; Stoppard, 2000). Boys’ appearance was also 

important, in particular height and strength. Both sexes emphasised the importance of wearing the right 

clothing and hairstyles, and having the right body size and shape. Being overweight, or having a disability 

or illness that distorted the body attracted teasing and ridicule. 

Gender was implicated in the construction of behaviours as being ‘normal’ or problematic, such as sexual 

promiscuity or fighting physically. Double standards applied within a context of male hegemony, for 

example sexual desire was constructed as dangerous for girls and necessary for boys. ‘Nice’ girls were not 

to have sexual intercourse too young (under 16 years) or outside the confines of a monogamous 

relationship. Promiscuous boys, however, were labelled as ‘legends’ and the importance of 

heterosexuality and sexual prowess was dominant. Sexual intercourse with girls was an essential marker 

of masculinity.  
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Girls’ verbal abuse was more covert and indirect than boys’ and usually targeted other girls.  Girls were 

described as ‘meaner’, ‘bitchier’ and ‘more hurtful’ with their verbal aggression than boys and their abuse 

tended to occur repeatedly over longer periods of time.  There were suggestions that the dominant 

discourse on femininity discouraged girls from expressing their angry feelings directly.  They either 

suppressed or internalised their anger and became depressed, or expressed their anger indirectly through 

‘back stabbing’, gossiping, spreading rumours and being bitchy. On the other hand, the dominant 

discourses on masculinity made it difficult for boys to express their feelings other than anger openly, in 

front of their peers.  However, the quantitative data from the survey and the scaled interview questions 

suggested that both girls and boys were hurt by verbal abuse. 

In this study most of the verbal abuse tended to be directed at those students who were relegated to the 

‘lower’ levels of a discursively-constructed social hierarchy, and most of the abuse targeted various 

aspects of their gender.  The abuse made visible the victim’s status in the hierarchy and the ways in which 

they had transgressed the patriarchal gender norms. In general, the targets of abuse were described as 

having less confidence and social efficacy, and were subordinated or marginalised.  

10.6.3 Hegemonic masculinity 

Boys were largely instrumental in establishing and maintaining the gender norms, in particular those boys 

who were positioned as hegemonic. They insulted boys who associated with girls or valued schoolwork, 

which they saw as effeminate. They also preferred girls who were thin (size 8) and, although having sex 

with a girl was a significant marker of masculinity, they branded girls who were promiscuous as ‘sluts’, 

and those who were tough or less attractive sexually as ‘butch’. They insulted girls who did not measure 

up to their normative standards for appearance, such as those who were overweight, ugly and sexually 

underdeveloped, or who wore the wrong clothes. This had an effect on the way girls constructed their 

femininities, especially those who were interested in ‘getting a boyfriend’, a significant marker of 

femininity for this age group.  

10.6.4 Heterosexuality, homophobia and misogyny 

Heterosexuality was central to the construction of masculinities and femininities in the schools in this 

study.  Homophobic abuse was common among boys. Those who were effeminate or deemed to be ‘gay’ 

or homosexual were abused and subordinated.  Masculinities were constructed in opposition to anything 

feminine or effeminate.  Some girls who displayed masculine characteristics, such as those who looked 

masculine because they wore short hairstyles or unfeminine clothing, or who were defined as physically 

tough, were labelled and insulted by being called ‘butch’ or ‘lesso’, especially if they were in the lower 

level of the hierarchy. However, they were not abused to the same extent as effeminate boys.  Boys and 

girls revered and feared some butch girls in the upper level of the hierarchy who successfully engaged in 

physical fights.  In general, both sexes valued masculine characteristics more highly than feminine 

characteristics.   

Exaggerated ‘rap’ or gangster forms of masculinity were popular in the State schools in this study, in 

particular those in the Northern suburbs. Boys were pressured to engage in physical and verbal fights in 
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order to maintain their status or to prove their masculinity, and ran the risk of being called a ‘girl’, ‘wuss’ 

or ‘poofter’ if they resisted or declined to do so.    

Although homophobic forms of abuse were common (such as ‘poofter’, ‘lesso’, ‘fag’), it was not clear if 

there were any gay or lesbian students in the peer groups studied.  Additional research is needed to gain a 

clearer picture of the experiences of homosexual and other marginalised students in secondary schools in 

South Australia, in particular from their perspective or standpoint, although it may be difficult to locate 

these students other than via a phone-in or some other method that ensures anonymity.  

10.6.5 Femininities 

Girls resorted to more verbal abuse than boys and were more inclined to verbally abuse other girls than 

boys, in particular girls who did not measure up.  The ‘cool’ or ‘macho’ girls in the upper level of the peer 

group hierarchy played a major role in policing and enforcing the patriarchal, normative standards for 

femininity in Newland and Mitchell High. Girls’ use of verbal abuse to police each others’ behaviour was 

far more extensive, emotional and vitriolic than I had anticipated.  Girls fought physically and verbally 

with each other, often over boys. They policed each others’ body image, behaviour and sexuality through 

language (often covertly and indirectly) by calling each other ‘fat’, ‘slut’ or ‘lesbian’.   

A romantic discourse, which required girls to attract the right kind of male attention, reinforced the 

centrality of sexual reputation to the construction of femininity.  Some of the more powerful girls may 

have managed to assert their sexual agency as encouraged by the new female media stars, such as 

Madonna, but Susan Hopkins’ assertion that girls are now constructing themselves under the female 

rather than the male gaze was not borne out in this particular study (Hopkins, 2002).  In common with my 

experiences as an adolescent, girls were mostly defining their femininity and sexuality under the male 

gaze, and were especially sensitive to verbal abuse from males. Targets of abuse were usually girls who 

did not fit the male-defined, hetero-normative standards of femininity. They drew upon a reputation, or 

‘slut’ discourse to describe girls who were sexually active outside of monogamous relationships, a 

patriarchal discourse which was controlled by males and mainly perpetrated by females.  They had no 

positive language for female controlled heterosexual behaviour, or negative language for male 

promiscuity.  

When discussing their power in relation to males, the girls in this study drew upon a liberal equality 

discourse, which Kelly et al locate within an individualistic, commercialised, liberal form of feminism 

promoted in the popular media in capitalist societies (Kelly et al., 1996).  They did not recognise the 

oppressive or abusive aspects of their heterosexual relationships and took their frustrations out on each 

other. 

Students and counsellors reported that over the last five years there have been changes in the way girls 

constructed their femininities in Newland and Mitchell High, with girls calling each other a ‘wuss’26 if 

they were seen to be too weak or soft, and with increasing numbers of girls handling their differences 

through physical means.  There were accounts of incidents where girls’ aggression erupted into violent, 

                                                 
26 ‘Wuss’ is a sexualised term derived from ‘weak pussy’ and refers to female genitals (Martino, 1999). 
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protracted, highly emotional, physical exchanges with other girls, closely linked to suppressed or 

unacknowledged shame, or restored pride. Boys, however, used physical means for resolving their 

conflicts far more frequently than girls and the dominant discourse encouraged them to display their anger 

more directly. Girls’ physical aggressions were commented on more extensively because they tended to 

be highly emotional and transgressed the discursively-constructed gender boundaries. Their aggressive 

behaviour was also more likely to be interpreted as pathology. However, these girls were usually fighting 

over a boy.  Girls were also more likely to experience shame when they were abusive or violent, however 

for boys, competition and domination through physical force, and knowing no shame, had substantial 

cultural support.  Hegemonic masculine standards of normality central to the construction of masculinities 

and femininities were prevalent in both of the schools.  

10.6.6 Multiple and varied subjectivities 

Some adolescents in this study described how the identity positions available to the young men and 

women in their schools were multiple and varied. Structural factors such as class, race and disability 

intersected with gender and contributed to the marginalisation of some students in some contexts while 

giving them power in others. Some were constrained by material circumstances, such as the lack of ability 

to purchase appropriate clothing and hairstyles to gain entry to the ‘cool’ group.  Others were marked and 

‘othered’ by their embodied experiences, such as through living with a disability, being too small, too fat, 

or weak and effeminate if a boy, and being ugly, too fat or sexually under-developed if a girl. Race and 

ethnicity served to marginalise some students in some schools, but in Mitchell High and Newland High 

some Asian boys were hegemonic, partly because they were physically adept at winning fights 

(sometimes using weapons), and also because they could muster the support of their extended network 

when threatened. Aboriginal students also adopted the strategy of banding together to defend themselves 

from abuse, which increased their status and made others fearful.  Some non-Asian girls in these schools 

were learning kick-boxing and karate from Asian boys to enable them to win their physical fights.   

Some participants were caught between conflicting discourses. Doing well at school, for instance, brought 

teachers’ and parents’ approval and was important to their future career, but it also attracted verbal abuse 

(‘geek’, ‘nerd’ or ‘loser’) and rejection from peers, in particular for boys in the Northern suburbs State 

schools.  Some participants described how they adopted more than one identity position, depending on the 

situation. Some admitted studying hard at home and ‘mucking around’ in class at school. Others described 

how they had changed from one year to the next, for example one girl was a victim of abuse in Year 8 and 

was depressed and suicidal, but in Year 9 she was initiating and winning physical fights, which made her 

feel powerful and confident, and increased her status in the pecking order. Others described how they 

behaved differently from one context to another, for example, some were close friends with certain people 

after school but did not mix with them at school because they were not in the same clique or category. 

However, in their statements about their peers’ informal practices, all participants described clearly and 

consistently the discursively constituted peer group hierarchy in their year. They also provided clear, 

detailed, consistent descriptions of the markers of the hegemonic, subordinated and marginalised 

masculinities and femininities their peers performed at school. 
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10.6.7 The gendered nature of verbal abuse and bullying 

The definitions of bullying in schools (Olweus, 1991b; Rigby, 1996a; Salmivalli, 1998) outlined in 

Chapter One  included a number of characteristics and behaviours that were valued in the construction of 

‘cool’ and ‘macho’ styles of masculinity and femininity in Year 9 in secondary schools in South 

Australia.  In this study, the powerful/popular, cool girls and boys engaged in behaviours befitting these 

definitions.  Participants described them as engaging in purposeful, ongoing, harmful verbal aggression 

and repeatedly targeting individuals or groups, in particular those in the lower levels of the socially-

constructed peer group hierarchy. The participants indicated that verbal aggression was often motivated 

by a need to be seen to dominate others and/or to acquire status in the upper level of the peer group 

hierarchy. It usually occurred where there was an imbalance of power. This style of aggression was 

understood to be necessary to the construction of the hegemonic, cool, macho style of masculinity and the 

macho and cool styles of femininity in Mitchell and Newland high schools.  Verbal aggressions occurred 

daily and more often than not took place in the context of a group of peers, another characteristic 

commonly found in definitions of bullying (Salmivalli, 1998). Students and counsellors involved in the 

study considered them to be ‘serious’ or ‘very serious’.   

It is only recently that bullying has been linked to particular constructions of gender (Gilbert & Gilbert, 

1998; Mills, 2001). In the early seventies, studies of bullying did not include girls, as they were not seen 

to be as aggressive as boys.  Since then, a number of researchers have developed the concepts of indirect 

and relational aggression, where the target is attacked covertly or in a round about way, usually harming 

relationships (Bjoerkqvist, 1994; Salmivalli, 1998; Simmons, 2002). The findings of this study suggest, 

however, that while indirect and relational verbal aggressions are clearly much more common among 

girls than boys, some ‘macho’ girls are increasingly adopting the cool, macho males’ direct verbal and 

physical behaviours and attitudes to deal with their differences.  This may be linked to class but needs 

further exploration. 

10.7  The inst itut ionalisat ion of  v iolence 

Vivienne Jabri (1996), in her book Discourses on Violence, explains how violence is rendered as an 

institutional form of conduct through discursive social or institutional systems over time and is thereby 

seen as inevitable and at times acceptable. In this study there were indications that teachers and students 

regarded verbal and physical violence between boys as ‘normal’. In addition, although boys saw physical 

violence between girls as a deviation from the norms of femininity, many girls in Newland and Mitchell 

High defined it as acceptable and desirable ‘feminine’ behaviour.  

Currently the focus in South Australian schools tends to be on the management and regulation of verbal 

abuse or harassment rather than its total elimination.  However, regulations can unintentionally serve to 

legitimate abuse, and in some situations policies and practices can justify it by implying that it as  

‘normal’ or ‘natural’, or by labelling it as a predictable characteristic of being masculine or a predictable 

characteristic of adolescence as a stage of human development.  They do not identify verbal abuse as part 

of a mosaic of violence, with different forms of violence interconnecting and overlapping. The moral 

boundary between abusive and non-abusive behaviours in an institution such as a school is defined by the 
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acceptance, legitimacy or justifications conferred on negative behaviours or the type of sanctions that are 

put in place. For example, students in this study reported that teachers tolerated some types, levels and 

forms of abuse more than others, and either ignored or gave lesser sanctions for verbal abuse than for 

physical abuse. At the same time, school counsellors reported that forms and levels of verbal abuse that 

were not sanctioned a decade ago were now commonplace, often with teachers as targets, and ‘the 

language of individual rights’ made it difficult for them to deal with, especially in locations where verbal 

abuse and violence was prevalent in the broader local community. If some forms of abuse are to be 

ignored or tolerated, how and where to draw the boundaries for acceptable and unacceptable behaviour is 

a vexed question. How to maintain these boundaries and enforce sanctions where adolescent identities are 

being constructed in opposition to school norms is an even more difficult question.  

Retributive forms of punishment and behaviour management codes did not seem effective in managing 

verbal abuse in the schools in this study.  Authoritarian and retributive forms of discipline and punishment 

served to exacerbate or escalate some adolescent males’ aggressive behaviours, or sent them underground.  

These males were defining their masculinity in opposition to school norms. Peer group norms made it 

difficult for students to report abusive behaviours to adults. An entirely different approach is needed, 

involving the whole school and the community, if schools are to be made safer places for adolescents and 

teachers, and if we are to encourage young people to form respectful relationships. 

10.8  Discourse on exclusion and the inst itut ionalisat ion of  difference 

Jabri pointed out that conflict is a product of social interaction at both micro and macro levels, and violent 

conflict is fuelled by the institutionalisation of difference.  The dominant discourse on conflict in the 

schools in this study aimed at the construction of a mythology based on inclusion and exclusion, as 

evidenced by the discursively-constructed peer group hierarchies.  Social constructions of the ‘other’ 

served to legitimate verbally abusive behaviours. Once the concept of ‘otherness’ takes root and those 

‘others’ are defined as ‘the enemy’, rules for human behaviour change and normally unacceptable or 

taboo behaviour,  such as the objectification and abuse of others, becomes legitimate (Jabri, 1996).  

It is common in schools for adolescents to use binary categories or dualistic ways of speaking – ‘boy 

versus girl’, ‘cool versus geek’ – to categorise and objectify others. This way of talking and thinking 

creates and fuels conflict and violence, with binary categories or versions of events implying that you are 

‘either with us or against us’.  There are strong similarities between the language of conflict at the ‘macro’ 

level and language of conflict in schools, making this a political issue. We have seen in this study how the 

discourse of inclusion/exclusion constructed peer group hierarchies in schools in relation to gender.  

I have demonstrated that violence has become institutionalised in schools in South Australia, with 

teachers complaining that levels of violence between students, and between students and teachers are 

seriously high, particularly in secondary schools in poorer socio-economic areas.  There is no doubt that 

this violence is a reflection of the high levels of violence in local and global communities which are 

reported in the media. In addition, tolerance levels for violence appear to be much higher today than they 

were in my adolescence in the 1950s. The adolescents I interviewed reported that sometimes they use and 
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watch violence to ‘relieve the boredom’.  They described how verbal abuse is ‘normal’ practice amongst 

their peers, and is tolerated and sometimes encouraged by onlookers or bystanders by shouting or 

cheering. However, they also reported that verbal and relational abuse could be far more damaging than 

physical abuse in the longer term.  Their preference was for teachers and other adults to treat verbal abuse 

as seriously as physical abuse, and for their peers to be encouraged to play an active role in intervening to 

stop the abuse and/or to assist the target(s) when it occurred. I would suggest that if verbal forms of abuse 

that are intentional and meant to harm are not named and addressed at the ‘micro’ level of the school, 

little can change at the ‘macro’ level.  Multiple strategies are needed. 

10.9  Implicat ions for intervention 

The welfare of today’s children is inseparably linked to the peace of tomorrow’s world 
(Henry R. Labouisse: UNICEF). 

All human beings are implicated in the generation of abusive and violent human conflicts.  Violence in 

schools is only part of a broader picture of violence.  Children are witnessing high levels of family 

violence in the media and in their homes, communities and schoolyards worldwide (Davies, 1997) 

(Bellamy, 1996). We need to challenge the hegemonic patriarchal discourses that underpin and normalise 

violence at a global level and in our homes, workplaces and schools.  Peace is a counter-discourse that 

seeks to understand the legitimation of violence, and to challenge the discursive and institutional 

structures and frameworks that allow for its emergence.  

10.9.1 Early intervention and prevention in schools 

The threat of verbal abuse or violence, including the use of weapons, was a part of daily life for many 

adolescents in this study. Young people who witness, or who are implicated in abusive behaviours, either 

as perpetrators or targets, learn that abuse of others is an appropriate way to boost their own status and 

that violence is an appropriate way of dealing with interpersonal conflict. Without timely intervention 

they may take this learning with them into their adult life and become either targets or perpetrators of 

violence in their adult relationships. In some of our South Australian schools, violence is clearly linked to 

popular, ‘macho’ constructions of hegemonic masculinity, which some girls are also beginning to 

emulate. This needs to be disrupted if we are to foster healthy, respectful interpersonal relationships.  

We know that violent environments contain the seeds of future conflicts.  Given that schools are 

implicated in the making of particular forms of masculinities and femininities, they have an important role 

to play in addressing verbal abuses that police the boundaries of gender and encourage aggressive forms 

of masculinity and femininity.  

As Chapter One highlighted, if we want to prevent bullying, dating violence, domestic violence, sexual 

harassment and other forms of gendered violence, we need to focus on early intervention and prevention 

strategies by introducing emancipatory knowledge and promoting social transformation in schools in 

relation to the legitimation of violence. This means that school administrators, teachers, counsellors, 

parents and the extended school community should take all forms of violence seriously, including verbal 

abuse.  The goal should be to prevent and eliminate (not just manage) all forms of abusive and violent 
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behaviours, as they are all part of the same continuum (Kelly, 1987) or mosaic of violence. Strategies 

should therefore be coherent and consistent, and involve the whole school and community.   

Behavioural management policies in schools currently tend to emphasise discipline and punishment, an 

approach promoted by the South Australian Government through legislation. However, where boys are 

constructing their masculinities in opposition to school norms and the education system’s values, these 

approaches can unintentionally exacerbate or increase the level of violence in schools. In addition, 

authoritarian ways of policing violence only work when adult figures are around.  Some bullying and 

harassment policies also serve to categorise, label and punish individual students without addressing the 

more fundamental issues of language, gender and power and their role in the construction and 

maintenance of subjectivities (Rigby, 1996a; Rigby, 2002). The problem is often defined as an 

internalised problem of an individual student, rather than as a broader discursive, social and cultural issue.  

In addition, some girls’ more indirect bullying and harassing behaviours are often covert and therefore 

overlooked. Girls’ covert bullying needs to be understood as being linked to a particular construction of 

femininity that does not allow for more open, direct expressions of anger or conflict27.  

A construct of peace must encourage adolescents to incorporate and value differences and pluralities of 

identity.  This will require assisting them to deconstruct and reject discourses on gender and violence, and 

their discursive and institutional underpinnings: 

It is the recognition of the plethora of legitimate readings, representations and identities 
that constitute individuality which must lie at the heart of transformative, critical 
discourses of peace (Jabri, 1996, pp.140-141). 

10.9.2 Teaching philosophy and discourse analysis as a strategy for change 

Parker highlighted how discourses can never escape material conditions and identified four important 

blocks to change. Firstly, it is not physically possible to develop new discourses where there is direct 

physical coercion, such as in situations where there is violence. Secondly, the material organisation of 

space and the spatial structures and divisions in institutions such as schools can also pose barriers to 

certain discourses. Thirdly, habits that orient individuals to discourses need to be broken to develop new 

discourses. Fourthly, hope and hopelessness with regard to possibilities for change are reproduced and 

transformed in discourse (Parker, 1992, pp.38-40).  

In relation to blocks to developing new discourses, this study’s findings suggest that schools should 

empower young adolescents to deconstruct dominant binary discourses on gender and reconstruct 

discourses that enable them to relate to each other in respectful, affirming ways as they progress through 

their lives.  This will require a variety of changes, including changes to the education of staff and students, 

a revision of school policies and the curricula, and the implementation of a variety of creative programs 

                                                 
27 There are now many books (Rigby, 1996a; Rigby, 2002) and websites (eg. http://education.unisa.edu.au/bullying/) 

that teachers can consult, which outline various approaches to bullying, such as Anatole Pikas’s Method of Shared 

Concern (Pikas, 1989).  
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that are accessible to the different peer cultures. Given that the dominant discourse on femininity inhibits 

girls from expressing their anger directly, which contributes to depression and indirect aggressions 

(Stoppard, 2000), and the dominant discourse on masculinity inhibits the expression of hurt and sad 

feelings, which are displayed as anger or aggression, it would not only be useful for adolescents to be able 

to deconstruct those discourses, it would also be beneficial for them to be able to reconstruct discourses 

on masculinity and femininity that provide for healthier, more direct, safer outlets for their feelings. 

Kenway et al. argued that education of students and teachers is essential to assist them to identify and 

deconstruct dominant discourses that shape their gendered subjectivities, but it is not enough.  It is also 

essential to assist students and staff to “draw out some positive counter-narratives” and help them “to 

build both alternative sources of strength and status and new communities of support for other ways of 

being male and female” (Kenway et al., 1997, p.210). 

The interviews I conducted with young people for this study have demonstrated the various ways in 

which adolescent gendered subjectivities are constituted through discursively defined social structures or 

categories, and how they continue to speak into existence those same categories and structures through 

the same discourses, demonstrating Foucault’s concept of the power of discourse (Foucault, 1988). This 

suggests discourse analysis as a powerful strategy for change. Discourse analysis understands language as 

more than a mode for transmitting information in the process of communication. Language, or the way we 

talk about things, actively constructs our reality, and constructs and reproduces social systems. As such it 

has political and social implications (Potter & Wetherell, 1989). The power of discourse lies in its 

invisibility – it is taken for granted as the status quo. Once a discourse is made visible, it loses its power 

and opens up possibilities for other options to emerge.   

Introducing young people to philosophy and techniques for analysing discourses, such as through 

deconstructing gendered themes and stories in advertisements, films and plays, will provide them with an 

opportunity to interrupt the apparent inevitability of the male-female dualism, thereby opening up the 

possibility of more flexible and multiple ways of being gendered, and reducing the power of verbal abuse 

(Davies, 1989b; Davies, 1993; Davies, 1994). There is greater potential for provoking change by 

conceiving of masculinities and femininities as discursive phenomena, thus offering a range of possible 

subject positions, than if masculinity or femininity is conceived as an ‘essence’.  

Davies contended that teaching young people to deconstruct and reconstruct discourses can assist them 

to “invent, invert and break old structures and patterns and discourses and thus speak/write into 

existence other ways of being” (Davies, 1993, p.xviii).  She has worked with pre-school and primary 

schools girls and boys from a range of social and ethnic backgrounds to help them develop the 

necessary deconstructive/reconstructive skills to reveal the cultural discursive threads in stories 

available to them (Davies, 1989b; Davies, 1993). By empowering adolescents to disrupt the dominant 

narratives through which their gender is constituted and held in place, some of the verbally abusive 

practices that are currently essential to the performance of hegemonic masculinities and the more 

covert, indirect and relational practices linked to ‘cool’ femininities, can be exposed and challenged.  
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A variety of possible creative strategies is available to assist adolescents to experiment with different 

ways of being gendered, and to embrace human diversity and resolve differences without recourse to 

violence and abuse.   Some social workers, for example, currently provide successful programs for 

young men to address the discourses underpinning dating violence and domestic violence using 

feminist-poststructuralist ideas. The Young Men and Relationship Violence Prevention Project – 

Relationship Violence: No Way! – is an excellent South Australian example of a project designed to 

address and prevent interpersonal violence. It involves using young males as peer educators in schools 

(Friedman, 1999).   

 

10.9.3 Engaging adolescents as researchers and peer educators 

It would have been advantageous if more boys had volunteered for the individual interviews in my study, 

particularly those boys performing hegemonic forms of masculinity, but given the voluntary nature of 

consent this was out of my control.  By engaging young people to conduct research of this nature 

themselves it may be possible to include more students from each of the discursively-constructed peer 

group categories in future research interviews of this nature.  As part of their training for research, the 

student researchers would learn how to recognise and deconstruct dominant discourses on gender.  These 

student researchers could later be linked to, or become peer educators, who would then work with a wider 

range of male and female students in their school. Friedman’s use of young men as peer educators in his 

work with young males in secondary schools around their propensity to perpetrate abusive behaviour has 

demonstrated that adolescent males are more willing to explore issues related to their masculinity when 

they are presented in a way that is accessible to their peer culture (Friedman, 1999).  Girls could also 

profit from opportunities to explore how their performances of femininity and their propensity to enforce 

patriarchal norms by abusing each other are linked to dominant discourses on femininity and to 

patriarchy. 

10.9.4 Educational drama 

Since 1996 I have been involved in the International DRACON (Drama and Conflict) Project with 

researchers from Australia, Sweden and Malaysia. In our various countries we have experimented with 

educational drama as a technique to assist adolescents to raise their awareness of the nature of conflicts in 

schools and to give them the skills to handle conflicts.  The focus group research that I conducted 

previously in seven schools indicated that peer mediation strategies may not be appropriate for some 

adolescents (see statements in Appendix 5), in particular for Year 9 students (Bagshaw 1998).  The 

suggestion was, therefore, that conflict education could be provided through the medium of educational 

drama. In 1998 I received funding to conduct a drama and conflict research project in Newland High with 

eighteen ‘out of control’ male and female Year 9 students, with the assistance of two of my academic 

drama colleagues from the University of South Australia28 and a social work field education student. The 

creative approach we used may be one that can be adapted to assist young people to identify, challenge 

                                                 
28 Rosemary Nursey-Bray, Myk Mykyta and a fourth year social work student, Dianne Halliday, from the University 

of South Australia assisted with this research. 
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and change some of the discourses on gender that are currently ruling their lives (Bagshaw, 2003a; 

Bagshaw & Halliday, 1999; Bagshaw & Lepp, 2003).  

Various researchers have noted that drama can be a powerful agent for change (Widdows, 1996).  

Heathcote, for example, believed that dramatic art helps to explore the feelings of an experience, thus 

decreasing anxiety and increasing control (Johnson & O'Niell, 1984).  Boal employed drama as a means 

of empowering oppressed individuals by simultaneously learning through experience and evaluating that 

experience, thereby opening up possibilities for change (Boal, 1979). Heathcote stated that “drama is a 

means of widening experiences” (Johnson & O'Niell, 1984). It is: 

... the selective expression of human interaction in which codes and patterns of 
behaviour may be examined (ibid, p.202)...  

... a way of educating our children to become sensitive, aware, mature citizens, able not 
only to see the world from their own viewpoint, but through the eyes of others (ibid, 
p.85).   

Drama-in-education is about developing creativity and the use of the imagination, and as such is a 

valuable tool for intellectual and emotional growth.  It is not about public performance but is a process 

that involves the participants in problem solving and cooperative interaction.   

A ‘socially critical’ approach to drama is one that aims to ‘problematise’ students’ lived experiences and 

encourage a high level of consciousness, allowing for negotiation of roles as reflexive social actors and 

critics.  It is socially critical in that participants are encouraged to interrogate their own and others’ beliefs, 

attitudes, emotions and actions (Errington, 1996).  In a situation where conflict is the subject of the drama, 

the students, by assuming roles on both sides, can hope to understand more deeply the character of, and 

motivation behind the conflict because they project themselves imaginatively into the protagonists’ minds 

and situation (Nursey-Bray, 1996).   

In the DRACON project at Newland High, using two 100-minute sessions a week over eight weeks, 

student participants were introduced to a variety of conflict resolution strategies and styles via the medium 

of drama and were then empowered to construct and enact their own plays around the theme of verbal 

abuse, based on their everyday experiences at school (Bagshaw, 2003a; Bagshaw & Halliday, 1999; 

Bagshaw & Lepp, 2003). Each student was encouraged to experiment with different ways of handling 

verbal abuse and to play a number of roles, enacting a variety of conflict resolution strategies and styles in 

this process.  In the early stages of the project the students adhered rigidly to their three gender-based 

cliques, refused to mix with others in the larger group and generally refused to cooperate.  The boys stayed 

in one large group and most were generally unruly, loud and disruptive. The girls divided themselves into 

two groups. The dominant group of confident, ‘cool’ girls refused to associate in any way with the other 

group of shy, ‘geeky’ girls.  However, in order to construct their own plays they needed to engage a variety 

of actors and costumes. This required girls and boys to mix with each other, and the ‘cool’ girls needed to 

engage the support of the ‘geeky’ girls. By the time the students had scripted their plays and allocated 

themselves and others to various roles, the boundaries between the cliques had opened up and had virtually 

disappeared by the end of eight weeks.  Adopting new roles, costumes and personas provided the students 
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with opportunities to move from their subjective positions and experiment with new and varied ways of 

relating to their peers without ‘losing face’.  These findings have been replicated in other studies conducted 

by members of the broader, international DRACON team and are currently being compiled for a research 

book. 

 

Based on this pilot study in Newland High, it is my hypothesis that drama in education could be one 

potentially powerful medium to assist adolescents to explore the dominant discourses’ impact on the 

construction of their gendered subjectivities, and the role that verbal abuse plays in those constructions. 

This could happen in two ways.  Firstly, in the process of constructing their own plays around their typical 

experiences of verbal abuse at school, students could be encouraged to exaggerate the stereotypical 

performances of gender, or alternatively experiment with playing various gender roles. This would 

authorise them to experiment with different performances of gender in their peers’ presence. To raise 

awareness and to encourage empathy, students could also be encouraged to play gender roles in 

opposition to those they usually perform, for example by girls playing stereotypical boys roles, or 

studious boys playing ‘macho’ roles. These strategies may allow for multiple subjectivities to emerge in 

the plays, given the anonymity that costumes and assumed roles offer. Secondly, once the plays have been 

constructed and rehearsed, they can then be performed in front of a larger group of students or videoed 

and viewed by a wider audience.  Trained student facilitators or peer group educators could elicit 

audience discussion about the links between verbal abuse and the gendered performances that students 

have observed in the plays, and the various ways that the dominant discourses on gender restricted the 

range of options available to the actors.  Different ways of being gendered could then be explored and 

legitimised. These strategies could be the subject of research, using action research strategies similar to 

those we used in the earlier project, again using students as researchers and commentators. 

10.10 Conclusion 

Given the findings of this thesis and the power of naming, I would suggest that the old ‘Sticks and stones’ 

rhyme be revised to emphasise the potentially harmful, long-term effects of verbal abuse: 

Sticks and stones may break my bones  

And words may wound and mark me 

But every day that I’m alive 

Its the words I’ll recall that hurt me. 

 

I believe that schools have a moral obligation to treat verbal abuse and all other forms of violence 

seriously, and to introduce gender studies or philosophy into the school curriculum to teach young people 

to recognise and deconstruct the informal and formal discourses on gender that are currently contributing 

to the mosaic of violent and abusive behaviours in schools.  It is also recommended that schools develop 

creative, relevant and accessible strategies and resources to assist young people to embrace a wider range 

of options in their performances of gender, such as by using students as researchers and peer educators, 

and offering student-centred programs that allow them to experiment with new and different ways of 
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being gendered, such as drama-in-education using well-trained, gender-aware facilitators.  This may assist 

adolescents to change or challenge the gender-linked abuses in which they are implicated, or they witness 

at school. However, this cannot happen in a vacuum.  It will require a whole school and community 

approach, based on a common philosophical view to ensure that the school’s policies and all administrator 

and staff practices are consistent with a wide range of empowering, student-centred strategies for change. 

It will also require changes to the education, training and selection of teachers to ensure that schools offer 

appropriate role models for students to emulate. 
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